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ABSTRACT
The revision-as-proofreading model has persisted in secondary English classrooms
despite theoretical and research-based criticism of its efficacy to improve student writing. This
multiple case study investigated the decisions of five tenth grade English teachers to minimize
revision in their writing instruction, reducing it to the proofreading approach, even though their
articulation of the purpose of revision was more complex. In order to understand why revision
was minimized in these classrooms, I utilized an activity theory framework to examine the key
settings in which these teachers operated, their motives for writing instruction within those
settings, and the various instructional tools that they prioritized to achieve their objectives. My
analysis of teacher interviews, observation fieldnotes, and student artifacts revealed that the
dominant settings in which these teachers operated were the state setting (i.e., the influence of
the state writing test), the school setting (i.e., the influence of the recent shift to a block
schedule), the professional learning community (PLC) setting (i.e., the influence of team
decisions on individual practice), and the classroom setting (i.e., the influence of perceptions of
students’ abilities within each class level).
An examination of the teachers’ motives and tools within these settings, as well as the
teachers’ personal backgrounds, revealed that revision was not prioritized for a variety of reasons
including its marginalization on the writing test, a sense of urgency created by the block
schedule, the team’s priority on other aspects of the writing process, perceptions of students’
writing deficiencies, the teachers’ narrow conceptualizations of revision, and the teachers’ lack
of revision pedagogy in teacher education. Despite the entrenched nature of the teachers’ current
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writing instruction beliefs and practices within these powerful settings, the frustrations expressed
by individual teachers concerning the inefficacy of some of their practices indicated that some of
the teachers were positioned to problematize and potentially transform their writing pedagogy.
The study concludes with implications for practice, teacher education, schools, policymakers,
and educational researchers.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION

Revision is not the end of the writing process but the beginning.
-

Donald Murray

Imagine for a moment a world in which writing was never revised. Journalists, novelists,
scholars and poets composing first drafts and then submitting them for publication. No time
spent finding precisely the right word, clarifying an argument, deleting redundancies, or adding
details to create a word-picture. Imagine if this very manuscript were merely a first attempt at a
dissertation without any rewriting, reviewing, or rethinking. This would never be acceptable in
the world of published writing, but research suggests that this is the writing world that today’s
secondary students inhabit. Applebee’s (1981) seminal study on secondary school writing
revealed that less than 30% of teachers reported requiring more than one draft of a writing
assignment (p. 83). Twenty-five years later, Hillocks (2006) compared his own 2002 study with
Applebee’s and found that there had been “no real change at all” in the percentages of teachers
who believed that revising was an important teaching technique (p. 60). The majority of
secondary students are trained to believe that they have one chance to get it right before their
writing is evaluated. Thus the “school” approach to writing does little to prepare students for
writing beyond classroom walls.
As writing scholar Donald Murray (2013) suggested, “All writers write badly – at first”
(p. 1), and it is the process of rewriting and revising that leads to improvement. But revision has
benefits far beyond improving the words on the page. Murray contends that “rewriting is
1

thinking: a process of combining memory, ideas, questions, answers that don’t yet have
questions, facts, observations, research, theories, ideas in ways that produce a meaning” (p. 5,
emphasis added). If our students are not given opportunities to revisit their first drafts, then does
it follow that we are robbing them of opportunities to think about their writing? What happens to
these students when they enter career or collegial writing contexts armed only with the
knowledge of “school” (i.e. first-draft) writing?
During my first years of teaching English, these questions continued to arise in my mind
as I sought to develop a plan for teaching writing. I became an English teacher primarily because
I wanted to teach students how to write. It seemed that most of my peers, including myself,
learned how to write for the first time in college (Beil & Knight, 2007). Most of us spent the first
half of our freshman year “un-learning” what we were taught about writing in high school and
then starting from scratch in entry level composition courses. So, when I finally had the
opportunity to work with high school writers, I was determined to prepare them for college and
career writing opportunities. Revision pedagogy quickly became essential to my writing
instruction philosophy as I compared the work of students who committed to making significant
revisions, often rewriting or rethinking their entire papers, with those who did not. When I met
with students individually in the midst of their revision processes, the conversations were rich as
they asked challenging questions, considered reorganizing entire sections, and puzzled over how
to avoid tangents from their central arguments. Their consecutive drafts grew more substantive,
logical, and precise, while students who did not take advantage of opportunities to write multiple
drafts or did so by merely editing previous drafts, ended up with neat reproductions of their
original thinking. I knew that revision could make a difference in students’ writing and thinking.
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However, there was a disconnect between my philosophy of writing instruction and its
implementation.
My revision strategies always worked best in my Advanced Placement classes in which
the curriculum allowed extensive time for writing and most students were motivated (either by
grades, parents, or their own desire to improve as writers) to meet with me during their study hall
time or after school. Even then, after extensive workshops and instruction about how to revise,
only half of the AP students chose to revise if it was not required. In my non-AP classes, I often
found myself falling back into the familiar “outline, first draft, grade” motif that characterized
the type of writing instruction that I was trying to avoid. My students’ revisions in the standard
level classes were much more superficial, in part because my curriculum in those courses did not
allow the same amount of time for writing instruction as in my AP courses and also because
large class sizes and the presence of many struggling writers made complex revision instruction
seem like a luxury that I could not afford.
Despite my understanding of the power and efficacy of revision pedagogy, I continued to
buckle beneath the weight of the numerous demands of my teaching load and the school context.
In my internal strife, I heard echoes of the Apostle Paul’s lament in Romans: “I do not
understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do” (Romans 7:15). As
I entered graduate school, I focused my research on the relationship between revision pedagogy
and the classroom context to develop a more complete understanding of the obstacles that
prevent effective writing instruction. The current study is the culmination of this pursuit, and my
hope is that my examination of several English classrooms from a variety of angles will reveal
what kinds of changes and transformations must take place to encourage teachers to re-vision the
writing classroom.
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Statement of Problem
Teaching writing is challenging, time-consuming work, and it has historically vied for
attention in English classrooms centered on the teaching of reading or the analysis of literature
(Tremmel, 2001). The writing pedagogy that has been squeezed into the English curriculum has
been focused on form as evidenced by the persistence of both the five-paragraph essay and the
prominence of grammatical correctness (Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry, 2003;
Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995). Even as our understanding of writing pedagogy has evolved
from the original “product” approach toward a linear process model (Britton et al., 1975;
Rohman, 1965) and finally to the current “post-process” model which presents writing as a
recursive, continuous process (McCutchen, 2006), classroom teachers continue to prioritize
traditional models of writing instruction that are product-focused (Applebee, 1981; Hillocks,
2002; Johnson et al., 2003). Revision, when it occurs, is often reduced to correcting minor
grammar or spelling infractions (Applebee, 1984; Fitzgerald, 1987; Yagelski, 1995), thus
students rarely get to experience what professional writers know, that “writing is rewriting”
(Murray, 2013, p. 2).
The persistence of traditional models of writing instruction may be explained by a variety
of internal and external factors that impact English teachers and their classroom environments.
Recent data from the Nation’s Report Card on writing revealed that only 27% of eighth graders
and 27% of twelfth graders write at or above a proficient writing level (National Center for
Educational Statistics, 2011). These results create the rhetoric of a “writing crisis” which causes
teachers and schools to redouble their attention toward writing preparation, assessed through
standardized tests, rather than focusing attention on teaching more complex, authentic forms of
writing. These writing tests promote formal issues such as structure (often five-paragraph essays)
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and form (revision as proofreading) over the content and the critical ideas (Applebee & Langer,
2009; Hillocks, 2002). Students and teachers are encouraged to focus on first-draft writing
(Applebee & Langer, 2009) and formulaic writing formats (Hillocks, 2002) which limit or
eliminate opportunities for students to rethink their writing through revision. The high-stakes
nature of these assessments combined with other English curricular demands makes it
challenging for teachers to prioritize other forms of writing beyond writing test preparation
(Hillocks, 2002; Wiley, 2000).
Purpose
While the influence of high-stakes testing on writing instruction is well-documented
(Applebee & Langer, 2009; Hillocks, 2002; McCarthey, 2008; Wiley 2000), I was interested in
finding out how other factors such as time limitations, curricular demands, departmental and
school expectations, teacher preparation, and teachers’ beliefs influenced writing pedagogy
decisions in general and revision pedagogy in particular. Thus, the purpose of the current study
was threefold: (1) to examine the various contexts within which English teachers make decisions
about writing pedagogy, (2) to understand how internal and external factors impacting the
writing teacher interact and coalesce to influence how writing is taught and (3) to determine how
revision pedagogy in particular is affected by these factors.
Relevant Literature
In its most literal sense, to revise means to “see again” implying the need to rethink,
reconsider, or reevaluate an existing entity (Murray, 2013). All of these terms imply making
value judgments, thinking critically, and determining whether or not change is necessary. In a
political context, revision may involve challenging and reframing constitutional amendments to
reflect current attitudes and ideas. From a philosophical perspective, postulates may be revised
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when a new, conflicting concept arises that challenges existing assumptions. In the context of the
English classroom, however, where the term “revision” is arguably most used, revision has been
relegated to the seemingly neutral task of “editing” a final draft of writing (Fitzgerald, 1987;
Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995). Fitzgerald (1987) counters this oversimplified notion by
compiling a comprehensive definition of revision within the context of education based upon two
decades of revision research:
Revision means making any changes at any point in the writing process. It involves
identifying discrepancies between intended and instantiated text, deciding what could or
should be changed in the text and how to make desired changes, and operating, that is,
making the desired changes. Changes may or may not affect meaning of the text, and
they may be major or minor. Also, changes may be made in the writer’s mind before
being instantiated in written text, at the time the text is first written, and/or after the text
is first written. (p. 484)
As this definition suggests, effective revision requires students to think critically about
their writing, to challenge and test their ideas, and to make major and minor changes to make
these ideas more cogent. When this complex approach to revision is replaced by concerns for
correcting minor grammar or spelling infractions in secondary classrooms, student writing does
not improve (Applebee, 1984; Fitzgerald, 1987; Yagelski, 1995). Two factors that have
influenced this oversimplification of revision particularly in secondary classrooms are (1) the
persistence of traditional conceptions of revision-as-proofreading rooted in early articulations of
the writing process (Britton et al, 1975; Rohman, 1965) and (2) the current focus on first-draft
writing and the marginalization of revision based upon the expectations of high-stakes writing
tests (Hillocks, 2002). Both of these factors hold powerful sway in writing classrooms due to the
entrenched nature of the former and the intense pressure associated with the latter. In other
words, the cacophony of voices arising from traditional practices and policy mandates are
drowning out the voices of expert writers, composition scholars (George, 2001; Harris, 2003),
thoughtful classroom teachers (Smede, 2000; Van Dyk, 1967), and even students (Emig, 1971)
6

who recognize that revision is a crucial aspect of the writing process that has the potential to
significantly improve student writing and thinking.
The literature on revision practices, however, suggests that much work must be done
before revision is perceived and implemented in such a way that it challenges students to
improve the content of their writing or to think more deeply about their writing. Rohman (1965)
and Britton et al. (1975) improved writing instruction by recognizing writing as a process rather
than merely a product. However, their linear model of prewriting, writing, and revising, became
so entrenched in composition pedagogy that future research studies and theoretical challenges
struggled to supplant it. One of the consequences of the linear perception was that revision was
often presented as merely a proofreading stage in which the writer polished the final draft. As a
result, the majority of classroom teachers taught revision-as-proofreading as evidenced by
Applebee’s (1981) finding that less than a quarter of English students made changes beyond
grammar, spelling, or vocabulary in their revisions. Yagelski (1995) and Patthey-Chavez,
Matsumura, and Valdes (2004) linked students’ superficial revisions with their teachers’ surfacelevel comments on their papers. Rather than serving as a tool by which students could improve
the quality of their writing, revision was reduced to a tedious chore that had little impact on
writing quality or student identity.
Various factors may have contributed to the persistence of the revision-as-proofreading
misconception in the face of writing pedagogy research suggesting a more complex revision
purpose. First, the inherent complexity of revision makes it difficult for teachers to teach and
students to learn. Some of these challenges include the need for the writer to identify his or her
intentions (Fitzgerald, 1987), to critically read his or her own writing (McCutchen, Francis, &
Kerr, 1997), and to decide among the numerous revision options to carry out (Faigley & Witte,
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1981). Second, the limitations of students’ age and experience as writers make it difficult for
them to grasp and implement this complex task. Research indicates that inexperienced writers
tended to rely heavily on teacher input (Sommers, 1980) and tended to focus on surface changes,
while more advanced student writers and professional writers carried out a combination of
surface and meaning changes according to the context (Faigley & Witte, 1981).
A third obstacle preventing a more complex conception and implementation of revision is
the limited writing pedagogy in teacher education. According to Tremmel (2001), teacher
education programs often fail to prioritize writing pedagogy or they focus too heavily on practice
at the expense of theory. Because writing pedagogy courses are not a consistent requirement in
teacher education programs (National Commission on Writing, 2006) and English methods
courses often attempt to cover every aspect of the English curriculum (Smagorinksy & Whiting,
1994), many English teachers receive limited to no writing pedagogy instruction in their teacher
education programs (Hochstetler, 2007; Kiuhara, Graham, & Hawken, 2009). Thus many
teachers enter the classroom without a strong conceptual foundation in writing pedagogy theory,
research and practice (Johnson et al., 2003).
Teacher shortcomings represent a fourth obstacle to effective revision pedagogy. Emig
(1971) suggested that English teachers often have a myopic focus on grammatical correctness,
which results in their implementation of a narrow concept of revision. Further, teachers’
perceptions of students’ deficiencies as writers may cause them to narrow their instruction and
displace blame concerning students’ struggles with complex writing processes (Briggs &
Palliotet, 1997; Pella, 2011; Weaver, 1996). In addition, teachers may limit the complexity of
their writing instruction due to the constraints of the school context including time pressures,
large class sizes, or limited resources (Johnson et al., 2003).
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The sixth potential obstacle to supplanting the revision-as-proofreading model, as
suggested previously, is the influence of high-stakes testing. The writing test context in particular
encourages students and teachers to focus on first-draft writing (Applebee & Langer, 2009) and
formulaic writing formats (Hillocks, 2002) at the expense of more complex processes such as
revision which are not tested (Scherff & Piazza, 2005).
Because I was interested in what combinations of these and other factors influenced
teachers’ decisions about writing pedagogy, I chose an activity theory framework as a lens that
would allow me to examine the “activity” of writing instruction, not as an isolated entity, but as
occurring in particular settings within larger social, cultural, and historical systems. Activity
theory has its roots in sociocultural theories, which emerged as a reaction to the dualistic,
“either-or” perspectives that had dominated theoretical and research paradigms for centuries
(Kirschner & Martin, 2010; Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2010; Wertsch, 1998). Rather than presenting
the individual as separate from society, sociocultural theories espoused the basic idea that the
individual human mind shapes and is shaped by the social, historical, and cultural settings in
which it exists (Cole, 1996; Wertsch, 1998). Sociocultural theorists desired a research approach
that would allow them to “live in the middle” (Werstch, 1998, p. 24), studying complex,
everyday actions of human beings acting within their worlds.
Vygotsky (1978, 1986), one of the founders of sociocultural theory, posited that actions
must be understood as having origins in past actions (the concept of “historicity”), that human
thinking is inherently social rather than individual, and that human actions are always mediated
by tools and signs. In the context of writing pedagogy, these tenets encourage us to examine the
“historicity” of persistent teaching practices such as the revision-as-proofreading model, the
ways in which teacher thinking about pedagogy is influenced by the school and other contexts in
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which they are situated, and how teachers utilize both conceptual and practical teaching tools to
achieve their teaching objectives. Further, the sociocultural lens is also useful for studying
teachers’ writing pedagogy decisions because it prioritizes a holistic analysis, studying the
subjects, tools, and objects as an interrelated network rather than distinct parts of a whole
(Vygotsky, 1986).
By positioning activity as the primary unit of analysis (Leont’ev, 1978), sociocultural
theorists resolved the persistent “either-or” dualism by focusing on the ways that individuals act
within their environments, sometimes reacting, other times transforming, even creating, but
always acting. Leont’ev (1978) suggested that “activity does not exist without a motive” (p. 63)
because human action is always purposeful, always driven toward a particular goal. In the
context of writing pedagogy, identifying teachers’ motives becomes particularly important
because, as Wertsch (1985) explains “the motive… specifies what is to be maximized in that
setting… and what will be given up if need be in order to accomplish something else” (p. 212).
In other words, teachers’ decisions about how to teach writing are always motivated toward a
particular end, and choosing to maximize one aspect of writing necessarily means that something
else must be minimized.
With a focus on mediated action, a teacher’s decisions or practices do not necessarily
hinge upon his or her skill or ability to teach, but upon the skill with which he or she utilizes an
instructional tool. Vygotsky’s (1978) triadic model represents the classic conception of mediated
action with the subject’s action toward the object being mediated by a particular artifact or tool.
In other words, human actions are always goal-oriented and mediated by a concept or physical
tool, like a teacher (subject) utilizing a graphic organizer (tool) to teach students how to organize
their writing (object). In writing pedagogy, teachers most often appropriate tools, utilizing
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something others have created and making it their own (Leont’ev, 1959; Wertsch, 1998; Cole,
1996). However, this process of appropriation is never neutral because power dynamics within a
larger activity system often determine what tools will be prioritized within particular settings
influence the tools that will be maximized in various settings.
Activity theory grew out of this tradition beginning with Leont’ev’s (1978) focus on the
unit of activity and proceeding through various iterations that both refined and expanded the
theory to articulate a full system of activity that acknowledged the values and norms inherent in
the system (Davydov, 1988, 1996) and could address both individual and collective activity
(Shcherdrovitsky, 1995). Yrjo Engestrom (1999), the author of the activity theory model I will
be using, added additional categories to Vygotsky’s classic triadic “subject, tool, object” model
including the rules of the system, the communities within which the action occurs, and the
division of labor (hierarchical relationships) that influence the activity. Engestrom (1999) argued
that the classic model failed to “fully explicate the societal and collaborative nature of (one’s)
actions” and “[did] not depict (one’s) actions as events in a collective activity system” making
actions appear “very limited and situation bound” (p. 30). Along with acknowledging the
multifaceted nature of context, Engestrom’s model also accounted for disequilibrium or tensions
that are inevitable in everyday contexts and the potential transformations that could arise from
those contradictions. In the context of writing pedagogy, examining those points of contradiction
within the activity of teaching writing has the potential to reveal opportunities for transformation
or change within a teacher's instructional choices.
Research Questions
The questions that informed the current study evolved over the course of the study from
an original focus on how teachers taught revision and what factors influenced their decisions to
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questions that sought to understand the settings in which these factors were situated and the
motives that influenced the teachers’ decisions about revision pedagogy. Johnson et al. (2003)
utilized an activity theory model to frame their study of an early-career teacher’s decision to
teach the five-paragraph essay. Because of the similarities between the persistence of the fiveparagraph essay form and the revision-as-proofreading model despite research negating their
efficacy, their research goals were very similar to my own. Therefore, I adapted their research
questions embedded within the activity theory framework to fit my research objectives. The
questions are as follows:
1. What key settings influenced the decisions that teachers made about their writing
pedagogy?
2. What primary motives drove their decisions within these settings, and what instructional
tools did they appropriate to carry out these motives?
3. Within these settings, what teacher writing pedagogy practices were minimized and
maximized?
Summary of Methodology
While activity theory was primarily the theoretical lens through which I viewed writing
pedagogy, the framework was also useful in informing my research design and analysis
(Sannino, Daniels, and Gutierrez, 2009). Research methods aligned with activity theory are often
focused on qualitative explorations of everyday events in everyday contexts (Engestrom, 1999;
Sannino, Daniels, and Gutierrez, 2009) such as writing instruction in secondary schools. Because
teachers are situated within complex settings within and beyond their schools, the activity theory
methodology is useful as it encourages the researcher to maintain a focus on both the system
view and the subject view, rather than treating them as separate entities (Engestrom et al, 1999).
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Therefore, two particular strengths of a methodology informed by activity theory are its focus on
the settings or contexts in which individuals operate and its priority on thick description of the
activity of the individual or group of individuals. According to Cole (1996), activity theorists
study activities within “naturally occurring settings” as a means to reject a “cause-effect,
stimulus-response, explanatory science” in favor of a focus on “the emergent nature of the mind
in activity” and the “central role for interpretation” (p. xii). Further, Johnson et al. (2003) explain
that each setting within which an individual acts is made up of idiosettings, or “settings within
settings” with their own goals and practices (p. 142). This nested concept of settings was
especially useful when studying teachers in schools because the individual class was nested
within the professional learning community (PLC) which was nested within the English
department, and so on. Research within activity theory also focuses on developing a thick
description of the activity in order to “illuminate and further our own lives as understood and
enacted within particular contexts and ways of being” (Kirschner & Martin, 2010, p. 16).
Therefore, one of the purposes of the current study was to provide thick description of five
teachers’ writing pedagogy decisions within the settings and nested idiosettings of their teaching
environment.
The case study was a perfect complement to the activity theory framework with its focus
on examining “real-life scenarios” and providing “rich and holistic account(s)” of what is
happening within those contexts (Merriam, 2009, p. 51). By developing a detailed,
multidimensional portrait of teachers’ writing pedagogy decisions using a variety of data sources
(Merriam, 2009; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009), I was able to avoid reducing these decisions to simple
cause-effect relationships. I chose an instrumental case study approach in order to “understand
something else” beyond an individual or multiple case(s) (Stake, 1995, p.3). Within this study, I
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sought an understanding of the competing factors that influence writing teachers’ decisions.
More specifically, the strengths of the case study which made it advantageous for the current
study were its ability to focus on particular cases rather than general situations (Merriam, 2009;
Stake, 1995), to answer “how” and “why” questions as opposed to “what” questions (Yin, 2009),
to utilize multiple sources of evidence to create the holistic account (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009);
and to provide flexibility through which the researcher can adapt the methodology to fit the
subjects of study” (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009). The combination of these factors as well as the
complementarity of the case study approach and the activity theory framework made the case
study an advantageous vehicle through which to research teachers’ writing pedagogy decisions.
In order to analyze teachers’ decisions about writing instruction with a particular focus on
revision pedagogy, I examined the writing pedagogy of five tenth grade teachers who made up
the tenth grade “team” or PLC at a suburban high school in North Carolina over the course of the
fall semester of 2011. The students in each of the five classes that I observed represented the
secondary participants in the study, and the primary settings in which the teachers operated
included the high school, the English department, the tenth grade PLC, and the North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction. The multiple sources of data that informed this study included
teacher interviews (formal and informal), observations (classroom and Sophomore Night), and
artifacts (student writing samples, students’ written reflections, and teacher handouts).
Trustworthiness within the study was reinforced using several practices including the
triangulation of multiple sources of data (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009), thick description (Geertz,
1973; Kirchner & Martin, 2010), and member checking (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009).
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Significance of Study
The significance of this examination of the revision pedagogy of a group of five tenth
grade English teachers is twofold. First, it hones in on one aspect of the writing process, revision,
which research has demonstrated has been underconceptualized and reduced to a surface-level,
proofreading process in English classrooms for decades (Emig, 1971; Patthey-Chavez et al.,
2004; Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995). If, as Murray (2013) suggested, revision is really the
“beginning” of writing in which students engage with their ideas and clarify their meaning, then
narrow revision pedagogy has negative implications for the quality of student writing and
thinking. Further, research on revision pedagogy within the secondary classroom does not focus
on the factors that inform teachers’ decisions concerning revision practices, instead prioritizing
the types of revisions students make in response to teacher comments (Patthey-Chavez et al.,
2004; Yagelski, 1995). While a focus on the types of revisions that occur in secondary
classrooms is useful in identifying some of the outcomes of the revision-as-proofreading model,
it was necessary to examine the complexities of teachers’ revision pedagogy choices in order to
understand the various factors that informed their perceptions of revision and how to teach it.
Secondly, the activity theory framework has been utilized to study various aspects of
writing pedagogy including the persistence of the five-paragraph essay (Johnson et al, 2003) and
the writing workshop model (Grossman, Smagorinsky, & Valencia, 1999), but it has not, to my
knowledge, been appropriated in the context of revision pedagogy. Therefore, the current study
has the potential to expand the body of research that uses activity theory to analyze the
multilayered factors that influence writing pedagogy decisions in secondary classrooms. These
previous studies have also focused primarily on early-career teachers who are transitioning from
teacher education programs into their first jobs, therefore focusing more on the process of
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learning to teach. However, the current study analyzed the practices of five teachers ranging in
experience from four to seventeen years, thus allowing for the framework to account for
additional factors including classroom experiences over time, professional development, and
further enculturation into the school and other contexts. In addition, prior studies have focused
on one or two participants, but the current study benefited from analyzing the practices of five
teachers making decisions individually and as a team. In this way, I took advantage of comparing
individual activity models with a complex activity system model of the collective subject
(Davydov, 1988; Engestrom, 1999). By examining these teachers’ revision pedagogy decisions
nested within complex activity systems, this study provides a detailed portrait of the negotiations
that teachers made among competing factors as well as the contradictions and tensions within the
system that signal sites of potential changes in practice.
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CHAPTER II:
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Overview
In the first part of this chapter, I will discuss current research on revision and revision
pedagogy including the conceptualization of revision as thinking, the history of revision
research, and research suggesting the prevalence of surface-level revisions. To elaborate upon
why revision is often reduced to proofreading, I will present research on the primary obstacles to
complex perceptions and applications of revision including the following: (1) inherent
complexity of the revision process; (2) limitations of age and experience of student writers; (3)
limited writing pedagogy in teacher education programs; (4) teacher shortcomings; (5)
constraints of the school environment; and (6) the influence of high-stakes testing on writing
instruction.
In order to understand how these, and possibly other, factors may interact to influence
teachers’ decisions about writing pedagogy with a focus on revision, I chose an activity theory
framework to situate these factors in various settings and to display interrelationships among
them. Therefore, in the second part of this chapter, I will examine the roots of activity theory in
the larger context of sociocultural theory with a focus on the following primary characteristics
that were relevant to this study: (1) the historicity of pedagogical practices; (2) teacher thinking
influenced by social contexts; and (3) tool-mediated action. Finally, I will define the activity
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theory framework and discuss three particular aspects that informed the current study: the
expanded triadic model; the role of disequilibrium; and the role of transformations.
Revision as Thinking
In his text The Craft of Revision (2013), Donald Murray states simply that “rewriting is
thinking” (p. 5). He explains that “revision becomes far more than correcting error;” instead, it is
a process of “re-seeing,” or demonstrating “how the writer sees the world and understands its
meaning” (p. 4). This is not to say that the planning and drafting phases of the writing process do
not involve thinking, but Murray’s argument suggests that it is not until we re-engage with
something we have written that we discover what we intended to say. Even as a professional
writer, Murray claims that writing is “all a matter of trial and instructive error” (p. 5). Peter
Elbow (1973) contends that traditional approaches to writing instruction do not allow for this
trial-and-error process embedded in revision:
The common model of writing I grew up with preaches control. It tells me to think first,
make up my mind what I really mean, figure out ahead of time where I am going, have a
plan, an outline, don’t dither, don’t be ambiguous, be stern with myself, don’t let things
get out of hand… Yet almost always my main experience ends up one of not being in
control, feeling stuck, feeling lost, trying to write something and never succeeding.
Helplessness and passivity. (p. 32)
This description of “controlled” writing, written over three decades ago, mirrors the current
formulaic approaches to writing test preparation that plague writing classrooms today (Hillocks,
2002). Elbow suggests that the “old model” of the five-paragraph essay persists because “it
promises structure and control and that’s exactly what you yearn for when you’re having trouble
writing” (p. 72). However, students need to be able to “be sloppy and relinquish control” if they
are going to “improve their ability to think carefully and discriminatingly” about their writing (p.
34). Because revision is inherently a messy, chaotic process of learning to write and think, the
majority of teachers opt for a tidy, linear process that maintains order and control in writing
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regardless of the quality of the thinking involved (Johnson, et al., 2003). Thus my focus on
revision for the current study is predicated upon the belief that the presence or lack of revision
instruction in a classroom will reveal the extent to which writing is used as vehicle for thinking.
History of Revision Research
Historically, the process of revision has been underrepresented in the field of writing
pedagogy. Donald Murray (1987) claimed that it was “one of the writing skills least researched,
least examined, least understood, and – usually – least taught” (p. 85). A seminal research study
on writing in the secondary classroom performed by Applebee (1981) revealed that less than
30% of teachers reported requiring more than one draft of a writing assignment (p. 83). While
these observations and studies have increased the focus on revision in education over the past
three decades, there remains a persistent and prevalent misconception among teachers and
students that revision consists primarily of minor corrections of surface errors (Patthey-Chavez,
2004; Yagelski, 1995). It is clear that, as Murray (1987) suggested, revision remains “least
understood” and “least taught” despite increased scholarly conversations and extensive research
concerning effective revision strategies (Hillocks, 2006; Fitzgerald, 1987; Van Gelderen, 1997;
Wallace & Hayes, 1991; Yagelski, 1995).
A focus on revision did not emerge prominently in educational research until the 1970s
when a view of writing as a linear model of prewriting, writing, and rewriting emerged to replace
the common “product” view of writing that focused solely on the finished work. This
straightforward process, promoted by Gordon Rohman (1965) and James Britton (1975), became
the dominant perception of the writing process, encouraging teachers to guide their students
through the process of writing step-by-step (Fitzgerald, 1987; Sommers, 1980). According to
Nancy Sommers (1980), this linear perception of the writing process served to limit the concept
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of revision because it was viewed as “a separate stage at the end of the process – a stage that
comes after the completion of a first or second draft and one that is temporally distinct from the
prewriting and writing stages of the process” (p. 378). She claimed that this perception of
revision as an “afterthought” at the end of the process served to isolate and disregard revision as
a crucial aspect of the writing process. It wasn’t until the late 1970s that Donald Murray
reconceptualized revision as “seeing again,” and presented a distinction between internal and
external revision (Murray, 1987). According to Murray, internal revision positioned the writer as
his or her own audience and involved decisions made about issues of structure, focus, or
language. External revision, on the other hand, represented concerns with correctness or
appropriateness. Thus, Murray was one of the first to clarify a distinction between the deeper
revisions suggested by a writer’s internal voice and the surface-level changes required to clarify
the writing for an external audience. Even as he promoted the linear process of writing, Murray
recognized that revision entailed much more than superficial changes in form.
During the 1970s, additional factors such as an increase in the understanding of cognitive
psychology as well as a shift in the research from a focus on writing products to the writing
process led to a shift away from the linear model of writing toward a more recursive model
(McCutchen, 2006). As researchers learned more about the workings of the mind, research
methods shifted toward examining the thinking processes of students while they composed their
writing. This think-aloud model credited to Flower and Hayes (1981) allowed researchers to
track students’ struggles and decisions while writing, providing a more complete picture of the
complexity of the process itself. In the context of revision, this new perspective indicated that the
process of revision could occur at any time throughout the writing process, and it built upon
Murray’s notion that revision should include both surface and meaning-based changes
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(Fitzgerald, 1987). As a result of these new understandings of how individuals compose and
review their writing, a consensus began to develop among writing scholars in the 1980s about the
true purposes of revision. Fitzgerald summarized them as follows: (1) “Writers identify
discrepancies between intended and instantiated text,” (2) “Writers diagnose; when problems are
identified, authors determine what changes can be or need to be made, as well as alternatives for
how the changes can be made,” and (3) “Writers operate; actual changes are carried out” (p.
484). These criteria serve as the basis for the definition provided previously that was
appropriated for the current study.
Research in the 1990s and 2000s has not significantly altered this definition, but it has
added new dimensions to the concept of revision. Increased research in cognitive psychology
shifted the focus of revision toward inherent difficulties of performing meaning-based changes as
opposed to surface-level editing. Hayes (1996, 2004) proposed that revision was linked to an
individual’s memory capacity, inherent perception of the task, and critical reading skills. Thus
revision was far from a separate process in a linear model as originally indicated; rather, it was
intertwined with cognitive processes and other learning skills. Research during this time also
shifted toward examining the impact of different types of revision. Teacher feedback was
examined for its effectiveness in producing substantial student revisions that improved the
quality of their writing (Straub, 1987). It became clear through this research that merely revising
a piece of writing did not improve its quality, so the focus moved toward determining effective
revision strategies (Van Gelderen, 1997).
According to Prior’s (2006) review of current writing research, sociocultural theories that
situate the writer within his social, cultural, and historical environment are now the dominant
paradigm. The shift from cognitive processing theories (i.e., Flower & Hayes, 1981) that were
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dominant in the 1980s and early 1990s toward sociocultural approaches occurred primarily
because the cognitive models were unable to account for the influence of the context of writing
and writing instruction (Prior, 2006). In the realm of revision, Beach and Friedrich (2008)
pointed out that challenging students to use revision in order to meet the “rhetorical demands of
specific social contexts” is based upon the “constructivist-sociocultural conception of knowledge
as not being static or located ‘in the head,’ but rather as being continually redefined through
social exchange of competing perspectives” (p. 223). This approach to revision transcended
Murray’s concept of internal revision by suggesting that students’ revision decisions should be
based not only upon the internal voices that guide them, but also upon the particular context and
audience for which they are writing. When students must weigh their “original ideas and
concepts” against the “competing perspectives” of other voices in the “specific social contexts”
in which they are writing, revision necessarily becomes a much deeper, socially-constructed
thinking activity.
This social-constructivist perspective of writing as a continual process of vision and
revision within a given context is distant from the linear model that presided over the writing
pedagogy community less than half a century ago. Among writing theorists and researchers, it is
clear that revision is perceived as a complex and integral part of the act of writing, but the
prevalence of the notion of revision as proofreading that persists in English classrooms obviates
revision’s potential to improve student writing and thus their thinking about writing as well. An
examination of the factors that influence this limited perception and application of revision is
necessary in order to determine the forms of instruction that have the potential to overcome these
obstacles.
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Prevalence of Surface-Level Revisions
The stubborn persistence of surface-level revisions in English classrooms is perhaps most
vividly depicted in statements published in the English Journal by two practicing teachers that
sound eerily similar. A twelfth grade teacher from California, Howard Van Dyk (1967), relates
the following familiar scenario:
Too often are students told: “Revise this essay and hand it in on Monday.” This
assignment they may even dutifully attempt, and their papers flow back. But to both
teacher and student this task is usually a futile one. Too often the teacher can only pencil
such a comment as “A fine job of recopying with minor changes incorporated.” So much
for revision. (p. 736)
Compare this scenario to that described by Shelly Smede in 2000:
Teachers, too, often gloss over revision. “Your final copies are due tomorrow. Don’t
forget to revise,” they call as student race out the classroom door. Then when they
receive a pile of final copies that are merely neat reproductions of the students’ rough
drafts, they complain to themselves about the carelessness of “kids these days” and a
daunting pile of 130 poorly written essays lying in wait for their red pen. (p. 117)
After thirty years, it appears from these teacher anecdotes that common approaches to revision
pedagogy remained unchanged. The portrait depicted in both scenarios is that of a teacher giving
students a vague directive to “revise,” in Smede’s (2000) case, even as they are filing out the
door. The task of revision is portrayed as “futile” as students predictably create “neat
reproductions” of their rough drafts that the teacher must painstakingly grade for a second time.
According to these teachers, revision has been reduced to a monotonous, superficial process of
editing and proofreading that fails to improve the quality of student writing. It has become a
burden to both students and teachers who seem to go through the motions of recopying even as
they mutually recognize its futility.
Writing research corroborates these anecdotal accounts, suggesting that revision has been
and continues to be confused with proofreading in classroom contexts. Fitzgerald’s critical
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review of revision research indicated that at least thirteen separate writing research studies from
1977-1986 indicated that “writers at various ages and various levels of competence mainly make
surface and mechanical revisions, often revealing a view of revision as proofreading”
(Fitzgerald, 1987, p. 492). One of the most influential and extensive studies of secondary school
writing during this time period was Applebee’s (1981) Writing in the Secondary School.
Applebee (1981) examined writing assignments and instruction from 209 class sessions of two
Midwestern high schools over the course of a year. In addition to this observational data,
Applebee and his team also distributed a national survey to ninth and eleventh grade teachers in
six major subject areas including English, and they carried out case studies in which they
observed students as they wrote and interviewed them about their processes. The study revealed
that only 23% of students in English classes who were interviewed indicated making changes to
their writing beyond spelling, mechanics, usage, or vocabulary choice (p. 84). He further noted
that although the majority of teachers did not require any revisions, those teachers who did make
comments focused most often on issues of mechanics and least often on students’ ideas or
meaning.
Over two decades later in his review of research on writing instruction and assessment,
Hillocks (2006) compared his 2002 study on the impact of testing on writing instruction to
Applebee’s 1981 study and found that little had changed in terms of teachers’ perceptions of the
significance of revision. In Applebee’s study, 59.3% of English teachers felt that requiring
students to write more than one draft was an important teaching technique, while Hillocks’
teacher interviews revealed that only 60.4% of teachers mentioned revising as a significant
technique (p. 60). Hillocks claims that this represents “no real change at all,” although he does
point out that the percentages among teachers varied significantly by state (p. 60). The fact that
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approximately 40% of the teachers in both studies did not link revision (or even the need for
multiple drafts) to writing quality indicates a lack of understanding of the complex purposes and
affordances of a recursive revision process.
This data may lead us to believe that teachers’ and students’ perceptions of revision
would be more complex in classrooms in which the teacher challenges students to engage with
their writing beyond the first draft. However, Yagelski’s (1995) study of the impact of classroom
context on student revision practices revealed otherwise. Using ethnographic methods such as
observations, interviews, and artifact analysis, Yagelski examined the writing environment in an
AP Composition course of 21 seniors. He was surprised to find that even in a context that would
seem to promote a more complex perception of revision including the expectation of multiple
drafts and peer review sessions, students still devoted 81.7% of their revisions to surface or
stylistic alterations. Yagelski concluded that despite ostensibly progressive writing instruction,
the teacher maintained a traditional role as error-corrector through her evaluative comments on
students’ writing. Patthey-Chavez et al., (2004) reported similar findings in their study of 7th
grade urban students’ revisions. They found that 58% of students received only surface-level
feedback on their papers, and thus “revised essays made small gains overall in the quality of
content” (pp. 468-469).Their analysis of the teachers’ approaches to student revision led them to
“doubt that the old ‘product’ approach with its emphasis on error correction could reliably be
distinguished from the particular ‘process’ approaches” implemented by the eleven teachers in
their study (p. 474). These studies collectively present a bleak picture of decades of writing
instruction that fails to engage students in the complex thinking skills required for improving the
quality of writing through revision. Why is it that revision continues to be associated with
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proofreading or even ignored altogether and what internal and external factors contribute to this
marginalization or omission?
Obstacles to Complex Perceptions and Applications of Revision
One explanation for the continuance of the revision-as-proofreading perception is aligned
with Larry Cuban’s (1993) assessment of the “apparent uniformity in instruction irrespective of
time and place…connected to the apparent invulnerability of classrooms to change” (p. 1). In his
explanation for why evolving educational theories rarely permeate classrooms, Cuban uses the
metaphor of hurricane winds that “sweep across the sea, tossing up 20-foot waves… while on
the ocean floor there is unruffled calm” (p. 2). Because revision was initially conceived and
positioned in the 1970s as the final polishing stage of the writing process, it is plausible that this
superficial approach to revision persists in part because classroom writing pedagogy has not
changed significantly over the past four decades. Just as the five paragraph essay tends to remain
a dominant template for writing instruction despite numerous scholarly critiques (Johnson et al.,
2003; Murray, 2013), the oversimplified model of revision-as-proofreading enjoys wide
acceptance in many English classrooms (Emig, 1971; Patthey-Chavez, 2004; Sommers, 1980;
Yagelski, 1995). While this observation may be a significant factor influencing the
misperception of revision, it is not within the scope of the current study to tackle the
disconnection between theory and practice in writing pedagogy. Therefore, an analysis of more
specific factors hindering complex approaches to revision will yield the greatest dividends for
the current inquiry. These factors include the following: (1) inherent complexity of the revision
process; (2) limitations of the age and experience of student writers; (3) limited writing pedagogy
in teacher education programs; (4) teacher shortcomings; (5) constraints of the school context
and (6) the influence of high-stakes testing.
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Inherent Complexity of the Revision Process
The inherent complexity of the revision process may be at the core of teachers’ and
students’ misperception, misapplication, and oversimplification of revision. As Hillocks (2002)
reminds us, “writing is thinking,” so the process of revision begins with thinking about one’s
writing (p. 198). Fitzgerald’s (1987) critical review of revision research provided a useful
summary of the struggles that students face as they attempt to re-vision their writing. She
identified the following complex issues of revision that often block writers from understanding
or executing the process thoroughly: (1) difficulty of identifying the intentions for the piece
itself; (2) juggling presentation and content-related goals for the writing; (3) challenge of reading
one’s own writing from an outsider’s perspective; (4) difficulty of determining what kind of
revisions to make and where; (5) lack of knowledge about how to make the changes; (6) trouble
executing desired revisions; and the (7) overwhelming nature of the complex process itself (p.
490). Taken together, these challenges require advanced critical thinking skills and the ability to
translate abstract ideas into coherent text. Sommers (1980) distills these various processes into
what she calls the “heart of revision,” the process by which “writers recognize and resolve the
dissonance1 they sense in their writing” (p. 385).
In order to recognize this dissonance, students must learn to be critical readers of their
own writing. McCutchen, Francis, and Kerr (1997) performed a study in which they listened and
observed as middle school students worked together to revise texts which contained intentional
logical inconsistencies. They found that skilled writers employed very different reading

1

Hayes (2004) critiques this notion of dissonance because it does not account for (1) revisions made to writing goals
or plans; (2) instances when the writer may change his or her intentions for the text over time; (3) instances when
writers are revising others’ texts; and (4) revisions made out of a desire to improve the text but not necessarily
because something was wrong with the original text. In the current inquiry, however, my concern was to consider
numerous potential obstacles to effective revision, with dissonance representing one of many issues. Therefore,
these nuanced critiques were beyond the scope of my argument.
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strategies than less-skilled writers and concluded that there may be a significant link between a
students’ critical reading strategies and sophisticated revision strategies. In other words, students
who read texts critically were more likely to revise their own work from the same critical
vantage point. Students with unsophisticated reading strategies struggle to identify the intentions
of their piece of writing which makes it even more difficult to recognize the dissonance between
what they intended and what they wrote. If students can learn to become critical readers of their
own writing, they can be empowered to actively question and improve their own work without
relying solely on external assessment.
Once a student is able to read his or her writing critically and recognize places of
dissonance, the next challenge is to figure out how to resolve that dissonance and improve clarity
and coherence. Faigley and Witte’s (1981) study on the types of revisions that students make will
be discussed further in the next section, but the taxonomy of revision changes that they
developed provides a useful structure for understanding the wide variety of revisions that
students can make in their writing. They organized types of revisions into two large categories:
surface changes and meaning changes. The formal surface changes that students could make
included spelling, tense, number, modality, abbreviation, punctuation, and format (p. 403).
Revisions that had the potential to change the meaning of student writing included additions
(adding text for clarity), deletions (removing text that can be inferred), substitutions (using a
different word or phrase to represent the same concept), permutations (rearrangements for
clarity), distributions (“when material in one text segment is passed into more than one
segment”), and consolidations (when “elements in two or more units are consolidated into one
unit”) (p. 403). To account for meaning changes beyond the sentence-level, Faigley and Witte
also distinguished between major and minor changes by considering a “macrostructure” and
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“microstructure” level of the text (p. 404). This taxonomy of revision types speaks to the
challenges that students encounter in trying to implement changes to their writing. Hayes’s
(1996) revision model summarizes these complex moves that a writer must make as a recursive
process that involves text processing (critical reading), reflection (problem-solving and decisionmaking) and text production (making actual changes to the text). This abstract, mentally taxing
process is especially difficult to translate into pedagogical approaches that can be applied to a
broad spectrum of inexperienced writers by teachers who may be uncertain of the process
themselves.
Limitations of Age and Experience of Student Writers
Due to the complexity of the process of revision, young and/or inexperienced writers may
struggle to position themselves as critical readers of their own writing. Fitzgerald (1987) found
that the amount, type, and timing of revision are dependent upon the writers’ expertise or ages.
As would be expected, she found that most inexperienced writers do little revision on their own
and require significant support (Fitzgerald, 1987). Sommers’ (1980) case study comparing 20
freshmen in first semester composition at two different universities with 20 professional adult
writers examined the distinctions between the revision practices of the inexperienced and
experienced writers. Through initial inquiries, Sommers found that the college students saw
“revision” as a term used by their teachers, but they preferred other terms such as “reviewing,”
“marking out,” or “scratch out and do over again” to describe this process (pp. 380-381).
However, the definitions that they gave for these terms along with the actions that accompanied
them indicated that the students considered the revision process merely a “rewording activity”
which helped them to “clean up” their redundant writing (p. 381). Sommers suggested that this
rewording reflected students’ “inability to ‘re-view’ their work again, as it were, with different
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eyes, and to start over” (p. 382). Students’ efforts were “teacher-based” and intended only for a
“teacher-reader who expects compliance with rules… and who will only examine parts of the
composition” (p. 383). Thus the combination of students’ age and lack of experience and an
authoritative “teacher-expert” resulted in passive perceptions of writing seen “through the eyes
of former teachers or their surrogates, the textbooks” (p. 383). In contrast, the experienced adult
writers engaged in a revision process “in which the writer is both agent and vehicle” (p. 384).
Sommers summarized the experienced writers’ revision objectives as seeking the “form or shape
of their argument” through a recursive process that balances the concerns of the whole
composition with its discrete parts (p. 386). Sommers concluded that inexperienced, young
student writers ultimately lacked “a sense of writing as discovery – a repeated process of
beginning over again, starting out new,” and this problem was exacerbated by the prescriptive
writing expectations of the classroom teacher (p. 387). Inexperienced writers possessed
incomplete, overly simplistic views of revision which made them passive writers dependent upon
teacher evaluation and correction to assess the quality of their work. One drawback of Sommers’
(1980) study design was that she used interviews to determine students’ and experts’ writing
strategies, thus her data relied heavily on self-report, which may not be representative of writers’
actual revision practices.
Faigley and Witte (1981) addressed the limitation of Sommers’ research by developing
the aforementioned taxonomy to analyze revision that was based upon the types of revisions that
writers made. Faigley and Witte utilized the taxonomy to analyze the revisions of six
inexperienced undergraduate writers, six advanced undergraduate writers, and six expert adult
writers. They found that the inexperienced student writers made revisions that were mostly
surface changes (88%), while the advanced students’ and expert adults’ revisions were a blend of
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surface and meaning changes. Faigley and Witte’s definition of “successful revision” exposes the
fundamental difference in the revision practices of inexperienced versus experienced writers:
“Successful revision results not from the number of changes a writer makes but from the degree
to which revision changes bring a text closer to fitting the demands of the situation” (p. 411).
Faigley and Witte concluded that the revisions made by inexperienced writers do not necessarily
improve their writing because they tend to “revise locally, ignoring the situational constraints” of
the writing context (p. 411). As with Sommers’ study, younger, inexperienced writers tended to
lack a holistic vision of the writing task and context that more mature writers have already honed
and developed.
It is important to note that in both studies, the experienced writers did not engage in a
consistent approach to revision; instead, each individual utilized techniques unique to his or her
own writing style and purpose. Faigley and Witte found that one writer made very few revisions,
one writer wrote in a stream-of-consciousness style prior to organizing and structuring the text,
one merely added one long insert, and one relied mostly on a “pruning” process (p. 410). These
disparate, individualized practices suggest that students may need revision instruction that is
tailored to their particular writing needs, and that whole-class revision instruction may ignore
individual writing differences. It is clear that merely acknowledging the disconnection between
the practices of inexperienced and experienced writers is much simpler than attempting to bridge
this gap in the classroom.
Faigley and Witte pointed out that research on effective revision falls short of providing
answers for how to teach inexperienced writers to recognize the “multidimensional nature of
revision” and thus “to know revising as something other than a cleansing of errors” (p. 412).
However, Wallace and Hayes (1991) sought to determine whether or not freshman
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undergraduates could carry out global revisions (in contrast to local, surface-based revisions) if
they were given specific instruction. They believed that inexperienced writers struggled
primarily because they did not understand the task of revision, so they provided a “treatment”
group of students with eight minutes of instruction illustrating the comparison between the
revisions of an expert and a novice writer using overhead transparencies. Analyses of the
students’ revisions of a standard piece of writing following this brief instruction compared to the
control group indicated “a significant increase in global revision and in revision quality” (p. 64).
In a follow-up study, Wallace et al. (1996) performed the same experiment with students
revising their own writing, and they, too, improved significantly in their global revisions
compared to the control group. Wallace et al. concluded from these two studies that “task
definition matters for revision” and “we can help some writers revise better by prompting them
to see revision in a new way” (p. 686). He suggested that student writing may even improve if
teachers are more explicit about the time that they expect students to spend revising. These
studies provide hope that giving students explicit instructions and models for effective revision
can improve students’ understanding of the task of revision as well as students’ writing.
However, these instructional strategies were presented and articulated by individuals who
grasped the complex task of revision in such a way that they could communicate it to students.
Research indicates that many teachers in today’s classrooms do not possess the same complex
understanding of revision possibly due to a lack of comprehensive training in writing pedagogy.
Limited Writing Pedagogy in Teacher Education
While it is difficult to blame hardworking and well-meaning teachers for the lack of
progress in translating complex revision practices into student writing, research suggests that
teachers’ lack of training and biases toward traditional writing instruction may cause them to be
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a hindrance to rather than a facilitator of student writing. Perhaps the most telling evidence that
writing pedagogy is marginalized in teacher education programs is the fact that The Handbook of
Research on Teacher Education (Cochran-Smith, M., Feiman-Nemser, S., McIntyre, D. J., &
Demers, K. E., 2008), a comprehensive 1300-page reference text, contains numerous references
in the index to the “teaching of reading” but no references to the teaching of writing. This
suggests that the teaching of reading is “mainstream” enough to be discussed multiple times in a
comprehensive text on the research related to teacher education while the teaching of writing
remains ancillary. Thus scholarly conversations about how writing pedagogy is handled in
teacher education have been marginalized compared to other pedagogical concerns.
According to Robert Tremmel (2001) the early history of writing pedagogy in English
education is a “story of marginalization and struggle for recognition” that is rooted in the
prioritizing of literature over composition pedagogy in American universities in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries (p. 13). While many teacher education programs continue to cover the entire
discipline of English from literature to composition in one comprehensive methods course
(Smagorinsky & Whiting, 1994), Tremmel suggested that recent writing and education research
along with mandates from the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) have made writing methods
courses a “familiar staple in English education programs” (p. 13). However, Kiuhara, Graham,
and Hawken’s (2009) survey of 146 English teachers across the country revealed that 43% did
not believe they were adequately prepared to teach writing in their teacher education programs.
Smagorinsky and Whiting (1994) suggest that teachers’ perceptions of their lack of preparation
for writing instruction may be due to the predominance of survey approaches to methods
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courses. Their description of a typical survey course reveals how writing pedagogy could easily
be squeezed out:
Survey courses covered grammar, computers, writing, testing and evaluation, debate,
discipline, classroom management, learning styles, objectives, lesson plans, units, the
research paper, school law, exceptional learners, multi-ethnic learners, and other topics,
with one topic or a cluster of topics covered in a single session. (p. 6)
Further, they explain that these “demands of extensive coverage… rarely provide opportunities
for process-oriented learning (such as)… the development of writing” (p. 9). Therefore, if even
writing pedagogy is included as part of the English methods course, tackling such a complex
teaching task in the midst of so many other curricular demands may reduce its impact on
teachers’ future practice.
Even when separate writing pedagogy courses are offered, there is controversy about
what should be prioritized within the curriculum due to the contrasting goals of higher education
and secondary school contexts. Tremmel (2001) critiqued writing pedagogy courses in teacher
education that “fall short of fully representing the discipline by under-representing theory and
over-balancing toward practice” (Tremmel, 2001, p. 17). Even when pre-service teachers have
the opportunity to take a course in writing pedagogy, they may enter field experiences in which
traditional writing instruction predominates so that they never “become fully involved in the
teaching of writing” or may not even “think of themselves as writing teachers” (p. 17). Tremmel
concluded that university teacher education programs have failed to establish with secondary
schools “a fully elaborated, coherent, and consistent writing pedagogy” (p. 17). These findings
are consistent with Zeichner and Gore’s (1990) critique of the “structural fragmentation” that
characterizes many teacher education programs. If these claims are accurate, then the lack of
consensus about writing pedagogy among teacher education programs as well as secondary
schools gives teachers few alternatives to teaching using the traditional writing methods with
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which they were taught. The teaching of revision, then, becomes a product of individual
teachers’ personal preferences and biases about what aspects of writing are most important.
In contrast to these critiques of teacher education programs, Darling-Hammond,
Hammerness, Grossman, Rust, and Shulman (2005), caution that in the 1980s “teacher education
reforms began to produce program designs representing more integrated, coherent programs that
emphasize a consistent vision of good teaching” (p. 392). Further, their review of numerous
recent studies on teacher education revealed that these integrated programs with “coherent
visions of teaching and learning” can have a positive impact on the practices of teachers (p. 392).
In the context of writing pedagogy, Grossman, Valencia, Evans, Thompson, Martin, and Place
(2000) utilized a longitudinal case study to determine how beginning teachers (in their first three
years of teaching) appropriated pedagogical tools for writing instruction. They found that teacher
education “can affect how beginning teachers think about teaching writing even if the ideas are
not fully appropriated into their classroom practice in the first year” (p. 660). These studies in
defense of the notion of structurally fragmented, ineffective teacher education programs suggest
that changes in teacher education over the last few decades have problematized the tendency to
blame universities for teachers’ shortcomings.
Teacher Shortcomings
When teachers have a myopic focus on superficial issues of mechanics or spelling,
students learn to associate revision with correcting grammar to satisfy the teacher’s idiosyncratic
desires. In her seminal study, The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders, Janet Emig (1971)
suggested that it is teachers’ preoccupation with grammatically correct writing which hinders
students’ attempts to make substantial, meaning-based revisions to their writing. Emig asked
eight sixteen- and seventeen-year-old students individually to compose two pieces of writing
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aloud as she analyzed their thinking processes. In the context of revision (which Emig also calls
“reformulation”), one student, Lynn, spent almost no time revising, and she explained in her
writing autobiography that she viewed revision as “punishment work” that was required when a
student made a certain number of technical mistakes. Lynn was particularly frustrated that the
teacher never gave “any suggestions which inspired (her), to rewrite something” (p. 68). Emig
claimed that this “surface realignment or correcting the trivial” deflated Lynn’s efforts because
her teacher “will not read and reevaluate a serious effort to recast essences” (p. 68). Emig
concluded that although Lynn may have a more sophisticated understanding of revision than her
teacher, she was “susceptible to the teaching of composition she has experienced” and thus fell
prey to the oversimplified notion of revision as a focus on “spelling, handwriting, and length” (p.
73). The other seven students demonstrated similar perceptions and actions in their schoolsponsored writing, but they were more inclined to revise their self-sponsored, untimed writing.
Ultimately, Emig’s study revealed that “revision is lost, not only because it is too
narrowly defined but because, again, no time is provided for any major reformulation or
reconceptualization” (p. 99). Emig claims that this narrow definition may result from the fact that
teachers themselves do not write, so they “underconceptualize and oversimplify the process of
composing” until “planning degenerates into outlining” and “reformulating becomes the
correction of minor infelicities” (p. 98). If teachers do not possess an understanding of the
complexity of revision and have had little experience with revising their own writing, then there
is little hope of their students conceptualizing revision as more than proofreading.
One potential reason for this underconceptualization is that teachers are not thoughtfully
considering pedagogical decisions but merely reproducing practices that they observed in their
own K-12 experiences. Lortie (1975) calls this a teacher’s “apprenticeship of observation,” and
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suggests that it is one of the most powerful determinants of a teacher’s pedagogical decisions.
Further, he suggests that individuals who go into teaching typically had positive experiences in
school, and they have a tendency to sustain the practices that they believe worked for them.
Hillocks (1999) uses the “building-block theory” of writing (students must learn to write
sentences before paragraphs and paragraphs before compositions, etc.) as an example of a theory
that research has rejected as ineffective but teachers continue to utilize because it was part of
their own writing experience in school. He explains that it has become part of the “culture of
teaching writing” and thus “dies a very slow death” (50).
To further complicate matters, teachers’ biases about the laziness or incompetence of
their students may cause them to blame their students for poor writing and ignore valid reasons
for student errors (Briggs & Pailliotet, 1997; Weaver, 1996). Pella (2011) warns that a teacher’s
“deficit perspective” can lead to a dangerous cycle in which teachers plan formulaic instructional
approaches based upon their beliefs about students’ low ability levels, and that form of
instruction, in turn, serves to disengage students, creating a “cycle of underachievement” (p.
123). Similarly, Hillocks (1999) found that teachers who were not optimistic about their
students’ abilities seemed to believe that the “knowledge of writing is hierarchical” and that “one
must know the mechanics of writing and know certain forms of writing before dealing with
content” (p. 50). On the other hand, optimistic teachers “devote 50% more time to content and
less than 50% as much time to mechanics” (p. 50). Thus, teachers’ beliefs and perceptions of
their students’ abilities may play a significant role in the writing practices that they employ or
avoid.
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Constraints of the School Context
While teachers’ shortcomings may certainly play a role in the absence of effective
revision instruction, the challenges of the school environment in which teachers operate must
also be taken into consideration. Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, and Fry (2003) cite research
(e.g., Lott, 1996) that suggests that “it is not inadequate teachers but oppressive teaching
environments that produce efficient but presumably intellectually vacuous instruction” (p. 140).
They suggest limitations such as “too many students, too little planning time, too few resources,
too much bureaucracy” which make innovative, complex instruction a significant challenge for
individual teachers (p. 140). There are myriad other factors within the school context which may
influence teachers’ decisions such as the school schedule (i.e., traditional or block), school or
district initiatives such as professional learning communities (PLCs), the priorities of the school
culture, or the expectations of the English department or administration. Because each school has
its own culture and set of academic priorities and expectations, teachers must contend with and
navigate a variety of school-level constraints when they make decisions about writing instruction
(Johnson et al, 2003).
Influence of High-Stakes Testing on Writing Instruction
One particularly prominent factor within schools that has the potential to constrain
writing instruction is the current high-stakes writing environment in the context of the No Child
Left Behind initiative. Ten years after its implementation, it has become evident that the No
Child Left Behind initiative established during the Bush administration in 2001 has failed to live
up to its title. While the intended purpose of NCLB was to raise educational achievement and
close the racial/ethnic achievement gaps, the implementation of the law has resulted in a wide
array of negative consequences including narrowing the curriculum and forcing teachers to focus
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on low-level, basic skills that will be tested on state-mandated tests (Darling-Hammond, 2007).
In his review of 49 studies concerning the impact of high-stakes testing on curriculum, Au
(2007) concluded:
[A]s teachers negotiate high-stakes testing educational environments, the tests have the
predominant effect of narrowing curricular content to those subjects included in the tests,
resulting in the increased fragmentation of knowledge forms into bits and pieces learned
for the sake of the tests themselves. (p. 264)
A review of the research studies on the relationship between writing instruction and high-stakes
testing along with an analysis of the approach to revision in the National Assessment of
Educational Progress Writing Framework will provide an effective foundation from which to
extrapolate the ways in which the teaching of revision may be impacted. However, a
Massachusetts English teacher describes the problem of the writing test most clearly as he related
his comments to a colleague during an in-service workshop on using templates to teach writing:
“‘You know, we’re not really teaching them how to write. We’re teaching them to follow a
format’… It’s like, you know, they’re doing paint-by-numbers… We’re putting the numbers
down and they’re filling in the colors” (Luna & Turner, 2001, p. 83).
The time constraints and limited expectations of state-mandated standardized writing
tests required by NCLB legislation inevitably influence the ways that teachers and students
perceive and apply writing instruction. In the context of writing instruction, Applebee and
Langer (2009) recently reviewed the data on students’ writing skills released in the Nation’s
Report Card by the National Assessment of Educational Progress in 2007. After reviewing the
data on eighth-grade students’ writing abilities, they postulated that the demands of high-stakes
testing may have led students and teachers to focus on first-draft writing over and above a more
comprehensive writing process approach. The time constraints of the testing situation alone leave
little room for any type of revision because students are under such pressure to create a coherent
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rough draft. Applebee and Langer (2009) argue that the “assessment emphasis on on-demand
writing is out of alignment with curriculum and instruction that emphasizes an extended process
of writing and revision” (p. 26). This form of on-demand writing is also characterized by
products that can be systematically written and thus easily assessed. Any type of standardized
assessment must be graded efficiently, so the writing process is squeezed into a brief, heavilystructured format that can be graded quickly. Even more detrimental was the report from eighth
grade teachers that they had shifted their teaching emphasis away from writing and towards
reading because accountability measures weigh reading more heavily than writing. Applebee and
Langer concluded that “we are living in an educational era… where writing seems to have
evaporated from public concern” (p. 27). In the face of threats of their schools losing federal
funding, teachers are forced to focus on the parts of the test that carry the most weight. Writing
instruction, and thus any hope of revision instruction, is dismissed as a luxury.
To examine the extent to which various types of writing tests impact instruction, it is
useful to compare the formats of tests and the writing instruction that accompanies those tests in
various states. Hillocks (2002) analyzed the writing tests and related writing instruction in five
states: Illinois, Kentucky, New York, Texas, and Oregon. Hillocks’ title, The Testing Trap: How
State Writing Assessments Control Learning, encapsulates his conclusion that the format of each
state’s test determined the type of writing instruction that students received. In states such as
Illinois, Oregon and Texas where the tests required prescribed formats for writing, over 80% of
teachers relied on formulaic approaches that prioritized issues of form over content. States such
as Kentucky, however, utilize a portfolio assessment which allows teachers the flexibility to
engage in more progressive writing methods that were less controlled by a testing context.
However, these portfolios are still “high-stakes” and thus act like “tests” which are tied to school
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funding and student promotion. Hillocks pointed out that the negative impact of standardized
writing tests in most states is heightened because “few teachers had special training in
composition and rhetoric that might enable them to conduct a detailed critique of the
assessments” (p. 198). Because teachers were not equipped to challenge the formulaic
expectations of the writing tests, “the test often became the theory of writing upon which
teachers base(d) their teaching” (Hillocks, 2002, p. 198). Thus the test became the sole writing
curriculum in many secondary English classrooms.
An additional negative consequence in writing instruction that has arisen through the
implementation of NCLB accountability is a widening of the race/ethnicity gaps that it intended
to close. McCarthey (2008) interviewed and observed third and fourth-grade teachers in one
high- and two low-income schools in Illinois and one high- and one low-income school in Utah.
The two high-income schools had a white majority of students, and the three low-income schools
had a majority of minority students (primarily black and Hispanic). While teachers in both types
of schools were critical of the NCLB policies, McCarthey found that the teachers in the highincome schools did not believe that the tests had influenced their writing instruction because they
were confident that their students would pass without targeted preparation. The predominant
writing instruction methods in these schools included writing workshops and genre-based
models. In contrast, many of the teachers in the low-income schools felt tremendous pressure for
their students to pass the test, and they were sometimes required to use packaged writing
programs designed explicitly to help students pass the test.
Some of the teachers in the low-income schools admitted that they had to abandon
writing instruction in favor of reading practice prior to the state tests. McCarthey (2008) notes
the pronounced discrepancies in writing instruction between the two schools within the same
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testing climate. Thus students in high-income schools are more likely to benefit from a more
complex writing curriculum in which they are exposed to more comprehensive and progressive
approaches to the writing process. In contrast, students in low-income schools are more likely to
encounter writing instruction, if writing is addressed at all, that is wholly informed by the
constraints of the state assessment. Like the curriculum that their teachers are required to use,
writing, to them, becomes a packaged, paint-by-number process that will benefit them little in
contexts beyond the test.
Collectively, these studies imply that current accountability pressures and standardized
writing tests are encouraging writing pedagogy that is focused on timed, on-demand, first-draft
writing which in many states is organized according to a traditional, formulaic, five-paragraph
structure. There is little room in this equation for the complex process of recognizing and
resolving dissonance in one’s text through revision. Because it is clear that the testing framework
often determines the writing curriculum in many English classrooms, an analysis of the ways in
which the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Writing Framework2 (2007)
addresses the task of revision will reveal the extent to which revision is expected or encouraged
on these tests.
The framework begins by briefly describing the tenets of “good” writing instruction
which includes a research-supported claim that “good writers revise at all stages, not just at the
completion of their work” (p. 8). NAEP goes on to claim that the test “provides substantial time
for writing” (p. 8) and that students are expected to “generate, draft, revise, and edit ideas and
2

The writing tests created by the National Assessment of Educational Progress are given to a representative sample
of students in schools across the nation on a voluntary basis. In 2007, 6,130 schools in 45 states participated in the
NAEP writing test. For further details, go to http://nationsreportcard.gov/writing_2007/w0034.asp. The 2007
Writing Framework can be found at http://www.nagb.org/publications/frameworks/writing-framework-07.pdf.
Although there is an updated (2011) version of this framework, the teachers in the current study indicated that they
based their writing instruction packet on the 2007 version of the North Carolina Writing Test Framework, so this
2007 NAEP version will be more beneficial for understanding their practices.
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forms of expression” within that timeframe (p. 11). This sounds promising until they explain that
students will only have 25 minutes to write on each of two writing tasks. They suggest that this is
ample time in comparison to the 15 minute timeframe used in previous NAEP assessments. The
expectation that students will be able to plan, draft, evaluate, and revise their writing into a
coherent piece on an artificial topic that they have never seen before in 25 minutes would seem
to preclude the complex thinking processes required for many students to engage in a writing
task. However, the NAEP’s superficial revision expectations are evident in their explanation that
“the revision stage shows students’ understanding of the technical aspects needed to shape the
work toward a particular form” (p. 16). First, they refer to revision as a “stage” despite the fact
that they have just explained that student writing should be recursive rather than proceeding
through a linear progression. Secondly, the NAEP utilizes the phrase “technical aspects” and
“particular form” which implies a focus on mechanical corrections and the need to satisfy a
particular organizational structure.
Despite earlier rhetoric about the “substantial time” that students will have to plan, draft,
and revise, the NAEP went on to discuss that the limitations of the test administration also
limited “the availability of time and opportunity for writing about a chosen topic, peer or teacher
response, self-assessment, and revision” (p. 49, emphasis added). Further, they explained that
classroom teachers can provide time for “thoughtful revision on content and mechanics” that is
not possible within a large-scale writing assessment (p. 49). In other words, the NAEP’s claim
that the amount of time is sufficient really means that students would be able to revise only if
they employ a quick, surface-level revision of mechanics and spelling. Even more ironic is the
fact that the NAEP provides a Writing Assessment Brochure (2007) that includes questions to
encourage student revision entitled, “Ideas for Reviewing Your Writing.” These questions
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address issues of purpose (“Have I said what I want to say?”), development (“Do I need to add
more details?”), organization (“Are the parts in the right order?”); clarity (“Will my audience
understand?”); and correctness (“grammar? punctuation? spelling? capitalization?). If the NAEP
acknowledges that the testing environment does not allow enough time for revising both content
and mechanics, is this brochure merely an attempt to pretend that the assessment does not focus
solely on first-draft writing? What could be the value of providing students with revision
prompts that they will not have time to address when they take the test? It appears to be NAEP’s
attempt to convey that its writing test is aligned with current writing research despite the fact that
it contradicts most of this research through its focus on timed, on-demand, first-draft writing
which prioritizes efficiency over critical thinking.
The implications of this testing context on revision are especially troubling. If teachers
are basing their writing curriculum primarily on the tests, and the writers of the test reduce the
practice of revision to proofreading, then the revision-as-proofreading model that has persisted
for decades is only reinforced. It is no consolation that the NAEP encourages teachers to allow
time for more complex approaches to revision during classroom writing because the high-stakes
nature of the tests often leaves teachers with no extra time to encourage writing strategies that
will not be tested. While the ostensible purpose of these writing tests was to improve teachers’
writing instruction and students’ writing practices, it appears in the context of revision, the tests
have only made the perception of revision-as-proofreading more entrenched in teachers’ and
students’ writing ideologies.
Sociocultural Theory and Activity Theory
Based upon research suggesting that numerous factors may influence teachers’ decisions
about writing pedagogy, I chose an activity theory framework because it allowed me to examine
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these teachers’ writing decisions not as isolated, individual thought processes, but as part of a
larger network or “system” of internal and external factors. Grossman, Smagorinsky and
Valencia (1999) explain that activity theory “is predicated on the assumption that a person’s
frameworks for thinking are developed through problem-solving action carried out in specific
settings whose social structures have been developed through historical, culturally grounded
actions” (p. 4). Based upon that conception, they argue that “activity theory is useful for
understanding… how teachers chose pedagogical tools to inform and conduct their teaching” (p.
4). However, before explicating how activity theory contributes to an understanding of these
teachers’ decisions, it is important to understand its theoretical underpinnings in sociocultural
theories.
Sociocultural Theories
While there are many sociocultural theories, a basic tenet of each is that the individual
human mind shapes and is shaped by the social, historical, and cultural settings in which it exists
(Cole, 1996; Wertsch, 1998). Sociocultural theories arose in response to centuries of dualistic
thinking that saw the individual and society as independent entities (Wertsch, 1998; Stetsenko &
Arievitch, 2010; Kirschner & Martin, 2010). Nickerson (2003) suggested that we are “creatures
of extremes” that “persist in seeing everything in either-or terms” (p. 259). James Wertsch
(1998) described the either-or path that has historically dominated theories and research
methodologies: “One path is grounded in the assumption that it is appropriate to begin with an
account of societal phenomena and, on the basis of these phenomena, generate analyses of
individual mental functioning; the other assumes that the way to understand societal phenomena
is to start with psychological or other processes carried out by the individual” (pp. 7-8).
Sociocultural theorists from a variety of disciplines found these either/or dualisms to be
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counterproductive and embraced approaches that would allow them to “live in the middle” (p.
24), studying concrete, complex, real-life actions of individuals interacting within their worlds.
Thus a sociocultural analysis allowed me to avoid the trap of examining teachers’ pedagogical
decisions as either a result of teachers’ individual knowledge about writing instruction or the
influence of their school settings. This lens gave me the freedom to view the complex
interactions of these individuals within their educational environments, taking into account both
individual and contextual factors.
The origins of sociocultural theory are often traced to the work of Soviet psychologist
Lev Vygotsky (1978, 1986) who was one of the first to take issue with scientific approaches that
separated individuals from their sociocultural environments (Wertsch, 1985). According to
Werstch (1991), the three primary themes of Vygotsky’s work were (1) “a reliance on genetic, or
developmental analysis, (2) the claim that higher mental functioning in the individual derives
from social life, and (3) the claim that human action, on both the social and individual planes, is
mediated by tools and signs” (p. 19). In the discussion that follows, I will suggest how each of
these concepts provides explanatory power for the current study and lays the groundwork for an
activity theory analysis of pedagogical decisions.
Historicity of pedagogical decisions. Within his discussion of genetic, or
developmental, analysis, Vygotsky (1994) explained that “behaviour can only be understood as a
history of behavior” (p. 70). In other words, we cannot fully understand the ways that individuals
think and act unless we understand the origins and transformations of those thoughts and actions.
Within the current study, this understanding of the “historicity” of pedagogical decisions was
especially useful due to pervasive research suggesting that traditional teaching practices, such as
the five-paragraph essay, persist despite research contradicting their efficacy (Hillocks, 1999;
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Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry, 2003; Murray, 2013). Thus one factor in analyzing
these teachers’ pedagogical decisions is the extent to which they are espousing strategies that
have become embedded in the “history” of writing instruction over time. Other factors that can
be considered within this analysis are the “histories” of practices and decisions within the
department or school itself.
Teacher thinking influenced by social contexts. Vygotsky (1978, 1986) argued that it
was impossible to understand individual consciousness without understanding and examining the
social context in which he or she exists (Cole, 1996; Wertsch, 1985). This idea was encapsulated
in Vygotsky’s explanation of internalization and externalization. Wertsch (1985) explained the
relationship between these concepts suggesting that “any higher mental function necessarily goes
through an external stage in its development because it is initially a social function” (p. 62).
Vygotsky (1981) uses the illustration of a nonverbal child pointing to an object in attempt to
grasp it. His mother recognizes his desire for the object and hands it to him. The child learns that
pointing has a meaning, and his action shifts from an instinctive motion to an intentional gesture.
Therefore, based upon his social experience with his mother, he learns that there is a purpose to
pointing (internalization). Further, the child will then use the new understanding of the gesture of
pointing to act upon his environment (externalization) in order to obtain what he wants.
If, as Vygotsky and other sociocultural theorists suggest, human thinking is inherently
social rather than individual (as cognitive schools of thought would suggest), then it is crucial to
analyze the influence of social contexts (in this study, educational settings) on pedagogical
decisions. Michael Cole (1996) defined context generally as “that which surrounds” and
illustrates it as a “set of concentric circles representing different ‘levels of context’” (p. 133). He
described these levels using the example of a teacher-child exchange: “a teacher gives a lesson,
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which is shaped by the classroom it is a part of, which in turn is shaped by the kind of school it is
in, which in turn is shaped by the community, and so on” (p. 134). Acknowledging the
interrelationships of these various settings makes it impossible to reduce an analysis of
instruction to a simple cause-and-effect process of “teacher creates lesson – child learns” (p.
134). It also prevents the researcher from placing the onus of student achievement solely on the
shoulders of the individual teachers. For instance, Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia (1999)
suggested that the school becomes the primary context for teachers’ development of ideas about
teaching and learning, so that research on professional development settings “can reveal the
kinds of social structures that promote the appropriation of pedagogical tools that, in turn, result
in particular kinds of teaching” (p. 24). In the context of the present study, this suggests that
teachers’ decisions about what and how to teach writing are heavily influenced by the context of
the classroom, English department, school, and even the community. Anthropologist Clifford
Geertz (1973) suggested that culture was not merely a product of human beings, but human
beings were a product of culture. In the same way, schools are not merely a product of teachers,
but teachers are a product of schools.
Tool-mediated action. According to Wertsch (1985), Vygotsky’s most significant
contribution to sociocultural theory was his concept of mediation. While other scholars were also
discussing the need for historical and social analyses of the human mind, Vygotsky was the first
to propose that the vital link between the subject and his environment was the use of technical
and conceptual tools. Vygotsky repurposed Marxist philosophy to describe how individuals
(subjects) interact with their social, historical, and cultural worlds (objects) through mediation
using psychological and technical tools. Whereas Marxist philosophy focused on the ways that
humans acted upon their environments using technical tools within labor contexts, Vygotsky
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extended this notion to encompass psychological tools (or signs) that included language,
memory, and writing.
Figure 2.1 represents Vygotsky’s (1978) diagram of the tool-mediated relationship
between subject and object that was also informed by the work of Leont’ev (1978) and Luria
(1979).
Mediating Artifact:
Tools or Signs

Subject

Object

Figure 2.1. Vygotsky’s triadic model of mediated action3.

In the context of the current study, this triangle could represent a teacher (subject)
utilizing a particular writing practice or form such as the five-paragraph essay (tool) with the
goal of organized writing (object). Cole (1996) explained that the connection between subject
and object at the base of the triangle represents “unmediated” functions while the vertex of the
triangle (the relationships among subject, tool, and object) represent the “cultural” or “mediated”
functions (p. 119). There are several concepts that stem from mediated action that are useful
analytic tools for the current study and deserve further discussion: holistic analysis, activity as a
unit of analysis, the role of conceptual and practical tools, and appropriation.

3

Vygotsky’s (1978) original triadic model was inverted, and this reformulation has become the most common
depiction of the relationship among subject, mediating artifact, and object (Engestrom et al., 1999).
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Holistic analysis. Central to this triangular relationship among subject, tool, and object is
Vygotsky’s claim that human thoughts and actions must not be broken down and analyzed
according to their component parts. Thus, subjects, tools, and objects are not intended to be
studied separately from one another, but as an interrelated network. Vygotsky (1978) uses the
analogy of the man who attempts to study water by breaking it down into hydrogen and oxygen:
“This man will discover, to his chagrin, that hydrogen burns and oxygen sustains combustion. He
will never succeed in explaining the characteristics of the whole by analyzing the characteristics
of its elements” (p. 45). This holistic approach to analysis is especially appropriate for studies of
teachers’ pedagogical decisions in the writing classroom because educational research tends to
use what Vygotsky calls an “atomistic” approach by honing in on isolated factors such as teacher
competency, the influence of high-stakes testing, student abilities, or best instructional practices.
A focus on mediated action prevents dangerous oversimplification of results that seem to rely
heavily on the influence of one factor. As Wertsch (1998) explains, by keeping mediated action
as our focus, the assessment of an individual’s (i.e., a teacher’s) intelligence or skill is always
viewed “against a set of background assumptions about what forms of cultural tools are to be
used” (p. 37). Rather than drawing premature conclusions about individual teacher’s abilities, a
focus on mediated action invites the researcher to take a step back and look at the larger system
within which the teacher operates.
Activity as a unit of analysis. While Vygotsky himself discussed the role of mediated
action, it was his colleague and student Leont’ev (1978) who identified the importance of
activity as the primary unit of analysis in sociocultural theory. Leont’ev defines activity as
a unit of life, mediated by psychic reflection, the real function of which is that it orients
the subject in the objective world. In other words, activity is not a reaction and not a
totality of reactions but a system that has structure, its own internal transitions and
transformations, its own development. (p. 50)
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In seeking a unit of analysis, sociocultural theorists had to find something that could bridge the
either-or dualisms that had constrained the social sciences for centuries: materialism and
idealism, individual and collective, and mind and body. In activity, they found what Sannino,
Daniels, and Gutierrez (2009) described as the “basic unit of concrete human life” that
incorporated individuals acting within their environments:
Activities organize our lives. In activities, humans develop their skills, personalities, and
consciousness. Through activities, we also transform our social conditions, resolve
contradictions, generate new cultural artifacts, and create new forms of life and the self.
(p. 1)
Leont’ev also described activities as tool-mediated, goal-directed and motive-driven (Leont’ev,
1978; Wertsch, 1985). As previously discussed in Vygotsky’s triangular representation, human
activity (the subject acting upon the object) is carried out using psychological or technical tools.
Leont’ev added that any human activity was inherently directed toward a particular goal because
human action is always purposeful. Further, Leont’ev (1978) suggested that “activity does not
exist without a motive” because even “nonmotivated activity” merely has a hidden motive (p.
63). Within the context of the current study, identifying the “motive” of a teacher’s actions
indicates what the teacher will prioritize and what he or she will marginalize. Wertsch (1985)
explained that “the motive that is involved in a particular activity setting specifies what is to be
maximized in that setting. By maximizing one goal, one set of behaviors, and the like over
others, the motive also determines what will be given up if need be in order to accomplish
something else” (p. 212). For instance, if a teacher is motivated by the high-stakes nature of the
writing test, then lessons geared toward preparation for the test may predominate over lessons
related to non-tested writing strategies such as revision.
Tools. As previously discussed, tools are the means by which an individual acts upon his
environment. As with the other elements of Vygotsky’s notion of mediated action, tools are
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useless apart from the ways in which they are employed by the subject. Wertsch (1998) used the
illustration of a pole-vaulter: “The pole by itself does not magically propel vaulters over a cross
bar; it must be used skillfully by the subject. At the same time, an agent without a pole or with an
inappropriate pole is incapable of participating in the event” (p. 27). While this may seem
obvious, what is significant about this notion is that it redefines the role of the subject by
suggesting that a subject cannot be studied in isolation but must be viewed as an “individualoperating-with-mediational-means” (Wertsch, 1991, 26). Analyzing the subject becomes less
about judging the subject’s apparent skill and more about examining the skill with which a
subject utilizes a particular tool. This means that the constraints or benefits of the tool itself (in
the case of this study, writing theories, lesson plans, texts, or available educational resources)
becomes a significant factor of the analysis. Vygotsky distinguished between two different types
of tools, conceptual tools, which had an abstract, psychological function and practical tools
which represented the concrete applications of conceptual understandings.
Conceptual tools. Grossman et al. (1999) move Vygotsky’s notion of psychological or
conceptual tools into the realm of education, defining them as theories, frameworks, and other
ideas about teaching that serve as the foundation of teachers’ instructional decisions. These could
be broad academic theories of education such as constructivism or simply teachers’ personal
beliefs about what works in the classroom based upon their prior experiences.
Practical tools. The practical tools that teachers employ in the classroom may include
instructional practices such as lesson plans, group work, and worksheets or physical resources
such as textbooks, chalkboards, and computers. More specifically, for teachers of writing,
practical tools might include the five-paragraph essay, grammar activities, or revision instruction
(Johnson et al., 2003).
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Appropriation. Central to an understanding of the ways in which individuals carry out
tool-mediated action is the notion of appropriation. Appropriation is simply the extent to which a
subject employs the conceptual or practical tools that others have created (Leont’ev, 1959;
Wertsch, 1998; Cole 1996). Wertsch (1998) described appropriation as “the process of taking
something that belongs to others and making it one’s own” (p. 53). This concept is significant
within a study of teachers’ pedagogical decisions because almost all of the tools that teachers
employ are appropriated from or built upon the work of others. However, as Wertsch (1998)
suggested, this process is never neutral because “the power and authority of various groups play
a role in deciding which cultural tools may be employed in particular settings” (p. 147). For
instance, a less experienced teacher within an English department might appropriate the teaching
strategies of her department chair or an experienced teacher may utilize a workbook created by
the state department of education for writing test preparation. Even when imbalances of power
play a role, it is important to note that appropriation is not merely the transmission of someone
else’s knowledge or practices; it involves the individual internalizing and reconstructing the tools
that he or she inherits which influences how the individual utilizes the tool to impact others
(Johnson et al., 2003).
Activity Theory
Activity theory is a practical extension of the broader framework of sociocultural
theories. In the previous discussion, I have outlined the aspects of sociocultural theory that
provided the foundation for activity theory. In order to understand the ways in which activity
theory extends and moves beyond sociocultural theory, a brief discussion of the evolution of
activity theory as outlined by Lektorsky (2009) will be useful. Leont’ev (1978) is credited with
the first variation of activity theory due to his focus on the unit of activity. Despite his
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understanding of goal-directed, tool-mediated actions, Leont’ev remained focused on the actions
of the individual. One of Leont’ev’s Russian disciples was V. V. Davydov (1988, 1996) who
studied forms of collective activity and added a focus on values and norms of the activity. Soviet
philosopher G. P. Shchedrovitsky (1995) departed from the psychological focus of his
predecessors and studied the individual only as he related to the collective activity. Most
recently, Yrjo Engestrom (1999), like Shchedrovitsky, centralized the collective activity system
as the primary focus of analysis, but he also offered a new model of activity that extended the
classic triadic model of subject-tool-object by adding division of labor, community, and rules
(see Figure 2.2). Engestrom claimed that activity systems could be analyzed in relation to other
activity systems and “interpreted as multivoiced, including a community of multiple points of
view, traditions, interests, and interactions between participants” (Lektorsky, 2009, p. 79). Thus
in modern conceptions of activity theory, the unit of analysis has expanded from the activity of
an individual toward a multifaceted notion of a network of activity systems.

Mediating Artifacts

Subject

Rules

Object

Community

Outcome

Division of Labor

Figure 2.2. Engestrom’s (1999) expanded triadic model of the activity system.
While Vygotsky’s model included the role of ‘context’ through the use of the cultural tool,
Engestrom’s model accounted for the multiple layers of context that interact with individual and
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collective activity. As Engestrom (1999) compared the two models, he explained the
shortcomings of the classic triadic model using an example of his own actions in preparing a
speech for a conference:
The problem with this classical representation is that it does not fully explicate the
societal and collaborative nature of my actions. In other words, it does not depict my
actions as events in a collective activity system. The outcomes of my actions appear to be
very limited and situation bound: a particular text, a momentary impact on the listeners. If
this is the case, why did I bother to prepare the speech in the first place? Somehow, this
level of representation hides or obscures the motive behind the actions. (p. 30)
Engestrom’s model embedded the tool-mediated activity of the subject within an environment
that included the community surrounding the individual, the hierarchy of roles impacting the
environment, and the rules and norms of behavior that characterized the context. In Figure 2.3 I
provide an example of how this expanded model could be applied in the context of a teacher’s
decision to use the five-paragraph essay in the writing classroom. In the following sections, I will
elaborate upon the application of this model and then discuss two additional benefit of activity
theory: acknowledgement of the roles of disequilibrium and transformation.

Mediating Tool:
Five-paragraph essay

Subject:
English teacher(s)

Rules:
Desk arrangement
Department expectations
Writing test rules

Object:
Organized student
writing

Community:
Classroom
School
State
Nation

Outcome:
Limited approach to
revision

Division of Labor:
Level of experience
Role within department

Figure 2.3. Engestrom’s model applied to teaching the five-paragraph essay.
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Expanded triadic model. Building upon the classic triadic model presented in Figure
2.1, the expanded activity theory model (see Figure 2.2) conceptualizes the subject as an
individual teacher or a group of writing teachers who plan some aspects of their instruction
together. Within the new model, rules represent norms or conventions that prescribe or constrain
the activity. In the context of the English classroom (see Figure 2.3), these rules or norms may be
classroom-specific such as a particular arrangement of desks that influences writing instruction,
or they may arise from departmental norms concerning how to teach the five-paragraph essay.
These rules may even extend to the larger state context which prescribes a particular approach to
writing instruction through the mandated standardized writing test. The sites (individual
classrooms, the English department, and the state education department) in which these rules and
norms are embedded represent some of the “communities” within which the subject(s)
participate(s). Cole (1996) defines the community as “those who share the same general object”
(p. 141). In this case, that object might be improved student writing, but this does not imply that
there is agreement among the various communities about how to achieve that object. These
potential contradictions in approach are complicated by the division of labor which introduces
and acknowledges the numerous roles that exist (potentially in a hierarchical relationship) among
the members of an activity system. Within the writing pedagogy example, the roles within an
activity system might be divided according to teachers’ levels of experience, teachers’ roles
based upon levels of expertise in writing instruction, leadership roles such as department chair or
chair of a professional learning community, or even the role of the English department within the
larger school environment. While the outcomes of this form of writing pedagogy activity would
be numerous based upon the complex interactions of all of those factors, for the purposes of
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illustration, one potential outcome may be that revision instruction is limited due to the format of
the essay, the writing test rules, and the teachers’ limited experience in the classroom.
Role of disequilibrium. Engestrom’s (1999) inclusion of these additional components
points to the second major advantage that activity theory: the ability to account for inevitable
contradictions, tensions, and failures (Engestrom, Miettinen, Punamaki, 1999; Lektorsky, 2009).
As Engestrom (1999) explained, the triadic model does not seem to allow for the imperfections
of activity as it exists in everyday contexts:
Actions are not fully predictable, rational, and machine-like. The most well-planned and
streamlined actions involve failures, disruptions, and unexpected innovations. These are
very difficult to explain if one stays at the level of actions. The analysis of the activity
system may illuminate the underlying contradictions that give rise to those failures and
innovations as if “behind the backs” of the conscious actors. (p. 32)
Thus Engestrom’s activity system provides space to analyze why a subject’s use of a tool failed
to bring about the expected outcome or how the rules and norms of a particular environment
altered the subject’s activity, leading to an unintended result. In the case of the writing
classroom, this analytical space is especially important because there are so many different
groups who have stake in the writing success or failure of the students (students, parents,
teachers, principals, superintendents, policymakers, future employers, etc.), and there are so
many different factors influencing writing instruction (available resources, class schedule,
curricular demands, writing test expectations, teacher education/experience, student ability, or
students’ home environments) that it would be ridiculous to expect that a simple “teacher +
writing instruction = improved student writing” model is anything but a theoretical equation. An
effective analysis of teachers’ pedagogical decisions in writing instruction must begin by
acknowledging that each decision is embedded within a much larger system of factors.
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Role of transformation. The third advantage for employing Engestrom’s version of
activity theory in an analysis of teachers’ pedagogical decisions is the perspective that out of
these tensions, disruptions and contradictions, there is a potential for change and transformation
(Cole, 1996; Cole & Engestrom, 1993; Engestrom, 1999; Lektorsky, 2009). As Cole and
Engestrom (1993) explain, “activity systems are best viewed as complex formations in which
equilibrium is an exception and tensions, disturbances, and local innovations are the rule and the
engine of change (p. 8). Thus the disequilibrium that is inevitable within complex, everyday
activity systems may actually be the site of transformation. Within the context of writing
classrooms, this means that the “system” within which each teacher or group of teachers interacts
is thriving, active, and unpredictable, rather than static and closed. For example, if one of the
more experienced teachers is encouraged by her community (English department) to use a tool
such as the five-paragraph essay despite her doubts about its efficacy, this contradiction may
result in the following changes: (1) the teacher decides to make the best of it and uses her
expertise to expand and improve the basic approach to the five-paragraph format, resulting in an
innovative approach to a traditional strategy or (2) the teacher begrudgingly employs the same
worksheet that the other teachers are using, constraining her creative approaches to writing
instruction and thus limiting her students’ writing experiences or (3) the teacher decides to ignore
the consensus among the teachers in her department and teach the way she believes is effective,
possibly alienating her colleagues who perceive her rejection as an affront to their own
competence as writing teachers. In this instance, the teacher’s decision about how to navigate the
expectations of her community in light of her own writing pedagogy philosophy will necessarily
create a change within the activity system depending on what the teacher chooses to value: her
own teaching philosophy, her students’ writing needs, or her relationships with her colleagues. It
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is clear from this example that change and transformation are an inherent and inevitable part of
an activity system grounded in everyday contexts. The activity system model provides the
researcher with a means to explore the relationships among various factors that lead to these
contradictions, tensions, and changes.
Summary
In this chapter, I began with the premise that the value of revision, aside from the obvious
goal of improving the actual written piece, is the way that it challenges the writer to think
critically, hone ideas, and distill meaning (Murray, 2013; Elbow, 1973). However, research on
writing pedagogy and revision suggest that today’s writing classrooms do not allow space for the
necessarily “sloppy” process of large-scale revising (deleting, substituting, rewriting, rephrasing,
and adding); instead repurposing revision as merely a process of correcting surface errors to
polish the piece (Applebee, 1981; Fitzgerald, 1987; Yagelski, 1995; Hillocks, 2006). This
approach to revision is akin to someone polishing a silver pitcher until it shines but failing to
notice that there is a large crack down the side and a missing handle that makes it completely
useless. Nonetheless, the prevalence of revision-as-proofreading persists in today’s writing
classrooms for a variety of reasons including the inherent complexity of the revision process
(Faigley & Witte, 1981; Fitzgerald, 1987; Hayes, 1996; Hillocks, 2002; McCutchen, Francis, &
Kerr, 1997; Sommers, 1980), the limitations of age and experience of student writers (Faigley &
Witte, 1981; Fitzgerald, 1987; Sommers, 1980; Wallace et al., 1996; Wallace & Hayes, 1991),
inconsistent writing pedagogy in teacher education (Briggs & Palliotet, 1997; Emig, 1971;
Tremmel, 2001; Weaver 1996), and the influence of high-stakes testing on writing instruction
(Applebee & Langer, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2007; Hillocks, 2002; McCarthey, 2008).
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Because my goal in the current study was to analyze the decisions made by a group of
five tenth grade English teachers concerning writing instruction with a particular focus on why
they marginalized revision instruction, I chose an activity theory framework that allowed me to
understand these decisions as situated within an activity system. Because activity theory was
born out of the broader context of sociocultural theory, I began with an overview of the central
tenets of sociocultural theory, originating with the work of Vygotsky (1978, 1986). The primary
themes of Vygotsky’s work that were useful constructs for a study of teachers’ pedagogical
decisions included the notions of historicity, socially-constructed consciousness, and toolmediated action (Wertsch, 1998). The central concept of tool-mediated action gave rise to
additional analytical constructs including the importance of holistic analysis, activity as a unit of
analysis, conceptual and practical tools, and the process of appropriation.
Once this theoretical groundwork was in place, I introduced the central theoretical model
of activity theory as described by Engestrom (1999). Building upon Vygotsky’s triadic model of
human action, Engestrom made sociocultural theory more “adaptable” to everyday contexts by
including additional contextual factors (rules, community, and division of labor), acknowledging
the importance of contradictions and tensions within the system, and proposing the significance
of change and transformation that can arise out of activity systems. Ultimately, Engestrom
pointed theorists and researchers toward an understanding of human action as collective and
situated within a system or even multiple systems. Thus, Engestrom’s model supplies an
appropriate theoretical lens for analyzing the complex interrelationships of internal and external
factors that influence teachers’ decisions about writing instruction, allowing me to analyze the
teachers individually and collectively. Further, the model allowed me to account for
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contradictions and tensions within each activity system and analyze the changes that arise from
them.
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Chapter III: METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
Methodology: Theoretical Underpinnings
While activity theory served primarily as the lens through which I viewed the writing
teachers and their actions, it also heavily influenced my research design and analysis. Despite
claims that activity theory is a philosophical framework rather than a methodology (Jonassen &
Roher-Murphy, 1999), Sannino, Daniels, and Gutierrez (2009) suggest that activity theory
“provides both a theory of human activity and a productive method for its analysis” (p. 2).
Because activity theory was born out of a research climate reacting against traditional empirical
approaches to the social sciences (Cole, 1996; Kirschner & Martin, 2010; Wertsch, 1998),
research methods aligned with activity theory tend to be focused on qualitative explorations of
everyday events in everyday contexts (Engestrom, 1999; Sannino, Daniels, & Guitierrez, 2009).
Sannino, Daniels, and Guitierrez (2009) call a focus on “object-oriented and artifact-mediated”
activity a “methodological innovation” which “represents a challenge to traditional thinking in
human and social sciences, which rely on deep-seated individualism and on views of society as
an anonymous structure” (p. xv). In the introduction to their text Perspectives on Activity Theory,
Engestrom, Miettinen, and Punamaki (1999) summarize the researcher’s enterprise within an
activity theory framework:
Activity system as a unit of analysis calls for complementarity of the system view and the
subject’s view. The analyst constructs the activity system as if looking at it from above.
At the same time, the analyst must select a subject, a member (or better yet, multiple
different members) of the local activity, through whose eyes and interpretations the
activity is constructed. This dialectic between the systemic and subjective-partisan views
brings the researcher into a dialogical relationship with the local activity under
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investigation. The study of an activity system becomes a collective, multivoiced
construction of its past, present, and future zones of proximal development. (p. 10)
In other words, within an activity theory methodology, the researcher is constantly stepping into
the activity system to observe and describe it and then stepping out to maintain perspective on
the interactions among the components of the system. This prevents the researcher from erring
too heavily on either the individual or system perspectives of the activity. Even more crucial is
the fact that activity theory embraces the inherent complexity of everyday settings, so it allows
the researcher to constantly adapt and refine the research design based upon the nuances of the
particular contexts studied (Engestrom, 2009). Further, when the researcher utilizes multiple
subjects existing in the same or parallel activity systems, then the perspective becomes more
nuanced, a “multivoiced construction” rather than merely an individual researcher’s construction
of the activity system. This brief summary calls forth further discussion about the settings and
purposes of an activity theory methodology.
Activity Theory and Setting
Researchers using an activity theory methodology ground their analyses in everyday
contexts. Cole (1996) explains that activity theorists are concerned about studying activities
within “naturally occurring social settings” instead of laboratories (p. 141). This focus on
everyday life aligns with activity theorists’ “rejection of cause-effect, stimulus-response,
explanatory science in favor of a science that emphasizes the emergent nature of the mind in
activity and that acknowledges a central role for interpretation in its explanatory framework” (p.
xii). Researchers espousing activity theory as a lens, thus, are less concerned with isolating
variables and more concerned with providing an analytical space for all of the variables that
occur in everyday life events. In the context of their activity theory-based study of writing
instruction, Johnson et al. (2003) point out that each setting includes numerous idiosettings,
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“settings within settings, each with its own unique goals and attendant social practices for
achieving them” (p. 142). For instance, if a school is a primary setting, the idiosettings might
include the English department, professional learning communities, or individual classrooms,
each nested within the larger setting, but exhibiting its own expectations, culture, and history.
Thick Description
Within a methodology informed by activity theory, the researcher becomes deeply
involved with the local activity that is the focus of the study. Therefore, an effective study of a
particular activity setting or group of settings will not hinge on producing generalizable claims,
but will result in rich, thick description of the activity system(s). Kirschner and Martin (2010)
summarize the aim of sociocultural inquiry, which is
to articulate the shared conventions (and improvisations) by means of which social life is
lived in particular, local contexts. What has merit is what functions to illuminate and
further our own lives as understood and enacted within particular contexts and ways of
being. There is no need in any of this to assert general truths that go beyond our
discursive practices and conventions. Once progress in advancing our projects and
moving beyond particular difficulties is achieved, nothing is gained by adding
superfluous statements such as ‘and that’s the truth.’ (pp. 16-17)
This highlights the practical, contextual nature of activity theory research which is designed to
“illuminate and further our own lives,” but has no interest in making broad truth statements about
human life in general. Kirschner and Martin (2010) describe the purpose of sociocultural inquiry
as “the achievement of an increasingly adequate (though never perfect, timeless, or completely
unambiguous) understanding of the phenomenon of interest” (p. 15). To achieve this
understanding, Toulmin (1999) suggested that researchers focusing on human activity should
“consider models that defer the move to theory and focus on the richer preliminary task of
describing these activities in full and relevant detail” (p. 62). Thus, the task of the current study
was to describe the interactions of the various components of the activity system (teachers,
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settings, tools, objects, divisions of labor, communities, rules, objects, and outcomes) in as much
(relevant) detail as possible in order to gain a greater understanding of the decisions that teachers
made about writing instruction and the implications of those decisions.
While the goal of a research study informed by activity theory is thick description rather
than generalizability, Engestrom, Miettinen, and Punamaki (1999) warn against polarizing these
goals and thus suggesting that human activity is purely localized and specific. They claim that
“any local activity resorts to some historically formed mediating artifacts, cultural resources that
are common to the society at large…Local, concrete activities, therefore, are simultaneously
unique and general, momentary and durable” (p. 8). Therefore, thick description of the activity
system may be based upon a local context, but it can lend itself to a broader understanding of
human activity because every activity system is culturally, historically and socially situated. In
other words, activity systems do not exist in isolation, so the study of a particular activity system
(e.g., writing instruction in five secondary classrooms) is valuable because it is culturally,
historically, and socially linked to other activity systems (e.g., the culture of the secondary
school environment; the evolution of writing instruction over time; the relationships of teachers’
individual decisions and the external pressures of state expectations).
Research Design
The case study approach was chosen for this study because it allowed the researcher to
develop a detailed, multidimensional portrait of the decisions that teachers make about writing
instruction and the related writing practices of their students using a variety of data sources.
Further, the case study design is a natural complement to the tenets of activity theory because it
allows for multiple perspectives (through multiple cases), the examination of local contexts
(settings), and a focus on thick description. The five teachers (primary participants) served as
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“multiple cases” by which I analyzed how a wide variety of internal and external factors
impacted the decisions they made about writing instruction. More specifically, I employed what
Stake (1995) terms an instrumental case study which attempts “to understand something else”
beyond an individual case (p. 3). By examining the teaching decisions of my participants, I
hoped to gain an understanding of the complex, competing factors that vie for writing teachers’
attention when they make decisions about what and how to teach writing.
There is considerable debate among researchers about what defines a case study. Stake
(1995) and Merriam (2009) believe that the case study hinges upon the process of choosing and
delimiting the case itself while Yin (2009) focused on the methodology of the case study as an
“empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon” using multiple sources of
evidence (p. 18). Ultimately, Creswell’s (2007) introductory text in qualitative research provides
a comprehensive definition that bridges these distinctions, describing the case study as “a
qualitative approach in which the investigator explores a bounded system (a case) or multiple
bounded systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple
sources of information (e.g., observations, interviews, audiovisual materials, and documents and
reports), and reports a case description and case-based themes” (p. 73). This definition informed
the approach of the current study because I was primarily interested in exploring the writing
instruction strategies employed by these English teachers within the context of one of each of
their classes. The study will be “bounded” in that it focused upon five teachers of the same grade
level over the course of one semester in a suburban high school. While I analyzed the writing
instruction decisions of all five teachers individually, I was most interested in how their writing
pedagogy practices as a team converged within a complex activity system in comparison to how
some of the individual teachers’ analyses highlighted contradictions or tensions with the larger
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activity system. Multiple data sources were collected including teacher interviews, classroom
observations, student reflections, and student essays. In these cases, studying these teachers was
intended to reveal how writing instruction decisions (specifically the teaching of revision) were
influenced by internal and external factors, and subsequently, how these decisions may have
impacted student writing. As suggested previously, I was most interested in providing a “thick
description” (Geertz, 1973) of these particular cases in order to focus on depth rather than
breadth. Beyond the initial decisions about the advantages of the case study approach, there were
many other aspects of the case study which made it appropriate and advantageous for this
particular study.
Focus on the Particular over the General
While canvassing large groups of teachers through surveys or focus groups about their
writing instruction strategies may reveal broad insights, I was interested in a more in-depth, close
examination of the teachers’ writing pedagogy philosophies and resulting classroom practices.
Stake (1995) suggested that “the real business of case study is particularization, not
generalization” (p. 8). As Merriam (2009) indicated, “this specificity of focus makes it an
especially good design for practical problems – for questions, situations, or puzzling occurrences
arising from everyday practice” (p. 43). The ‘practical problem’ in this particular study is the
challenge of balancing effective writing instruction that prepares students for authentic writing
situations in world outside of school with the challenge of simultaneously juggling the demands
of the school environment, state expectations, personal teaching beliefs, and many other factors.
Focus on “How” and “Why” Questions
By examining the perceptions and daily classroom practices of three teachers, I sought to
determine how and why decisions were made about writing pedagogy concerning what to teach,
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what practices to employ, and how to evaluate the outcomes of these decisions. As Yin (2009)
suggested, the case study is particularly suited to these “how” and “why” queries because “such
questions deal with operational links needing to be traced over time, rather than mere frequencies
or incidences” (p. 9). It was not a matter of how often a particular strategy was employed or
whether or not that particular strategy was replicated by other teachers; instead, I was interested
in the teachers’ thought processes concerning writing instruction decisions (i.e., why they chose
to teach writing in a particular way) and the practices that arose from these decisions (i.e., how
they employed these ideas on a day-to-day basis). An additional concern was how the presence
of external factors such as the standardized writing test at the end of the semester impacted these
decisions and actions. These forms of questions that are more open-ended, as opposed to
questions investigating causal relationships for instance, indicated that the case study method
would provide the proper framework for investigating these ideas from a variety of angles.
Reliance on Multiple Sources of Evidence
Due to the open-ended nature of the questions developed for this study, the ability to
utilize multiple sources of evidence during the data collection phase was a necessity. Yin (2009)
pointed out that “the case study’s unique strength is its ability to deal with a full variety of
evidence – documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations – beyond what might be available
in a conventional historical study” (p. 11). The comparative analysis of these various forms of
data provided opportunities for themes and patterns to be reinforced, contradicted, or clarified
throughout the course of the study. This strategy, along with establishing a chain of evidence and
member checking, reinforced construct validity in which the study gained reliability through
“converging lines of inquiry” resulting from multiple forms of evidence that reiterated themes
and assertions (Yin, 2009, p. 115). For this particular study, these converging lines of inquiry
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were established primarily through teacher interviews and classroom observations, but I also
used student documents (e.g., reflection responses and essays) as a supplementary data source.
According to Yin (2009), the advantage of the “in-depth interview” is that it is “targeted”
directly toward pertinent case study topics and “provides perceived causal inferences and
explanations” (p. 102). Stake (1995) added that “the interview is the main road to multiple
realities” because it allows the researcher access to the interpretations of others in order to
balance, temper, or challenge the researcher’s own interpretations. Direct observations provide
“real time” evidence within the actual context of the study, and documents are “stable,
unobtrusive (created apart from the case study itself), exact” and enable “broad coverage” of
longer periods of time, multiple events, or multiple settings (Yin, 2009, p. 102). The strengths of
each of these forms of data also have the potential to negate the weaknesses among them. For
instance, interviews and observations may be subject to reflexivity in which the responses or
observed events are influenced by the presence of the researcher; however, documentation (e.g.,
essays that students would have written even apart from the presence of the researcher) is
typically unrelated to the study itself, thus making it more immune to issues of reflexivity.
Ultimately, the use of multiple forms of data allowed for triangulation which increased the
validity of the study and added nuance and variety to the “thick description” of the case itself.
Flexibility and Adaptability
The difficulty of defining a case study combined with its propensity for open-ended
questions and use of multiple sources of data indicated that the case study is arguably one of the
most flexible and malleable of the approaches available for qualitative research. This flexibility
is evident at every phase of case study research, which made it the ideal approach for the current
study. Stake (1995) acknowledged that “case study fieldwork regularly takes the research in
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unexpected directions, so too much commitment in advance is problematic” (p. 29). As a result
of these unexpected turns, Stake suggested that the “researcher makes a flexible list of questions,
progressively redefines issues, and seizes opportunities to learn the unexpected” (p. 29). Yin
(2009) added that the “skilled investigator must remember the original purpose of the
investigation but then must be willing to adapt procedures or plans if unanticipated events occur”
(p. 70). In the current study, I had to “progressively redefine” the research questions after the
initial teacher interviews and classroom observations challenged my original assumptions and
expectations. Even though these changes refined the original research design, the flexibility to
adapt the research questions was crucial to maintaining the integrity of the data analysis and
conclusions drawn from the study. For example, as I interviewed and observed the five teachers,
it became evident that revision pedagogy was not prioritized in their curriculum; therefore, I
added the third research question to determine why revision was minimized and why other
writing practices such as organization and planning were maximized. In addition, my fourth
research question originally focused on the impact of writing pedagogy on students’ identities as
writers. As my study evolved, it became clear that there were rich data on teachers’ decisions
about writing instruction and analyzing data on students’ identities was an entirely separate
research enterprise. I also realized that trying to draw connections between these complex
decisions and their impact on students’ identities would involve forging a cause-and-effect
relationship that would oversimplify the complexity of these interactions between teacher and
student. It was clear that focusing on students’ identities as writers was not within the scope of
the current study.
Along with the flexibility of the research questions, Merriam (2009) suggested that the
case study also allows for a wide variety of methods of data collection, analysis, and reporting.
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While Merriam indicated that other approaches such as experimental, survey, or historical
research are characterized by particular methods, she claimed that “case study does not claim any
particular methods of gathering data collection or data analysis” and “any and all methods…
from testing to interviewing, can be used” (p. 42). This freedom allowed me to tailor my data
collection and analysis methods to the particular activity settings, providing space to examine a
variety of nuanced and overlapping factors within the activity theory framework. In other words,
the cases drove the methods rather than the methods driving the case studies. In the current
study, I was able to glean teacher perceptions from the interviews, student perceptions from the
reflective responses, classroom strategies from the observations, and student application of these
strategies from the student essays.
Despite the flexibility in analytical approaches offered in case study research, Stake
(1995) and Yin (2009) provide guidance as to elements of analysis within the case study that lead
to “thick description.” Yin (2009) suggested either a holistic analysis4 of the entire case or an
embedded analysis of a particular aspect of the case. For the current study, I chose the embedded
analysis in order to focus specifically on the teachers’ approaches to writing instruction as it
related to revision practices rather than examining all aspects of the teachers’ pedagogy. This
analysis was informed by other aspects of their teaching such as the classroom environment and
their approaches to teaching literature, but the primary focus was on their writing pedagogy.
Once the focus of analysis has been identified, Stake (1995) suggests writing a detailed
description of the case itself that leads to categorical aggregation in which the researcher seeks
4

While Vygotsky (1978) also utilized the notion of “holistic analysis,” his approach and Yin’s are distinct. In the
context of sociocultural theory, a holistic analysis means that the researcher should not analyze the subject apart
from the tools or the tools apart from the object. Yin’s use of the term “holistic analysis” has more to do with
whether the researcher is studying all relevant aspects of a particular case or focusing in on one aspect
“embedded” within the case. Therefore, by focusing on how teachers utilize various tools within specific contexts
to deliver their writing instruction, I espoused Vygotsky’s “holistic analysis” by focusing on those interrelationships
within the triad and Yin’s “embedded analysis” by zeroing in on particular writing pedagogy decisions.
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“an aggregation of instances until something can be said about them as a class”(p. 74). This
strategy is then combined with direct interpretation in which the researcher “concentrates on the
instance, trying to pull it apart and put it back together again more meaningfully – analysis and
synthesis” (Stake, 1995, p. 75). These strategies result in naturalistic generalizations which are
“conclusions arrived at through personal engagement in life’s affairs or by vicarious experiences
so well constructed that the person feels as if it happened to themselves” (p. 85). This continuous
process of embedded analysis characterized by categorical aggregation, direct interpretation and
naturalistic generalizations was applied to both individual teachers and the teachers as a
collective subject within the activity theory model.
The freedom to incorporate all of these sources and analyze them continuously
throughout the study allows for the “stories” of these particular teachers and classrooms to
unfold naturally rather than forcing the stories through the mold of a rigid methodology. Yin
(2009) indicated that there is not a “stereotypic form” (p. 165) for a case study report, so these
“stories” can be told in a variety of formats such as a narrative, a traditional research report, or a
question-and-answer approach. The conceptual product of the case study also varies because
“some case studies generate theory, some are simply descriptions of cases, and others are more
analytical in nature and display cross-case or intersite comparisons” (Creswell, 2007, p. 195).
While these options may be dizzying to a researcher attempting to follow a particular protocol in
order to prove a causal relationship or challenge a hypothesis, the accommodating nature of the
case study is ideally suited for the multilayered work of studying particular individuals within a
specific, complex context. The current study represents a combination of these options as it will
attempt to describe and explain the implications of the multiple cases collectively while
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presenting a detailed portrait of the ways in which three of the individual teacher navigated a
minefield of factors to arrive at a particular approach to writing pedagogy.
Potential to Impact the Field of Education
Apart from the methodological advantages of carrying out a case study, the most
significant aspect of this particular study is its potential to positively impact writing pedagogy in
the field of education. Merriam (2009) advocated the unique strength of the case study
methodology in comparison to other research approaches:
Anchored in real-life situations, the case study results in a rich and holistic account of a
phenomenon. It offers insights and illuminates meanings that expand its readers’
experiences. These insights can be construed as tentative hypotheses that help structure
future research; hence, case study plays an important role in advancing a field’s
knowledge base… An applied field’s processes, problems, and programs can be examined
to bring about understanding that in turn can affect and perhaps even improve practice. (p.
51)
While other research methods certainly have the potential to improve writing instruction, the
case study is unique in its ability to provide an in-depth, focused portrait of writing teachers in
the field which can inform future research and provide implications for future classroom
practice. Stake (1995) reiterated the ability of the case study to “teach” its readers, suggesting
that the researcher’s aim is “stimulation of further reflection” and “optimizing readers’
opportunity to learn” (p. 42). The intention of the present study was to utilize the experiences and
actions of five writing teachers and illuminate their philosophies and approaches toward writing
instruction as well as any changes they made in their approach to revision over the course of the
study. These particular portraits may inspire further research or they may add to the body of
research on the complexity of teachers’ decisions about writing instruction. Thus the case study
approach provides a venue through which these possibilities for positively influencing the field
of education may become a reality.
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Context of Study
Participants
Primary participants. In order to analyze teachers’ decisions about writing instruction
(with a focus on revision pedagogy), I chose five secondary English teachers who all taught tenth
grade at Woodlands, a local, suburban high school. (All people and place names are
pseudonyms.) I initially contacted Kinsey, an English teacher at the school who went to the same
undergraduate university and graduate program that I attended, because the school and the
English department in particular had a strong academic reputation in the community. The school
was also characterized by its diversity in terms of race and socioeconomic class. Kinsey was one
of five tenth grade teachers who worked closely together in a professional learning community.
When I spoke with the PLC team about my study goals, they were enthusiastic and willing to
participate. The opportunity to study the entire tenth grade team of teachers was advantageous
due to the activity theory focus on analyzing the actions of both individual and collective
subjects. While my initial contact was convenient, I chose to study this team of tenth grade
teachers for the following reasons: (1) The state writing test is given in the tenth grade in North
Carolina, so all of the tenth grade teachers faced writing test pressures; (2) The team was often
perceived within the English department and the school as a whole as a model for effective
teamwork and collaboration; (3) The teachers within the team had different levels of experience
ranging from four to seventeen years; and (4) The teachers were all eager to participate because
they felt that the study would help them to examine and potentially improve their writing
instruction. The principal at the school corroborated what I learned from the teachers, reiterating
the team’s positive reputation in the school, and he consented to allow me to carry out the study
at the school. Per the protocol of the district, I received approval from the district once the
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principal’s consent was obtained. Prior to discussing the settings within which these teachers
operated, I will provide a summary table (see Table 3.1) followed by brief descriptions of each
primary participant in alphabetical order.
Table 3.1
Summary of Teacher Backgrounds

Teacher

Years
Teaching

Years
Teaching
10th
Grade

Degrees Earned

Teaching
Certification

National
Boards
Certification

BA: English
Joy

4

4

English

N

Class
Observed
English II
Standard

BA: English
Kinsey

7

7

MAEd: Secondary
English Education

English

Y

English II
Standard

Leanne

17

17

BS: English

English

Y

English II
Honors

Margaret

Rachel

12

7

BA: Theology

Religious
Education and
English

Y

5

2

BA:
English/Music

English

N

English II
Seminar
English II
Seminar

Joy. Joy was the youngest and least experienced of the five teachers. She earned her B.A.
in English and her teaching certification in English education at a local state university. Joy has
spent her first four years of teaching at this school, and her class load during the time of the study
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included English II standard, English II honors, and English III honors. For the current study, I
observed her English II standard class.
In her interviews, Joy communicated several insecurities about being an inexperienced
teacher and having to learn on the job, but these insecurities were not apparent in front of her
students who respected her despite the fact that she was petite and soft-spoken. Joy’s classroom
was set up in traditional rows facing the teacher’s podium at the front of the room where she
most often stood. In her English II class, Joy’s prominent instructional strategy was whole-class
instruction with occasional opportunities for students to practice individually what they learned.
Because this particular class was very talkative, any attempts at pair or group work seemed to
disintegrate quickly into chaos, so her decision to focus on whole-class instruction seemed to
help the students remain focused.
In terms of her writing instruction, Joy indicated that the factor that had most influenced
the way she taught writing was the writing test. She focused on what her colleagues told her “that
works as far as format” and had been primarily concerned with making sure her students did well
on the test. However, this focus on the test did not reflect what she believed about effective
writing instruction. In her first interview, she said, “It’s funny because what I think is important
about writing is not necessarily what I teach.” She would rather focus on “content and what (her)
students feel and what they think and how they can express themselves,” but she claimed that she
did not have enough time for that type of writing due to the writing test and the tenth grade
research paper. This contradiction between her ideal writing instruction and the reality that she
faced produced tension that she could not seem to resolve: “Honestly, I hate the way I teach
writing.” This frustration pervaded every discussion that we had about writing throughout the
study. Joy’s second major influence was the way that she was taught to write in high school
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which she describes as “practicing different writing styles” without much focus on revision. As
the youngest and least experienced member of the tenth grade professional learning community
(PLC), Joy also reported feeling constrained by the expectations and decisions of the group
concerning writing instruction.
Kinsey. Kinsey was an alumnus of the school in which she was currently teaching. Prior
to her teaching career, Kinsey received her B.A. in English at a local private university where
she also completed a master’s program in Secondary English Education. She served as a
Financial Aid Counselor at her alma mater for two years and then took her first teaching job at a
school in a neighboring county for two years. Kinsey had been teaching at her current school for
the past five years where she also coached basketball and track. She earned her National Board
Certification in 2011. Her class load during the study included High School English (9th grade),
English II standard, and Introduction to Journalism. I studied her English II standard class
because it was the only 10th grade class that she taught.
Kinsey worked hard at the beginning of each class to connect with the students, even if it
was in the context of their Daily Grammar sentence or a vocabulary word. She seemed especially
concerned with helping them relate ideas or lessons in her class to real life. For instance, she
would relay a story about a telemarketer using one of their vocabulary words incorrectly or joke
about a rapper who has changed the meaning of a word in pop culture. In this particular class,
however, the lively mood often changed quickly because the students struggled to pay attention
and stay on task. Kinsey’s interviews revealed her frustration that her students did not handle
more creative, open-ended assignments well, so she had to rely on more structured assignments.
The desks in Kinsey’s room were arranged in groups of 4-6 so that the students faced one
another rather than facing her at the front of the room. Kinsey indicated that she had modeled her
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room after the department chair, Leanne’s, and she liked the way that it promoted group work.
While the students work in groups for many of their non-writing activities, the majority of
Kinsey’s writing instruction involved whole-class instruction followed by individual practice.
Like Joy’s class, this group struggled to remain on task when they were in groups, and students
appeared more focused when they were given step-by-step instructions.
When I asked her what had most influenced her writing pedagogy, Kinsey explained that
most of her thoughts about writing had come from her “experiences teaching students” because
she did not “recall anything from textbooks.” Further, Kinsey said, “The practical applications,
whether they succeeded or failed, have been the things that have driven how I teach writing.” In
the context of the writing test, Kinsey suggested that she did not “want (students) thinking that’s
the reason we’re doing this.” Instead, she wanted her students to learn that “writing’s a skill that
will be helpful” and that their skills could be transferable to other situations and contexts.
Leanne. As the most experienced member of the tenth grade teachers, the department
chair, the professional learning community leader, and the author of the Sophomore Project,
Leanne’s influence within the team and school was pervasive. With 17 years’ experience, all at
the same school, Leanne’s reputation for her intense work ethic and teaching expertise preceded
her. She received her B.S. in English and her teaching certification from a nearby public
university and received her National Boards’ Certification in 2002. Her course load during the
study included English II Honors, English II Standard Inclusion, and Speech and Debate. I chose
to observe her honors English II class because it was the only honors class that I could observe
consistently due to scheduling conflicts with the other teachers.
Leanne’s classroom had an energetic atmosphere in part because of her own excitement
about what she was teaching. She was particularly passionate about issues of human injustice, as
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evidenced by her curriculum’s literary focus on topics such as the Holocaust, inequities in South
Africa, and the subjugation of women in Afghanistan. At the same time, she ran a “tight ship” in
that her classroom rules included numerous systems for processes such as turning in work,
working in groups, and organizing notebooks. Her lessons were always meticulously planned
with graphic organizer handouts abounding and very clear expectations and directions for what
students should do. Even within this structure, however, Leanne’s students seemed to love and
appreciate her passion for teaching them and for challenging them to look at the world
differently. Her sense of humor and easy rapport with her students made the classroom feel warm
and welcoming.
Consistent with her organized handouts, Leanne’s desks were organized in groups of 4-6
with a basket in the center holding all of the materials that groups would need for a given lesson
(e.g., scissors, highlighters, note cards). Leanne explained that she spent the first few weeks of
school teaching her students how to work effectively in these groups, and then she changed the
seating arrangements periodically to give students a chance to get to know other classmates.
Classroom instruction in general was varied in Leanne’s class. Although students often worked
in groups, Leanne also relied heavily on whole-class instruction for writing in which she
modeled her expectations and then allowed some time for individual practice.
Leanne attributed much of her writing pedagogy to her own experiences as a writer from
what she learned from her parents and high school English teachers as well as her success in
writing in college. During her teaching career, she had published a book about teaching as well
as writing curriculum materials for the Holocaust Museum, and Leanne suggested that all of
these writing experiences influenced the way that she taught her students. In addition, Leanne
highlighted the influence of the writing test which had been a requirement for her students for the
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past 17 years. Her personal focus on organization and planning in her own writing aligned with
the writing test structure, so these attributes of writing emerged as priorities in her teaching.
Margaret. While Margaret was the oldest of the teachers, she considered herself a
“mature student” of teaching because she entered the career later in life. Margaret grew up and
was educated in England where she received her B.A. in theology and her teaching certification
in religious education and English. Margaret has earned her National Board Certification, and
she has participated in Shakespeare workshops to prepare for the Shakespeare course that she
traditionally teaches. During the time of this study, Margaret’s course load included English II
seminar (highest honors level), AP Literature, and Shakespeare 101. Because she only taught one
section of English II, I observed that class for this study.
Margaret’s demeanor in class was calm and confident. Her students clearly respected her
wisdom, and she demonstrated her respect of them by handing over control of the discussion
during seminars and other activities. She placed a high priority on students learning to think
critically, so most of her lessons appeared to be designed around that particular goal. Students in
her class were still expected to get up and walk to the bookshelf of dictionaries to look up a word
even though they would prefer that she just tell them the definition. Admittedly, Margaret did not
teach any lower level classes, and she did not deal with any discipline problems during the time
that I observed her beyond occasional excessive talking.
While Margaret’s classroom was set up in traditional rows, her students often circled
their desks for a seminar or moved them around to work in pairs or groups. Margaret’s typical
approach to instruction was to vary the activities in block. For example, she might begin with a
mini-lecture on a literature-related topic, have students work in pairs to brainstorm some
responses to seminar questions, and then ask a student to lead a seminar based upon the
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questions she provided. In terms of writing instruction, she utilized group work often, and wholeclass writing instruction was rare.
When Margaret reflected upon her writing pedagogy influences, she identified herself as
a writer who always envied those, like her husband (a history professor at the local university),
who could write easily. Her writing instruction was based upon what she perceived as her own
needs as a writer, avoiding rote, formalistic approaches and focusing instead on authorial voice.
Her other major influences as a writing teacher were the various courses on writing that she said
she takes “as often as I can.” Margaret has taken courses on writing or writing pedagogy at the
local university, through professional development in the school district, and outside courses on
her own. Although she did not mention her teaching practice as a primary influence, Margaret
did suggest that her approach to writing instruction hinged upon “finding out where (students)
are and (going) from there.”
Rachel. With five years’ teaching experience and only two years as a tenth grade teacher,
Rachel was relatively new to the tenth grade team and felt like she was still learning the
curriculum. Rachel received her Bachelor of Arts degree in English and Music at the local
private university where she also earned her teaching certification for secondary English. During
the course of the study, Rachel taught English II Seminar, Intro to Journalism, Newspaper, and
Honors Newspaper. As the sponsor of the school newspaper and the teacher of the majority of
the journalism classes, Rachel’s only core content course was the English II seminar course that I
observed. In her first three years of teaching, Rachel had worked primarily with the lowest-level
English I inclusion class, so the shift to working with the highest level sophomore students
represented a significant change in her teaching context.
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Rachel’s classroom had a casual atmosphere established through her sarcastic banter with
her students and her relaxed approach to starting class or giving instructions. She affectionately
referred to her students as “children” when she talked to them, but she also communicated high
expectations for the quality of their work. I also observed a variety of approaches to instruction
in Rachel’s class, ranging from small-group seminars to pair writing assignments to organized
classroom debates. However, most of the writing instruction that I observed involved students
working alone at their computers while Rachel walked around reading over their shoulders or
giving individual feedback. In general, Rachel’s approach to instruction was the most “handsoff” of her colleagues; she would typically give instruction of some kind and then her students
would work independently or in groups for most of the period with some input from her as
needed.
The desks in Rachel’s room were arranged in traditional rows, but these rows did not
equate to a focus on whole-class instruction. Students would routinely move them around as
needed, and for seminars or debates, they would rearrange the desks to accommodate the
activity. Because Rachel was the journalism teacher, her room had the added advantage of a set
of class computers, so the students often worked at computers either individually or in pairs.
Rachel took advantage of the computers by utilizing them in many of her lessons.
Rachel cited her experiences in school and as a writer as having the most influence on her
early writing pedagogy decisions, but she believed that learning about her students’ needs had
the most influence on her current pedagogy. As she reacted to the varying needs of her lowest
level students in her first few years of teaching and her current upper level students, Rachel
adapted her instructional objectives according to her perceptions of what her students lacked in
their writing skills. As an experienced writer, she had learned that needs of her inexperienced
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writers were much different than her own, and she rarely used her own process as an example
because she felt that her students did not know the rules of writing well enough to break them.
Secondary participants. There were approximately 1185 tenth grade students in the five
classes that I observed over the course of the study. After I gained consent from the district,
principal, and teachers, I met with each teacher’s tenth grade class and discussed the purpose and
details of the study. I explained the details of the consent forms and indicated that the students
would primarily be asked to have brief conversations with me during class about their writing
and to share samples of their writing with me. At the completion of the study, the students filled
out a reflection about their writing over the course of the semester. Of the 118 students, I
obtained both student and parental consent from 91 of them, and only one parent asked
specifically that her son not be included in the study. No data from students who did not return
their assent and consent forms was used in the data analysis for this study. Table 3.2 depicts the
demographic information for the students who participated in the study.
While the distribution of male and female participants varied from class to class with
Margaret’s and Rachel’s seminar classes having the most balanced numbers, the demographic
data revealed a disproportionate number of Caucasian participants in the two seminar classes and
a majority of African American participants in Joy’s and Kinsey’s standard classes. Joy and
Kinsey also had the lowest number of participants because many of their students did not turn in
their parental consent forms. Although my primary focus was on teachers’ writing pedagogy
decisions, data gleaned from their students (e.g., informal conversations during class,
observations during class, writing artifacts, and student reflection responses) served to
supplement the teachers’ data and provide helpful points of comparison.
5

This number is approximate because several students (a) did not show up for class after the first few weeks of
school, (b) dropped out of class at some point during the semester, or (c) were suspended or transferred to an
alternative school during the course of the semester.
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Table 3.2
Student Participant Demographic Information by Class

Teacher

Total
students
Total
in class participants

M

F

African
Caucasian American Latino Asian

Joy

21

9

3

6

0

8

1

0

Kinsey

23

15

10

5

2

9

4

0

Leanne

27

22

15

7

10

9

1

2

Margaret

27

26

14

12

18

2

3

3

Rachel

20

19

10

9

17

2

0

0

Total

118

91

52

39

47

30

9

5

52%

33%

10%

5%

% Total
Participants

57% 43%

Settings
Woodlands High School. Woodlands High School is one of sixteen high schools in the
Harpersville County School District. This suburban school first opened in 1966, and its
population has shifted over the past decade from a predominantly white, affluent student group
to a much more diverse (economically and racially) student body. During the 2011-2012 school
year in which this study took place, the student enrollment was approximately 1,500 with the
following demographic composition: 49% White, 37% African American, 7% Hispanic, 4.5%
Multiracial, 3% Asian/Pacific Islander, and 0.2% Native American. The demographic data of
participants in Table 3.2 above reveals that the study participants included more than the average
number of white students (52%), Hispanic students (10%), and Asian students (5%), but fewer
than the average number of African American students (33%). In 2012, Newsweek ranked
Woodlands among the top 1,000 schools in the nation, and the state recognized it as a “School of
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Distinction,” which means that 80% of the students performed at or above grade level on state
assessments. WHS boasts a 93% graduation rate, with 94% of those graduates attending two- or
four-year colleges and universities. Students can choose from over 30 Advanced Placement
courses and over 50 honors courses. Beyond academics, Woodlands students have consistently
excelled athletically and artistically, so school pride permeates the daily atmosphere.
Of approximately 80 teachers at WHS, 97% are “Highly Qualified,”6 34% have advanced
degrees, 18% are Nationally Board Certified, and 58% have ten or more years of experience
teaching. Because the current study was focused upon the various factors that may impact
teachers’ decisions about writing pedagogy, it is useful to summarize the results of the 2012
North Carolina’s Teacher Working Conditions Initiative survey.7 In this survey, teachers ranked
their level of agreement with statements about issues related to class size, time allocation, access
to instructional materials, relationship with parents/community, student behavior, and state
testing. Over 90% of the teachers at Woodlands responded to this survey, and their results
provided a window into the overall working conditions at the school.
Woodlands teachers appeared to be dissatisfied with larger classes with only 33%
believing that their class sizes were reasonable (compared to 62% in the state of North Carolina).
However, they were more satisfied with the allocation of time, with 65% suggesting that they
had sufficient instructional time with their students and 74% agreeing that they had enough time
to collaborate with their colleagues. This may be due to the fact that Woodlands had recently

6

Teachers are given the designation “Highly Qualified” according to the mandates of No Child Left Behind
(Elementary and Secondary Education Act) when they have met the following criteria: (1) earn a teaching license;
(2) earn a bachelor’s degree at a four-year institution; (3) demonstrate competence in their subject area (e.g.,
National Board Certification, passing scores on professional exams such as the Praxis, academic major, etc.).
7
www.ncteachingconditions.org/reports/summary.php?siteID=340-454
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shifted to a modified block schedule8 and had also scheduled three meetings a month for
Professional Learning Communities to plan together. I will discuss these PLCs in more detail
below. Over 80% of the teachers believed that they had sufficient access to appropriate
instructional materials, and the majority of teachers felt like there was a positive rapport with and
consistent support from parents and the community.
While 93% of the Woodlands teachers reported feeling ‘safe’ in their school
environment, only 58% felt that administrators consistently enforced rules of student conduct.
Despite this disjunction with the administration, 82% of teachers felt that they were “trusted” to
make sound professional decisions about instruction. With regard to state tests, however, only
39% of teachers believed that these tests “accurately gauge students’ understanding of
standards.” Overall, 85% of teachers at Woodlands believed that their school was a “good place
to work and learn.” These holistic perceptions provide a useful backdrop to highlight the
individual perceptions of the English teachers in this study, especially because issues of time and
the expectations of the PLC figured prominently in the teachers’ frustrations with their writing
instruction.
WHS English department. The English department at Woodlands was made up of
eleven English teachers, five of whom taught tenth grade. According to their webpage, the
department’s goal is “to prepare students with the skills and knowledge they will need to be
successful in this 21st century.” The department chair is Leanne, one of the primary participants
in the current study, and she has held the position for 12 years. Department meetings occurred
weekly prior to the grade-level Professional Learning Communities (PLC) meetings. All English
teachers in the department were required to assign a research paper or project and to teach MLA
8

This modified block schedule included a 4 x 4 block for most content courses with the exception of AP courses
and other electives such as Journalism that met on an A/B schedule for the full year.
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format. Further, each English student begins a portfolio of his or her major assignments (mostly
writing) in the ninth grade that is carried through the twelfth grade. These portfolios are intended
to demonstrate the students’ writing and learning growth over their time in English classes and to
provide each successive teacher with students’ past work for diagnostic purposes. In addition to
these collaborative efforts, Margaret indicated that in years past, the English honors and AP
teachers have met periodically to ensure that their curriculum is vertically aligned to encourage
student success in the honors program.
As far as common practices among the teachers in the English department, all of the
teachers had a “word wall” bulletin board on which they were required to post and review new
vocabulary words. These words were the same for each grade level. Although I did not observe
other classrooms, Margaret indicated that this was a district requirement for teachers of all
subjects. The English teachers at the ninth and tenth grade levels also had a daily bell ringer
activity that includes some combination of vocabulary review, grammar correction, sentence
construction, and journal topics. In the tenth grade, for instance, all students had weekly
handouts upon which they recorded their daily bell ringer activities throughout the week. In
general, the department seemed to have a positive reputation in the school, and their processes
appeared well-organized.
Students enrolled in an English course at Woodlands were divided into three levels:
standard, honors, and seminar. While the standard and honors level classes were designed for
average and above-average students respectively, the seminar level class was intended to be an
Advanced Placement preparation class for students planning to take the AP Language and
Literature courses as juniors and seniors. Placement into each level was dependent upon student
achievement and teacher recommendations, but the tenth grade teachers indicated that parents
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could override these placement decisions if they wished to place their son or daughter in a
different level. For this reason, the tenth grade teachers who taught honors students believed that
several of their current students were not academically ready for honors-level work and struggled
for most of the semester to keep up with their peers.
WHS 10th grade Professional Learning Community (PLC). As discussed previously,
Woodlands’ academic departments were further divided into Professional Learning
Communities. In the English department, these PLCs were typically divided according to grade
level, but the teachers occasionally had interdisciplinary PLCs in which they met with teachers in
other departments to discuss curriculum alignment opportunities. According to Kinsey, PLCs
were made an official requirement in the 2011-2012 school year during the time of the study;
however, the tenth grade team had been meeting and collaborating for many years prior to the
implementation of the PLCs. Therefore, for the tenth grade team, this shift to PLCs merely
involved adding a new designation to an established team. The PLC team typically met three
times a month, and at other times as needed. Kinsey described a typical meeting as follows:
We always have an agenda – discussion of the Sophomore Project, assessments, and any
other official school-required activities. We also discuss upcoming due dates for units
that we are commonly teaching (i.e., Do we have enough Les Miserables tests? What day
will the Holocaust (project) be due? What are the requirements for book annotations?)
We also share joys and frustrations as well.
Kinsey’s description communicated both the structured nature of the PLC meetings and the
extent to which the teachers shared materials and even schedules as they planned instruction.
When asked about their preparation for the implementation of PLCs, Joy indicated that they only
had a half-day workshop, and Kinsey did not recall any specific PLC preparation. In other words,
the tenth grade PLC’s current approach was informed by the teachers themselves rather than any
significant professional development.
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The cornerstone of the tenth-grade English curriculum at Woodlands was the Sophomore
Project. This project was the brainchild of Leanne, and it had become such a celebrated project
and event that it was part of the school culture. The primary components of the project included a
multi-genre project, research paper, visual project, and presentation at the “Sophomore Night”
event. Students chose a topic such as an issue, country, or famous person, and researched the
topic in the library and on the internet. They created various genres (e.g., postcards, wanted
posters, Glogsters, photo stories, business letters) to represent different things that they had
learned about their topics. The research paper was the next step in the project, and it represented
the major tenth grade writing assignment for the semester. For this reason, I will discuss the
research paper at length in chapter IV. Students then created a visual project (e.g., quilts,
costumes, dioramas, short films, paintings) to represent their topics. They then composed a
speech based upon their research that they delivered to their peers in class in preparation for the
Sophomore Night presentations for parents and other community members. The project was
impressive in scale, and evidence of past visual projects decorated the tenth grade teachers’
rooms, with sculptures and scale models of the buildings sitting atop bookshelves and paintings
adorning the walls. Needless to say, the project consumed a significant amount of instructional
time, and it made collaboration among the tenth grade teachers an absolute necessity.
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction. The tenth grade teachers were
primarily influenced by the state context through the mandated tenth grade writing test. The first
statewide annual evaluation of educational progress was enacted by the North Carolina General
Assembly in 1977. Five years later, the State Board of Education approved “A Plan for the
Measurement of Writing in North Carolina,” which resulted in the first writing tests for sixth and
ninth graders in 1984. The tenth grade writing assessment first occurred during the 1991-1992
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school year, and it had since undergone several revisions including changes in scoring method
and writing purpose. The primary change at the tenth grade level had been a change from
expository (1990-2001) to informational (2002-2011) writing (NCDPI, 2011).
Student writing was graded by two scorers who had met the following qualifications: a
post-secondary degree, documented experience in English, writing, or education, a passing score
on a grammatical and written exam, training concerning large-scale assessments, training
specific to the North Carolina project, and qualification on a sample scoring assessment.
Approximately 20 percent of these scorers were North Carolina educators. Scorers graded
student writing according to two primary categories: “content” and “conventions.” The content
score was subdivided into the following components: focus, organization, support and
elaboration, and style. The conventions score was dependent upon correct sentence formation,
usage, and mechanics. Students may achieve the following scores: Level I (4-7), Level II (8-11),
Level III (12-16), and Level IV (17-20). Students must achieve a Level III or above in order to
achieve “proficiency.” The State Board of Education defines proficiency in writing as follows:
Students performing at Achievement Level III maintain a consistent control of the
purpose, audience, and context of the response. A sense of organization, a logical
progression of ideas, and sufficiently developed support and elaboration are present.
Students display a consistent control of conventions and style and are well prepared for
the next grade level. (p. 10)
In the tenth grade, the students write an informational response which included a definition
response or a cause/effect response. In the definition response, “the student goes beyond
dictionary definition and elaborates on details and characteristics. The response identifies a key
word or concept, explains it to the scorer, and answers the question ‘What is it?’ (NCDPI, 2011,
p. 12). The cause-effect response asked students to “focus on the causes, effect(s), or both (as
appropriate to the specific task)” (p. 12). Students were expected to support their responses with
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“ideas and information provided in the prompt, the student’s own experiences, other readings,
and/or observations” (p. 12). The following was the tenth-grade writing prompt in 20119:
Write the text of a speech to be presented to the incoming freshman class on the meaning
of success in high school. You may use the following information, your own experiences,
observations, and/or readings. (NCDPI, 2011)
Students’ scores on the tenth grade writing assessment as well as the English I and Algebra I
End-of-Course tests were used to determine a school’s success or failure according to the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Therefore, there was significant pressure placed on tenth grade
teachers for students to do well on the writing assessment. The teachers in the current study
indicated that they used resources such as sample student essays provided by the state to help
their students prepare for this test, but the handouts that I collected (and the students used) were
primarily adaptations of these resources created by the tenth grade PLC team.
Data Collection
Throughout the study, various data sources and data analysis strategies were used to
address the research questions. After obtaining consent from the principal, school district, and
the participants, as well as gaining IRB approval (See Appendix A), the data collection process
included the following components: (1) participant interviews (formal and informal); (2)
observations (classroom and Sophomore Night); and (3) artifacts (student writing samples,
students’ written reflections, and teacher handouts). These core components reflected the
advantage within case studies of using multiple sources of data to reinforce construct validity
through converging lines of inquiry that challenge and reinforce one another (Yin, 2009). I
carried out my data collection during the fall semester of 2011, which represented a complete
9

See
http://www.ncpublicschools.org/docs/accountability/testing/writing/grade10prompt2011.pdf
for the full prompt including the quotations about success provided as well as reminders about
composing.
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year of instruction based upon the new block schedule (See Appendix B for Data Collection
Calendar).
Participant Interviews
The tenth grade teachers each participated in two semi-structured interviews, one at the
beginning of the semester, and one upon its completion. These interviews captured the teachers’
initial hopes and expectations about their writing instruction for the semester as well as their
reflections once the semester ended. I designed the initial interview questions based upon
questions that proved effective during a pilot, single-case study on writing pedagogy that I
completed prior to this study. (See Appendix C for the initial teacher interview questions.) The
questions targeted the teachers’ writing pedagogy influences, beliefs, practices, goals, and
evaluation. They were also asked specifically about their perceptions of the definition of revision
and its purpose in writing instruction, their students’ definitions of revision, and their students’
common revision practices in their classrooms.
The data from these initial interviews along with data from the classroom observations
and student reflections informed the design of the final interview questions. For the second
interviews, the questions were primarily reflective, with approximately six questions that all
teachers were asked and an additional five questions tailored to each individual teacher. (See
Appendix D for Joy’s list of final interview questions.) These recorded interviews ranged from
approximately 30 minutes to an hour each, and they occurred either during the teachers’ planning
period or after school in the teacher’s classroom. Informal discussions with the primary
participants occurred throughout the course of the study as well, and they were recorded later as
jotted notes and treated as in-process memos (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). The teachers also
filled out a brief biography form to provide essential background information about their
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academic preparation and professional development as educators (see Appendix E for the teacher
biography form).
The informal interviews of the secondary participants (tenth grade students) occurred
naturally while they were writing or working on projects in class. My questions grew organically
from what I observed in class that day, and the discussion with each student usually lasted for a
few minutes. I focused on student perceptions about their writing preferences (e.g., “Do you
prefer this type of writing (poetry) or the informational writing you did yesterday?), writing
abilities (e.g., “Do you think revising is easy or hard?”), and writing choices (e.g., “Why did you
choose to write a business letter for your multi-genre project?). As a second adult in the
classroom, I was often perceived as another teacher, so many of my discussions with students
also grew out of students asking for help or advice with their writing. These discussions were
often more useful than those prompted by my questions because they gave me a window into
students’ confusion, frustration, or insecurities about their writing abilities. They also allowed
me to recognize some of the connections and disconnections between a lesson I observed and the
students’ attempts to apply it afterwards. In order to record these discussions, I would often
pause after circulating for ten minutes and jot notes about what students said and discussed.
These notes also became in-process memos that were useful for comparing to observation field
notes and teacher interviews.
In addition to these oral interviews, all of the student participants filled out a student
reflection at the end of the semester about their writing experiences throughout the course. (See
Appendix F for the student reflection questions.) The reflection was a series of ten questions
about students’ enjoyment of writing, perception of their writing improvement, perception of
writing instruction, perception of revision, perception of the efficacy of the Sophomore Project,
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perception of the impact of the block schedule, perceptions of teachers’ team planning, and
suggestions for change. These questions were designed in response to the data I gleaned from my
observations and field notes as well as the initial and final teacher interviews.
Observations
Direct observations of the teachers took place in each of the five teachers’ classrooms
during the course of the fall semester. Initially, I planned to focus my observations primarily on
writing instruction, so I asked the teachers to contact me about any writing lessons that they
planned to teach. It soon became evident that lessons devoted specifically to writing were not as
common, or difficult for the teachers’ to anticipate ahead of time, so I set up a weekly
observation schedule regardless of a particular focus on writing. I still asked that the teachers
notify me if they were planning a lesson on writing, but I determined that it was important to
observe each teacher’s general approaches to instruction as well. If writing was not prioritized,
then it would be useful to figure out what was taking priority over it and why. An additional
challenge to the consistency of my observations was the limitation of the new block schedule.
Three of the five teachers taught their tenth grade sections during the same block period, which
also happened to be the same time that I taught a course two days a week. For this reason, it was
very difficult to see each teacher on a weekly basis. I only observed classes in which I knew
there would be some form of instruction, so I did not observe on days of assessments. The
majority of the time, I observed an entire 90-minute block. However, to account for these
scheduling challenges, I would occasionally divide my time between two teachers’ classes within
the same block period. Table 3.3 summarizes the details concerning my observations and
interviews. In addition to the classroom observation hours, I also attended the Sophomore Night
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for approximately three hours one evening to see the results of the students’ work on the
Sophomore Project.
Table 3.3
Summary of Data Collection

Teacher

Number of
observations

Observation
hours

Pages of
fieldnotes

Pages of
interview
transcription

Joy

8

12

36

33

Kinsey

5

7.5

21

34

Leanne

9

12.5

46

54

Margaret

10

15

46

57

Rachel

10

15

55

50

Total

42

62

204

228

During these observations, I took direct field notes with a particular focus on describing
what was happening in the classroom and writing brief reflections or questions in response to
what I saw. (See Appendix G for the observation protocol.) The focus of my descriptive notes
was on the various approaches to instruction utilized by each teacher, but I also took note of
student attitudes and responses during the class. I wrote timestamps at periodic intervals
throughout the block to indicate approximately how much time was spent on various activities in
order to determine the amount of time devoted to writing instruction. I wrote most of my
reflections and questions during the observations, and they acted as brief analytic memos
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). However, I also typed more formal and descriptive analytic
memos at intervals throughout the course of my observations in order to keep track of my
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impressions and queries. I would often pose a particular question to a teacher prior to my next
observation, and I would include the answer in my reflection section.
At the end of the semester, I also attended and observed the Sophomore Night to examine
the fruits of the hours of work that I observed in the classroom by these tenth grade teachers and
students. I was a member of the audience for the formal presentations, and then I walked around
to various students’ booths to talk to them about their projects and ask them questions. Upon
leaving the event, I immediately recorded my descriptive field notes and reflected upon the
impressions that I gleaned from Sophomore Night.
Apart from these formal observations, I had several opportunities to observe these
teachers interacting with students after school and during their planning periods when the class
period I observed ended. These informal observations were supplementary to the data I gathered
in the classroom, but they allowed me a unique opportunity to observe the teachers working with
students on a one-on-one basis. Some of these interactions occurred as interruptions during afterschool interviews, and I jotted informal notes about them to add to the body of my field notes.
Artifacts
The artifacts that I gathered during the course of this study were intended to support,
refute, or enhance the data from interviews and observations. Because I was primarily interested
in revision pedagogy, the research paper rough and final drafts served as the primary student
artifact for my analysis. However, I also collected informal writing assignments such as
speeches, character dialogues, and journals. I also collected samples of some of the students’
creative projects that included less writing, but they provided evidence of other projects that
were prioritized in the various classes. Despite several requests, some of the teachers forgot to
give me copies of some of these supplementary materials before they handed them back to
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students, so the body of informal writing assignments that I collected was not representative of
all of the teachers writing assignments. For this reason, I chose to use the other writing
assignments simply as a comparison piece to the formal approach to the research paper rather
than attempting to draw conclusions about the tenth grade students’ informal writing from
samples from a few classes.
Additional documents included numerous Sophomore Project handouts (e.g., PowerPoint
notes, speech instructions, rubrics, etc.), essay prompts, film “while-you-watch” questions,
poetry writing assignments, web quest instructions, and other lesson materials. These documents
served to supplement the observation field notes and provided insight into the purposes,
intentions, and products associated with the lessons I observed.
Data Analysis
Analysis of Interviews
The teacher interviews were transcribed by the researcher with a focus on maintaining the
flow of the participants’ responses while noting significant pauses that may have indicated
difficulty answering a particular question or instances of indecision. I often eliminated my own
encouraging interjections (e.g., “okay,” “interesting,” or “wow”) when they did not change the
trajectory of the response or prompt an explanation or reaction from the participant. Thus the
transcription appeared as a fluid dialogue with less focus on particular “turns” or interruptions
and more focus on the substance of the participants’ responses. For the purpose of reference,
each transcription page was given a code that included the initials of the participant, the number
of the interview (“1” or “2” followed by a capital “I”), and the page number. For instance, the
fifteenth page of Margaret’s second interview was given the code “M2I15.”
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Once transcription was complete, I initially coded all of the interviews using an opencoding process as described by Miles and Huberman (1994). I read the transcripts closely,
analyzing the interviews by looking for interesting details, prevalent ideas, and patterns of
commentary. I primarily underlined, highlighted and wrote brief margin notes, but I did not
commit to using any particular codes until I had perused all of the interview data. My initial open
coding revealed that the broad categories from the activity theory model might be a useful way to
begin to organize the data, and this was consistent with Miles and Huberman’s (1994)
recommendation to utilize a priori codes that are consistent with the conceptual framework and
provide structure to help organize the data. Because of the activity theory lens that guided my
observations, I then coded these interview transcriptions according to the primary categories of
Engestrom’s (1999) model: subjects, objects, instruments (tools/mediating artifacts), rules,
community, division of labor, and outcomes. The processes of coding and analysis utilized by
Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, and Fry (2003) using the activity theory model also informed
my approach. Once I had categorized the majority of the codes, I added additional codes that
seemed to exist outside of the activity theory framework which I will discuss in detail in the
following sections.
The “subject” (S) code represented any detail a teacher provided related to her identity as
a teacher, preparation to teach, beliefs about teaching, or other statements that were self-focused.
I assigned the “object” (Ob) code to any comments related to a teacher’s intended objective for
instruction. For example, Joy indicated her desire to teach her students “that even the best writers
have to revise.” During axial coding, it became clear that the “object” code was the intended goal
and the “outcome” code was the actual result. Therefore, at that stage of analysis, I collapsed
these two codes into one larger code “object/outcome” (O), differentiating each example with a
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lowercase “i” for “intended” or “a” for “actual.” The combining of these codes was necessary to
compare directly what each teacher intended for their instruction and what they reported as the
actual outcome. For this reason, most of the “object” codes appeared in the first interview, and
most of the “outcome” codes appeared in the final, reflective interview.
The “instrument” code (I) was assigned to any discussion of methods, strategies or tools
that the teachers employed to achieve the objectives or outcomes they discussed. As expected,
this was the largest code because the interviews were primarily focused on writing pedagogy
practices. The final codes – rules (R), community (C), and division of labor (D) – all related to
teachers’ perceptions of their professional environment. I was interest in the “rules,” written or
unwritten, that governed their practices in the classroom within the various layers of their
“community:” classroom, PLC, department, school, and state department of education. In
addition I coded details concerning the division of labor or hierarchy within the tenth grade PLC,
the English department, and the faculty.
To address the potential that the activity theory lens may limit my data analysis by
excluding factors that might not fit within the confines of those categories, I also created three
additional codes: “problems,” “factors,” and “revision.” The “problems” code emerged in my
coding as I discovered that instances that the teachers described as hindrances or challenges to
their instruction or intention did not fit neatly into any of the other categories. For instance,
consistent “problems” that the teachers discussed were students’ limited writing ability or apathy
toward writing. These issues grew to represent the tensions and disequilibrium that occurred
between some of the other factors which Engestrom (1999) described as a strength of the activity
theory model; however, I found it useful to label these tensions as a particular code in order to
understand how the other factors influenced or were influenced by them.
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I developed the code “factors” to encompass all of the details that indicated various
factors impacting teaching practices or outcomes that did not fit neatly into one of the activity
theory categories. The elements of the activity theory model did not seem to account for issues
such as block scheduling or the writing test that these teachers described as influential over their
practice. However, as I analyzed these comments concerning the block and the writing test, it
became clear that the teachers associated these with the rules or expectations of their contexts.
Therefore, I collapsed the “factors” category into the “rules” category for purposes of analysis.
Finally, I added a code for “revision” due to my particular interest in the role of the revision
process in the teachers’ writing pedagogy. I was interested in discovering how the teachers
defined, perceived, and implemented revision in their classrooms. While this could have been
identified in the “tools” category, I wanted to separate it from the other writing tools in order to
understand how it was influenced by those tools as well as the other factors within the activity
system.
Once these initial codes were established, I returned to the data to analyze connections
among these initial codes through a process of axial coding. First, I re-typed all of the coded
details about each category for each teacher. This enabled me to compare the teachers’
comments about each category and then look at them as a collective group as well. Once I had
analyzed these patterns, I typed formal analytic memos concerning the common themes and
ideas that emerged from each code with a particular focus on similarities and differences among
the teachers. After identifying these patterns, I also typed summary notes for each code to
indicate the primary ideas and themes that emerged from my axial coding.
At this point, I utilized the triangular activity theory model to set the codes in relationship
to one another and observe how they interacted and influenced one another. In this way, I created
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a comprehensive activity theory model for each teacher and then for the teachers collectively.
With these patterns in mind, I returned to the raw transcripts again, and a final code “thinking”
emerged as I analyzed patterns among teachers’ instruments and objectives/outcomes. I was
particularly interested in when and how the teachers discussed student thinking as it related to
writing instruction. The patterns that arose from this process led to cross-case themes concerning
the complex relationships among these various factors that interact to produce certain forms of
writing instruction.
Analysis of Student Reflections
Because the student reflections were intended as a supplementary source of data for my
teacher interviews and observations, I used them primarily as a comparison to what their teachers
reported about writing instruction and what I observed throughout the semester. I re-typed all of
the student responses for each teacher question by question, and I traced patterns of response
among each class. I utilized these patterns immediately to design the final teacher interview
questions, even reporting some of the patterns to the teachers and asking them whether or not
they agreed with their students’ assessments (e.g., “Your students reported that the block
schedule improved their writing because they had more time in class to write. Do you agree?”).
As I analyzed these patterns, I wrote analytic memos in order to draw initial conclusions about
students’ perceptions of writing instruction over the course of the semester.
Analysis of Field Notes
The field notes from my observations were coded according to the process suggested by
Emerson, Fretz and Shaw (1995). After an open coding stage similar to that suggested by Strauss
and Corbin (2008), Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995) suggest writing “initial memos” which are
elaborated notes “on a series of discrete phenomena, topics, or categories” (p. 143). These
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descriptive notes mimicked the process of selective coding in that they began to reveal emerging
themes from the data. In these memos, I primarily began asking questions in order to focus my
future observations. Once these initial themes were established, I used color-coding and various
markings (e.g. highlighting, underlining, etc.) to carry out focused coding in which the
“fieldworker subjects field notes to fine-grained, line-by-line analysis on the basis of topics that
have been identified as of particular interest” (p. 143). To enable this process of focused coding,
I created a color-coded chart in which I re-typed all of my field notes for each teacher with notes
on what happened in class that day and time approximations for each activity. I then highlighted
all of the activities that would be characterized as writing instruction, identified the type of
writing instruction that occurred, and calculated the amount of time spent on each activity. At
this point, I determined the approximate percentage of writing instruction time spent on each
activity and compared the teachers to determine what they prioritized in each of their classrooms.
I also noted the writing assignments or activities that were assigned for students to complete out
of class to determine the extent to which writing was relegated to homework. In my third round
of coding, I was particularly interested in what non-writing activities were being prioritized over
writing instruction as well as what forms of writing instruction were being prioritized over
revision instruction. Once I discovered cross-case patterns among all five teachers, I returned to
the fieldnotes and chose specific teaching vignettes for the three focal teachers that were the
most representative of their particular approach to revision instruction. I analyzed these vignettes
with a particular focus on how each teacher talked about revision and what actions she used to
teach it as a comparison to the activity theory analysis that I performed for each of these three
focal teachers.
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Analysis of Teachers’ Comments on Student Writing
Finally, the teachers’ comments on student writing samples served as supplementary
evidence to accompany the teachers’ interview data and my observations. The primary student
writing samples that I analyzed were the first and second drafts of the sophomore research
papers. I asked each teacher to select a sample of ten students’ essays (three low-level, four midlevel, and three high-level) that they felt were representative of each level. Table 3.4 summarizes
the details concerning the number of papers I collected from each teacher, the number of pages
each class level was required to write, and the range of supposed achievement levels of the
sample drafts based upon teacher perceptions.
Table 3.4
Student Rough Drafts Collected
Teacher

# Papers

Page
Requirement

Range of Achievement
Levels
High

Mid

Low

Joy

9

2-4

3

5

1

Kinsey

9

2-4

3

4

2

Leanne

10

4-6

6

2

2

Margaret

10

7-9

4

3

3

Rachel

10

7-9

3

4

3

I was only able to analyze nine each of Joy’s and Kinsey’s student papers due to students
either not turning in consent forms or not turning in their rough drafts. For the other three
teachers, I analyzed ten student drafts each, so the total number of comments reflects that
difference. In addition, the standard students were only required to write 2-4 pages, while honors
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and seminar wrote 4-6 and 7-9 respectively. Therefore, a seminar teacher may have had up to
seven pages more on which to write comments per student than a standard teacher who was
grading a two-page paper. Further, I asked each teacher to choose a sample of ten drafts that
represented a range of student writing proficiencies: three “high,” four “middle,” and three
“low.” While these distinctions were based upon teachers’ perceptions rather than particular
grades received on the drafts, I relied on each teacher’s expertise about her students’ writing to
determine what would be the most representative sample of the class as a whole. I sought a
balanced range of student writing levels because I assumed that the amount and type of teacher
comments would vary according to the quality of student writing. However, maintaining this
balance proved difficult due to students not turning in their consent forms or not submitting their
rough drafts. Because students with perceived lower writing proficiencies were those who were
less likely to turn in their drafts, the range of samples in the standard and honors classes in
particular included more middle and high level papers. With these considerations in mind, the
purpose of the analysis of teacher comments was not intended to focus on the number of
comments in each category, but on the patterns of comments and the percentage of different
types of comments out of the total number of comments or markings a teacher made on the
sample papers.
Because of my interest in revision instruction, I chose to focus my analysis of these
student papers on the teachers’ comments on the rough drafts alone because those would be the
comments that students would use to make changes to their final drafts. While other studies have
focused on the quality of students’ revisions in response to teacher comments (Patthey-Chavez et
al., 2004; Yagelski, 1995), I chose not to analyze the actual changes that students made in their
final drafts for two reasons. The first was that my focus in the study was on the teachers’
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decisions about writing and particularly revision instruction, so I was primarily concerned with
the ways in which they facilitated students’ revisions. Secondly, because the activity theory
framework discourages a focus on oversimplifying complex relationships as basic cause-andeffect relationships, I did not want to make the assumption that students’ revision choices were
guided by their teachers’ comments alone. For instance, a student may have met with the teacher
individually to ask for help with revisions, asked a parent or peer for help, or made revisions
based upon personal writing preferences. Because my data collection did not involve
interviewing students while they were making revisions, I felt that it was beyond the scope of the
current study to make assumptions about how and why students made changes to their papers.
In order to analyze the teachers’ comments on each of the sample papers, I utilized the
coding scheme that Yagelski (1995) adapted for his study on students’ revisions in response to
teacher comments (see Appendix H for Yagelski’s full coding scheme). Yagelski explained that
he adapted this revision scheme from the work of Bridwell (1980) and Faigley and Witte (1981)
with the purpose of “painting a broader picture of the kinds of revisions that students made”
rather than “mak(ing) very fine distinctions between categories” (p. 220). I was also less
concerned with “fine distinctions between categories” of revision types and more concerns with
the general types of revisions that the teachers’ comments encouraged. Yagelski’s coding
scheme was divided into four major categories: surface changes (mechanics), stylistic changes
(lexical or phrasing issues), structural changes (organization and paragraphing), and content
changes (addition, deletions, or alterations of new subject matter or ideas). I applied this scheme
by placing each teacher comment into one of the four categories, and then I subdivided them
based upon the common patterns that I noted within those larger categories (e.g., substitutions
within the style category, format comments in the surface-level category, questions seeking more
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detail in the content category). Once this initial coding process was complete, I compared the
patterns of comments among the five teachers seeking cross-case themes and particularly noting
the differences in commenting styles and approaches among teachers of different class levels
(e.g., standard, honors, and seminar). This coding process allowed me to make a distinction
between the teachers’ focus on meaning-preserving suggestions (surface-level changes, stylistic
changes, and structural changes) and meaning-changing suggestions (content changes) (Faigley
& Witte, 1981). This data served as an important comparison to the teachers’ interview data
concerning revision practices as well as the instructional practices that I observed during
observations.
Trustworthiness
While the purpose of a case study is to study a particular case or multiple cases in a
particular context rather than to promote generalizability, its use of multiple forms of data
insures that one particular approach does not dominate the researcher’s interpretation. The
combination of interview data, student reflections, observation field notes, writing samples, and
other written artifacts provided a wide array of data types that reinforced or contradicted
interpretations throughout the research process. The triangulation of data sources (primarily the
interviews, observations, and artifacts) was necessary to check what a teacher said in an
interview about revision pedagogy with what she did in the classroom as well as the comments
she made on a student’s essay (Merriam, 2009). The points of convergence among these three
data sources reinforced my interpretations, and the points of divergence caused me to examine
the factors that may have influenced the contradiction. Within the activity theory model, these
moments of divergence were consistent with the notion of “disequilibrium” in the system. In
activity theory parlance, the interview data would often represent the “subject” status (teachers’
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perceptions about their practices) and the classroom instruction and the teacher comments would
often represent different types of “tools” that the teacher appropriated in order to meet particular
objectives. Therefore, this type of triangulation was inherent in the analysis of the factors that
influenced the individual teachers’ and the team’s writing pedagogy.
To ensure that the interview data in particular was accurate, I engaged in a process of
“member checking” whereby I e-mailed the transcribed interviews to the participants and asked
them to clarify any points that they felt might have been misheard or misinterpreted. While only
one of the participants took the time the read the transcripts and affirm their accuracy, all
participants were given that opportunity prior to the analysis of the interview data. Another form
of “member checking” occurred when I asked the teachers to comment on some of my initial
interpretations of their practice or their interview data within their second interviews. In this way,
the teachers could provide their own perspectives about what had happened in a particular class
or what they meant when they made a claim about their writing pedagogy during the first
interview. These follow-up discussions refined and expanded my approach to interpretation of
these teachers after the data collection was completed (Stake, 1995).
Limitations
Analyzing something as complex as writing instruction using a framework as
multifaceted as activity theory necessitated the creation of boundaries within the study so that I
could actually “say something” (McQuitty, 2012, p. 381) about writing instruction among these
five teachers. The boundaries in this study included limiting my data collection to five tenth
grade teachers teaching one of their tenth grade classes. While this number did represent the
entire team, my perception of each teacher was limited to that particular class, and thus class
level, that they taught. For instance, Joy and Leanne both taught standard and honors levels of
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English II within the semester of my data collection. However, for the purposes of analysis, Joy
came to represent a “standard” teacher while Leanne represented an “honors” teacher. While I
attempted to acknowledge points at which they discussed both groups, I was unable to compare
the differences in instruction between class levels for those particular teachers.
Further, to answer my first research question, I needed to focus on the key settings that
appeared to have the most influence on the teachers’ writing instruction. These five teachers,
however, were each part of a much more complex and extensive, nested group of settings that
were beyond the scope of analysis for the current study. Each of the key settings that I examined
(i.e., state context, school context, PLC context, class level context) were limited in terms of my
focus on their influence on teachers’ writing pedagogy, which necessarily ignored numerous
aspects of each of these larger contexts.
Another limitation that must be addressed within case study research is the problem of
generalizability. As Stake (1995) suggests, “Case study seems a poor basis for generalization”
due to the small sample size and limited context (p. 7). Within the current study, it is clear that
the writing pedagogy activities of five tenth grade teachers in one school cannot be generalized
to all tenth grade teachers; however, the activity theory framework provides a useful approach to
this apparent drawback. As discussed previously in this chapter, Engestrom et al., (1999) refuted
the claim that human activity is purely localized and specific to a particular context. Instead, they
argue that because local activities involve historically and culturally mediated tools, these
activities are “simultaneously unique and general, momentary and durable” (p. 8). In other
words, the revision pedagogy of the five teachers in the current study may not be representative
of what most teachers do, but the historicity of practices such as the “revision-as-proofreading”
model or the five-paragraph essay suggest that teachers in various contexts often perform similar
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actions based upon the historical or cultural tools available to them (e.g., the instruction they
experienced as high school teachers, approaches used by their colleagues). Therefore, thick
description of the factors influencing five teachers’ writing pedagogy decisions is useful in
understanding how and why some practices persist across diverse contexts and periods of time.
Finally, my appropriation of the activity theory framework may have limited the ways
that I observed, interpreted, and analyzed the data concerning the teachers’ revision pedagogy.
Although the various categories (subject, tools, objects, rules, community, division of labor, and
outcomes) provided a useful and purposeful approach to coding, there were many aspects of the
data that could have been placed in multiple categories. For example, a teacher’s level of
experience informs both her “subject” status and her position in the “division of labor” hierarchy.
For the purposes of analysis, I had to make decisions about where different details seemed to
have the most explanatory power. Further, there were some details that did not fit well into the
established set of activity theory categories, so I had to determine how they related to the system
as a whole and explain them accordingly. For instance, some of the problems or contradictions
that the teachers shared concerning their teaching goals versus their actions were difficult to
place initially because they represented tensions between categories rather than categories
themselves. With this in mind, it must be acknowledged that the activity framework clearly
influenced my own motives in terms of what I would maximize in my discussion and what I
would minimize based upon what the activity theory model prioritized (Wertsch, 1985).
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CHAPTER IV:
SETTINGS, MOTIVES, AND TOOLS OF TEACHERS’ WRITING INSTRUCTION
Overview
Prior to examining the teachers’ revision pedagogy as a team and individually, it is
important to develop a portrait of the key settings that influenced the teachers’ decisions
concerning their writing pedagogy. Each of these settings also encompasses its own set of
motives or inherent goals as well as particular tools by which those motives can be carried out
(Johnson et al., 2003). Further, as Wertsch (1985) explains, the motives within these settings also
force individuals to make choices and negotiations concerning what they will maximize in order
to accomplish their goals and what they will simultaneously minimize or sacrifice as a result.
Therefore, the findings in this chapter outline the settings that had the most influence over the
teachers’ decisions as well as the motives and tools that they maximized within their writing
instruction while revision pedagogy was minimized. In order to maintain a focus on this
relationship between maximization of other practices and the minimization of revision, I will
briefly discuss the ways that revision instruction was impacted by each of these settings within
each section. Prior to discussing how these teachers were situated in each of the four key
settings, it is important to understand more about the various factors that have influenced their
writing instruction beliefs from their own perspectives.
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Teachers’ Writing Pedagogy Beliefs
During their interviews, the focal teachers each provided direct and implicit insights into
their perceptions of the factors that had most influenced their writing instruction. Through my
analysis of these statements as well as classroom observations, I found that there were four
personal factors that most influenced their decisions as writing teachers: (1) perceived personal
writing ability; (2) writing instruction philosophy; (3) preparation for writing pedagogy; and (4)
experience teaching writing. When I initially asked the teachers to describe their “writing
instruction philosophy,” my goal was to plumb the core beliefs that directed their daily decisions
about writing instruction. As expected, the teachers interpreted the term “philosophy” differently,
some jumping immediately into what they did in the classroom, others focusing on the goals they
had for their students’ writing, and one focusing on how writing was integrated into the overall
curriculum. Within these overt discussions of writing instruction beliefs, many of the teachers
also revealed “pet peeves” that represented implicit beliefs about what was most important in
their writing instruction.
The teachers’ roles within the department and professional learning community also
figured prominently in their self-identification as writing teachers, but I will discuss these roles
in the contexts of the settings in which they operated later in the chapter. A brief portrait of each
of the five teachers is essential to understanding their motives for writing instruction and the
tools that they utilized to achieve their individual and collective goals. I will begin with Leanne
because she had the most influence over her colleagues’ writing instruction due to her role as
department chair, PLC leader and the author of the Sophomore Project, making her portrait
integral to each of theirs. Then I will discuss the two seminar teachers, Rachel and Margaret, and
conclude with the two standard teachers, Kinsey and Joy.
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Portrait of Leanne
Leanne has published two books about effective teaching practices, several articles in
academic journals, and curriculum materials for the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
Leanne is the only teacher who suggested that she used her own writing as a model to teach her
students. She specifically mentioned using revisions of her book chapters or National Boards
materials to demonstrate to her students that writers of all levels can make improvements. Early
in her career, Leanne’s success in college-level writing was what most influenced her teaching
decisions: “I always wrote well in college, so I figured what I was doing was good enough to
make A’s in my classes in college, so it must be good enough to teach my students.” Further,
Leanne claimed that she struggled to step out of a structured, five-paragraph framework with her
students because she said, “I’m used to that, and that’s how I’ve been successful as a writer.”
When I asked Leanne if her early approaches to teaching writing were based on the way that she
wrote, she responded, “Yes, that was the entire way that I taught.” Thus the origins of Leanne’s
writing instruction were heavily influenced by the structured writing processes that contributed
to her perceived success as a writer.
Leanne reported that her writing philosophy focused on teaching students to understand
both the “how” and “why” of the writing process:
I want students to understand the writing process, appreciate the planning needed, (and)
learn how to organize and communicate effectively… If I can get them to understand
why they need to plan, how they can organize their thoughts logically so somebody can
follow it, and how to edit and revise their writing, then I feel like I have accomplished my
goals.
Among these goals, Leanne’s classroom instruction focused most heavily on teaching students to
plan and organize their writing. Leanne repeated the words, “logic,” “coherence,” and
“organization” numerous times throughout her interviews, and she placed the highest priority on
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these goals among her colleagues. While she attributed her focus on planning to her own 10th
grade teacher who “forced” her to plan and thus made her a stronger writer, Leanne recognized
that her focus on organization also stemmed from her own personal preferences: “I love
organization. I haven’t officially been diagnosed, but I’m sure I’m obsessive-compulsive…and
so that comes out in my writing.” Because Leanne created the majority of the structured outline
and fill-in-the-blank worksheets that all of the teachers used for the Sophomore Project, her
focus on organization pervaded the team and thus the entire 10th grade writing curriculum.
According to Leanne, she did not feel that her English courses or her teacher education
courses prepared her to teach writing. Leanne lamented that she was “never taught how to teach
writing” and “(did) not remember getting any direct writing instruction in college.” In her early
years of teaching, Leanne was plagued by insecurities due to this lack of instruction: “We never
talked about grading in my methods class… and how to grade writing.” Like her colleagues, she
found it difficult to feel like an effective writing teacher when she had never been taught how to
teach writing. Leanne dealt with these insecurities by relying on the wisdom of her more
experienced colleagues. In her early years of teaching, Leanne sought help with grading her
students’ writing from other teachers until she felt more confident. Even as an experienced
teacher, she still claimed that the team approach to writing instruction among the 10th grade
teachers heavily influenced the decisions she made in the classroom.
Leanne cited her experiences teaching students as one of the primary influences on her
writing instruction. After seventeen years of teaching the tenth grade, Leanne appeared to have
her writing instruction down to a science. For instance, Leanne’s observations of past students’
struggles revealed to her that her 10th grade students typically needed to master the inclusion of
relevant details in the first semester before they could move on to the more challenging skills of
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adding transitions and improving coherence in the second semester. As a result, Leanne built her
writing instruction and assessments within each semester around those particular skills.
Therefore, Leanne’s identity as a writing teacher was built upon her personal successes as a
writer and what she had learned about her students’ writing needs over seventeen years of
teaching sophomores.
Portrait of Rachel
Rachel also claimed that one of the greatest influences on her early teaching decisions
about writing instruction was her experiences as a writer. Although she indicated that she no
longer had time for creative writing, she still wrote occasionally for an online news site, writing
literature reviews or writing “about food… because it’s fun to eat!” These experiences along
with her avid reading habits and the influence of her English-teacher mother had given her
confidence: “I feel pretty fluent as far as writing for myself goes.” Unlike Leanne, she said that
she never shared her personal writing with her students; however, she did often write examples
to show them what she expected of their writing. Whereas Leanne utilized her own writing
process to teach her students, Rachel’s success as a writer made it more challenging to figure out
how to teach kids who “have no idea what they’re doing.” The “completely step-by-step”
process that she taught, therefore, was different from her own ability to “sit down and write the
entire paper” at one time. Rachel justified the contrast between her approach as a more
experienced writer and what her students needed saying, “I feel like you need to know the
process before you can… screw up the process.”
When asked about her writing instruction philosophy, Rachel indicated that taking her
students through a step-by-step process and breaking down the components of effective writing
were essential. Interestingly, Rachel taught the highest level seminar students, but she still
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believed that this step-by-step process was necessary. While Rachel suggested that she was
“new” to teaching seminar students and had the most experience with lower-level students, she
still believed that the high-achieving students were most successful when she followed a similar
step-by-step approach.
Rachel also indicated that her personal writing preferences influenced her beliefs about
writing instruction. She placed a high priority on grammatical correctness, but she recognized
that these personal preferences sometimes interfered with her larger writing instruction goals.
Rachel described herself as “really OCD about grammar and spelling,” and she targeted student
grades to encourage correctness. However, she worried that she “tend(ed) to get bogged down in
the little things,” and that her personal convictions about the importance of grammar and spelling
might take priority over more significant writing skills.
Rachel attended the local private university where the English methods course
encompassed all aspects of English teaching, including writing pedagogy. However, as Rachel
indicated, there were only a few chapters of her methods textbook devoted to writing instruction,
and these chapters had little to no influence on how she currently taught writing. Rachel
summarized her frustrations saying, “I don’t think I was taught as much writing as I should have
been.”
Rachel claimed that her writing instruction developed primarily as a reaction to the gaps
in her students’ writing abilities. For instance, she was surprised when she first began teaching
the highest level 10th grade seminar class to find that her students did not have more advanced
writing skills. Rachel described this as an “eye-opening” experience that caused her to step back
and teach writing skills step-by-step just as she had with her lower-level students. She also
tweaked her writing instruction when she felt that a particular approach “didn’t really work and
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they didn’t get anything out of it.” Because this was only her second year teaching the
sophomore seminar class, Rachel indicated that she was still in the midst of that trial-and-error
process of learning what her students needed to improve their writing. Ultimately, Rachel’s
writing pedagogy identity as a seminar teacher was based upon her adaptation of “what worked”
for her lower-level students to try and meet the needs of higher-level students.
Portrait of Margaret
Margaret referred to herself as a writer and has sought out the most courses on writing
and writing pedagogy among her colleagues, but she admitted that she “find(s) writing very
difficult.” She was envious of her husband, a professor at the local university, who “writes just at
the drop of a hat.” Her awareness of her own writing struggles made her sensitive to “formalistic
type(s) of writing” that treated all students as if they had the same set of skills or the same
instructional needs. Instead, she focused on “finding out where (students) are” first and then
planning instruction that was aligned with their particular needs. Her flexibility in reaction to
structured approaches to writing instruction was linked to her perception of her own needs as a
writer.
True to her role as a seminar teacher, Margaret explained that “an absolute essential”
element of her writing philosophy was “the sharing of ideas, having a seminar where (students)
are talking these things through.” Rather than focusing on particular writing beliefs, Margaret
was concerned with larger issues of who the students were and how they thought. She wanted
them to find their own voice in writing and to have something original to say, so she placed a
high priority on the students’ preparation for writing. In terms of translating these ideas to
writing, Margaret explained that she wanted her students to be able to “write academically.”
Further, Margaret was especially concerned with linking writing to the literature that her students
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read, so almost every writing assignment that they completed (apart from the sophomore project)
was connected to a literary work they were studying.
Like Rachel, Margaret’s personal convictions about the importance of grammatical
correctness pervaded her assessment of writing. Margaret deducted ten points for a missed period
so that students would not make the same mistakes twice. Despite her strong feelings about the
importance of correctness, she acknowledged the dilemma she created for her students:
I’m like a schizophrenic with them… because on one level I’m forcing the grammar and
the actual rules of writing proper research papers and then I’m telling them to explore, be
creative, and they don’t know which one I want. Can they use conjunctions? Can they not
use conjunctions?
While Margaret’s ultimate priority was on students finding their voice and learning to think
before they wrote, the point values attached to her writing evaluations tended to convey to them
that grammatical correctness was of utmost importance.
While Margaret did not recall receiving any writing pedagogy instruction during her
teacher training, she took matters into her own hands by pursuing external resources to improve
her writing instruction. Margaret was the only teacher of the group who mentioned taking
writing courses and writing pedagogy courses on her own outside of professional development
expectations: “I really have taken courses on writing as often as I can. I’ve taken some… courses
through (the local university) as well as the required courses through the county… I’ve taken
some outside courses on my own for writing.” She reported that she pulls “from all of these
sources” to inform her writing instruction. Despite her reference to these various writing courses,
Margaret still did not articulate a writing philosophy that was based upon writing pedagogy
research or theory.
In her discussion of what she has learned from teaching tenth graders, Margaret lamented
that many of her 10th grade students did not have anything original to say, so she has learned that
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her students’ writing improves if they have a seminar discussion to air their ideas and talk things
out before they write individually. However, Margaret was less likely than Leanne to generalize
about her tenth graders beyond that statement. She felt that her job was to figure out each
student’s individual strengths and weaknesses in writing and design her instruction accordingly.
In contrast to her perception of the standardized goals of the writing test which treated all
students the same way, Margaret prioritized adapting her instruction to fit her students’
individual needs. Thus Margaret’s writing teacher identity was based upon her belief in the
critical need for students to be able to think before they can write as well as the challenge she felt
to individualize writing instruction as much as possible for her high-level students.
Portrait of Kinsey
Kinsey expressed a personal interest in creative writing, giving the example of the haikus
she and her husband used to send to one another when they were engaged. However, she never
spoke of herself as a writer, or claimed a distinct writing identity like some of her colleagues.
While Leanne, Rachel, and Margaret indicated that their own experiences as writers had
influenced their writing instruction, Kinsey claimed that she was most influenced by the
structured expectations of the writing test. While Kinsey explained that her current writing
instruction goals involved moving beyond writing test preparation, she recognized that her
classroom practices were still heavily dependent upon those structured formats of writing.
Kinsey’s writing instruction philosophy was a reaction against the strict formula of
sophomore writing requirements such as the writing test and the research paper. Like Margaret,
Kinsey’s writing instruction philosophy was influenced less by particular strategies and more by
the needs of her students. Ultimately, she wanted to teach in such a way that her students no
longer “hate” to write. She linked this perceived hatred to the fact that students were always
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taught that writing was about “fit(ting) a formula” rather than an “important skill regardless of …
what they plan to do in life.” To help them avoid discouragement, Kinsey wanted them to
understand that there were several different ways to write and that everyone approached writing
with different strengths and weaknesses.
Kinsey attended the same local university as Rachel and completed the master’s program
in education there as well, taking the same methods course. Like Rachel, she did not believe that
her writing pedagogy was influenced by her methods coursework, saying, “I don’t recall
anything from textbooks that I’ve utilized knowingly.” Kinsey explained that her primary
preparation had come from her “experiences teaching students.”
Kinsey suggested that her experiences teaching writing influenced her decisions more
than anything else, resulting in a recent shift from an attitude of “let me teach you how to write
because you need to know how to write for this class” to “writing’s a skill that will be helpful.”
Her recognition that a formulaic, five-paragraph approach to writing may not benefit her students
beyond her classroom led to her desire to focus on authentic writing applications as well as
personal writing opportunities that students might enjoy more. However, there was little room
for these forms of writing within the tenth grade curriculum. Therefore Kinsey’s writing teacher
identity at the time of the study seemed to be in flux between a reliance on the formulaic nature
of writing requirements toward a desire for experimentation with more authentic and personal
writing that would be more relevant for her students. However, these new ideas were still in their
incubation period, and Kinsey had not figured out exactly how to put them into practice within
the confines of the tenth grade curriculum.
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Portrait of Joy
Like Kinsey, Joy also did not refer to herself as a “writer,” but she did express a
preference toward creative writing over the structured formats that governed her current writing
instruction. Joy was less optimistic than Kinsey about her ability to extend her writing instruction
focus beyond the influence of the writing test. More than any of her colleagues, Joy felt that the
writing test hamstrung her own writing instruction preferences. Joy’s summarized her frustration
saying,
It’s funny because what I think is important about writing is not necessarily what I teach
because I enjoy creative writing and… not having such a structured format, but
unfortunately I have to teach a class that… has to take the writing test, and so I’ve
learned that format is really important.
Thus Joy believed that the types of writing that she would like to teach had been sidelined in the
classroom by the external demands of the writing test. One exception to this was when Joy
indicated that she struggled to teach conclusions because she personally struggled to write
conclusion statements, but even this comment was made within the context of teaching the
writing test format.
Joy’s description of her writing philosophy mimicked the writing test format as she
explained that the “thesis is the most important” followed by “introduction, support and
elaboration… (and) conclusion statements.” However, she went on to explain that this
represented what she did but not what she believed about writing instruction. Joy’s ideal writing
philosophy involved allowing her students to “focus on content and what (they) feel and what
they think and how they can express themselves.” Unfortunately, she was unable to find time to
put this into action due to the pressures of the writing test and the demands of the research paper
requirements.
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Joy also did not report taking a writing pedagogy course in her teacher education training,
citing the influence of the writing test and her own experiences as a high school student as the
primary influences on her instruction. In response to her frustrations with her current, testcentered approaches, Joy had been reading books on writing and writing instruction to discover
new ways to encourage her students to express themselves in writing while still maintaining a
focus on the expectations of the writing test. However, she found this a difficult balance to strike
in the classroom and felt that she was always “re-check(ing)” herself to make sure that she did
not stray too far from the writing requirements which involved such high-stakes for her students.
Joy developed numerous teaching strategies in reaction to her students’ struggles. She
focused on teaching organization because her students struggled with “the order of things,” and
extra time was devoted to conclusions because “students have a hard time with (them).” Joy
possessed a keen awareness that her students might be “spoon-fed” too much, but she said that
making them more independent was challenging because they struggled with individual work.
Like her colleagues, Joy was constantly weighing her students’ needs against the competing
demands of the tenth grade writing requirements as well as other factors such as the 10th grade
team decisions. As the least experienced teacher on the tenth grade team, Joy’s writing teacher
identity involved the most contradictions and frustrations between her ideal writing instruction
and what she felt was required of her in the classroom. Her rhetoric about writing instruction was
undoubtedly the most test-centric, and she was the only teacher to admit that she “hated” the way
that she taught writing.
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Summary of Teachers’ Perceptions
Personal Writing Ability
All of the focal teachers indicated that they do some form of personal or professional
writing beyond their responsibilities as writing teachers, but there were variations in terms of the
extent to which this personal writing influenced their classroom instruction. Only Leanne
indicated that she depended heavily on her own writing approach to teach her students how to
write. Her own proclivity towards planning, structure, and organization in her writing was
reflected in her discussion of what she promoted and valued in her students’ writing. In contrast,
Rachel’s personal write-it-all-at-once approach presented a stark contrast to the step-by-step
approach that she taught her students. She distinguished between the liberties that she can take as
a more experienced writer to “screw up the process” and the need for her inexperienced writers
to learn the process in a more structured way.
Although Margaret identified herself as a writer, she did not specify the types of writing
in which she engages or the extent to which she utilizes her own approach in the classroom. She
did focus, however, on her empathy for students to whom writing does not come easily because
she, too, finds writing “very difficult.” This perception led Margaret to individualize writing
instruction for her students as much as possible, with the recognition that her students come to
her with a wide variation of experiences and comfort with writing.
The standard teachers, Kinsey and Joy, were the only ones who refrained from referring
to themselves as writers. While they both indicated an enjoyment of creative writing, neither
used the word “writer” in their interviews to describe themselves as their colleagues did. Both
felt that they did not have the opportunity to insert their own writing preferences into the
classroom due to the formulaic expectations of the 10th grade writing curriculum. Like the classic
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“chicken-or-egg” conundrum, it was difficult to determine whether it was the extreme pressure
of the testing context or the lack of established personal writing identity prior to teaching that
accounted for the predominance of the formulaic writing in their classrooms.
Teachers’ Writing Pedagogy Philosophies
What was striking about the teachers’ writing instruction philosophies was their wide
array of beliefs about writing instruction despite the common practices that many of them
utilized. Further, none of the teachers articulated any research-based or theory-driven foundation
for their writing instruction, instead relying on approaches derived from personal preferences or
the demands of the testing context. While most of them espoused a process approach in their
action, none of them articulated why the prewriting, writing, and revising process was prevalent.
It was an unquestioned part of their curriculum. Leanne’s philosophy, consistent with her own
writing approaches, was to prioritize the process, with a focus on planning and organization.
This fit with her self-proclaimed “OCD” tendencies, including her desire for control and
structure.
Kinsey’s writing instruction philosophy was based upon her own desire to swim against
the current of formulaic writing expectations that pervaded the tenth grade writing curriculum.
Rather than focusing on particular practices, she spoke of wanting her students not to “hate”
writing and recognize the value of being able to write.
The other three teachers expressed some tensions within writing instruction philosophies,
recognizing that their priorities were often in conflict with one another. Rachel’s account of her
“OCD” tendencies showed up in her demands for grammatical correctness, despite her belief that
it caused her to focus too much on the “little things.” However, like Leanne, she described a
focus on the “step-by-step process” of writing as the core of her writing instruction philosophy.
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Margaret’s philosophy was the most unique among her colleagues, with a focus on students’
sharing ideas, developing original thoughts and a writing voice, and writing academically.
However, she too felt the tension of her personal focus on grammatical correctness in contrast
with these more abstract goals, referring to herself as a “schizophrenic” in terms of what she
expects of her students.
Joy also articulated the contrast between her beliefs and her writing instruction practices,
first describing her philosophy in terms of teaching students the basic form of an essay
(introduction, body paragraphs, conclusion) and then acknowledging that this is not what she
believes is important about student writing: students expressing what they feel and think.
However, even these convictions about what was important in student writing, like her
colleagues, were based upon her own personal preferences rather than a foundation of writing
pedagogy knowledge built upon research of best practices or theories of writing instruction.
Preparation for Writing Instruction
One factor that was noticeably absent from the origins of the teachers’ writing
philosophies was preparation for writing instruction in their teacher education programs. None of
the five teachers reported taking a designated writing pedagogy course at the undergraduate or
graduate level, and those that were exposed to some writing pedagogy within their methods
courses suggested that they were not influenced by it or did not remember it. Thus all five
teachers were left, as Rachel suggested, to learn writing pedagogy “on the fly” by practicing
different techniques in the classroom, learning from colleagues, adapting to writing test
expectations, or pursuing courses or reading books on writing pedagogy.
Ultimately, each of the five teachers had to piece together a writing pedagogy philosophy
and approach from a variety of sources to make up for her lack of formal writing pedagogy
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preparation. The majority of their preparation occurred “on the job” as they responded and
reacted to what works and what does not work with their students. They have just done the best
that they could using some combination of their own writing instincts, their colleagues’ advice,
state writing materials, and professional development courses. Despite this “make-it-work”
approach, each teacher intimated that insecurities still remain about whether or not her writing
instruction was effective. Leanne summarized this attitude saying, “How do you know it’s really
good writing? And how do you tell others how to write better…without having any instruction?”
Experience Teaching Writing
In the absence of formal writing pedagogy instruction, all five of the teachers’ words and
actions revealed that a significant force behind their decisions about how to teach writing was
their perception of their students’ writing needs. While their overall writing goals were still
heavily influenced by the structured expectations of the tenth grade writing curriculum, all of the
teachers spoke about the necessity of, as Kinsey put it, “meeting (the students) where they are”
and adapting instruction to their particular needs. As part of their team approach to writing
instruction, all of the teachers gave a diagnostic writing assignment at the beginning of the
semester, and they tweaked their strategies and lessons according to the information they gleaned
from the evaluation of those pieces. As a more experienced teacher, Leanne in particular
translated years of these diagnoses into writing instruction that anticipated the type of scaffolding
that 10th grade students typically need. Ultimately, all five of the teachers negotiated their writing
teacher identities amongst a variety of factors: some prioritizing their process as writers and
others allowing the writing test to drive their practices; some pursuing external resources and
others relying heavily on colleagues for guidance; and some generalizing about tenth grade
student needs and others focusing on individual student needs.
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The Principal Settings, Motives, and Tools of Writing Instruction That Were Maximized
While individual teachers’ beliefs as writing instructors certainly impacted the pedagogy
that each teacher appropriated for her students, these choices did not occur in an instructional
vacuum. Each of these teachers, as well as the group of teachers collectively, operated within
various contexts or settings, each with its own set of constraints and affordances. In the context
of activity theory, it is impossible to analyze an individual’s or group’s activity without
acknowledging the influence of these communities in which the activity (writing instruction)
occurs. As previously discussed in chapter II, each setting is composed of multiple idiosettings
which are defined as “settings within settings, each with their own unique goals and attendant
social practices for achieving them” (Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, and Fry, 2003, p. 142).
The tenth grade teachers’ decisions about writing instruction were nested within the
following settings that made up their overall “community” of practice: state (North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction), district (Harpersville County school district), local (local
community and parents), school (Woodlands High School), department (Woodlands English
department), team (tenth grade PLC team), and classroom (class level taught)10. Figure 4.1
provides a visual representation of the nested nature of these settings. While each of these
settings had various levels of influence over individual and team writing instruction decisions,
the principal settings that emerged as having the most significant influence were the state,
school, team, and classroom settings. In the sections that follow, I will describe the influence of
each of the principal settings on the teachers’ writing instruction with a particular focus on what
overriding motives governed their actions and which tools encouraged their actions toward those

10

Although there are myriad aspects of “classroom context” that could be analyzed, I focused primarily on the
attitudes of the teachers towards the students in their classroom based upon their perceptions of the “level” that
they taught (standard, honors, or seminar). This classroom factor was the most salient among the interview and
fieldnotes data.
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ends (Johnson et al., 2003). The purpose of this analysis was to examine what forms of writing
instruction were maximized in the five teachers’ classrooms and why they focused on these
practices in order to understand why revision instruction in particular was minimized.

North Carolina Department
of Public Instruction

School District

Local Community

Woodlands High
School

10th Grade PLC
Team

Classroom

Figure 4.1. Nested Settings of Tenth Grade Teachers
State Setting: Teachers’ Motives for the Writing Test
Tenth grade writing test: “I have to do it, so whatever.” The primary influence of the
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction on the tenth grade teachers was the tenth grade
writing test requirement. While each of the teachers felt pressure in varying degrees based upon
factors such as their experience with the test, the class level that they taught, or their past success
rates, there was an implicit motive for the teachers to maintain the high pass rate that they had
established as a team over several years. In their initial interviews, three of the five teachers
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described the writing test as if it were a looming, ominous threat in the distance. All five teachers
displayed a tension between recognizing some of the benefits of the test preparation for students
and bemoaning the various ways that writing test preparation constrained their writing
instruction. What was particularly interesting was that the North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction decided to cancel the test in mid-December due to funding issues, and suddenly the
pressure disappeared. Therefore, the teachers’ choices in writing instruction once the test was
canceled revealed the extent to which the test impacted their instructional decisions as well as
what other priorities would take its place once it was no longer a requirement.
Whether or not they believed in the value of the writing test, three of the five teachers
cited the test as a primary factor that influenced their writing instruction decisions. When Rachel
was asked in her initial interview what factors influenced her writing pedagogy, she emphatically
repeated, “Definitely the writing test… and the writing test… and the writing test.” When I asked
her to explain, she said,
It scares me. It doesn’t scare me as much as it did last year when it was my first year
teaching it and I thought I was going to cry… a lot. I… knew how to teach the EOC
[End-of-Course test]. I do not know how to teach the writing test. I don’t love the writing
test. I don’t love the way that it forces us to teach writing. So, that part… that kind of
bothers me, but I have to do it, so whatever.
The pressure and fear that Rachel associated with the writing test was based upon her lack of
experience with the test, as compared to her confidence preparing ninth grade students for the
end-of-course (EOC) test. Rachel’s claim that she didn’t know “how to teach the writing test”
was interesting, as it demonstrated an understanding that the test needed to be “taught” directly
rather than assuming that general writing instruction would be sufficient. Her frustration that the
test “force(d)” her to teach writing a certain way was quickly dismissed because she did not feel
that she had a choice. Similarly, Joy bemoaned the fact that she didn’t teach writing the way she
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would like, saying, “Unfortunately, what impacts how I teach writing is, for my English II
classes, the writing test… and what I’ve learned from my colleagues that works as far as format
is concerned, and how I should teach it so that they do well on the writing test.” Like Rachel and
Joy, Leanne believed that the writing test played a major role in her decisions as a writing
teacher, claiming that “the writing test has really influenced a lot of my writing instruction
because I have taught mostly 10th grade for 17 years.” However, Leanne also believed in the
merits of the test, so she did not view this influence was wholly negative.
Because this test figured so prominently in many of the tenth grade teachers’ writing
pedagogy motivations, it was important to examine their perceptions of both the benefits of the
test and the drawbacks prior to discussing the mediational tools that they used to prepare students
for the test. While only a few of the teachers truly valued the writing test, there was a consensus
about many of the drawbacks including (a) the time-consuming nature of teaching to a test, (b)
the questionable assessment results that students received and (c) the formulaic approach to
writing instruction that the test prioritized.
Benefits of the writing test: “It’s the only non-objective test we have.” While none of
the teachers were wholly in favor of the writing test, Kinsey and Leanne’s interviews revealed a
positive perspective of the benefits of the test for themselves and their students. Leanne was the
biggest advocate for the necessity of the test itself, arguing that the “writing test is a very valid
thing for (students) to learn how to do because… they should be able to prove that they can
communicate effectively in writing before they get out of high school… It’s the only nonobjective test we have. You can’t guess at it.” Kinsey had a similar perspective, saying, “It’s
fortunate that we have a test that actually measures something that students should be able to
do… They might complain about it, but they’re going to appreciate down the road that they can
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formulate thoughts better, that it can carry over into a lot of other aspects of life.” In contrast to
the “bubble-in test(s)” such as the end-of-course test for ninth grade, Kinsey felt that this written
assessment challenged students to demonstrate a useful life skill: communicating ideas through
writing.
Despite her negative attitude about the test, Rachel admitted that the test was a means of
reviewing and “re-teaching” the basic essay format to her upper level students. Joy also “hate[d]”
the test, but she recognized that teaching students to organize their writing using strategies such
as the “hook-link-thesis” approach to introductions was “super important.” Even Margaret, the
teacher most ardently opposed to the test, was able to articulate the benefit of using a rubric, like
the writing test rubric, that is divided into “content” and “conventions” so that the students learn
to analyze those two aspects of writing separately. Therefore, even the teachers who felt that the
test severely limited their writing instruction acknowledged that the test did offer some benefits
for improving student writing. Even further, Leanne suggested that there was an additional
benefit in terms of accountability for teachers, claiming that the test “can be very valuable for
teachers, to make sure that you are addressing it.” She qualified her response for her particular
tenth grade team saying, “Not that I think that we would stop teaching writing and being
accountable, but it would just be easier to let it go.”
Time-consuming nature of the writing test preparation: “I could do so much more with
them”. The teachers’ concern with the time that writing test preparation took seemed less about
the test and more about the other instruction that it supplanted. For Rachel and Margaret, who
taught the highest level seminar students, there was particular concern that the writing test
prevented them from preparing their students adequately for the writing rigors of AP and college
courses. Rachel claimed that if she did not have to worry about the test, she would “be able to…
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expand a lot more and have them write a little more analytically, more about literature.”
Margaret was even more emphatic: “I hate the writing test. I hate the idea of it… I could do so
much more with them if I didn’t have to do that.” Later she suggested that the test “works against
the higher level students, which is a huge disservice.” The time that they had to devote to writing
test preparation ultimately limited the time they could spend teaching their students forms of
writing that would be more challenging and potentially more applicable for their future success.
However, it was clear that the time demands were not only a disadvantage to upper level
students. Joy was frustrated because she felt that her standard level students never had an
opportunity to write “what (they) feel and what they think” because she always had to focus on
“teaching the writing test… and research which has nothing to do with how you feel and what
you think.” In other words, her students rarely had the freedom to write creatively or give their
opinions due to the time-consuming nature of writing test preparation and the research paper. In
Leanne’s honors class, they would typically spend a week to a week and half on writing test
review alone “teaching them specifically the requirements of the writing test, and how much
time they have and duh, duh, duh, duh… and all that kind of stuff.” Her description of “duh, duh,
duh” was indicative of the numerous (and often tedious) requirements associated with the writing
test that were specific to that particular evaluation.
Questionable assessment results: “I grade a lot harder than the writing test.” In
addition to these perspectives, the teachers questioned the validity of the state evaluation of the
students’ writing. Despite some of the teachers’ belief in the benefits of the writing test
preparation process, none of them suggested that the actual results were beneficial for their
instruction. Leanne suggested that she thought the state was “a bit generous” in comparison to
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her own grading practices, so she did not rely on the assessment results to inform her views
about her students’ writing abilities. Joy also expressed this concern, explaining:
I don’t really think their writing test scores are necessarily accurate in telling me if
someone’s a good writer or not because I’ve had students who I feel are really good
writers not get level fours, and I think they’re above the others in skill. And then I’ve had
other students pass or get level fours who I feel struggled all year, so I don’t know if they
did really well on that one test or… what… but… I think I grade a lot harder than the
writing test, and so it’s hard for me to take scores and… think that that means they’re
good writers now.
Like Joy and Leanne, Kinsey learned not to rely on writing test results to determine her students’
writing improvement. She even claimed that she didn’t “stress over… students passing this
writing test” because “generally the majority do… so that’s not really the measure.” Instead, she
focused on an essay that she assigned as part of a quarter test “so there (would) be something to
measure” their improvement. Rachel and Margaret also indicated that their students almost
always received high scores on the writing test. Despite the pressure that the teachers and
students felt about the writing test, they did not have much confidence in the state’s assessment
procedures in terms of the data that it produced about their students’ writing abilities, so the test
lost much of its value for informing instruction after the students took it.
Formulaic instruction for the writing test: “Well, it helps for the writing test.” Even
more frustrating for many of the teachers than the time demands and inaccurate results of writing
test preparation was the formulaic writing instruction that the test encouraged. All of the teachers
utilized a writing test packet that they created in response to state materials to aid in their writing
instruction, which represented a direct pedagogical influence from the state in the classroom. As
a new teacher, Joy quickly learned that her writing instruction decisions were not her own:
“Unfortunately, I have to teach a class that… has to take the writing test, and so I’ve learned that
format is really important because they’re looking for particular things. And, um, if I teach it in a
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certain format, my students tend to learn it better.” Joy had learned that format was of foremost
importance because “they” were “looking for particular things.” This sense of an external force
(the state department of instruction) that determines what “particular things” belong in an
effective essay drove her teaching decisions when it came to the test. Joy had figured out over
several years that teaching the students a “certain format” helped them pass the test, but she
would like to “throw all that out the window.” The distinction that she made between the
primacy of “format” for the test versus the priority she placed on “content” was problematic for
her, but she was not willing to risk her students’ failure on the test for these principles.
A compilation of several of the teachers’ comments revealed their perception of the test
details:


A “vague” prompt (e.g. “What’s human rights?”)



Length restrictions determined by the number of lines allotted on the test page



Organization determined by three components: (a) observation, (b) personal experience,
(c) example from literature



Five-paragraph essay

Rachel felt “tied into” the five-paragraph essay and believed that her students were “subjected
to” a certain length, quotation placement, and “all these other little things that we push them to
have in their writing test papers.” Her fear was that “they get so ingrained in… writ(ing) a fiveparagraph essay… that they kind of miss a lot of the other things they need to know.” Margaret
believed that the writing test is even more detrimental: “I want them to be able to write
academically, and I think the writing test in 10th grade sort of destroys that…We have to re-teach
them when they’re seniors.” Ultimately, Rachel and Margaret seemed to share a deep concern
that the only benefit of writing test instruction was passing the writing test and satisfying a state
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requirement. When Rachel was asked what skills the students gain by preparing for the writing
test, she laughed and said, “Well, it helps for the writing test.”
State Setting: Teachers’ Mediational Tools for Writing Test Preparation
Prewriting and evaluating. Despite these significant frustrations about the inordinate
time required by test preparation, questionable assessment practices, and overly structured
writing requirements, all five teachers appropriated the tools they deemed necessary to prepare
their students for the test to various degrees. Because the writing test was supposed to be given at
the end of the semester, many of the teachers put off the bulk of their writing test instruction
until after the sophomore project was completed in December. Only a few weeks later, the test
was canceled, so I only observed one lesson from Joy among all five teachers that was explicitly
focused on writing test preparation. Therefore, my analysis of the teachers’ instructional tools
was based primarily on their interview data concerning what they would typically have done for
writing test preparation. The teachers’ common instructional tools and practices for the writing
test were based upon a writing test packet that the team designed based upon the writing
prompts, student sample essays, and scoring rubrics provided by the state. With this packet as
their primary guide, the dominant modes of instruction included (1) modeling the components of
the essay for the whole class followed by individual practice and (2) examining sample essays
and scoring them using the writing test rubric.
All of the teachers relied on whole-class instruction and modeling to introduce the
components of the writing test essay followed by individual student practice while the teacher
walked around to answer questions. This process was the most prevalent among the standard and
honors teachers. While I only observed Joy’s whole-class writing instruction in person, both
Leanne and Kinsey reported the same process, and it was consistent with the approach that they
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used for the research paper that I observed as well. For these teachers, the process was
extremely structured, with a detailed outline that provided cues for what type of sentence should
be written for each part of the essay. For instance, the introductory paragraph was required to
have a “hook” to draw the reader in, a “thesis” to state the purpose of the essay, and “link” to
connect the two sentences. The teacher would stand in front of the class and model sample
sentences for each category with some student feedback for each section. In Joy’s standard class,
students would merely copy what she wrote in some sections so that the entire class would have
the same paragraph, and then she would encourage them to do the next section independently.
Leanne reported a similar process in her honors class:
Near the beginning… we do a lot of whole-class instruction with lots of modeling… So I
would give them instructions… “Alright, I want you to plan this part of it. Here’s what
I’m thinking. Let’s discuss this as a class. What would you put here? Now then, I’ll give
you some time, and I’m going to come around and answer questions”…. I don’t do a lot
of everybody just writes and I’ll come around and help necessarily… mostly because I’m
a control freak… and most of them just aren’t… confident enough to do it on their own.
As Leanne admitted, for her honors students, there was a high priority on planning and little
room for individual freedom in writing. She based these decisions on her belief that her students
were not confident enough with their writing to handle too much freedom, but she also admitted
that her own desire for control played a role. Kinsey admitted that she had not done much writing
preparation prior to the cancellation, but her description of what they did echoed Joy and
Leanne’s approaches:
We did do a couple of essay plans that were structured… to fit the format of an essay…
We did like one as a class and they did one on their own, and… there were some students
I think it helped to break it down like that, and there were others that, laziness, or what I
wasn’t sure… that wasn’t there… So yeah, I think that’s a good way to start with the
graphic organizers and… slowly moving them into writing and doing that on their own.
But I think we just didn’t get past that stage.
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Kinsey reiterated the importance of planning and using graphic organizers, and due to the
cancellation of the writing test, her students only planned these two essays and never actually
wrote a full essay for the writing test.
In contrast, the seminar teachers reported using the whole-class approach to review the
components of the essay, but they used it as a springboard for more complex writing. Rachel
explained that she began with the “step-by-step,” whole-class approach as a means to teach her
students how to write independently: “They still need to learn things…completely step-by-step
and so we start at the very beginning and I try to break things down as small as possible. So we
do a lot with graphic organizers…We do a lot of kind of describing…just to get them started.”
While Rachel believed that her seminar students still needed to be taught the structure of an
essay and how to utilize graphic organizers, she went on to explain that her expectations were
that they would use this understanding of the basics as building blocks upon which to try
different things in their writing. Like Rachel, Margaret did not want or expect her students to
adhere to the strict format in the same way that the standard and honors teachers described.
However, even her belief that the writing test was a “disservice” to her upper level students did
not keep her from utilizing some straightforward, whole-class writing lessons to help them
prepare. I did not observe any of these mini-lessons, as Margaret referred to them, but it was
interesting that Margaret only mentioned utilizing any whole-class writing instruction in relation
to the writing test.
Aside from the focus on whole-class prewriting (e.g., planning and organization) for the
writing test, the other dominant mode of instruction discussed by several teachers was wholeclass scoring of writing test samples using the test rubric. While Margaret was opposed to most
aspects of the writing test itself, she prioritized the process of whole-class scoring of samples
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because she felt that it had value beyond the test itself. She described the process as follows: “It’s
a whole-class exercise, so they read through it. We grade it, first of all. We talk about what’s
good about it, what’s bad about it… And the one good thing about the writing test is that it’s
broken up into content and conventions.” Margaret showed me one of the student writing
samples that she asked her students to score every year, describing it as a “brilliant essay”
comparing Rosa Parks and Adolf Hitler that was seven (as opposed to five) paragraphs and
demonstrated “a 16-year-old way of thinking.” In other words, Margaret utilized the stateprovided writing samples to convey to her students that they could break the “rules” of the
typical five-paragraph essay and include original, interesting ideas. Rachel used a similar process
with a similar purpose, suggesting that she asked students to “break down the examples so that
they (could) understand what the different pieces (were) inside of writing.” She wanted her
students to understand the components of the essay rather than merely fitting the formula, and
once they grasped it, she would say, “This is a model for what you can do. Now you can try and
do something different than that.” Like Margaret, Rachel encouraged her seminar students to
build on the sample essays they read and push the boundaries of the structured writing test genre.
The standard and honors level teachers, in contrast, were much more concerned about
students meeting the requirements of the genre, so the process of scoring samples was focused
more on introducing students to the requirements of the writing test rubric. Leanne in particular
focused heavily on the rubric as a means to prepare students for the writing test and other rubricscored forms of writing such as the research paper, with an elaborate “cookie exercise” in which
students learned to construct their own rubrics and apply them to a cookie-tasting activity prior
to writing their own writing rubrics and analyzing their writing based upon those rubrics. Along
with helping students grasp the criteria for effective writing, Leanne suggested that the strength
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of these activities was that students practiced evaluating writing that was not their own. She
believed that it was easier for her students to recognize things such as clarity in others’ writing
that they would miss in their own writing. Kinsey and Joy both reported using similar approaches
to whole-class scoring of sample student essays, making this process a fixture among within the
tenth grade writing curriculum.
Impact of the Cancellation of the Writing Test: “What We Were Doing… Had No
Validity”
The cancellation of the writing test provided a unique opportunity to observe how each
teacher would handle writing instruction once the pressure of the test was removed11. The state’s
handling of the cancellation of the writing test was a source of frustration for the teachers.
Because of the timing of the cancellation in mid-December, the writing test served as a source of
stress for teachers and students for the majority of the semester. Despite her relief that the
assessment was cancelled, Margaret expressed her disappointment with the way the state handled
the decision: “So, I’m glad to see the test gone, but don’t do it in the middle. Don’t set us up to
say, ‘This is your state requirement for 10th grade. And, you know, we are going to look at the
results,’ and then pull it.” The timing put teachers in an awkward position of trying to justify
writing instruction that no longer had a specific end goal: “So, what we were doing with the
students for writing suddenly had no validity, which made…having the students write that much
more difficult.” Margaret’s claim that the cancellation of the writing test removed the “validity”
of what they were “doing with the students for writing” indicated her belief about the power of
the writing test over writing instruction. Other teachers confirmed that many of their students

11

It should be noted that there were rumors throughout the semester that the test might be canceled based upon
a request submitted by the NC Department of Public Instruction to the federal Department of Education. Therefore
it is difficult to discern the extent to which the teachers’ writing instruction prior to the cancellation was based on
the hope that the test would be canceled.
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interpreted the cancellation to mean that writing instruction was over for the semester. The
teachers then had to shift gears and figure out how they were going to incorporate writing
differently with less than a month left in the semester.
All five of the teachers were excited that the test was cancelled, but they each responded
differently in terms of how they filled the “extra” time that would usually have been spent in
writing test preparation. Rachel’s students had just completed an outline for a practice writing
test essay, and she told them that they would no longer be writing that essay because the test was
canceled. When asked about this decision, she explained that the writing style and format
required for writing test essays was so “rigid” and “specific” that it limited her students’ writing
abilities. By focusing on other forms of writing, such as the analytical essay that she added
several weeks later, she felt that they would be more prepared for AP and understand that
“writing can be a lot more fluid.” However, after the semester ended and she had begun the
spring semester with another sophomore class, she admitted that “we haven’t started a whole lot
of writing yet… partially because there’s no writing test.”
Like Rachel, Margaret decided to replace the structured writing test requirements with a
literature-based analytical essay, a character analysis from Ibsen’s A Doll’s House. She assigned
this essay immediately after the test was canceled in order to send a message to students that
writing was still an important skill with or without the pressure of the test. In addition, she
decided to make the students’ literature assessments and seminar discussions more writingfocused. For instance, in contrast to seminars earlier in the semester, Margaret required students
to write answers to questions prior to seminars, to write notes during seminars, and to write
reflections after the seminar. In this way, she hoped to integrate more writing into the literature
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units that she had already planned to make up for the writing instruction her students would have
received prior to the writing test.
Unlike Rachel and Margaret who added different forms of writing instruction as a result
of the cancellation, Kinsey and Joy both believed that writing instruction lessened in their
standard classes once the pressure of the test was lifted. They both expressed relief that the test
had been canceled because the combination of the new block schedule and the demands of the
sophomore project had forced them to defer writing test preparation until January. Joy felt that
she was just “scrambling to try and fit things in” and she “just couldn’t figure out where it could
go.” She was “not happy” with her response, choosing to teach other literature-based units in its
place because she “wasn’t sure how (she) was going to teach writing now that (the test) was
gone.” Kinsey reported that the extra time allowed her to assign less structured writing
assignments such as poetry responses and free-writing exercises. However, she did wonder at the
end of the semester if her students would have progressed more in their writing skills if she had
been “pushed” to prepare them for the test. Even once she was free from the constraints of the
test, Kinsey believed that “some of the structure” was useful for her students, and her students
would still need a “base to fall back on.”
Leanne shared Kinsey’s concern that eliminating the writing test altogether would be like
throwing the baby out with the bathwater. Although she was excited to find out the test was
canceled, she admitted, “I was kind of sad too… because I really think it’s important for students
to be held accountable for their writing, and this was the only thing that did.” Prior to the
cancellation of the test, Leanne suggested that she would “probably keep prompts” because she
thought it was “valuable for them to learn how to… use their experiences and their observations
and things that they’ve read… and coherently communicate about it.” However, when she was
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asked after the cancellation how she filled the extra time, she simply said, “More literature.”
Ultimately, three of the five teachers indicated that writing instruction in their classes decreased
significantly as a result of the cancelation of the writing test. The two seminar teachers, who
viewed the test as detrimental, chose to replace writing test instruction with writing assignments
and instruction that would serve as better preparation for future AP courses.
State Writing Standards: “What It’s Always Been”
One might expect that teachers’ decisions about what and how to teach would be
influenced by the state English Language Arts 10th grade standards, but none of the teachers
cited these standards as a factor in their writing instruction decisions. Even when I listed state
standards as a potential factor within one of the interview questions, none of the teachers
included it in their discussion of various influences on their instruction. When I asked Margaret
specifically about the influence of the standards, she said, “I’ve been doing this for so long, the
wording of the standard changes, but it’s pretty much what it’s always been really.” In other
words, the state standards served as a backdrop to instruction rather than an integral part of
instructional planning. Not one of the teachers ever directly referenced the state standards in their
interviews as they discussed their objectives or instructional approaches. Laurie made a general
reference to state requirements when she said, “We do have to teach a certain kind of writing” in
the tenth grade, and she then mentioned the significance of the research paper in their
curriculum. The only other instance in which state standards were even considered was when
Rachel discussed how the future Common Core State Standards (which would be implemented
the following year) would encourage more research writing than the current standards. She was
reassured by this fact because their tenth grade team’s intense focus on the research paper would
more than satisfy these new requirements.
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Impact of State Context on Revision Pedagogy
Because the writing test materials (and thus the tenth grade teachers) placed such a high
priority on planning and organization, revision was barely mentioned as part of the writing
process among the teachers. Kinsey explained simply that students are “not going to have a
chance to revise for that test, so we’re trying to model the way they’re going to take that test…
where it’s just planning and producing.” This focus on the significance of planning over revision
was evident when Leanne described students who claimed that they “don’t plan,” and she
responded, “Well, you will get a zero.” She went on to describe her excitement about watching
students take the writing test and hearing the reaction from other teachers:
The really, really cool thing is… watching them on the writing test… as an entire class,
the 400-some kids that we have test… and that other teachers in this school are just
amazed to watch them because they’re like, “Oh my goodness! They all plan. Every one
of them plans!”
Leanne’s description of how they train their students to proceed through the test revealed the
minimal role of revision in contrast to this focus on planning:
They get out that blank piece of paper, and we teach them all different kinds of ways to
fold it, put graphic organizers, and do whatever, but every single one of them plans.
Every single one of them writes onto the back of the page… with relevant details… and
every single one of them goes back and looks at it before they turn it in.
In contrast to the “different kinds of ways to fold” the paper or to use graphic organizers for
planning, Leanne’s description of revision is that each student “goes back and looks at it.” In
other words, revision for the writing test meant a superficial reading for minor errors rather than
a complex process involving global changes or rethinking. However, Leanne and her tenth grade
colleagues’ consistent success on the writing test indicated that their focus on planning helped
their students perform well on the test. Why focus on revision if the test does not reward it?
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School Setting: Teachers’ Motives for Instruction within the Block Schedule
The school context at Woodlands influenced the tenth grade teachers’ writing instruction
through the teachers’ desire to maintain the positive reputation they had established in the school
and the shift from the traditional to the block schedule. While it is important to note that several
teachers reported feeling what Kinsey described as “high expectations” for their writing
instruction from the principal and other colleagues due to their past successes with the writing
test and the sophomore project, the teachers’ commentary about the influence of block schedule
on writing instruction far outweighed their concerns about maintaining a positive reputation. For
this reason, the focus of my analysis of the role of the school context was the influence of the
block schedule on teachers’ decisions. Because they were attempting to squeeze a year’s worth
of instruction into a semester of 90-minute classes, the teachers all had to determine what they
would maximize and what they would minimize within their new time constraints. When I asked
Kinsey to calculate the actual differences in time between the traditional and block schedule at
Woodlands, she discovered that the block schedule actually lessened class time by nine hours, so
the teachers were justified in feeling rushed. Further, the teachers reported receiving inadequate
preparation for the transition to the block schedule, with Kinsey in particular describing their
training as “only somewhat helpful” and the group “talking about how more effective training
would have been appreciated.”
When Leanne reflected upon the shift to the block schedule at the end of the semester,
she suggested that teachers and students felt the effects beyond the individual classrooms:
And I think we all were frantic at this new schedule and adjusting to all of the changes…
There were so many changes… I never could have anticipated how many changes there
were going to be… just even in the workings of the school. And so I think… the kids felt
it from us as a staff.
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According to Leanne, the general anxiety and uncertainty felt by the staff of the school
concerning the new block schedule impacted individual teachers and their students. This
“frantic” feeling of only having half of a year to finish a year’s worth of curriculum was
pervasive throughout the five teachers’ interviews, and each of the teachers had to sacrifice some
instructional tools in order to prioritize others. Thus the team’s primary motivation within this
new schedule was to figure out how to maintain the same quality and breadth of literary and
writing instruction in a timeframe that most of them viewed as much more restrictive.
Because the tenth grade teachers shifted from a traditional to a block schedule at the
beginning of the year, they had to negotiate as a team and individually how they would
accomplish their writing instruction goals under new time constraints. Leanne was the only
teacher who felt that the block had a positive effect on her writing instruction overall because she
felt that it allowed more time by eliminating the number of transitions between classes. On the
traditional schedule, she explained, they would do daily warm-ups each day prior to the 45minute class. However, on the block schedule, the number of warm-ups was cut in half because
the class only met 90-minutes each day for one semester. Therefore, that extra time could be
reallocated for writing instruction or whatever other curricular demands needed the most
attention. Other teachers saw some positive aspects of the block as well, with Rachel explaining
that it gave her more time to “do a variety of different things” and Kinsey suggesting that her
students may have benefitted from “a little more continuity on a daily basis.” In general,
however, all of the teachers except for Leanne identified the block as a hindrance to their writing
instruction.
While Joy claimed in her first interview that that the writing test had the most influence on
her writing pedagogy, she revealed in her final interview that the shift to the block had become
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the most significant factor. She agreed with Leanne that the students had more time to actually
write in class on the block schedule; however, she, along with the other three tenth grade
teachers, felt that the time constraints placed on their writing instruction by the demands of the
block meant that instruction was rushed and, thus, less effective. Both Leanne and Rachel
indicated that the new block schedule limited the time they had to conference individually with
their students, and Margaret felt that the block forced her to “cover” more material rather than
“teaching” it in a more thorough manner.
When asked to reflect upon the impact of the block on their students’ writing at the end of the
semester, both Kinsey and Margaret felt that the block schedule limited their students’ writing
growth and maturity. Upon comparing this year’s students to previous years, they felt that their
current students lagged behind their peers and were less prepared for the next level of writing
(either English III or AP English). Margaret expressed her frustration with the logic of teaching
on the block: “To say that one 90-minute class is the equivalent of two (traditional classes) is just
not true.” Rachel also considered that on the block schedule, her current seminar students could
potentially have no writing instruction or writing practice from January to the following August
when they took AP Language. She feared that students would lose any skills that they gained in
her class if they did not apply these skills for eight months.
School Setting: Teachers’ Mediational Tools within the Block Schedule
A discussion of the mediational tools that the teachers utilized in relation to the shift to
block schedule must necessarily focus on what types of tools were prioritized and which were
sacrificed in order to carry out writing instruction on the block. Margaret’s description of her
first semester on the block summarized the stressful act of juggling various tools simultaneously:
Especially this year with the block units… I’ve had to drop a piece of literature that I
taught previously… but looking at the timetable, especially in the autumn term with
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Thanksgiving and Christmas, I’m worried that I’m not going to get through as much…
And as far as their writing for the writing test, they’ve done a diagnostic for me… And I
haven’t given it back to them because I was desperate to get into the literature… into
their reading, and then we have this sophomore project which is their research paper… so
I had them turn in…. their sources and their notecards for their research paper. They have
six products to produce. The research paper, the first draft is due on the 27th of October.
I’ll turn that around in a weekend, and it’s due in before Thanksgiving. We present the
14th to the 16th of November. We have parents’ evening December 1st.
Margaret indicated that even after sacrificing a piece of literature, she was currently juggling
writing test preparation (a diagnostic essay she had not had time to assess), literature study, the
sophomore research paper (“sources,” “notecards,” due dates for the drafts), and the sophomore
multi-genre project (“six products to produce”). She described feeling “worried” about not
accomplishing enough and “desperate” to get into the literature, suggesting that she was not
comfortable about the negotiations she was making due to this new “timetable.” Further,
Margaret rattled off the various due dates for the sophomore project including the date for the
Sophomore Night without checking her schedule, indicating that she was especially aware of the
pressures that these dates put upon her to assess her students’ work quickly (e.g., “I’ll turn that
around in a weekend.”). Based upon this description, it was interesting to note that Margaret
sacrificed some literature and put the writing test preparation on the backburner to make room
for the sophomore project requirements which had established dates set by the team culminating
in the public presentations for parents and community members. For Margaret, these concrete
dates in the midst of a time-crunched semester seemed to determine the tools that she had to
prioritize (e.g., research paper, multi-genre project) and those that she had to sideline.
Kinsey and Joy described similar frustrations as they explained that they were grateful
that the writing test was canceled in the midst of the block schedule because they had run out of
time to teach it. Kinsey said that she, too, would have had to work in the writing test preparation
in “post-Sophomore Project” because she was not able to prioritize it earlier in the semester. Joy
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felt “overwhelmed” with “scrambling to try and fit things in,” and, like Margaret, felt that the
research paper was so “huge” that she “couldn’t figure out where (the writing test preparation)
could go.” She also felt that the block changed her writing instruction in ways that surprised her:
“I felt rushed and did not know how to integrate it throughout because I felt like it had to be its
own unit by itself… I’ve never taught it that way, so I don’t know where I got that in my head.”
While Joy could not explain why the shift to the block schedule caused her to reduce writing to
singular units, she was aware that the new schedule significantly changed the way that she
approached writing pedagogy in a way that contradicted her beliefs about effective writing
instruction.
Another casualty of writing instruction for the standard teachers due to the block
schedule was time allotted for revision instruction. While the team had decided upon a colorcoding peer revision strategy for the research papers that involved a full block or more of time
for students to evaluate one another’s papers (with teacher guidance), Kinsey and Joy both had to
cancel their revision lessons because their students were not finished with their rough drafts in
time. While this cancellation was clearly due to students not completing their work, the nature of
the time crunch created by the block meant that the teachers chose not to reschedule this lesson
for another day. Joy explained her reasoning, “So, it was something that I had wanted to do, but
in seeing where they were… a lot of them with lack of computer access… the priority was just to
get them to finish… and then read over their own.” Because Joy felt so much time pressure, her
priority became students merely finishing their essays, and revision instruction was cancelled.
When I asked Kinsey what she might change about her approach to student writing in the
following semester, she explained her desire to sit down in mini-conferences with her students
“pointing out things and seeing if they’re getting it,” but she was “not sure how to work that
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out… with time and the schedule… and three times as many students this semester for English
II.” Again, the logistics of time played a significant role in the type of writing instruction that
Kinsey and Joy felt was feasible in their classrooms.
One unintended positive outcome did occur in Leanne’s class due to the time constraints
of the block schedule. When Leanne reflected upon the semester as a whole, she realized that the
block had forced her to encourage students to write more independently:
In the past, for example … it was much easier to say, “Okay, everybody find this about
your country and that’s going to be your hook. Everybody do this as a thesis statement.
Let’s just plug in your information.” Now it’s much more independent… And so it was,
“Okay, here’s the elements of a thesis statement. Now write one, and then I’ll come talk
to you about it.”… But I found that, actually, they can do it! They don’t need me to hold
their hands and give them a formula to plug things in all the time. It’s easier and it’s
faster (to do it the old way)… but you have to become comfortable with… This is me
talking to myself… with some chatter in class… So I have to be okay with, “Okay, I’ll
just move around the room.”
Because Leanne had to adapt the research paper requirements to fit the new schedule, she also
had to adjust her teaching style, and this led to her epiphany that her students were capable of
doing much more on their own than she had expected. Rather than controlling each phase of
student writing through structured whole-class instruction, Leanne had to experiment with ceding
some of that control to her students, and she recognized that her own desire for control and order
might have taken priority over her students’ actual needs in the classroom.
Ultimately, with the exception of Leanne, the tenth grade teachers were frustrated that
they were not able to include as much writing instruction on the block schedule. Rachel
summarized her frustrations with the block mid-way through the semester:
I feel like I am rushed for time right now because it’s already October, and I’m a little
freaked out because it’s already October. So time has been a key component this year,
especially because we’re on this new block thing, and the block thing freaks me out… I
feel like I’m smushing for lack of a better word… I feel like I’m trying to cram a whole
lot in, and they keep trying to tell me that this is the same amount of instructional time,
and it is not. They are a liar… I feel like I have not done as much writing, and … that I
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would have had we been on a year-long schedule, and that really bothers me, because I
like to spend more time on writing, and I just haven’t. And I can’t because I have to also
get in my literature because I love literature. So it’s hard to do it all, and so I feel like I’ve
been really constrained this year just by how much time I’ve got.
Rachel’s frustration that she had to “smush” and “cram” her instruction into a smaller space of
time was enhanced by the fact that she had been reassured that it was the “same amount of
instructional time” as the traditional schedule. By mid-October, she realized that this was not the
case, and she already recognized how the block was limiting her writing instruction and forcing
her to choose between writing instruction and literary study. Rachel revealed her implicit desire
to “do it all,” but the reality of the time constraints of the block mean that some writing
instruction had to be sacrificed. Joy, Kinsey, and Margaret agreed that their students had done
less writing over the course of the semester due in part to the block schedule. Even further, when
Kinsey and Margaret compared their current students’ writing practices with those of students
from previous years, they believed that the students’ writing was less developed because they
had less time to mature as writers and as individuals.
Student Perspectives of the Block Schedule: More Time to Write
While the teachers, with the exception of Leanne, reported that the block schedule limited
their students’ writing improvement, the students had a different perspective. Figure 4.2 reveals
the percentages of students in each class and overall who believed that the block had a positive,
negative, or “other” impact on their writing. Approximately 48% of the students believed that the
block schedule improved their writing. The primary reason for this improvement cited by the
majority of students across all five classes was that they had more time in class to write. One
student in Margaret’s class explained further: “Last year we would have twenty minutes to write
a paper… Now you can really go in depth.” It is interesting to note that Leanne’s class had the
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Figure 4.2. Student perceptions of the impact of the block schedule on writing.
lowest percentage of students (39%) who believed that the block improved their writing, even
though she was the biggest advocate for the block schedule among her colleagues.
Those students in Leanne’s class who felt that the block had a negative impact cited concerns
including the following: (a) they would forget what they learned by next year, (b) they had less
time to progress as writers, (c) they moved through “stuff” too fast, and (d) they did not have
enough time to focus on writing.
Other students who felt that the block limited their writing improvement over the course
of the semester cited various reasons such as boredom resulting from the extended time. Joy and
Kinsey’s standard level students had the most responses related to boredom, with three of Joy’s
students noting that the class was too long. One of Margaret’s seminar students reiterated
Rachel’s concern saying, “Not having an English class for half a year plus the summer may hurt
my performance next year.” Among the students who suggested that the block did not help or
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hurt their writing improvement, the majority simply stated that it did not seem to make a
difference in their writing abilities either way.
While almost half (48%) of students believed that the block had a positive impact on their
writing, that still left 52% of the students who were either opposed (26%) to it or felt neutral
(26%) about it. When I presented this data to the teachers in the midst of their final interviews,
they were surprised that so many students had a positive reaction. However, Margaret attempted
to reconcile the difference between her own negative feelings and the positive reactions of many
of her students:
I mean, I can see what they’re saying, and it makes sense in that they do have the space to
think… and, you know, we want… if I want to give them an extra 15 minutes, I can do
that… But, looking at the longer term, the bigger picture, I think the A-day/B-day would
make much more sense. And then I could see… That would be the best of both
(worlds)… If they want more time to write, and then I could see the growth over the
whole year.
Margaret revealed that as a teacher, she had in mind the “bigger picture” of her students’ writing
growth, but her suggestion for a compromise between the students’ desire to have more time to
write and the teacher’s desire to have more time to observe student growth was difficult to
contest. Margaret was the only teacher to suggest this compromise, but that may have been due
to the fact that she taught AP courses on this A-day/B-day schedule (unlike her colleagues).
Therefore, Margaret had experience with the advantages of that schedule for her upper level
students’ writing.
Impact of the School Setting on Revision Pedagogy
In the midst of the “rush” created by the block schedule, it was interesting that the
teachers and students, in general, did not cite the revision process as a casualty of instruction.
Ultimately, the teachers’ believed that the block schedule constrained their writing instruction to
the point that the writing test preparation (prior to its cancellation) and research paper were the
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dominant tools they used to teach writing. My observations reinforced these perceptions because
the majority of the writing lessons that I observed were influenced by these two major writing
assignments. In the midst of negotiations concerning which writing pedagogy tools would be
maximized and which would be sacrificed, these were the two assignments that involved
concrete products with nonnegotiable deadlines (e.g., the writing test date set by the state and the
Sophomore Night presentation night). In other words, the block schedule forced most of the
teachers into a survival mode in which writing instruction that involved a “public” component
had to take precedence, and other writing approaches such as revision that the teachers valued
became more of a luxury than a necessity. Even though revision was a component of the
research paper assignment, for the standard teachers, revision instruction was cut due to their
lack of time to reschedule after their students had not completed their rough drafts in time.
Both Margaret and Leanne cited “time” as the primary reason that their students did not
typically revise their writing, with Margaret suggesting that it was especially difficult due to the
new block schedule. Even though Leanne said she “really value(d) the revision process,” she
claimed that the “time issue” including grading extra drafts and spending more time on it in class
was her primary problem. While the shift to block schedule was certainly not the primary reason
that revision instruction was minimized, the frantic, rushed feeling that pervaded the tenth grade
teachers’ classrooms as they attempted to fit in high-stakes test preparation and a detailed
research paper seemed to place time for revision instruction into the “would-be-nice” category.
Tenth Grade PLC Setting: Motives within the Team
“This is how we do it.” Among all of the community contexts in which the teachers
participated, the influence of the tenth grade PLC team was undoubtedly the strongest and the
most complex. The teachers’ instructional motives within this context were tied to the notions of
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compromise and collaboration. Therefore, the discussion of motives in this section will focus on
their perceptions of the benefits and drawbacks of the team setting. While all of the teachers
recognized the numerous benefits of close collaboration and planning, some of the teachers
expressed a simultaneous frustration with the restrictions that “the team” placed on their own
pedagogical choices. However, in part because this team was considered a model team by the
principal and other teachers, those who struggled with the team dynamics and expectations
seemed to do so privately. Ultimately, the teachers outlined many benefits of the team approach
for both teachers and students, while the consistent drawback was limited autonomy in the
classroom.
Something that I sensed from my first meeting with this group of teachers, and something
that Leanne reinforced in her interview, was that the tenth grade teachers “actually genuinely like
each other.” Despite five very different personalities, the camaraderie among the teachers was
evident in the way that they joked with one another, shared ideas, and popped into each other’s
classrooms casually to talk about something. There were no traces of competition in their
interactions or comments about one another. This lack of competition was evident when they
spoke about sharing ideas and lesson plans. When asked about the team dynamics, none of the
teachers reported that any of the team members guarded their ideas or had any issues with
ownership of particular lessons. They all seemed to feel free to share and tweak lesson plans or
handouts without worrying about who got the credit. When they mentioned other team members
in their interviews, it was typically to compliment “Kinsey’s creative ideas” or “Leanne’s
handouts.” Even more significant was the dominance of the pronoun “we” in each teacher’s
interview when discussing teaching strategies or approaches. They created an atmosphere of
respect which provided a strong foundation for collaboration.
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Benefits of team approach for teachers. According to the teachers, the primary benefits
of the team context for the teachers included exposure to other teachers’ experience and
expertise, collegial support, a shared workload, and accountability for teaching practices. The
youngest and least experienced teacher, Joy, claimed that the team approach was especially
useful in her first year of teaching when she said, “I didn’t know what I was doing.” Working
with a team of more experienced teachers who were willing to share their ideas and their
materials was invaluable to her in the early stages of her career: “I have someone helping me
who’s been teaching 15 years and tried certain things. So, that definitely helps.” Leanne also
talked about how working with other teachers helped her to rely on their expertise in areas in
which she felt less comfortable. For example, she explained that working with Kinsey and Joy
convinced her to incorporate more poetry in her classes, which some of her students loved, even
though she did not value poetry personally as much as other genres of literature.
Kinsey and Rachel also spoke about the importance of having colleagues who gave you
confidence that certain teaching practices were valid or effective. Kinsey discussed the security
of having the team’s backing if there was an issue with parents or students’ questioning teaching
practices. She found comfort in being able to say, “Well, this is just how the team… This is how
we do it.” As one of the newer teachers on the team, Rachel appreciated the confidence that she
gained by utilizing the same activities as other teachers: “It’s nice to know that we all think that
this is good before we implement it in our classes.” As Kinsey suggested, “more brains are going
to be better,” so the teachers seemed to find solace in utilizing teaching strategies that were
tested or at least approved by their colleagues.
Even more than agreeing that a particular strategy was a good idea, the team shared the
workload of creating handouts and other resources for many of the common units they taught. As
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suggested previously, Rachel indicated that most of the teachers utilized “all of Leanne’s lesson
plans,” and both Leanne and Rachel suggested that the tenth grade teachers also shared some of
the same assessments for literature. Joy mentioned sitting down with the teachers to come up
with the same handout for a particular lesson, so it was clear that sharing, borrowing, and
collaborating was common practice among these teachers. During my observations, I noted that
the handouts or resources for the following assignments were used by more than one tenth grade
teacher: all Sophomore Project materials, writing test preparation materials, daily warm-up
handouts, reflection essay assignments, a Nazi propaganda webquest, a body biography project
for Cyrano de Bergerac, and the Les Miserables multiple choice test. The teachers even used the
same “draw-an-Easter-egg-from-a-basket” approach to determine the order of speeches for the
Sophomore Project.
Linked to this focus on pooling resources was the added benefit of accountability to keep
the teachers on track. Kinsey explained the motivating impact of the team, saying that when
“you’re two days behind what everybody else (is doing)” then “you need to get caught up” and
that is a good thing. Her comment indicated that not only did the teachers share materials, but
they tried to stay on the same daily schedule. This day-to-day scheduling ideally held them
accountable for their time and kept them from getting sidetracked.
Benefits of team approach for students. When asked about the primary benefits for
students, the teachers suggested that the students got a wider variety of instruction as well as
consistency among different classes. The sharing of ideas among the tenth grade teachers
allowed students to benefit from strategies that an individual teacher might not have utilized on
her own. Rachel suggested that the team teaching approach was an advantage in reaching
students with different learning styles who will get “a little bit of left-brain and right-brain all the
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time.” In other words, the team approach ideally prevented an individual teacher from relying too
heavily on a particular teaching style at the expense of other possibilities.
Leanne and Joy also discussed the importance of students being able to work with
students or teachers from other classes because everyone was on the same page. Leanne
explained that if a student needed help with his or her Sophomore Project after school and his or
her teacher had to leave early, the student could easily approach any other tenth grade teacher to
get help. She believed that this “consistency” made students feel “comfortable and safe.” Joy
described another practical justification for team teaching in that if a student was switched to
another class, he or she would not have to catch up because the same basic instruction was being
offered.
The student reflections at the end of the semester revealed that the majority of students
agreed that the team teaching approach had a positive impact on their learning. Figure 4.3
displays the percentages of students in each class and among all of the classes who felt that the
team teaching was positive or negative as well as how many students gave an alternate response
such as “It doesn’t affect me,” “I am indifferent,” or “I didn’t know that they planned together.”
Overall, 71% of students believed that the team teaching was beneficial for them, while
only 12% believed that it had a negative impact on their learning. Their written justifications
revealed that the students who found it beneficial did so primarily because they appreciated that
everyone was on the same page, so they could work with friends in other classes. A student in
Leanne’s class said that she liked team teaching because “if needed I could’ve asked other
English students for advice or help on writing activities.” There was also a priority on fairness,
with several students reiterating what one of Joy’s students said, “[W]e won’t have to say that’s
not fair if one class do [sic] something that we don’t get to do.”
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Figure 4.3. Student perceptions of the efficacy of the teachers working together.
It is also interesting to note that Leanne’s students were the only group in which no one
in the class was opposed to team teaching. Because Leanne was also the team leader and the
most emphatic advocate for the team approach, her students’ attitudes toward team teaching may
have been influenced by her own. However, student perceptions of the influence of team
teaching might also have been influenced by their class level since the two seminar classes had
the least amount of positive responses (63% and 62%), even though one of the seminar teachers,
Rachel, was highly in favor of the team approach. The seminar students’ comments included
more questions concerning whether or not applying the same instruction to all types of students
was a good idea. However, most of the students believed that the team approach was beneficial
for them.
Drawbacks of team approach for teachers. Despite all of the obvious benefits of a
collaborative approach to instructional planning, three of the five teachers admitted in their
interviews that they sometimes felt restricted by the influence of the team. While Joy appreciated
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the team greatly as a young, inexperienced teacher, over the past several years, she became
increasingly frustrated with the limitations that it imposed on her teaching decisions:
I still really enjoy collaborating with my teammates, and there are a lot of times that I
want to do exactly what they’re doing, but there are a lot of times where I don’t, but
that’s not really an option sometimes, and I feel like it stifles… my own teaching
philosophy, and… creativity and me trying to figure out who I am as a teacher because I
always feel this pressure, and requirement to do what everyone else is doing… Every
Tuesday morning PLC, we are trying to agree on the same thing for like the Sophomore
Project, and it stresses me out and I feel like it has kept me from really growing as
quickly as I could into my own teaching style.
What began as a collaborative learning environment became, from Joy’s perspective, a context
of oppressive expectations in which her individualism was marginalized in favor of the team’s
decisions. Even with three more years’ experience, Kinsey also noticed a shift in the teachers’
attitudes towards the team in the past year:
I think we started to feel a little restricted by… the team-ness… that it was hard to assert
a little bit of our individualism in there… because this is what the group’s doing; this is
what the team’s doing… I think we kind of locked in to thinking… ‘Here’s how we teach
citations,’ and ‘Here’s how we do an outline,’ … when really, if we all have different
approaches, it’s okay, as long as the end result is that students understand how to do it.
Kinsey insinuated that the ultimate goal of student understanding may have been eclipsed by the
team goal of agreeing on a common form of instruction. Her use of the words “restricted” and
“locked into” suggested that despite the good intentions of the team, some of the teachers felt
that their instruction suffered because of the team expectations.
When asked what she would do differently in her classes if she were not on the tenth
grade team, Margaret replied, “I would do more vocabulary and grammar… writing-based more
than the prescriptive way we do it.” Even though Margaret reported moving far beyond some of
the more simplistic handouts that the team created, she still felt stuck doing the same forms of
the grammar and vocabulary as the team, even though she did not believe it was the most
effective way to teach those skills.
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As the team leader and department chair, Leanne was clearly the strongest advocate for
the tenth grade team and their approach to instruction. Because she was the author of the
Sophomore Project and the resident Holocaust expert who prepared all of the materials for the
Holocaust unit that four of the five teachers utilized, her materials were used by the team more
often than anyone else’s over the course of the semester. As previously discussed, Rachel
revealed Leanne’s influence when she mentioned that all of the tenth grade teachers “use all of
Leanne’s lesson plans.” During more than one observation, I overheard a student ask a question
about the assignment and the teacher say that she would have to ask Leanne and get back to
them. One student in Margaret’s class expressed frustration with having to follow Leanne’s
lesson plans, so it was clear that the students were aware that another teacher created many of the
materials that they used in class.
However, Leanne’s leadership roles and influence over the curriculum did not blind her
to the potential for unrest and frustration among her team members. It was clear that there had
been at least initial conversations about the challenges of working so closely as a team. Leanne
explained the situation from her perspective, saying,
The only negative part of that is… I think sometimes people feel like they can’t break
free, and I think we’ve struggled with that some just personally with some people… We
tend to do a lot together because we do. It’s not because it’s required. Although I think, as
the leader, I sometimes struggle with trying to help them understand that you can do
something…. You don’t have to do exactly what I’m doing. We just choose to do it like
this… So, I think sometimes it can maybe stifle a bit… I think sometimes people hold
back a bit if they think the majority of the team thinks one thing, and they won’t say… So
you’ve got normal… team dynamics.
Leanne also acknowledged the perception that everyone felt that they had to “do exactly what
(she’s) doing.” Even though it was not “required,” her statement that “we just choose to do it like
this” indicates an ironic claim that “we” (the team) have made a decision. At the same time, she
recognized that there were “some people” who felt stifled and did not feel free to speak against
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the team’s wishes, so the team was not always united in purpose. Leanne explained that as the
“most experienced person of the team,” she responded to this potential conflict by trying “extra
hard to stay open-minded to new ideas so that (her) younger team members feel like they can
voice those.” Her hope was that this open-mindedness would encourage the younger members to
speak up more readily in the group if they were feeling stifled by the group approach.
Drawbacks of team approach for students. Among the teachers, the most consistent
idea concerning the drawbacks of the team approach for students was that students might
recognize that the teacher did not own or agree with the instructional approach that she was
utilizing. Joy explained,
Well, I think if I don’t feel 100% in my heart that I want to be teaching the thing I’m
teaching, maybe they can pick up on it, because I’m not great at hiding… They know
when I’m really excited about something, and if I’m teaching something that I don’t
really feel gung-ho about, they’re going to pick up on that.
Kinsey similarly felt that if a teacher was struggling with whether or not a particular team
approach was effective, that would “affect the way material could be delivered.” Both Joy and
Kinsey were aware that their own negative attitudes toward the curriculum or specific teaching
practices influenced their students’ attitudes as well as the quality of their learning experiences.
Margaret was less concerned about revealing her personal attitude towards the curriculum
and more focused on the challenge of applying the “same” curriculum to students of all ability
levels. Margaret identifies a “huge difference in the ability of our students,” with many of Kinsey
and Leanne’s students “reading on a second, third grade level” and Margaret and Rachel’s
students preparing for college-level AP courses next year. As a seminar teacher, Margaret was
particularly concerned about adapting the handouts created by the group for high-level students.
She worried that it “babie[d] them too much” saying, “Part of what I want them to do is decide
which material they should take down as notes rather than fill-in-the-blank.” In this case,
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Margaret was referencing handouts like those from the Sophomore Project that involved filling
in information from PowerPoint slides concerning plagiarism, works cited pages, and speech
strategies. With her classes, Margaret reported that they have gone “way beyond that” toward
learning approaches that required more independent thinking.
The student reflection comments revealed that many of the students shared the teachers’
concerns about the potential drawbacks of the team approach. One of Kinsey’s students said,
“Teachers teach different ways and they might be giving out instructions that they normally
don’t teach.” Several students also commented on the fact that individual teachers have different
teaching styles and should base their instruction on the needs of their particular classes. One of
Joy’s students said, “I feel like some teachers have different ways of teaching and explaining to
their class(es).” Another student from Margaret’s class said that “different teachers have
different students and thus different student needs, [sic] working together makes it almost
impossible to help each student as an individual.” Whether or not the students were aware of the
extent to which their teachers worked together, it was clear that they recognized some of the
potential challenges of the team approach as well.
Tenth Grade PLC Setting: Teachers’ Mediational Tools within the Team
Based upon their interview and observation data, there were five major types of writing
assignments that were common among all of the tenth grade teachers: the research paper, the
multigenre project, daily warm-up exercises, writing test preparation activities, and writing
assignments based on literature. Figure 4.4 provides descriptions and assignment details for each
of these common writing tools.
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Common
Tools

Assignment Details:





Research
paper







Multigenre
project


Students chose a topic of interest (e.g., country, famous person, current
event, etc.) and did library and internet research about that topic.
Students printed their sources, chose quotations, and wrote a thesis
statement about their topic.
Teachers modeled the outline for the research paper the following:
introductions (hook, link, thesis), body paragraphs (topic sentence,
supporting details), and conclusion (restatement of thesis, summary,
quotation). Students composed their own outlines individually with
teacher guidance.
Students composed their first drafts on the computer from their outlines,
submitted them to turnitin.com to check for plagiarism, and submitted
the drafts to their teachers. (Students in Leanne and Margaret’s classes
did a revision exercise prior to turning in their first drafts.)
Teachers marked and commented on student first drafts using a teamdesigned rubric.
Standard and honors students completed final drafts in class; seminar
students completed final drafts outside of class.
Students submitted final drafts into turnitin.com again and then to their
teachers.
Teachers marked and commented sparingly on final drafts and scored the
papers using the North Carolina Graduation Project rubric.
Page requirements varied for different levels: 2-4 for standard, 4-6 for
honors, and 7-9 for seminar
Students were given six different genre assignments based on their
research topic from four different categories: (a) visual with
words/journalism, (b) informational, (c) creative writing/digital, and (d)
visual. There were several different options for written pieces including
the following: newspaper article, postcard, advice column, resumé,
brochure, encyclopedia entry, blog entry, song lyrics, poems, diary
entries, and dialogue scene from a play.
Each genre was assessed separately based on the expectations for that
particular genre, and students were given a total score for the project.
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Daily warmup exercises







Writing test
preparation
practices


Literaturebased writing
assignments



Daily warm-ups included three components: vocabulary, grammar, and
journals.
All tenth grade students had the same daily warm-up sheet that they
submitted at the end of each week for a grade.
Vocabulary – Students learned a new vocabulary word each day that they
had to use in a sentence.
Grammar – Students reviewed a grammar rule each day for the first nine
weeks and then applied those rules individual or as a class using sample
sentences with errors during the second nine weeks.
Journal – On Fridays, the students would write a paragraph response to a
common journal prompt. (e.g., “Do you believe that any books should be
banned or censored for any age? Defend your answer, giving a specific
example in your paragraph to explain your opinion.”)
Teachers utilized the writing test packet materials to model a writing test
essay outline using whole-class instruction followed by individual
student practice. The outline encouraged a five-paragraph essay
including an introduction with a hook, link, and thesis, body paragraphs
concerning a personal experience, observation, and example from
literature, and a conclusion that encouraged a restatement of the thesis
and a relevant quotation.
Teachers utilized whole-class instruction to teach students how to read
and score sample essays from past writing tests.
For standard and honors classes, literature-based writing assignments
were primarily in the form of reader response journals in which students
linked their own experiences with those of characters in literature.
For seminar classes, literature-based writing assignments were literary
analysis essays intended to push students toward higher-level critical
thinking and prepare them for the rigors of the AP curriculum.

Figure 4.4. Common team writing assignments.
Among these five major types of writing assignments, the research paper emerged in all
five classes as the most dominant and time-consuming tool that the teachers employed in their
writing instruction. For this reason, I will focus my analysis of the team’s writing instruction
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motives, decisions, and use of tools on this particular assignment that figured so prominently in
their interviews and my observations of their writing instruction. Unlike the writing test
preparation and the shift to the block schedule which revealed straightforward motives (e.g., pass
the writing test, try not to sacrifice too much writing on the new schedule), the teachers’ motives
for prioritizing the research paper were more complex and varied. Prior to analyzing these
motives, however, a brief overview of the data on the Sophomore Project and the research paper
will be instructive.
The Sophomore Project as a whole (including the research paper, multigenre project,
presentations, and Sophomore Night) was the cornerstone of the 10th grade curriculum,
occupying a substantial portion of the semester. Based upon my observations alone, the 10th
grade teachers devoted an average of 25% to 49% of their instructional time to the project. The
range of Sophomore Project activities and lessons that I observed included the following:
PowerPoint presentations about plagiarism and citations, PowerPoint presentations about
effective speech techniques, preparing outlines for the research paper, revising the research
paper, writing and practicing speeches, making signs for presentation booths, reviewing
evaluation criteria for presentations, presenting visual projects, and working on digital multigenre projects. This does not even account for the full block periods that students spent actually
writing their research papers or preparing for the logistical aspects of Sophomore Night.
Needless to say, the Sophomore Project was so central to the curriculum that the teachers had to
fit other curricular demands (i.e., literature, seminars, poetry, the writing test, other writing
genres) around this project.
The research paper was the most time-intensive writing assignment that the teachers gave
over the course of the semester. Because this was the largest common writing assignment, it
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became the primary artifact of analysis for the current study. Instruction surrounding the research
paper involved a detailed, lengthy process in which the five teachers proceeded through the same
phases using the same handouts primarily created by Leanne. In her interview, Kinsey indicated
that the team used to proceed through a packet of approximately 80 handouts that Leanne
created, but they had decided prior to the start of this year to streamline the process a bit more to
adapt to the new block schedule. Even with this shift, I observed that the teachers remained on
the same schedule (within a few days of one another) using the same handouts throughout the
process with few exceptions.
The biggest complaint that most of the teachers had about the research paper was the
tremendous amount of time that it consumed in their classrooms. Underlying all of these issues,
the primary struggle that the teachers encountered with the research paper was the balance of
such a time-consuming process with the time constraints of the new block schedule. Guiding
students through the process of selecting topics, researching on the internet, writing source cards,
learning correct citations, avoiding plagiarism, paraphrasing and summarizing, organizing,
quoting correctly, using transitions, composing, and revising was a tremendous undertaking for
one semester. In addition, the new block schedule meant that students could not do as much work
outside of class as they could on a traditional schedule spread out over the course of a year. For
this reason, most of the teachers allowed the students to do the majority of their preparation,
writing, and revising in class. However, this investment obviously involved minimizing other
aspects of the curriculum, and the teachers constantly felt pressure about making those tradeoffs.
Like the writing test, Rachel indicated that the team’s commitment to such a detailed
research paper process usurped time for other types of writing such as analytical or creative
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writing. Similarly, Kinsey expressed concerned that the research paper limited the way her
students wrote because it took up so much of her teaching time that she did not have time for
other forms of writing instruction. Even the pressures of the writing test could not overcome their
commitment to the research paper, as both Kinsey and Joy suggested that they were relieved
when the writing test was canceled near the end of the semester because they had not had time to
prepare their students for it. Margaret spoke about the pressures of the tight schedule that they
had to keep with the research paper and her fears about the literature that she had to cut from her
curriculum as a result.
Ultimately, several teachers expressed the concern that the combination of the
Sophomore Project as a whole (with the research paper as the primary component) and the new
block schedule caused the students to make less progress in their writing in comparison to
students they had taught previously on the traditional schedule. Rachel noted that her current
students “might be a bit lower because they spent a lot more time on the Sophomore Project.”
This is not to say that the research paper was the only reason that the teachers perceived that their
students made less progress, but it was the largest and most time-consuming aspect of the
curriculum, so it was a significant factor. The team’s commitment to the research paper even
with the knowledge of the sacrifices that it necessitated in terms of other forms of writing
instruction begs for an analysis of the motives which guided their decision to prioritize this piece
of writing above all other writing assignments. A synthesis of the teachers’ interviews revealed
four primary motives: (1) tenth grade writing requirement; (2) priority of skills such as
organizing and paraphrasing; (3) opportunity for revision; and (4) preparation for future courses.
Tenth grade writing requirement. From a practical perspective, two factors with which
the teachers had to contend were the current curriculum requirements of the North Carolina
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Standard Course of Study (2004) and the future requirements of the Common Core State
Standards which would be implemented the following year. Although this was not a prominent
justification about the research paper among all five teachers, it was clear that the research paper
had become a fixture of the tenth grade writing curriculum over many years. Leanne summarized
the reality of these expectations saying, “We do have to teach a certain kind of writing… We do
a very thorough job with the research paper.” The NCSCOS standards (2004) that were in place
during the time of the study for English II emphasized a focus on the “explanatory contexts” of
language, and they specified that students should be able to “answer research questions to inform
an audience” (p. 100). While research was certainly a priority in tenth grade writing according to
these standards, further reading indicated that the research was supposed to be situated within
literary contexts or “the [students’] own explanatory responses to situations and literary-based
issues” (p. 99). The research topic example given within the standards is “the impact of
imperialism in Things Fall Apart” (p. 100). In contrast to these standards, the Sophomore Project
research paper did not require students to ask a research question or to relate their research to the
literature they were studying. This lack of alignment indicated that the research paper as it was
originally designed may have been aligned with earlier versions of the state standards, but it did
not meet the expectations of the current requirements.
In addition to the current NCSCOC standards, Rachel revealed one reason that the
commitment to the research paper remained in place: the upcoming implementation of the
Common Core State Standards12 which places a high priority on research skills and writing.
Rachel explained that her team’s intense focus on the research paper was currently a “department
thing,” but it was “coming down the pipe as a Common Core thing.” An examination of the
12

The Common Core State Standards were implemented in the fall of 2012, the year after data was collected for
this study in 2011. However, the teachers were attending professional development workshops in preparation for
the implementation of CCS during the course of the current study.
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Common Core goals for English grades 9-10 revealed that there was a specific focus on research
as well as explanatory and informative writing. One of the central research goals was to “conduct
short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated
question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation”
(http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/9-10). Again, the Sophomore Project did not
require that students answer a question or solve a problem, but the project did meet the
requirements of a “sustained research project” that required students to “synthesize multiple
sources” and “demonstrate understanding of the subject matter under investigation.”
The paper also satisfied the various sub-goals of the Common Core including the
following: organization, formatting, supporting details, inclusion of facts, transitions, and formal
style. Thus the research paper met some of the requirements of both the state and Common Core
standards, but it missed some of the more challenging components (i.e., linking the research to
literature and asking a research question/solving a problem). Aside from Leanne’s comment
about “certain kind(s) of writing” that were required and Rachel’s notion that research was a
priority in the Common Core, none of the teachers articulated details from the standards as
justification for the components of the research project. It was as if the research paper began
based upon the understanding that the tenth graders were required to write a research paper, and
over the years grew into its own entity apart from specific requirements from the state. Even
though this motive was underdeveloped among the teachers’ interviews, the fact that none of the
teachers questioned the validity of the research paper in their interviews suggested that they
believed it to be a necessary fixture of the tenth grade writing curriculum.
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Focal writing practices: Organization and paraphrasing. Upon reflection the teachers
and students cited numerous skills that the students developed as a result of the research paper
including the following: researching sources, organizing a research paper, synthesizing
information, paraphrasing, summarizing, writing a thesis, supporting ideas with source material,
and revising. Among those skills, the two that figured most prominently in teachers’ comments,
students’ reflections, and classroom observations were organizing and paraphrasing. I observed
several class periods devoted to teaching students how to plan and organize their research papers
once they had collected their source material. This planning and organization instruction was
implemented using whole-class instruction followed by individual practice, almost identical to
the instructional tools used for writing test preparation.
Organization. As with the writing test preparation, students were required to complete a
detailed outline that included an introduction (opening question, statement, or quotation, “hook,”
and thesis), three body paragraphs with topic sentences, and a concluding paragraph. Leanne, the
author of the majority of these handouts and planning tools, believed that this structure of writing
benefitted the students as they approached different writing genres beyond the research paper.
Joy found this to be true as her students’ speeches and presentations seemed to improve as a
result of the organizational skills they learned writing the research papers. One of Leanne’s
honors students indicated that the research paper helped her “planning… and process as a
writer,” and another of Leanne’s students said that the paper “helped me organize my thoughts.”
Evidence from the students’ first and second drafts indicates that they did organize their ideas
according to the structure provided by the outline, and the majority of the students incorporated
all of the elements (e.g., thesis statements, topic sentences, supporting details) that were required
of them.
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Paraphrasing. The skill of paraphrasing also figured prominently in the teachers’ goals
for student improvement. Leanne even claimed that paraphrasing is “probably the most valuable
skill that they get” because it’s a skill that “nobody’s ever taught them before.” Joy also
indicated that paraphrasing was central to the success of the research paper, suggesting that the
most important thing students learn is “how to read sources and then put them in (their) own
words to get a point across.” I observed two identical lessons on paraphrasing in Leanne’s and
Kinsey’s classes, beginning with a PowerPoint presentation that introduced the concept and then
gave students a chance to practice paraphrasing a particular source as a class and then
individually. Students were held accountable to paraphrase rather than parrot a source by the
requirement to submit their first and second drafts to turnitin.com, a website that detects and
reports plagiarism. Therefore, effective paraphrasing became central to each student’s ability to
get a passing grade on the research paper.
Some students also recognized the significance of this skill, with one of Leanne’s
students citing the ability to paraphrase as the primary lesson he learned. Further, one of
Kinsey’s students indicated that learning this skill changed the way he handled internet sources:
“When I used to get notes from the computer I used to copy everything word from [sic] word but
now I’m putting it in my own words.” While it was difficult to determine the efficacy of
students’ paraphrasing skills in their actual papers without referencing their original sources,
their ability to “pass” the turnitin.com review suggests that the majority of students avoided
plagiarizing their sources.
Drawbacks of focus on organization and paraphrasing. While the development of
these and other skills certainly benefited the students, the approaches to teaching these skills may
have produced some unintended consequences. It is clear that teaching students to organize is an
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important skill, but some of the teachers indicated that this formulaic approach to writing
instruction may have a negative impact on students’ overall abilities as writers. Three of the five
teachers used the word “spoon-feeding” to describe their fear that the process of writing the
research paper was a write-by-number approach that did not challenge their students. For
instance, Kinsey worried that the teachers as a group were overly concerned with the students
“fitting our model” and less aware of whether or not students really understand how to write a
research paper. Rachel similarly noted that the “whole big outline” that students have to write
may be too formulaic, but she justified it by saying that it was less formulaic than the writing test
expectations. Even Leanne, the biggest advocate for organization in the group, realized over the
course of the semester that her own assumptions about her students’ dependence upon her might
have been incorrect: “Actually, they can do it! They don’t need me to hold their hands and give
them a formula to plug things in all the time!”
While none of the students offered this particular critique, several noted that the focus on
organizing citations prevented more substantial writing instruction. When asked if the
Sophomore Project improved their writing skills, one of Margaret’s seminar students said, “No,
because [the project] was focused on text and internet sources and citations, rather than writing
itself.” Another student said that all she learned to do over the course of the research paper
instruction was “how to cite MLA formatted papers.” While learning how to cite sources
correctly is certainly an important skill, some of the students believed that they focused so much
on citations that the focus on improving writing was marginalized.
Like organizing, paraphrasing was also an essential skill for producing an effective
research paper, but teachers and students expressed fears that focusing on “rewording” might
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have hindered students’ thinking skills. Kinsey summarized her uncertainty about the value of
paraphrasing saying,
When it does become so much about citations and rewording that producing their own
thoughts and ideas… could be overlooked when they’re just being pushed to produce a
research paper… Their advanced thinking isn’t being developed in a way that is most
beneficial for them.
In other words, rewording does not require students to evaluate or critique their research, and
they may be able to move through the entire process without thinking critically about their
writing. Margaret suggested a similar critique, indicating that the extensive time spent on various
aspects of the research paper means that students “don’t have the time to be still or think… and
that’s reflected in their writing.” One of Margaret’s seminar students made a similar complaint
when asked how the Sophomore Project impacted her writing: “I do not see how research papers
really relates [sic] to be being a writer. All I did was rephrase what I found in articles and
websites. That is not real writing.” Kinsey’s standard-level student indicated that her writing did
not improve “because its [sic] all research summarized into a couple of short paragraphs.”
Despite the significant amount of time devoted to the research paper, one of Leanne’s honors
students claimed that the project did not improve his writing because “there wasn’t a lot of
writing involved.” Taken collectively, these students did not believe that skills such as
paraphrasing and summarizing improved their overall writing abilities.
Opportunity for revision. An additional benefit of the research paper that most teachers
cited was that it provided an opportunity for all students to go through the revision process.
Although I will focus specifically on the issue of revision as it relates to the other decisions
teachers’ made about writing instruction in the following two chapters, a brief discussion here
will reveal how revision instruction and implementation fit within the context of the research
paper. Because a first and second draft were requirements of the project, all tenth grade students
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were expected to revise between drafts. Despite early interview findings suggesting that the 10th
grade team often utilized the same revision color-coding strategy, in actuality, each teacher
handled the revision process and revision expectations differently. Leanne was the only teacher
who reported (and I observed) using the color-coding practice agreed upon by the team to teach
her students how to peer edit their papers. She spent the majority of a class block modeling the
process of color-coding using a sample student paper, each color used to identify different
portions of the elements of the research paper (e.g., correct citations, opening quotation, topic
sentences, and factual support). After the students had done this as a class, Leanne gave them the
following class period to peer edit using this strategy in small groups.
While Joy and Kinsey both mentioned using the color-coding strategy in previous years,
they were not able to devote a class period to it this year because their standard level students
had not completed their first drafts in time. Instead, that class time was devoted to taking their
students to the computer lab to complete their first drafts. The seminar teachers also did not use
the color-coding strategy, but they also did not ask students to rely solely on their teacher
comments to make changes. Rachel reported that her students peer edited each other’s rough
drafts, but I did not observe this lesson. Like Leanne, Margaret relied on peer editing, but with a
less structured approach. Instead of color-coding, the students were divided into pairs, and they
were asked to read the papers and write summary comments or questions at the end. Margaret
would give them reminders about what they were looking for and what types of comments were
most effective. All of the tenth grade students had approximately a month to complete their
revisions, and I observed two standard classes where the students were given an entire block
period in the computer lab to complete their revisions.
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Because of the time constraints of the block schedule, the majority of teachers (with the
exception of Rachel) suggested that this was the only major writing assignment that students had
the opportunity to revise over the course of the semester. Leanne claimed that although the
revision process was “forced,” it was especially useful because it resulted in a significant
improvement between the first and second drafts. The majority of the tenth grade students
agreed; when asked if they felt like the second draft of their writing was better than their first,
most of them answered in the affirmative, citing improved clarity, fewer grammatical mistakes,
better word choice, etc. However, one of Rachel’s student’s comments suggested that correcting
grammar may not result in a “better” paper: “I feel like the second draft was more grammatically
correct, but the actual content was not better.” While I will analyze the teachers’ revision
instruction and comments in greater detail in the following chapters, it is important to note here
that the majority of the teachers’ comments were related to minor grammar or stylistic issues and
not to content issues.
Preparation for future classes. A final motivation for the commitment to the research
paper was the foundation that it provided for future academic classes. Several of the tenth grade
teachers pointed out that the research paper was vertically aligned with the skills that students
would need for English III or AP Language at Woodlands. Leanne suggested that even though
some of her pre-AP students would be required to do “a totally different style of writing” in
future classes, they could still “use that basic structure” and “they just have to adapt the content.”
For the standard level students, they would have to write another research paper in English III,
and Kinsey felt that the fact that they would “have a clue about what to do” when they got there
was one of the benefits of the process. Similarly, Rachel indicated that one of the most beneficial
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aspects of the Sophomore Project was that students would be prepared for “how to write research
papers for the rest of high school and college.”
Despite some of the teachers’ confidence that this research paper was effective
preparation for their students, Kinsey was wary that these goals may have been too short-sighted
to account for what was best for all students from a long-term perspective:
Part of my concern with certain classes, certain levels of students… is that, whereas I
think there’s value in the…logic… of doing research and putting it all together, I do fear
that it is focusing on a writing process that is not as critical for some of these students to
master… if a lot of them perhaps aren’t going to go on to…(post) secondary education.
In other words, Kinsey was concerned that other writing skills beyond research writing might
have been more beneficial in the long run for students who did not plan to attend college. For
this reason, she wished that she was able to “give more time to other styles of writing that might
be more narrative or information-gathering… that’s going to actually be a little more applicable
in their… life.” While Kinsey recognized the inherent value of research skills, she ultimately
feared that focusing heavily on research primarily because it satisfied the requirements of a
“school” context might be a disadvantage for students in their lives beyond school.
Teachers’ and Students’ Assessment of the Success of the Research Paper
The teachers gave mixed reviews about the relative success of the research paper in the
context of the new block schedule. While Joy was proud that her standard-level students had
made significant improvements in the skills of paraphrasing and summarizing, Margaret was
frustrated with her seminar students’ tendency to write in narrative form rather than synthesizing
their information. The other seminar teacher, Rachel, described her students’ papers as “really
bad,” but said that they were better than she expected because they spent so much time writing
them in class. Leanne was especially excited that she was able to squeeze everything into one
semester, and she felt that her students made significant improvements between their first and
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second drafts. In her final interview, Kinsey indicated that she was pleased overall with what her
students produced, but she was concerned that the process itself was too restrictive for them.
Interestingly, among the most advanced writers (seminar students), less than half (43%)
believed that the Sophomore Project improved their writing skills compared with 68% of the
standard students. An impressive 94% of Leanne’s honors class indicated that their writing skills
improved as a result of the project. This wide variance in students’ beliefs in the efficacy of the
research paper may have been due to the fact that the same “team” instruction (whole-class
modeling followed by individual practice) was applied to all of the students with few adaptations
apart from different page requirements, different revision practices, and the amount of writing
that was completed in class. The seminar students’ comments indicated that they had done
several research papers in the past, and some of them felt that this particular research paper
focused more on paraphrasing or citing sources than on “writing.” Many of the standard students,
in contrast, felt that their writing improved due to the step-by-step approach and all of the hard
work they had to do. It was less surprising that almost all of Leanne’s honors students believed
that their writing improved since she was the author of the Sophomore Project handouts and
undoubtedly the biggest cheerleader and advocate of the research paper. The mixed reviews
among teacher and students concerning the efficacy of the research paper reflected the challenge
of attempting to design and implement the same type of writing tool and instructional approach
to meet the same goals for writers with a wide variety of writing needs. Further, all of the
teachers appropriated Leanne’s instructional tools, attempting to make them their own in the
classroom, but the lower satisfaction rates of the standard and seminar students may have been
due to the fact that the other teachers were appropriating methods that were not consistent with
their strengths or their individual beliefs about writing instruction.
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Impact of PLC Team Setting on Revision Pedagogy
Because the research paper was the only “official” revision opportunity that the team of
teachers offered to their students, this assignment did provide the most “space” for students to
revise their writing of any assignment given during the semester. The peer editing activities that
Leanne, Rachel, and Margaret facilitated certainly provided opportunities for students to read
each other’s writing and reflect upon how they could improve their own writing. Further, all five
of the teachers made comments on students’ rough drafts and grading rubrics to give them
feedback about how to improve their writing. However, as the close analysis in chapter V will
reveal, these approaches to revision were often dominated by superficial concerns with
formatting or grammar and style issues. Further, the intense focus on organization and
paraphrasing, along with proper MLA formatting and citations, overshadowed the revision
instruction that occurred, treating revision almost as a tedious afterthought once the students had
completed an outlining and drafting phase. My interpretation of the imbalance of these writing
instruction approaches within the research paper was that the structured requirements of the
research paper genre (e.g., five paragraph approach, correct MLA citations, research sources
paraphrased and supported with evidence) caused the teachers to focus heavily on tools that
would serve those ends, primarily organizing and paraphrasing. In contrast, revision was
repurposed as a means to correct errors in MLA formatting or grammar to polish the final
product.
Class Level Setting: Teachers’ Motives for Instructing Different Levels
While the team context had the most overt influence over the teacher’s writing pedagogy
decisions, the influence of the class level emerged as a subtle yet powerful determinant of how
writing was taught in individual classrooms. Because I observed one English II class per teacher,
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it is important to note that some of the teachers taught more than one level or section of English
II which may have influenced their perceptions of themselves as teachers and their overall
teaching decisions in ways that I was unable to observe within the scope of the current study.
Within the context of the study, Joy and Kinsey taught standard English II, Leanne taught honors
English II, and Rachel and Margaret taught seminar English II. However, Joy also taught a
section of honors English II and Leanne taught a standard inclusion English II class for
sophomores with disabilities. Both Joy and Leanne occasionally commented about their
experiences in their other classes during an interview as a point of comparison. Although their
commentary about those classes could not be compared to observation data, their perceptions of
the differences between the classes was useful. While honors was intended to bridge the gap
between standard and seminar, the teachers consistently spoke of it in conjunction with the
standard classes rather than the seminar classes. This held true in the observation data as well
because the honors class writing instruction and materials were the most similar to the two
standard classes.
When Leanne spoke about her students, she tended to speak of honors and standard
classes together with a few exceptions that I will discuss. However, this merging made it
challenging to discern a particular “identity” for the honors class aside from conversations with
Leanne that revealed that there were many students in her honors class that did not belong there.
Leanne expressed frustration that many parents chose to place students with very low reading or
writing abilities in the honors class, when she believed they should have been in standard. This
perception that there were many standard level students in the honors class may explain why the
teachers often lumped standard and honors together in their discussions.
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In terms of writing instruction in particular, the decisions that the teachers made about
how to adapt instruction for their particular class levels were based primarily on their perceptions
of their students’ abilities and motivation. Figure 4.5 depicts the thematic continua that arose as a
result of the analysis of the teachers’ interview data concerning class levels, and Figure 4.6
highlights the commentary that different teachers provided concerning different class levels. In
general, the standard teachers’ motive was to teach students that they perceived as having a
lower ability level and negative attitudes toward writing a basic structure of writing that would
be transferable and give them more confidence as writers. While Leanne focused less on her
honors students’ negative attitudes than the standard teachers, she shared their motivation to
teach her students a basic structure of writing that would give them more confidence. In contrast,
the seminar teachers assumed that their high-ability level students needed to be pushed beyond
basic writing structures toward more advanced forms of writing that involved critical thinking
and analysis. The writing instruction that grew out of these different motives (apart from some of
the common approaches decided by the team) indicated that the writing opportunities and
instruction that the standard and honors students received looked very different from that of their
seminar peers.

Standard

Honors

Seminar

Focus on responding to deficiencies -----------------------------------------Focus on expanding potential
Struggle to motivate students ------------------------------------------------- Use grades to motivate students
Focus on structured, teacher-led ----------------------------------------------Focus on group or independent work
instruction

Figure 4.5. Continua of teachers’ perspectives of class levels.
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Standard
Students complain about
written comments and want
the errors to be fixed for them.
(Joy)
Students struggle with
conclusions in their writing
(Joy)
Students do not pay attention
to teacher comments on their
writing. (Kinsey)
Students typically hate
writing.(Kinsey)
Students do not recognize
errors in their writing.
(Kinsey)
Students do not pay attention.
(Kinsey)
Students are too focused on
the grade that they receive
rather than the quality of their
writing. (Kinsey)
Students struggle to provide
details in their writing.
(Kinsey)

Honors
Students struggle to organize
their thoughts and
communicate logically
(Leanne)
Students get too focused on
their own work and fail to see
other options or approaches
(Leanne)
Students believe that bad
grammar equals bad writing.
(Leanne)
Students are unfamiliar with
different writing genres.
(Leanne)
Students really like the
vocabulary words. (Leanne)

Seminar
Students have lost the skill of
thinking and do not have
anything original to say in
their writing. (Margaret)
Students do not trust
themselves and are afraid to
express themselves.
(Margaret)
Students do not read enough.
(Margaret)
Students do their writing at the
last minute before class.
(Margaret)
Students are overcommitted
and busy so that they do not
have time to think. (Margaret)
Students are lazy. (Rachel)
Students want their work to be
perfect. (Rachel)

Figure 4.6. Teacher interview commentary based on class level.
Disparity between standard/honors and seminar classes. With this in mind, the
interview data revealed a stark contrast between the teachers’ perspectives of the standard and
seminar classes. The most basic difference in the words and phrases that the teachers used to
discuss the various class levels (see Figure 4.6) was the focus on the deficiencies of the standard
level students in contrast to the burden that the seminar teachers felt not to limit their students’
potential to excel. In her discussion of the differences between the students she taught and the
standard classes, Margaret pointed out that many of Leanne and Kinsey’s standard students were
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reading at a second or third grade level. Leanne claimed that many of her students “don’t write
complete sentences on their own.” In addition to their struggle with basic skills, Joy suggested
that her standard students tend to “get mad” about their writing because of this struggle, making
it harder to help them improve. Both Joy and Kinsey also had to cancel their revision lessons for
the research paper because most of their standard level students had not finished their first drafts
by the deadline. For Leanne, the revision lesson was most effective with her honors class, and
she did not even attempt it in her standard class.
The standard teachers expressed frustration once their students turned in the final drafts
of their research papers because so few students made changes in response to their comments.
Joy noted that her honors students were more likely to seek help with their papers after school
because, unlike her standard class, they cared about their grades. Joy suggested that her students
have an attitude of learned helplessness in which they dislike her detailed comments on their
papers because they just want her to fix their errors for them. Kinsey felt that her students did not
even pay attention to her written comments, which caused her to give fewer comments when she
graded. Even further, Joy was disappointed at the end of the semester because many of her
standard students did not turn in their final drafts of the research paper at all: “A lot of my
standard students didn’t even turn in their final draft… We spent one day in class, and they were
supposed to revise. And a lot of them… it was like, if we didn’t print it right then, I was not
getting it.” It is important to note that these standard level teachers did convey both in their
interviews and in the classroom that they liked their students and enjoyed being with them, but
they were constantly struggling to overcome the perceived obstacles of low ability levels,
negative attitudes, and limited motivation in class.
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Class Level Setting: Teachers’ Mediational Tools in Response to Class Level
The standard teachers responded to these challenges by utilizing structured, teacher-led
writing activities and assignments because the students struggled to do independent work
effectively. Joy explained the difference between her standard and honors classes during her
writing instruction:
But with my standard… working individually is very challenging because… they fight it,
and they stop, and they would rather just copy what I’m writing on the board, which I
don’t want to do. My honors… we talk about what’s expected at the beginning of every
paragraph, and then they practice it and they do it on their own… and then, at the end of
the essay, we come together, talk about what worked well, (and) what was difficult.
Joy’s perceptions of her students’ attitudes and reactions to different types of instruction led her
to do more whole-class instruction with her standard and brief whole-class instruction followed
by independent work for her honors. Thus her honors students had more autonomy in their
writing, and Joy felt the need to continue to “spoon-feed” her standard students even though she
disagreed with that approach.
Margaret summarized the vast separation between standard and seminar students by
suggesting that her seminar students “don’t see themselves as part of the whole. They don’t even
know their classmates.” She made this statement in the context of her observations of the
seminar students at the Sophomore Night when they were interacting with some of their standard
level peers in the auditorium as if they had never met before. Margaret and Rachel were aware of
the high ability levels of their pre-AP students, and Margaret in particular was concerned that
some of the expectations of the tenth grade curriculum might hinder her students’ progress,
calling the writing test a “disservice” and the multi-genre project “too middle school” for her
students. In contrast to Leanne’s concern that her students struggled to write complete sentences,
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Rachel assumed that any grammar errors that her seminar students made were just “dumb
mistakes” that occurred because they were not paying attention.
Margaret’s primary criticism of her students was that they did not have anything original
to say in their writing, that their critical thinking skills were limited. However, she blamed her
students’ circumstances rather than their ability levels. She believed that her students had too
many commitments and too little time, so they did not read enough or write enough:
It’s almost like… everything’s coming at them so quickly, and they have to do three
things at once. And they have to do the clubs and the sports and the…. research paper and
everything… that they don’t have the time to be still or to think…. and that’s reflected in
their writing…. They’re losing the skill of thinking… I watch them in the mornings doing
other homework, and everything’s rushed.
Thus Margaret blamed her students’ external circumstances for blocking their thinking and
preventing them from improving as quickly in their writing. Further, Rachel attributed some of
her students’ struggles to their desire to do everything perfectly. However, she did suggest that
some of her students are just lazy.
In terms of motivation, both Rachel and Margaret relied heavily on grading pressures to
keep students from making the same grammar errors again and again. Margaret said that
whenever she wanted to get her students’ best work, she tied it to a grade. While Rachel utilized
more of the team handouts and advocated a “step-by-step” approach with her seminar students,
the way she implemented her lessons was much more similar to Margaret’s approach than the
standard and honors teachers. Both Rachel and Margaret encouraged their students to work
independently and in pairs or groups, decentering themselves as teachers and giving their
students more freedom to experiment in their thinking and writing. Margaret summarized her
perspective on her role as a seminar writing teacher in her first interview saying,
I have a great group of students who have really different skills… varieties of skills…
and because I teach the upper level classes, they already have had an awful lot of the
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basics of writing, especially in middle school… so my approach is much more finding
out where they are then to go from there.
In other words, Margaret assumed she did not need to teach basic writing skills, and she focused
on the individual writing needs of her students and tailored her instruction to them. She had the
freedom to build upon the basics and designed instruction that acknowledged her students
“varieties of skills.” Whereas the standard and honors teachers were focused on developing their
students’ basic writing skills in order for them to pass the writing test or complete the research
paper, the seminar teachers were also preparing their students for future AP and college courses.
For Rachel, this translated into the need to empower her students to work independently as she
explained in her comparison of honors and seminar expectations:
They do a lot more scaffolding I think with some of their stuff than seminar really needs
to. I don’t want them to feel like they’re babied. And, so a lot of times with (honors), they
might get like, a chapter-by-chapter study guide for something, whereas I will probably
not give my students that most of the time because I expect them to just read it, come
back with their own questions… as opposed to me feeding them the questions and then
them coming up with the answers. I expect them to do it a little more organically.
Rachel expected her seminar students to take more responsibility for their learning and worried
that appropriating the “scaffolding” that was common in the honors classes would baby her
students too much. Interestingly, Margaret expressed the same concern as she described the ways
that she and Rachel had to handle some of the team materials:
Rachel and I together teach the top 10% out of the (class), so, using, or kind of adapting
similar handouts… I feel babies them too much. I don’t like using them…. Part of what I
want them to do is decide which material they should take down as notes rather than fillin-the-blank, or this is the PowerPoint, and…. you look for the key word… With my
kids, we’ve gone way beyond that.
Margaret’s description of the fill-in-the-blank handout and the PowerPoint slides were most
likely a reference to some of the research paper preparation materials concerning how to
paraphrase, summarize, and avoid plagiarism. While Margaret and Rachel were willing to be
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“team players” and utilize some of the handouts, Rachel admitted to using less “scaffolding” and
Margaret wanted to avoid “fill-in-the-blank,” “look-for-the-key-word” approaches to writing
instruction that would “baby” their students too much. Instead, they wanted their students to
develop more autonomy, to come back with their own questions and decide what material they
should write down. The distinction among levels was most evident in the contrast between Joy’s
standard class in which students painstakingly worked together through each sentence of a
sample writing test essay and Margaret’s class in which I overheard a student exclaim a few
months into the semester, “We have a writing test?!”
In the context of the tenth grade team, the seminar teachers had the most leeway to adapt
team handouts or choose not to use some of them because they had to keep their sights on the
upcoming AP course along with the tenth grade curriculum. Although the writing test and
Sophomore Project presented time burdens for the seminar teachers, they were less stressful
because the students needed much less preparation for the writing test, and many of the seminar
students reported having written one or more research papers in previous English classes. The
standard and honors teachers, on the other hand, faced the monumental task of preparing classes
full of struggling writers for a major research paper (which many students reported as their first)
as well as a high-stakes writing test (which presented a significant challenge for some students
who, according to some of the teachers, struggled to write a complete sentence at the beginning
of the year). This contrast may explain why, for instance, Joy felt more restricted by the team
collaboration than Rachel even though they had approximately the same amount of experience.
As a standard teacher, deciding to balk the team’s decisions about writing instruction carried
significant risk that her students might not pass the writing test or might not complete the
research paper at all. Rachel’s role as a seminar teacher allowed her to utilize and adapt the team
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materials that she wanted to use while marginalizing others with little risk of student failure due
to the students’ more advanced writing practices.
When compared to the comments about standard and seminar students, Leanne’s
commentary about her honors students was more aligned with those of the standard teachers. She
was also concerned with her students’ struggle with specific writing skills (i.e., organization) as
well as their negative attitudes about their writing abilities (i.e., students’ belief that bad
grammar equals bad writing). Leanne did not mention Margaret’s concern that her students’
abilities were hindered by the external demands on their time. Instead, Leanne indicated that her
students’ abilities may have been hindered by their lack of exposure to writing genres in
everyday life. She made this comment in the context of discussing the multigenre project and her
surprise that many of her students had never seen or written a postcard before. In contrast, both
Rachel and Margaret suggested that they did not have to teach the genres because their students
were all familiar with formats such as postcards and newspaper articles. This prompted Margaret
to call the entire multi-genre project “too middle school” for her students. Thus there was a fairly
large gap between many of Leanne’s honors students who had never seen a postcard and
Margaret’s perception that the postcard activity was too elementary for her students.
Writing assignments based on literature: personal or analytical. While the general
differences between the writing instruction practices of the standard and honors teachers (i.e.,
whole-class modeling followed by individual practice) and seminar teachers (i.e., autonomous
student practice and group/pair work) have been outlined thus far, the teachers’ approaches to
writing assignments based on literature revealed their priorities apart from team decisions. While
all five teachers utilized some form of writing in response to literature, they did not articulate a
“team position” on this issue, leaving those decisions up to individual teachers. Unlike many of
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the other writing assignments where there was some overlap in purpose and approach among all
of the teachers, there was a sharp division between the seminar teachers and the honors and
standard level teachers about how literature should be utilized in the context of writing
instruction. The honors and standard level teachers viewed literature-based writing assignments
as opportunities for students to express their personal reactions to texts and connect their own
experiences with what they were reading. For the seminar teachers, writing assignments based on
literature offered an opportunity for students to engage in higher-level critical thinking and
analysis that they felt was absent from pieces like the research paper and writing test. When I
asked Leanne about this distinction, she simply stated that other than the writing test, the honors
and standard classes do not do any analytical writing, but that “they do much more in seminar.”
She claimed that the honors and standard classes focus “a lot more on discussion… than writing”
when it comes to literary analysis.
In contrast to the structured and formulaic instructional approaches to the research paper
and writing test, the honors and standard level teachers seemed to gravitate toward more creative
writing assignments in conjunction with the literature that they taught. For Joy, whose primary
complaint about her writing instruction was that her students didn’t have enough opportunities to
write about what they thought and felt, literature-based writing was a chance for students to
“connect their own personal experiences to what they’re reading.” She did not want her students
to focus exclusively on “talk(ing) about themselves” or “just…talk(ing) about the character, but
the goal was that they could talk about both and make that connection.” For example, when her
students read Elie Wiesel’s Night, she asked them to write about a relationship in their own lives
that paralleled Elie’s challenging relationship with his father. Joy felt that this served to
“heighten the experience of the literature,” which was her primary goal with these assignments.
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In terms of their writing skills, Joy encouraged them to improve their “support and elaboration,”
but she avoided “kill(ing) them with grammar” so that they could “feel success in that without
getting a lot of points off because of their weaknesses in writing.”
While the team did not articulate a common approach to these assignments, the honors
and standard teachers did seem to share many of the same materials and activities. Kinsey and
Joy both talked about reader response journals for the book My Forbidden Face, and Joy and
Leanne both assigned a character memoir scrapbook in relation to their Holocaust unit and study
of Night. Like Joy, Kinsey also focused heavily with these types of assignments on the skills of
support and elaboration, saying that her students tended to “remain in generalities,” so she
“didn’t want just them to give me an answer without pulling out their book and backing it up
with some answers.” All three of the teachers seemed to focus on encouraging personal
responses to the literature that were backed up with textual evidence. Leanne went a bit further
than Kinsey and Joy in her discussion of journaling as a means to gauge students’ “emotional
reactions” to the “heavy” content of the curriculum. In addition to the goal of connecting with
the literature, she felt like the journaling helped her to know if her students were struggling under
the weight of “dark and depressing” material concerning the Holocaust, inequality in
Afghanistan, and genocide in Africa.
In contrast to the honors and standard teachers, the seminar teachers did not view
literature as a venue for personal reactions or expression. As seminar teachers, Rachel and
Margaret had the additional burden (on top of the research paper requirements and writing test
pressures) to prepare their students to take AP Language the following year as juniors. In their
interviews, they consistently linked this task with the challenge of pushing their students toward
higher-level critical thinking and analysis. For Rachel, this meant that writing in response to
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literature had to be more than “getting them to write about themselves,” but instead must “make
them think more critically” and demonstrate “how they think… and how well they understood
the text.” In Rachel’s class, for example, students wrote an essay comparing the stylistic
approaches of two short stories as well as a creative dialogue about the short story “Just Lather,
That’s All” by Hernando Tellez in which they imagined a dialogue between two characters who
did not have an opportunity to speak to one another in the actual story. One of these assignments
was a more traditional literary analysis while the other required students to demonstrate their
critical thinking skills in a creative form.
Margaret felt that this critical thinking piece was absent from the “vague” prompts of the
writing test where students had to write about “human rights” instead of writing about a “short
story… that, at least, would have some sort of analytical sense to it.” She explains that when
students analyzed a play, “they have to read into the dialogue” or figure out the “implied emotion
behind the words,” and this is a “sophisticated skill for this age group.” In Margaret’s class, for
instance, students wrote a character analysis about a character of their choice from Henrik
Ibsen’s A Doll’s House in which they had to determine whether or not a character changed over
the course of the play. In addition, Margaret must prepare her students for specific “pre-AP”
skills such as “incorporate(ing) literature devices in their writing” and explaining how the device
“explain(s) or define(s) meaning of the piece as a whole.” By honing students’ critical thinking
skills as well as preparing them for the particular forms of analysis they must accomplish in AP,
Rachel felt that their task was to “get (students) more prepared for… the next couple of years and
beyond.” In other words, the seminar teachers had to utilize every opportunity outside of the
research paper and writing test instruction to prepare their students for the rigors of AP and
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college courses. There was little room for personal responses or reactions to the text alongside
these demands.
In matters unrelated to the writing test or Sophomore Project, the team members had
much more autonomy in how to teach writing, and it was within the context of literature-based
writing assignments that the true divisions among the motives and tools of the standard/honors
teachers and the seminar teachers became most apparent. While the common, dominant writing
assignments (e.g., writing test preparation, research paper) were primarily informative, the
teachers gravitated toward either personal or analytical writing, but not both. The standard and
honors teachers wanted their students to build personal connections to the literature, while the
seminar teachers pushed their students to analyze the literature and articulate their thinking
through writing. While both approaches to writing about literature were valid and important in
their own right, the exclusion of any analytical writing for the standard and honors students
seemed to be based on a belief that higher-level thinking was the domain of the seminar students.
As Leanne explained, the standard and honors students never wrote a literary analysis; they only
discussed it orally. Interestingly, Leanne also shared that the writing test used to be a “critical
analysis of literature,” but she claimed that the current writing test was “much easier to teach
than the critical analysis was.” So is seemed that when the writing test no longer focused on
critical analysis, the standard and honors classes shifted their focus away from it as well.
Impact of the Class Level Setting on Revision Pedagogy
The teachers’ motives for instruction and the tools they appropriated were clearly
impacted by their perceptions of their students’ abilities, motivation, and attitudes. In the context
of revision, the standard students did not receive the same amount of revision instruction as their
honors and seminar peers after Kinsey and Joy decided to cancel the color-coding lesson when
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their students were unprepared. While this was ostensibly a logistical decision, the fact that the
standard students were not exposed to direct revision instruction at all may indicate that their
teachers did not believe that their students would benefit as much from the peer revision process
that the other teachers used. This was implied when Joy and Leanne both indicated that they did
the color-coding revision lesson with their honors classes but not with their standard classes.
Therefore, within the team context, the standard students’ only revision opportunity occurred
when they sat in the computer lab and made changes to their papers based upon their teachers’
comments. In chapter V, I will discuss these disparities further based upon the analysis of the
teachers’ comments on the students’ research papers.
Summary
The findings concerning the four key settings that had the most influence over the
teachers’ writing pedagogy revealed the complex motives that drove their decisions and the
justifications for the various tools that they appropriated to carry out instruction. Figure 4.7
reveals my interpretation of the most salient aspects of these contexts situated within the activity
theory model to demonstrate what was maximized while other forms of writing instruction, such
as revision, were minimized.
In terms of the origins of teachers’ writing philosophies and approaches, the most
influential factor seemed to be their lack of preparation in their teacher education programs. All
of the other factors that emerged prominently in their decisions (e.g., personal writing
experiences, personal school experiences, experiences in the classroom), while significant to
their instruction, were more pronounced in their decision-making because they did not have a
pedagogical foundation upon which to build their writing instruction. Without theory or
research-based writing instruction ideas, the teachers were left to piece together a writing
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curriculum that was based on traditional practices left over from past school experiences and
trial-and-error in the classroom. Further, this lack of preparation made the appropriation of
Leanne’s materials even more appealing because her experience and role as the team leader
seemed to position her as the authority on writing instruction on the team.
Tools:
- Writing test
- Research paper
Subjects:
- Lack of
writing
pedagogy
preparation

Rules:
-Writing test
formula
-Block schedule
-Research paper
genre

Objectives:
-Plan
-Organize
-Paraphrase

Community:
-State
-School
-PLC
-Class level

Division of Labor:
-Class level taught
-Leanne as PLC
leader

Figure 4.7. Activity theory model of salient factors within key settings.
The primary tools that the teachers utilized within their writing curriculum were the
writing test essay and the research paper, both of which represented very structured approaches
to writing. The “rules” associated with these two structured genres (i.e., planning requirements,
organizing according to the five-paragraph structure, and proper format and citations) also
informed the implicit objectives for student writing: planning, organizing, and (for the research
paper) paraphrasing. The pressure of the block schedule only served to solidify the focus on
these two genres because time was too limited to spend significant time with other genres.
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Finally, despite the team’s focus on using common instructional tools for major
assignments such as the writing test and research paper, the teachers had very different
perspectives about their students’ abilities and motivation within different class levels. The
standard teachers tended to focus on students’ deficiencies, while the seminar teachers blamed
external factors for most of their students’ shortcomings. Within the context of the common
assignments, this was evident through the complaints of the seminar teachers and students that
the research paper assignment did not necessarily challenge them to improve their writing.
Therefore, the highly structured handouts and approaches to both the writing test and research
paper seemed to be geared primarily toward the standard and honors level students who needed
more step-by-step guidance.
These findings provide a “big picture” perspective of the ways in which the key settings
in which the teachers taught writing as well as the teachers’ individual backgrounds influenced
their motives and instructional tools for writing pedagogy so that they maximized tools such as
the writing test and research paper, while minimizing other forms of writing and writing
instruction. In the next chapter, I will hone in on the revision practices of the team of teachers as
a collective subject in order to understand why and how practices as crucial to the writing process
as revision were overshadowed by these competing instructional demands.
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CHAPTER V:
ACTIVITY THEORY ANALYSIS OF TEACHERS’ REVISION PEDAGOGY DECISIONS
Overview
In the previous chapter, I examined the key settings that influenced the tenth grade
teachers’ decisions about writing instruction with a focus on the motives that governed those
decisions as well as the tools they utilized to achieve their writing pedagogy goals. While the
analysis of each of those contexts provided a necessary foundation concerning the factors that
impacted the teachers’ decisions about writing instruction, it is evident that those factors were
intertwined rather than isolated, interactive rather than causal. As discussed in chapter II, the
strength of the activity theory framework is that it avoids reductionism so that complex decisions
such as choosing a writing instruction approach cannot be oversimplified and causally linked to a
single factor such as the pressure of the writing test or the influence of the tenth grade team.
Instead, activity theory allows for a more nuanced consideration of the multitude of factors that
influence human activity, with an aim at determining how the interaction among these factors as
well as the inevitable contradictions and tensions contribute to particular outcomes.
Within the current study, activity theory provided a lens through which a teacher was
viewed as a dynamic, complex individual constantly navigating numerous spoken and unspoken
expectations and obstacles as she made decisions about what types of writing instruction would
be maximized and what would be minimized. Chapter IV examined the writing pedagogy
practices that were maximized within the dominant settings in order to understand why revision
pedagogy was minimized. The purpose of the current chapter is to analyze the revision practices
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of the tenth grade team as a whole with a focus on the motives that governed their actions and
the tools that were prioritized to achieve those goals.
While pedagogical practices are ultimately enacted in individual classrooms, Engestrom
(1999) argued that stopping at the level of individual activity “does not fully explicate the
societal and collaborative nature of (an individual’s) actions” by depicting “actions as events in a
collective activity system” (p. 30). If activity theory is only applied to individual actions, the
outcomes of those actions “appear very limited and situation bound” so that it “hides or obscures
the motive behind the actions” (p. 30). Thus the primary concern for the analysis of the collective
activity system is “what connects… individual actions to the collective activity” (p. 31). In other
words, analyzing the factors that influence one teacher’s revision pedagogy decisions may yield
some useful information, but it would only represent one isolated piece of a complex puzzle. The
opportunity to study five teachers who worked so closely in a team context made it impossible to
ignore the “collaborative nature of (an individual’s) actions,” and made an activity system
analysis imperative. Therefore this chapter will begin by providing an activity system analysis
of the five teachers in the larger collaborative context in which they taught with a focus on why
revision pedagogy was minimized.
Activity System Analysis of Tenth Grade English Teachers’ Revision Pedagogy
The purpose of this activity system analysis of revision was to determine how teachers
taught revision and why most of the teachers marginalized revision in their writing instruction
despite their belief in its capacity to improve student writing. In order to describe this more fully,
I will discuss the teachers’ revision pedagogy within the context of the activity theory model: the
teachers’ definitions of and commentary about revision (subject), the revision practices they
utilized individually and as a team (tools), their motives or goals for revision (objectives), the
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explicit and implicit expectations for revision within their various contexts (rules), the influence
of the team and other settings (community), the role of class level in their decisions and practices
surrounding revision (division of labor), and their perceptions of the outcomes of these practices
(outcome). In the outcomes section, I will also include the data from student reflections and
observations as a comparison to the teachers’ perceptions. I will conclude with an analysis of the
activity of revision pedagogy that demonstrates how the confluence of various factors produced
tensions and disequilibrium in the system as a whole. Figure 5.1 depicts the activity system as it
relates to revision pedagogy that I will reference throughout this chapter.

SUBJECTS:
-Joy (standard)
-Kinsey (standard)
-Leanne (honors)
-Margaret (seminar)
-Rachel (seminar)

TOOLS:
-teacher comments on rough drafts (all)
-circled grammar errors (all)
-peer editing (Rachel, Margaret, Leanne)
-read writing aloud (Margaret, Leanne)
-individual conferences (Rachel,
Margaret, Leanne)
-score writing samples (Margaret,
Leanne)
-color-coding (Leanne)
-comment evaluation chart (Leanne)
-editing website (Rachel)

RULES:
-Teachers will write comments on
rough drafts
-Teachers will only circle (not edit)
grammar errors
-Teachers will give specific
instructions to guide peer editing
-Teachers will use rubrics to evaluate
writing test essays and the research
paper
-Teachers will use “stamps” to
identify format or plagiarism issues
-Color-coding will be a common
revision strategy for the research
paper
-Teachers will align writing instruction
with the writing test focus on
planning and producing a first draft.

OUTCOME:
-Standard teachers dissatisfied with students’
revisions
-Honors teacher pleased with improvement
between drafts
-Seminar teachers somewhat pleased with
students’ revisions
-Student sample essays revealed that the
majority of teacher comments were focused on
surface-level corrections
-Student reflections indicated that the majority
of students perceived revision as fixing errors or
looking back over what they wrote

OBJECTIVES:
-improve content and mechanics of student writing
(all)
-raise student awareness of their writing (Rachel)
-teach students to question themselves (Leanne)
-teach students to think about their papers (Joy)

COMMUNITY:
th
-10 grade team
-state context
-school
-parents

DIVISION OF LABOR:
-seminar and honors: rely on peer editing
and individual conferences; students come
before or after school to discuss writing
-standard: no time for peer editing and
students do not come before or after school
for individual conferences

Figure 5.1. Activity system model of 10th grade team’s revision pedagogy
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Teachers’ Definitions of and Commentary about Revision (Subject)
The tenth grade teachers’ perspectives about revision were somewhat varied, but, with
the exception of Rachel, there was a common thread of guilt that revision was marginalized in
their writing instruction practices. Leanne’s joking response to my question about whether or not
revision was common practice in her class was especially revealing: “I would say typically no.
I’d like to be able to tell you yes, but I can’t lie to you, especially when you’re taping me.”
Rachel was the only teacher who described revision as a common practice in her class, while the
other teachers praised its value, and in the same breath lamented that they did not have time for
it.
Teachers’ narrow definitions of revision. The definitions that each teacher assigned to
the term “revision” were a necessary starting place to determine their own perceptions of what it
meant to revise writing prior to discussing the ways that they taught their students to revise.
Figure 5.2 reveals the definitions (including some further explanations) that each teacher
assigned to revision during their initial interviews.
Teacher

Joy

Kinsey

How would you define revision?
“I would define revision as looking at a rough draft… [with] my comments on it
or [students] can be revising it before they turn it in… to try and fix mistakes…
[and] make better drafts… So, some students, I’m hoping that they will just fix
some common grammar errors, because they are not going to notice the content
errors unless I am standing over them and explaining it. So grammar errors is
[sic] usually the first step that I’m hoping that they just get... I would like for
them, kind of second, to look at vocabulary and see how they can… make things
sound better. But I feel like the most important part is the content, but it’s just
really hard. If they don’t know the content, it’s really hard…. I don’t know… I
have trouble…”
“[Revision is]…addressing anything that they could do to improve their paper…
the quality of their paper…. I would stress that most importantly, I am concerned
with their revision of…content. So, if you’re missing details, that’s the most
important thing you need to do.”
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Leanne

Margaret

Rachel

“For revision, I would define it as editing. And for me editing is a very broad
category… not just editing for grammar, but editing in general. I will usually
show my students when we start to look at revision… I will pull out my National
Boards portfolio… and show them my process… because I tore myself up. I
would write something, type it out, and then just go through and totally rewrite
it… So for me, revision is literally just going back and I look for grammar first
and then we look for all kinds of other types of coherence issues and those types
of things.”
“[Revision is] proofreading… because I see it doing two jobs separately….So the
first thing I want them to do is read it word for word…. I don’t want them to sit
down and write an essay where they’re just trying to get their thoughts down and
it doesn’t matter what it looks like… I think at this level they should be able to do
[both].”
“[Revision is] taking an original piece of work and then going back and using
comments to make it more polished, or more finished, or better… For [seminar]
it’s a lot of grammar oopsies….and mostly content–figuring out how a paragraph
really needs to work together.”

Figure 5.2. Teachers’ definitions of revision.

An analysis of these definitions revealed that all five teachers conceptualized revision as
a task that occurred after a first draft was completed, and four of the five suggested that it
involved addressing grammar and content issues. Both Rachel and Joy indicated the importance
of comments (Joy said “teacher comments” while Rachel did not specify whether she meant
teacher or student comments) in prompting students’ revisions. Margaret and Leanne preferred
the words “edit” and “proofread,” with the implicit assumption that those words encompassed
more expansive approaches to improving writing than the term “revision.” Margaret believed
that “proofread” suggested that the students were simultaneously addressing content and stylistic
issues, and Leanne suggested that, for her, editing was “a very broad category” that required
more than “just editing for grammar” including looking for “coherence issues.” Leanne’s own
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example of revision involved “totally rewrit(ing)” her work, suggesting her perception of
revision as a comprehensive task.
Most of the teachers indicated that revision of content was a higher priority than surfacelevel corrections of grammar or vocabulary. However, the teachers’ descriptions of content did
not reflect a consistent perception among the group of what that entailed. Rachel and Leanne
both associated it with coherence issues, and Kinsey’s example was students “missing details.”
Margaret linked content to students “get[ting] their thoughts down. While Joy did not define
content, she was the only one who suggested that while she felt like the “most important part”
was content issues, she found it “really hard” to help her students address them. She explained
that for “some students,” her hope was just that they would “fix some common grammar errors”
because they would not recognize the content errors unless she was “standing over them and
explaining it.” Therefore, she presented content revisions as a higher-order skill that she
struggled to teach because her students needed so much individual help with them.
While all of the teachers indicated that they understood revision as more than merely
correcting surface-errors and most of them suggested that focusing on content issues was their
priority, their definitions did not suggest that revision was more than the final stage in a linear
writing process. Rachel used the words “polished” and “finished” in her definition, and the other
teachers articulated processes that assumed the presence of a completed first draft. None of the
teachers articulated more complex perspectives such as that suggested by Fitzgerald (1987) of
revision as a recursive act that occurs throughout the writing process and could happen in the
writer’s mind before the words are on paper or during the composing process itself.
When I asked the teachers about the revision practices they utilized in their classrooms,
all of them focused first on the revision that occurred between the first and second draft of the
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research paper that was based primarily on teacher comments, and for Leanne and Margaret on
peer editing as well. The teacher comments, peer editing, and even the online editing tool that
Rachel utilized were all implemented after the first draft was written. This narrow
conceptualization of revision by all five of the teachers may explain why they did not identify
practices such as working with students individually in the midst of their first drafts as a revision
practice. Further, the teachers’ perception of revision as the final, “polishing” stage of the writing
process may have overshadowed their beliefs about prioritizing content revisions in their
comments on student papers, as will be evidenced in the analysis of their comments.
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ definitions of revision. While the teachers’
definitions of revision were oversimplified in comparison to the complex perception of revision
that is pervasive in writing research (Fitzgerald, 1987; McCutchen, 2006), they believed that
their students’ definitions were even more basic. Figure 5.3 represents the teachers’ responses
when I asked them how they thought their students would define revision.

Teacher

How do you think your students would define revision?

Joy
Kinsey

Leanne

“reading over their paper once”
“making it better”
“fixing what she told me to fix”
“adding in the things I left out”
“glancing over their paper to see if they could find a grammar error or two”

Margaret

“correcting mistakes”

Rachel

“(Their teacher) being mean to them”
“…really hard”
“(My teacher) making them go back and make their work better”

Figure 5.3. Teachers’ perceptions of students’ definitions of revision.
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All of the teachers except for Rachel used words or phrases that suggested a casual
process of addressing minor errors such as “glancing over,” “reading over,” “correcting,” or
“fixing.” Another interesting element within these definitions was Rachel’s and Kinsey’s
assumption that students viewed revision as teacher-mandated, something that students were
made to do by their teachers. Although Rachel’s tone during this part of the discussion was
jovial, her suggestion that her students saw her revision requirements as “mean” and something
that she was “making them go back” and accomplish implied that her students did not view
revision positively. Similarly, one of Kinsey’s suggested student definitions was “fixing what she
told me to fix,” which also portrayed revision is a top-down practice directed by the teacher
toward the student, an unwelcome requirement rather than a co-constructive approach to
improving student writing.
While the teachers thought their students had limited understanding of the revision
process, I never observed any of them trying to change or expand that definition through
instruction. All five teachers claimed a belief in revision as a multifaceted approach which
included making changes to grammar, style, and content. However, the teachers assumed that
their students believed that revision was (a) superficial, (b) teacher-mandated, or (c) cursory, and
they did not follow this commentary with any suggestions for how they were attempting to
expand these limited perceptions. My interpretation of this inconsistency was that the teachers
themselves struggled to articulate what revision entailed, so this constrained the way they taught
revision in the classroom.
Teachers’ commentary about revision: Revision pedagogy on the backburner.
Margaret, Joy, and Leanne all admitted that revision was not a typical part of the writing process
for their students. They all suggested that time was the primary culprit for this omission, and they
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struggled to incorporate it in the midst of other curricular demands. Margaret explained that her
typical process was to give students feedback on their papers and give them a grade, and with the
new block schedule, there was even less time for revision than usual. Similarly, Joy had to place
revision on the “backburner” in her planning because she did not have enough time to do it. She
also admitted that her own background in revision pedagogy was weak:
I never had a lot of teaching on revision, and unfortunately, I feel like time-wise and in
the high school setting right now, it’s hard to do revision. So that usually takes a
backburner, and then having some sort of finished product that isn’t perfect, but that
they’ve hopefully revised on their own… if they’re a good class.
Joy acknowledged that she did not feel comfortable teaching revision due to her lack of revision
instruction, and that insecurity compounded with time constraints placed revision on the
“backburner” of her writing instruction. Because it was on the backburner, Joy was left with a
faint hope that the “good” classes would revise on their own without any particular revision
instruction. Further, Joy’s commentary implied that even if she had time for revision, she would
be unprepared to teach it.
Rachel was the only teacher who indicated that revision was a common part of her
writing instruction, claiming that her students revised often using several different practices. It is
interesting to note that Rachel was also currently teaching two newspaper courses in which she
claimed that her students were required to revise four times per story. Because her newspaper
students were writing for a different purpose and a different audience, she explained that these
revisions were primarily technical rather than the “holistic” revisions in her seminar class. This
additional role as the journalism teacher in a context in which revision was both common and
necessary for the school newspaper to be published seemed to influence Rachel’s belief that
revision was a necessary part of her seminar students’ writing as well.
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Futility of revision instruction. Kinsey claimed that her students revised about half of the
papers they wrote, but she expressed doubts about the efficacy of the different practices that she
had attempted with her students. For example, she felt that peer editing was a particular
challenge with her standard students because they struggled to identify their peers’ mistakes.
This particular concern highlighted Kinsey’s own orientation toward revision as mistake-finding
rather than addressing more complex issues of meaning or organization. For this reason, she did
not believe that the time spent with peer editing helped to improve student writing. Kinsey also
described her struggle with giving effective feedback on student essays:
I’ve minimized comments in general because I’ve found that students….very quickly
glance and they don’t pay tons of attention to it… I’ve gotten away from correcting
things for kids because I’ve recognized at some point that it was totally useless…
Ultimately I’m not sure how to help them become better spellers or how to know how to
use commas better.
Kinsey admitted that she changed her revision practices in response to her students, indicating
that she was not going to spend excessive time making comments that her students were not
going to read or correct minor errors for students when they should do the work themselves. She
also felt inadequate to help her students improve in their basic grammar and spelling practices.
Kinsey’s commentary revealed a teacher who desired to incorporate revision practices such as
peer editing or more instructive teacher comments, but her focus on students’ deficits (i.e., lower
writing levels and low motivation) constrained her approach to revision. Joy expressed a similar
concern about her standard students, indicating that she rarely saw improvement as a result of
revision in her standard students’ writing. She, too, doubted that the process was worth the time
and effort that she expended making comments, complaining that her standard students just
wanted her to fix their mistakes for them. Neither of the teachers explored different methods to
figure out how to help students approach revision differently, so the combination of their limited
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understanding of revision and deficit perspective of student abilities influenced their
abandonment of more complex approaches to revision.
Revision and the paperload: “After grading them, I don’t even want to touch them
anymore.” The standard and honors teachers (Joy, Kinsey, and Leanne) explained that the
concept of revision for them represented an additional burden on top of an overwhelming paper
load. They each discussed their feelings of exhaustion or weariness by the time students had
completed their first drafts. A comparison of the three comments was striking:
Joy: Part of it is… after grading them, I don’t even want to touch them anymore… And
so that’s partly my fault…
Kinsey: … by the time you get them to produce an essay, they’re so exhausted and I’m
so exhausted that, you know, it sits there and (then) finally gets graded…
Leanne (discussing her own writing process): … because once you’ve planned, and once
you’ve written, and once you’ve graded or peer edited or whatever, you’re just ready to
be done with it… And if you’re ready to be done with it, you know the students are ready
to be done with it.
Because the teachers viewed revision solely in the context of the final stage of a linear writing
process, the idea of revision from a practical perspective represented additional grading. If the
students wrote several revised drafts, the teachers had to grade additional drafts. For Leanne, this
practical concern produced tension with her own personal convictions about effective writing:
I really value the revision process for myself personally as a writer… I mean…
everything that I write, I always go through the process… I write professionally for the
Holocaust Museum as well, and… I would never turn something into them that I had not
edited and revised.
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Leanne explained the disparity between her personal conviction and her teaching decisions about
revision by recalling a year when she allowed students to revise “every single thing they did.”
According to Leanne, “the grading alone was unbelievable… because (she) was re-reading
everything and looking for everything” until she could not keep it up anymore. As a result, she
decided to focus on revision primarily for the research paper, but she still worried that this
occurred too late in the semester to be beneficial for students. Leanne’s commentary revealed the
extent to which she shouldered the “burden” of revision, in the form of comments on papers, for
her students so that there was little expectation for students to revise independently.
While it was difficult to pinpoint reasons that the standard and honors teachers would
express more exhaustion after completing the writing process with their students than the
seminar teachers, their collective perception of revision as a burdensome final step for both
teachers and students was significant. However, because all three of these teachers suggested that
their students had a cursory or superficial perception of revision, it was not surprising that they
would not look forward to grading the revised drafts that their students submitted. If, as the
teachers suspected, their students were only “glancing over their paper(s)” to “find a grammar
error or two” or “fixing what she told me to fix,” then grading additional drafts would be a
tedious process of searching for minor corrections. These teachers seemed to understand that
revision was “important” due to their persistence in making comments on student drafts each
year, but their perception of the tedious, exhausting nature of revision indicated that they did not
embrace its value or potential for significantly improving student writing.
Instructional Approaches to Revision (Tools)
Despite these various perspectives on the challenges of revision pedagogy, the tenth
grade team did agree to include revision as part of the research paper requirements, so revision
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was an official part of the tenth grade writing curriculum. At the very least, all students were
required to revise at least one formal writing assignment during the semester. Therefore, even the
teachers who did not typically focus on revision employed some revision tools. It is important to
note that in the current study I identified “revision tools” as any practice that encouraged or
facilitated students’ revision. For example, teachers’ writing feedback on student essays was not
necessarily a revision “act,” but it encouraged and facilitated student revision, so it was included.
Similarly, the writing rubrics the teachers used to grade the research papers were not direct
revision tools, but they communicated what the teachers prioritized about the research paper,
thus having the potential to influence both teacher comments and student revisions.
Team Approaches to Revision Pedagogy
Among all five teachers, there were three common approaches to revision instruction: (1)
circled (or highlighted) grammar errors on research paper rough drafts with no explanations; (2)
teacher comments on research paper rough drafts; and (3) detailed rubrics for the rough draft of
the research paper13. After discussing each of these three approaches as well as additional
revision approaches used by individual teachers, I will provide an analysis of the teachers’
comments and markings on 48 students’ rough drafts. For these student writing samples, I chose
to focus exclusively on the teachers’ comments and markings as revision tools without analyzing
the actual changes that students made in their drafts. As suggested in chapter III, I chose not to
analyze students’ revisions for the following reasons:
(1)

The focus of my study was on teachers’ decisions concerning revision
instruction rather than students’ actual revision practices.

13

There was also a detailed rubric for the final draft, but it was not considered a tool of revision because students
were not allowed to make changes once the final draft was graded. However, I will compare the rough and final
draft rubrics in order to demonstrate the contradictions between what the teachers prioritized in each rubric in
terms of effective writing.
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(2)

Students’ choices about what revisions to make and how to make them may
have been influenced by numerous factors beyond the teachers’ comments
alone (e.g., student motivation, help from the teacher after school, help from a
parent at home, help from another student). Thus analyzing student revisions
based primarily upon teacher comments would contradict my activity theory
framework by suggesting a direct, causal relationship between teacher
comments and student revisions that would oversimplify the complex
contextual factors in which the student made those revisions.

Marking grammar and mechanics errors: “Trying to take the work off of us.”
According to Kinsey, the team made a decision prior to beginning of the year to circle or
highlight grammar or mechanics errors rather than correcting them for students: “We as a team
last year changed our approach because most of us were correcting everything for the kids and
we changed that… and are trying to take the work off of us and put it more on the kids.”
Whether they circled the errors, highlighted them, or wrote an “x” next to the line with the error
(a practice suggested by Kinsey and Margaret), the priority was for students to look back at the
error and determine what the problem was and how to fix it. The tenth grade team taught
grammar through daily grammar practices that included teaching a rule each Monday and then a
daily application of the rule within a sentence each of the remaining days of the week. Therefore,
they expected students to refer back to their daily grammar handouts or ask their teacher if they
had a question about how or what to fix in their papers. Rachel explained that this approach was
“good for (students) because they actually have to sit down and figure out what it is. And if they
don’t know… they can come and we can talk about it.” According to Rachel, this process was
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more than just seeing if students could apply their understanding of correct grammar; she
believed it raised their awareness about their writing:
It makes them go, “I don’t know what that means. Let me go back and read it again.” So
it’s a way to make them a lot more aware of what they’re writing as opposed to being
like, “What is that?” And then just me telling them and then them not learning.
Based upon their interview data, the teachers were in agreement that placing more responsibility
on the students for making grammar corrections was preferable to merely making the corrections
for them. My analysis of the sample of student research papers from each class confirmed that
this strategy was prevalent among four of the five teachers, with Margaret marking fewer
grammar or mechanics errors. For the standard and honors teachers, these circled grammar errors
were the most common markings on the papers overall, while Rachel’s comments or markings
were primarily written comments concerning both grammar and content.
Margaret’s students’ research papers were somewhat distinct from the rest in that she
seemed to rely on students (peer editors) to focus on grammar while she focused on content
issues. While she circled some grammar errors, she seemed to ignore other grammar issues in
favor of addressing issues of content or style. For example, one of her high-achieving student’s
essays included the following sentence in the rough draft: “Animal Experimentation can also be
useful for the world though, in the way that it is believed that it has saved lives before.”
Although Margaret wrote “re-write” next to the sentence to encourage her to reword, she did not
circle or acknowledge the unnecessary capitalization of “Experimentation,” the unusual
placement of “though” in the clause, or the wordiness of the second clause. Even so, she still
used the circle method in papers that had consistent grammar errors. In one of the papers that
Margaret labeled a “middle” paper, the following run-on sentence was not marked: “The great
white shark is known to be the apex predator of the sea, when a feeding great white is observed,
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this statement is proved true.” These examples could be dismissed as errors that Margaret merely
overlooked, but that would seem more plausible if they were situated in the context of many
other grammar or mechanics errors that were identified. However, in comparison to all of the
other sample tenth grade essays, Margaret’s class had the fewest circled errors, suggesting that
she did not prioritize grammatical correctness as much as her colleagues for the research paper.
This was unexpected concerning her interview commentary suggesting her harsh approach to
grading grammar. My interpretation of this inconsistency was that Margaret was more concerned
with formatting issues for the research paper, so she prioritized those issues in her comments for
that particular genre.
Teacher Comments on Research Paper Rough Drafts
One of the primary practices for encouraging revision among all five teachers was
providing comments on rough drafts that students should address in their final drafts. My
observations revealed that, even compared with other forms of revision instruction, these
comments were the primary means through which the teachers gave individualized revision
instruction. Further, all the students in the two classes (one standard and one honors) that I
observed actually making their revisions on their computers during class did so using the
teachers’ comments as the guide for the changes they made. Therefore, my analysis of the
teachers’ commenting patterns emerged as the primary litmus test for what they prioritized about
student revisions. (See Appendix I for a sample student paper from each teacher’s class.)
I will begin by presenting the teachers’ perceptions about the comments they utilized
most often and their justification for these choices. Then I will compare those perceptions to the
actual data on teacher comments from a sample set of student papers from each of their classes
before discussing what the patterns revealed about the nature of revision instruction. As a group,
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the teachers suggested that their comments were typically focused on content or stylistic issues
rather than grammar or mechanics issues. When I asked the teachers in their interviews to
discuss any patterns that they had noticed in the feedback that they gave to students, their
responses were divided according to the class level that they taught. As discussed previously, the
standard and honors teachers’ writing instruction practices were closely aligned, so I have
grouped their responses together, noting any minor differences that arose between the two levels
when necessary.
Standard and honors teachers’ perceptions of comments: d, awk, coherence, clarify!
In the standard and honors classes, the teachers consistently mentioned writing words such as
“details” (sometimes abbreviated as a circled capital D), “awkward” (“awk”), “coherence,” or
“clarify.” They all focused on making abbreviated or minimal comments for various reasons.
Leanne suggested that time was the primary reason that she used abbreviations and stamps rather
than writing longer comments to her students. Leanne and Joy also shared a concern that too
many comments might overwhelm their students, so they tried to limit their suggestions with Joy
focusing on two issues per student. Kinsey’s reluctance to write more detailed comments was
based upon her belief that her students did not take advantage of her comments to improve their
writing. For this reason, she admitted to writing more in-depth comments for students who she
believed were most likely to appreciate them and apply them in their writing.
Seminar teachers’ perception of comments: “See me.” While Margaret and Rachel did
suggest typical comments such as “awkward” and “need for elaboration,” they both included
more comments that were intended to provoke one-on-one discussion with students during a free
moment in class or before or after school. This proved to be a significant difference from the
standard teachers because, according to Margaret and Rachel, their seminar students routinely
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came to ask them questions outside of class time or even during class. Rachel said that her
students would “ask immediately” if they did not understand a comment or suggestion, and
Margaret said that when she wrote “see me” on a students’ paper, “They’ll come… They always
do.” In contrast Joy and Kinsey lamented that their students needed significant help with content,
but they were reluctant to come before or after school to work individually with them. While
Leanne’s approach was more aligned with Joy and Kinsey’s in terms of the types of comments
she made, her process after comments were made bridged the gap between the two levels.
Honors teacher’s perception of comments: Student accountability chart. To hold
students accountable for addressing her comments so that they “don’t just look at the grade when
(she) hand(s) it back to them,” Leanne reported using an evaluation chart in which her students
had to respond to her comments. This also provided opportunities for individual conferences:
I have a chart where they fill in, “What did (my teacher) say about this essay? Do I have
questions? Do I want to go ask her? If I had a question to ask her, what would I do?”
And… they put it down… So even… if they’re uncomfortable coming and asking me the
question, I have them turn in the sheet and if they have a question, I’ll pull them aside
before or after class and go, “I… saw you had this question about…why do you keep
saying I need more details, what can I do to get more details because I’m not making my
points thoroughly enough.” And we’ll have that individual conversation.
Using this practice, Leanne avoided feeling that writing comments was an exercise in futility, as
Kinsey and Joy reported feeling, and she also used student responses and questions to prompt
one-on-one discussions that were focused on particular issues in student writing.
Analysis of Teachers’ Comments on Research Paper Rough Drafts
While I did not have the opportunity to observe the individual conferences that happened
before or after school or those that happened between classes, my analysis of the teachers’
comments on the students’ research papers revealed findings that were both consistent and
inconsistent with the teacher interview data. Table 5.1 displays the patterns of first draft
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markings, comments, questions, and customized team “stamps”14 used by each of the five
teachers. As discussed in chapter III, I translated Yagelski’s (1995) coding scheme for student
revisions into a coding scheme for teacher comments based on the type of revision that the
marking, comment, or question would require of the student. Although there were many forms of
markings (e.g., circles, arrows, comments, questions), I will refer to all revision suggestions
collectively as “comments” for the sake of brevity. Therefore, the teacher comments were
analyzed and divided into the following categories: surface changes (e.g., grammar, spelling,
format issues, and corrections on bibliographic format), stylistic changes (e.g., meaningpreserving substitutions, additions, deletions), structural changes (e.g., organization within
paragraphs or within the essay, moving or creating paragraphs), and content-related changes
(e.g., addition of new material, deleting material, or changing an idea). For further details
concerning each of these categories, see Appendix H. For the full coding chart of the analysis of
teacher comments, see Appendix J.
I focused solely on first-draft comments because those were the comments that the
students utilized to make their revisions for the final draft. In addition, I chose to collapse the
format and bibliography concerns into the same sub-category under surface comments due to the
fact that most of the formatting concerns for the research paper were related to the requirements
of MLA style. Within “stylistic comments,” I merged the “additions” and “substitutions” subcategories because the teachers’ additions and substitutions consistently focused on the same
goal of improving sentence clarity. The customized stamps that the teachers bought for the

14

The tenth grade team created customized stamps to improve grading efficiency that addressed common format
or bibliography issues based upon the teachers’ past grading experiences (e.g., PARENTHETICAL DOCUMENTATION
NEEDED HERE, PLAGIARIZED!!! Fix or you FAIL!, Use Correct MLA Format, Only Double-Space!!).
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Table 5.1
Summary of Teacher Comment Types on Student Essays
Teacher

Surface
Comments/
Markings
#
%

Stylistic
Comments

Structural
Comments

#

%

#

%

ContentRelated
Comments
#
%

Total

Joy

353

78%

43

10%

0

0%

55

12%

451

Kinsey

391

75%

98

19%

4

1%

28

5%

521

Leanne

430

77%

82

15%

3

0.5%

44

8%

559

Margaret

74

63%

20

17%

3

3%

20

17%

117

Rachel

551

56%

246

25%

19

2%

170

17%

986

Total

1,799

68%

489

19%

29

1%

317

12%

2,634

#

purpose of improving grading efficiency were included in the “surface comments” section
because all of the stamps focused on format or bibliography issues. Aside from these
adjustments, the other sub-categories emerged as predominant patterns within individual
teachers’ commenting practices and among the teachers as a group.
The analysis of the tenth grade teachers’ comments on the research paper first drafts
revealed three key findings concerning their priorities for students’ revisions: (1) maximization
of surface-level revisions, (2) dearth of comments concerning structural changes, and (3)
minimization of content-level, meaning-based suggestions.
Maximization of surface-level comments. Because all of the teachers suggested that
they viewed revision as a process that involved both content and mechanical changes, I was
particularly interested in the extent to which their comments on student papers would reflect this
balance of concerns. The analysis of the teachers’ comments revealed that all five teachers
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collectively devoted 68% of their comments and markings to mechanical, format, or
bibliographic concerns. For the standard and honors teachers, the percentage of surface-level
markings or comments ranged from 75-78% of their total comments, with 89-91% of those
markings devoted to grammar or spelling. The two seminar teachers, however, had lower
percentages of surface-level markings (56% for Rachel and 63% for Margaret), and their
approaches to surface-level comments were distinct from one another and from the rest of the
teachers.
In general, the two seminar teachers seemed to value comments differently, with Rachel
relying heavily on comments (986 comments for 10 papers) and Margaret using comments
sparingly (117 comments for 10 papers). While their percentage of content-related comments
was the same (17%), Margaret focused more on surface-level concerns (63% compared to 56%)
and Rachel utilized more stylistic comments (25% compared to 17%). Within the surface-level
comments, however, the teachers diverged significantly in their focus. Rachel devoted 80% of
her surface-level markings to grammar or spelling, while only 25% of Margaret’s markings were
grammar-related. The majority of Margaret’s surface-level comments or markings were related
to the format or bibliography corrections. On average, she only identified 1.9 grammar or
spelling errors per paper, a significant difference from Rachel’s average of 44.4 per paper.
However, the students in Margaret’s class did focus on grammar in their peer editing before they
submitted them, so it is possible that Margaret relied on her students to catch some of the minor
grammar errors while she focused on citation or format issues. Either way, one would expect that
an obvious lack of focus on grammatical concerns would signal an increased focus on meaningbased changes. Instead, Margaret chose to focus her first draft comments on format or citation
issues, devoting 47% of all of her comments to those surface-level concerns. This was a
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surprising departure from Margaret’s interviews in which she claimed to grade grammar errors
harshly and did not mention placing a high priority on form or bibliographic concerns; however,
as suggested previously, the genre of the research paper may have influenced her decisions about
commenting.
Dearth of comments concerning structural changes. In stark contrast to the prevalence
of surface-level comments among the teachers was the dearth of comments (1% of the teachers’
collective comments) encouraging students to make structural changes to their papers. Per
Yagelski’s (1995) framework, these changes would involve reorganizing within paragraphs or
the paper as a whole, moving paragraphs, or creating paragraphs from existing ones. While
structural changes did not imply the addition of new content, they represented a process of
rethinking the logic of the order within a paragraph or the paper. The standard and honors
teachers had the lowest percentages of structural comments, with Joy not making any comments
about reorganization, and Leanne and Kinsey devoting 0.5% and 1% respectively of their overall
comments to making these types of comments. While Rachel had the most structural comments
with 19, that still represented only 2% of her overall comments. Margaret had the highest
percentage with 3% of her overall comments, but that only represented three total comments
about structure among the ten essays she graded.
While this may appear to be an oversight by teachers who focused heavily on surfacelevel concerns, it was more likely due to the intense focus on organization and structure during
the prewriting and drafting phases of the research paper. Because the tenth grade team utilized a
series of detailed handouts that were intended to help students organize their research papers
down to the requirements of each sentence (e.g., hook, link, thesis), it was less likely that
students’ papers would require significant restructuring of their content once they had translated
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those detailed outlines to a rough draft. Based on the research paper handouts, observation of
whole-class instruction modeling the outline, and some of the teachers’ interview data (e.g.,
Leanne’s high priority on organization), it is unlikely that the lack of structural comments on
students’ papers was due to the fact that the teachers did not value the importance of effective
organization. Rather, the gap in structural comments was likely a reflection of the maximization
of organization instruction prior to students’ submitting their first drafts. In other words, the
students were required to organize their content using the research paper outline (which the
teachers also graded), so the teachers either (a) chose to focus on other writing issues that they
had not prioritized in class and/or (b) believed that most of their students’ essays were already
logically organized.
Minimization of content-level, meaning-based suggestions. The vast majority of the
teachers’ written comments that extended beyond single words such as “awkward” or “fragment”
were content-related comments in which the teachers encouraged students to add or delete details
to develop their subject or clarify an idea. Within Yagelski’s (1995) coding scheme, these
content-level suggestions also include encouraging a student to change their position on a subject
or argue a different point. These types of changes would qualify as changes in meaning
according to Faigley and Witte’s (1981) revision taxonomy, in contrast to the “meaningpreserving” changes of the other three categories. My analysis of the teachers’ comments
revealed that meaning-preserving comments far outweighed the content-level changes in
meaning with the standard and honors teachers devoting between 5-12% of their overall revision
comments to them and the seminar teachers each devoting only 17% of their comments to
meaning-changing suggestions. For all of the teachers, the most common meaning-changing
approach was a question or comment prompting further details. These questions ranged from a
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simple “how?” or “which one?” in response to a student’s factual statement to more detailed
questions such as Rachel’s: “Why are all of these figures important to the Renaissance?” The
majority of these comments or questions were intended to challenge students to provide more
details about their topics and include more information from their research. Other common
content-related comments included questions encouraging students to improve (or write for the
first time) their introductions or conclusions and for students to avoid stating opinions without
factual support to back them up. Rachel devoted 36% of her content-related comments to
reminding students to avoid giving their own opinions in a research paper. This was the most
consistent pattern among all of her written comments. I added the “critique of content” category
to represent a critical comment (e.g., “Too much dependency on one source”) that was intended
to encourage the student to add or delete material to correct the problem.
Despite the variety of comments within this category, they were still few and far between
in comparison to the meaning-preserving comments or markings that the teachers made. Table
5.2 reveals the comparison of meaning-preserving versus meaning-changing comments based on
the average number per student.
On average, 87% of the teachers’ comments on each student’s paper encouraged
meaning-preserving changes, while only 13% encouraged meaning-changing revisions. For Joy’s
students, 95% of the comments they received focused on issues of grammar, format, or style.
While it would be irrational to claim that all comments and markings are created equal, that a
circle for a missed comma carries the same weight as a lengthy question about the validity of a
claim, the tremendous discrepancy between the two categories must be considered in terms of
what it communicated to the student about the revision process. For instance, if one of Kinsey’s
students received a paper back that had 58 markings or comments on it, but only three of those
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Table 5.2
Comparison of Meaning-preserving and Meaning-changing Comments per Student
Total
Comments
Teacher

(avg. per
student)

Meaning-Preserving
Comments/Markings
(avg. per student)

Percent
of Total

Meaning-Changing
Comments/Markings
(avg. per student)

Percent
of Total

Joy

50

44

88%

6

12%

Kinsey

58

55

95%

3

5%

Leanne

56

52

93%

4

7%

Margaret

12

10

83%

2

17%

Rachel

99

82

83%

17

17%

55

48

87%

7

13%

Overall

comments encouraged him to add details or reconsider his ideas, he could feasibly address 95%
of her comments without revising the actual content of his paper. Even if the teachers did intend
to prioritize these content concerns over and above the surface-level or stylistic concerns, there
was no indication on students’ papers or in my observations of students making revisions that
students should prioritize matters of content. In fact, during my observation of Kinsey’s students
making their revisions in the library, she gave them three reminders as they got started:
(1) “If there is any issue with plagiarism in you final drafts, you will get a zero.”
(2) “(It) needs to be at least two pages in length or you can’t get anything above a C.”
(3) “There shouldn’t be any grammar errors that I have marked. If you don’t know what
my markings mean, ask questions.”
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Kinsey indicated that her priorities for their revisions were avoiding plagiarism, writing a
sufficient amount, and correcting grammar errors. She did not mention anything about content
issues in her instructions, and my interactions with students throughout that block period
indicated that their primary “revisions” involved methodically correcting grammar errors that
Kinsey marked on their papers. Only two students that I spoke with spent time addressing
content by adding a concluding paragraph to their papers. These students were the exceptions in
a class in which most students’ concerns about revisions mirrored Kinsey’s priority (through her
comments and class instructions) on surface-level features.
Similarly, when Leanne’s students were making their revisions in class, she told them, “If
you have plagiarism issues, that is your top priority.” From a practical standpoint, this made
sense because the students would get a zero on the paper if they did not address plagiarism
issues; however, Leanne never mentioned that students should focus on meaning-based issues at
all. This omission indicated that issues of plagiarism came first, and after that, students should
just address the remainder of the teacher comments as if they were valued equally. The data from
these two instances of in-class revisions along with the analysis of teachers’ comments on
students’ papers revealed that the teachers’ revision expectations were dominated by surfacelevel and stylistic concerns over and above issues of content or meaning.
Comparison of Revision Comments among Class Levels
While a large-scale analysis of all of the teachers’ comments was necessary to reveal the
dominant focus on surface-level concerns, a closer examination of the content of the comments
themselves revealed that there were marked differences in the types of comments that the
standard and honors students received in comparison to the seminar students. In general, the
standard and honors students were more likely to see abbreviations and one-word questions
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throughout their papers while the seminar students received more thorough, detailed comments
or questions that were more specific to their particular topics.
Standard and honors teachers’ comments: Focus on efficiency. When they sought
further details, the standard and honors teachers asked more of the same types of basic questions
(e.g., who, what, how, why). For example, in one of Joy’s student’s essays about September 11th,
Joy wrote “who” next to the clause “they new [sic] it was terrorist Osama Bid Laden” in order to
determine the missing antecedent for “they.” In other words, these questions were not often used
to solicit higher order thinking; instead, they were intended to point out necessary details that
were absent from the first draft. Additionally, one of the trademark features of the standard and
honors teachers’ comments was their consistent use of the abbreviation “awk” for “awkward”
and the prevalence of abbreviated words in general (e.g., “WC,” “D,” “T,”). The majority of their
non-grammatical markings were abbreviated words that suggested common errors among all of
the students. This was consistent with the standard and honors teachers’ interview data
concerning the comments that they typically made on student papers and some of their fears
about the futility of spending too much time making comments if students were not going to use
them.
My observations and interactions with students revealed that many of them did not
understand what some of the abbreviations meant or how to address them. For example, the
abbreviation “awk” for “awkward” was one of the most prevalent comments among the standard
and honors teachers, and students revealed that they struggled to understand this vague directive.
I overheard one of Leanne’s students asking what “awk” meant when he received his paper back
in class, and when I walked around when students were making their revisions in the computer
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lab, two different students said they didn’t know how to improve a sentence marked as
“awkward.”
Similarly, I walked around helping Kinsey’s students while they were completing their
revisions, and many of them did not know what “awk” meant; however, I noticed that once I
explained it, they did not have much trouble rewording their sentences to make them clearer.
While “frag” (“fragment”) was a less common comment on the student samples, this directive
also seemed to be difficult for the students that I observed in both Leanne’s and Kinsey’s classes
who struggled to understand what made the sentence a fragment in the first place. When I asked
students in Kinsey’s class what “frag” meant, one student said the sentence was “too long” and
another called it a “run-on.” The students’ confusion indicated that (1) the daily grammar warmups were not translating to their writing, (2) the teachers were not spending enough time
instructing students about the meaning of their comments and what to do with them, or (3) the
students who were confused had not absorbed the instruction on these issues if it was presented
in class. Therefore Kinsey’s fears about the futility of making numerous comments on student
papers may have been founded, but the reasons may have had more to do with a lack of effective
revision instruction than mere student deficiencies.
Seminar teachers’ comments: Detailed and varied. What separated the seminar
teachers’ comments from the standard and honors’ teachers was the fact that many of their
comments, ranging from surface-level concerns with citations to stylistic or content concerns,
were individualized, detailed comments. It was much more challenging to trace patterns of
comments among the seminar teachers because they tended to vary their comments to address
each student’s particular issues. For instance, Margaret wrote the following note at the end of
one of her student’s essays:
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Sarah, Very interesting, but full of technical errors. Your work cited page is very
confusing, and I can’t link your text w/ work cited. Come talk to me if you need help.
Her comment addressed the student by name, complimented her writing by calling it interesting
and then addressed the surface-level concerns that she felt were most problematic. However,
rather than merely writing “incorrect format” on the works cited page, Margaret explained the
problem and offered to help Sarah outside of class. This reflected both Margaret and Rachel’s
claim that their students’ often sought individual help.
While Margaret’s comments tended to focus on bibliographic concerns, Rachel’s most
common pattern was warning students to back up their opinions with facts. The following three
comments from different student papers revealed that Rachel also avoided standardizing her
comments and attempted to vary her approach for different students:
Be careful with big, sweeping statements. You need factual, cited proof to back it up.
Be careful throughout. Stick to facts, not HUGE assertions without back-up.
You can assert your opinion, but you must have quotes or facts to back it up from
sources!
Rachel was also the only teacher who encouraged her students to analyze rather than merely
summarize in their research papers. On one student’s paper, she wrote, “Too much summary –
not enough analysis! Why are all of these figures important to the Renaissance?” Further, Rachel
wrote the most detailed statements about the need for better organization. In the following
examples, she encouraged re-organization by referencing the particular problem or the point in
the text when the disorganization began:
Stop jumping back and forth from children to adults. Discuss one then the other!
You’re jumping around too much in this paragraph. I can’t follow your train of thought.
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I start not following you here. Clean-up organization.
Needs to be organized. You go from art to literature back to art.
These comments gave students specific explanations for how or where their logical organization
had gotten off track, rather than merely writing “re-organize.” In addition, Rachel challenged her
students to remove the “fluff” and cut to the “meat” of their topics, to use a more “formal tone,”
and to beware of having a slanted viewpoint. In comparison to her colleagues, Rachel’s
comments were the detailed and specific, addressing particular aspects of the students’ topics.
The contrast between these types of comments and prevalent abbreviations such as “awk” and
“T” on the standard and honors level papers indicated that the seminar students received more
detailed revision instruction through their teacher’s comments than their standard and honors
peers. Even though Margaret’s comments were mostly focused on format or bibliographic issues,
her detailed notes to students were never standardized or “one-size-fits-all” as the standard and
honors comments tended to be.
Rubrics for Rough and Final Drafts: “You Know Better!!!”
All five teachers used the same rough and final draft rubrics when they assessed students’
research papers. Although the final draft rubric was not directly used as a tool of revision, I
included it as a comparison to the rough draft rubric because it represented the teachers’ ultimate
expectations for an effective final draft. Ideally, the teachers’ revision comments and other forms
of revision instruction would have been aligned with this final draft rubric, but this was not the
case. Prior to discussing these two rubrics, it is important to note that the teachers graded the
rough drafts of the research papers together using these rubrics at one of the teacher’s houses on
a weekend. They described this as a supportive endeavor because they felt that the grading was
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less burdensome if they did it as a team. The only teacher who reported not participating in this
grading event was Margaret who was out of town.
The rough draft rubric included the following criteria with point values attached to each:


Paper is typed in Times New Roman 12 font; in CORRECT MLA format;
double-spaced; No 1st or 2nd Person used anywhere in the paper (__/10)



Works Cited page is present, in alphabetical order, double-spaced, and in
correct format (___/10)



Introduction (begins with hook) and conclusion support body of paper –
Strong thesis statement evident. (___/10)



All body paragraphs are THOROUGHLY developed, with sufficient details.
Paper is at least seven full pages and no more than ten pages; no more than
two direct quotes with length no more than four lines used per page15.
(___/20)



QUALITY topic and transition sentences are present to support topic.
(___/10)



All photocopies/printouts of sources included; minimum number of sources
present. (___/10)



Documentation is included and correct in the paper, thoroughly giving credit
to all sources, with information matching title or author on the Works Cited
page. Sources are CORRECTLY PARAPHRASED. (___/10)

15

The only differences among class levels with this rubric were the page number requirements (7-9 for seminar, 46 for honors, and 2-4 for standard) and the addition of the phrase “per page” after the statement concerning the
number and length of direct quotations.
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Writing is clear and coherent, demonstrating a strong command of English
grammar, avoiding contractions, run-ons, fragments, spelling, and punctuation
errors. (___/10)



Organization helps maintain clear focus on the topic. (___/10)

The teachers assigned points to each of these categories to create the total grade, and there was a
space below to indicate the percentage of material that was possibly plagiarized on
Turnitin.com16. Within these criteria, issues of format/sources, content, and grammar were mixed
together as if they were treated equally. In terms of point values assigned to each, issues related
to format (and other logistical issues such as the inclusion of photocopies of sources) accounted
for 40 points of the total grade. Issues of content (introduction, thesis, developed body
paragraphs, topic and transition sentences, and organization) made up 50 points, and
grammatical and stylistic issues (e.g., clarity, correct grammar) were 10 points. Below the grade,
the teachers included a section of “possible teacher comments” (with the option for teachers to
check or circle any that applied) that included the following:


Use proper MLA format on first page or page numbers.



You need a Works Cited page!! You know better!!!



Your Works Cited page needs to be corrected (put in alphabetical order,
double-space, correct format)



Document correctly! Go back and look at your notes in the student booklet.



If you do not document every paragraph where you used a source, you are
plagiarizing.

16

Turnitin.com is a web service to which the school subscribed that detects unoriginal or plagiarized content in
student writing. The tenth grade teachers refused to grade any student paper that had not been submitted to
turnitin.com first.
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If you do not put information from sources in your own words, you are
plagiarizing.



Grammar errors abound in the paper and must be corrected! Correct one of
more of the following: spell check, contractions, run-ons, fragments, spelling,
punctuation errors.



You are PLAGIARIZING. If you do not correct this by the final draft, you
will be written up for INTENTIONAL plagiarism. SEE ME FOR ANY HELP
THAT YOU NEED

These additional comments were notable for their emphatic language, including comments such
as “You know better!!!” which created the tone of a reprimand. They focused primarily on issues
of format, documentation, grammar errors, and plagiarism. While there were no points attached
to these comments, the presence of this section on the rubric in addition to the earlier criteria
concerning issues of format in particular served to highlight their importance while minimizing
issues of content. For instance, there was no emphatic statement on the rubric such as, “MAKE
SURE THAT YOU DEMONSTRATE A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR TOPIC
THAT IS SUPPORTED WITH EVIDENCE AND ORGANIZED LOGICALLY.”
The final draft rubric that the teachers utilized was adapted from the North Carolina
Public Schools’ Graduation Project Paper Rubric17. It was organized into the following
categories: focus, organization, support/elaboration, style, and conventions. Within each
category, students could earn points depending on their level of proficiency in each category:
exemplary (8 pts.), satisfactory (6 pts.), developing/emerging (4 pts.), and not adequate (2 pts.).
This rubric was much more comprehensive than the first draft rubric with more detailed
17

The version of the NC Graduation Project Rubric that they used did not include the “information literacy” section
that is represented in the 2007 version. (http://www.ncpublicschools.org/graduationproject/resources/rubrics/)
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expectations concerning what would represent an “exemplary” or even “satisfactory” paper. For
instance, the first draft rubric required a “strong thesis statement,” but the final draft rubric
indicated that to receive full credit, a student must “(draw) strong and clear connections between
the thesis and significant related ideas.” Similarly, the organization expectation in the first draft
rubric was that “organization helps maintain a clear focus on the topic,” but the same category on
the final draft rubric also expected students to “arrive at a well-documented, logical conclusion,
involving critical thinking.” In the support and elaboration category, students were expected to
“effectively synthesize complex ideas from research sources,” and this expectation was not
present on the first draft rubric. In terms of style requirements, the final draft rubric required
students to demonstrate “fluency through varied sentence structure, paragraphing, flow of ideas,
and transitions.” While the first draft rubric mentioned the presence of transition sentences, the
other fluency components were not mentioned.
None of the teachers suggested in their interviews that the rubrics were a source of
frustration for them; however, when Joy was handing back her students’ final drafts in class, she
explained that some of them received higher grades than the one based on the rubric, and said,
“Sometimes the rubric works for me, and sometimes it works against me. The number I gave you
is the number I thought you deserved.” However, apart from Joy’s comment, the rough draft and
final draft rubrics were not critiqued by the teachers in their interviews. They seemed to be an
accepted part of the research project, and, with very few comments on most of the final drafts,
the final draft rubric served as the primary means for communicating to students the justification
for their scores.
While it is unlikely that the teachers would intentionally misalign the rough and final
draft rubrics for their major writing assignment, their choice to create the first draft rubric and
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then appropriate the NC Graduation Project rubric without adapting it made this inevitable. The
first draft rubric focused heavily on issues of format and citations; however, that aspect of the
final draft rubric was limited to one portion of the “conventions” box which presented the
following expectation: “Demonstrates a sophisticated use of the prescribed format (MLA or
APA), including title page, pagination, and citations.” The remainder of the final draft rubric
contained goals that were more complex than those stated on the first draft rubric, expecting
students to connect their thesis statements with research ideas, think critically toward a logical
conclusion, and synthesize complex ideas from their research. Therefore, in order for students to
achieve “exemplary” (or even “satisfactory”) status based upon the rubric, they would have
required specific instruction that encouraged students to think critically about their research and
their writing and to apply higher-order skills such as synthesis and analysis.
Students could not be expected to write the type of paper outlined in the final draft rubric
when the thinking behind the writing was not the priority of the instruction. I did not observe nor
did the teachers report any lessons related to the research paper that focused on developing these
thinking practices, and the teachers’ interviews revealed a focus on learning how to go through
the research process and learning to paraphrase sources. Margaret did mention that she felt that
the research paper helped her students learn to “synthesize information” and learn how to
determine what is quality support and what is not; however, I did not observe any particular
lessons within the research paper context in which she diverged from the team’s approach
significantly or focused specifically on these practices.
Kinsey was the only teacher who acknowledged the potential negative ramifications of
the team’s detailed focus on the process, structure, and format of the research paper, suggesting
that students’ “advanced thinking” might be hindered by a focus on “citations” and “rewording.”
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She distilled the essence of the problem with her fear that students were “produc(ing) a research
paper” rather than “producing their own thoughts and ideas.” This was an interesting comment
because the teachers consistently focused on the writing “process” model in their teaching, but
this comment revealed the high priority this paper placed on the “product,” possibly at the
expense of student thinking. While revision instruction was certainly not the only avenue through
which student thinking could have been developed through writing, it represented another missed
opportunity to develop students’ critical thinking skills within the research paper process.
Additional Revision Practices
In addition to these core practices shared by all five teachers, there were several practices
employed by a few teachers or individual teachers that influenced student revisions: (1) peer
editing/color-coding; (2) reading written work aloud; (3) individual student-teacher conferences;
and (4) internet editing tools. The writing sample scoring activities discussed in chapter IV also
represented an additional approach to revision instruction with its focus on students’ learning
how to evaluate others’ writing, but I will not repeat that information in this discussion. A brief
discussion of each of these practices will paint a more nuanced portrait of revision pedagogy
among the tenth grade teachers, demonstrating the ways in which these practices reflected the
teachers’ perspectives on revision pedagogy.
Peer editing/color-coding. The revision practice that several teachers indicated was the
team’s common approach was a color-coding peer review activity. After the teacher modeled her
expectations, the students would follow a detailed handout that indicated what colors should be
used to identify (and comment upon if necessary) different aspects of a peer’s research paper
(e.g., hook, link, thesis, topic sentences, transitions, correct citations). Within groups, the
students would read and color-code one student’s paper, write comments, and then pass it to the
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next person in the group. I will discuss this particular lesson in more detail in Leanne’s
individual analysis in the following chapter.
Rachel and Margaret both reported doing some form of peer editing or peer review for
the research paper, but I only observed the practice in Margaret’s class. Despite her preference
for “discussion-based peer sharing” in more of a seminar format, Margaret did utilize a more
traditional peer editing approach prior to her students’ submission of their research paper rough
drafts. Her students worked in pairs, and she initially asked them to “take out a pencil and start
reading.” After a few minutes, she wrote a list of details on the board that she wanted her
students to pay attention to as they read their peers’ rough drafts including: font, format, strong
thesis, developed body paragraphs, in-text citations in works cited, and citations written
correctly. She then wrote a brief list of the questions students should answer once they had
finished the entire paper: (1) Interesting? (2) Logical order? (3) What did you like? (4) How
would you improve it? The students worked quietly and diligently in their pairs, and as I walked
around I noticed that the students did not comment heavily throughout the papers, but they wrote
detailed notes or paragraphs at the end. For example, in Rita’s paper, her peer reviewer wrote
several comments throughout her paper that were primarily focused on style (e.g., “not a very
good statement”) or grammar (e.g., “run-on… split into two,” “can be written as a #”), and then
wrote the following summary:


The topic was very interesting.



There were some grammar mistakes, but not enough to take away from your paper.



You put a lot of details which really made your paper much stronger.



You could change the vocabulary a little. You used the same word in the same or
consecutive sentences a lot.
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Conclusion could have ended better.



Overall, your paper was very good!

The pattern of these comments (focused on grammar or style in paper itself and larger concerns
in the summary) was consistent across all of Margaret’s students’ peer-reviewed papers. As in
the example above, the critical comments tended to be vague (e.g., “some grammar mistakes,” “a
lot of details,” “could have ended better”), and the students typically praised more than they
critiqued. However, with Margaret’s students’ papers in particular, the peer reviewers marked
many more grammar errors than Margaret who tended to focus on bibliography or format issues.
Like the teachers, the peer reviewers also tended to focus on surface-level concerns within the
papers, devoting most of their efforts to correcting grammar errors.
Reading written work aloud. Leanne and Margaret both discussed the importance of
asking their students to read their writing aloud in order to resolve issues of coherence or
comprehension. Leanne explained how she helped her students resolve coherence issues in their
writing: “The coherence issue usually can be corrected when I make them read it out loud. So, I
have them actually pair up and read coherence issue problems to each other… so that they can
hear it. And so that actually typically is pretty easy.” Similarly, Margaret required that her
students read their first drafts word for word individually before they asked for her help. She
described how her students typically responded to this saying,
And for the brightest ones, they will say, “Oh, that doesn’t make sense,” or “I forgot to
put that word in” and they’ll pick up what they’re saying as well as how they’re saying it.
So, that solves problems as far as comprehension in what they’re writing. For the ones
that still don’t see it, they’re not reading. They’re not reading their own writing. They’re
reading what they… think they’ve said. And then I read it to them… word for word. So
when they hear it, they’ll know that it doesn’t make sense.
Rather than having them work in pairs, Margaret encouraged her students to read their own work
to find their own comprehension errors. Only when they were still struggling to recognize those
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errors did she step in to read it to them. For both teachers, there was an implicit expectation that
having students read their written work aloud (or having someone else read it to them) was an
effective way to help them hear the inconsistencies in their writing and correct them without
much teacher input.
Individual student-teacher conferences. Individual conferences were discussed by all
of the teachers as an approach that benefited their students, but they all struggled with finding the
time to implement them. Rachel compared the way that she taught seminar with her lower-level
High School English class, and she explained that she had a co-teacher in the lower-level class so
that she could spend 30 minutes in a conference with an individual student if she wanted to.
However, in her seminar class, she relied more heavily on peer editing because she did not have
the luxury to spend that much class time with her students individually. Joy and Kinsey both
wanted to have more time for individual conferences, but there were limited by time constraints
as well. Kinsey recalled doing mini-conferences with her students last year, and she believed that
they were helpful. However, by the end of the current semester, she lamented that she was not
able to fit them in. Because of time constraints in class, Joy encouraged her standard students to
come meet with her after class, but she said “that never happens.” According to Joy, her honors
students were more likely to come due to concerns about their grades, but her standard students
never showed up to meet with her.
Leanne and Margaret had more success with students coming to meet with them before
and after school, but they also make an effort to have brief, informal individual conferences
during the course of a regular class block, or they had quick conversations with students before
or after class. Leanne explained her approach saying,
Typically I’ll find some time when they’re either working in groups… or they are…
doing something as a class where I’m not directly instructing them. I might pull them
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aside one at a time, and go, ‘Let’s talk about…’ And typically those that I pulled aside in
class are the ones that need more help. My higher level ones that really just need a little
help to bump up to the next level; they’re the ones I typically do before or after school.
This distinction between the students that need help and the “higher level ones” suggested that
the higher level students were more likely to come before or after school, which is consistent
with Joy’s assessment of her students.
Along with individual conferences before and after school, Margaret had brief,
impromptu conferences with students in the midst of the daily routine of her class: “They were
doing their warm-ups and I was giving papers back, and while I’m doing that, I’m talking to
individual students.” She also talked to them in the midst of their in-class writing because she
felt that it was easier to ask them questions about their thinking while they were writing rather
than after the fact. I will analyze this practice further in Margaret’s individual analysis in the
following chapter.
If these conversations are characterized as mini-conferences, then the standard level
teachers who feared not having time for conferences were actually conferencing with their
students rather often as they were helping with their writing during individual writing time.
While none of the teachers set aside entire block periods to pull their students up to their desks to
have more formal writing conferences with them, all of the teachers actively moved around the
room any time their students were writing individually to provide guidance and advice. If more
formal conferences occurred, it was most often with higher-level students who agreed to meet
with their teachers before or after school or during a planning period. However, I was unable to
analyze the content and quality of these “conferences” because they usually occurred quietly at
individual desks during class or outside of school hours.
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Internet editing tools. Rachel was the only teacher on the tenth grade team who reported
using an online editing tool called SAS Curriculum Pathways that required students to answer
questions about their “Big Picture/Focus” and then provided a statistical analysis of the stylistic
and grammatical aspects of their essays. The tool requires students to write down their “big
picture” or “focus” for the paper and then break down the paper into thesis statement,
introduction, topic sentences, and conclusion. In the statistics section, the editing program
analyzed the draft and identified details such as the word count, average sentence length, passive
voice, words used more than once, weak verbs, and possible misplaced modifiers. Although I did
not observe Rachel instructing her students about how to utilize this information, she explained
her perception of its benefits for her students’ writing:
It makes you, like, go through and be like, “This is where my thesis statement is” and if
you can’t find it, then we have a problem. So it’s not a replacement for a human, but it
definitely helps point out a lot of grammar things. It points out if you have a whole lot of
prepositional phrases… and if you have like six in a row, you might want to go back and
look at your sentence. So it’s a good tool, and we talked about… how to use it as opposed
to being like, “Oh, I have, you know, five prepositional phrases in my paper. I have to go
change them.” That’s not what it means. It means that you go look at them and decide if
it’s appropriate or not. So, we did that a couple of times just to give them an idea and
make my life just a little bit easier.
Rachel was aware that the tool would not replace her feedback or peer feedback, but she found
the tool useful to raise students’ awareness about patterns or inconsistencies in their writing. She
intended for her students to be discerning about what to change and how, rather than making
changes automatically as a result of the computer feedback. From a practical standpoint, Rachel
also recognized that this revision step made her life “just a little bit easier” because the students
could receive detailed feedback from the Pathways program without needing her direct input.
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Teachers’ Revision Objectives
Despite the variety of approaches to revision described, Rachel was the only teacher who
claimed that revision was a common practice in her classroom. The teachers’ perception of the
marginalization of revision within their writing instruction may explain why their revision
objectives were underdeveloped in comparison to their overall writing objectives. The common
thread, however, among all five teachers was a desire to improve the content, style, and
mechanics of student writing. It was interesting that few of the teachers focused on discussing
revisions of format in their interviews, although that type of revision was a dominant part of their
comments, stamps, and rubrics. This may have been due to the fact that they were discussing
their writing instruction in general, and the research paper in particular requires a focus on
correct MLA format. While they each had slightly different descriptions of what this looked like
in their classrooms, there was a consensus that revision was more than merely correcting
grammar and spelling errors. Beyond this central objective, three of the teachers suggested an
additional goal for revision in their classrooms:
Rachel: To raise student awareness of their writing
Leanne: To teach students to question themselves
Joy: To teach students to think about their writing
While there were certainly other writing goals that the teachers stated that could be linked to
revision, these were the only goals explicitly stated when the teachers were discussing their
revision pedagogy. It is significant that all of these additional goals represented students moving
beyond mere grammar correction toward higher level skills such as thinking and questioning,
especially since those higher-order practices were not prioritized in the revision lessons I
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observed or the comments on student papers. As suggested previously, the structured research
paper approach (and the revision instruction that accompanied it) did not allow much freedom
for students to “question themselves” or to “think about their writing.” While the final draft
rubric, ideally an implicit statement of the teachers’ goals for effective research papers, did
address higher-order skills such as synthesis or connecting ideas, the students did not benefit
from this rubric as a tool of revision.
Revision Pedagogy Rules, Community, and Division of Labor
Because none of the preceding categories (i.e., subjects, tools, objectives) represent
isolated entities, the impact of the rules, community, and divisions of labor as they relate to
revision pedagogy have already been implied if not directly stated in the discussion of those
primary components. Therefore, I will summarize the salient and overlapping points among these
categories here prior to discussing the outcomes of revision instruction and how all of these
factors interacted to influence them. Figure 5.1 provides a visual depiction of these categories
within the activity theory framework.
The rules of revision pedagogy were governed primarily by the tenth grade PLC team
context and secondarily by the state context. The tenth grade PLC team made numerous
decisions about how they were going to grade the writing test practice essays and the research
papers, and these rules were translated into common practices such as the use of stamps and the
grammar “highlighting method.” Further, the contents of the writing test packet as well as the
format and expectations of the writing test itself influenced the expectations that the tenth grade
teachers had for how (and if) student should revise. The following rules from both of these
contexts influenced the tenth grade teachers’ revision practices:


Teachers will write comments and questions in the margins of students’ rough drafts.



Teachers will only circle or highlight (not correct) students’ grammar errors.
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Teachers will give specific instructions to guide peer editing.



Teachers will use rubrics to evaluate writing test practice essays and the research
paper.



Teachers will use team-created stamps to identify format, citation, or plagiarism
issues.



Color-coding will be considered an effective “team” practice for revising the research
paper.



Teachers will not focus on revision instruction for the writing test essays because the
test prioritizes planning and producing, leaving little time for traditional revising.

One other community context that may have influenced these rules was the presence of parents
with more traditional expectations for teachers’ evaluation of student writing. Leanne, Kinsey,
and Joy all expressed a desire to experiment with different approaches to writing evaluation (e.g.,
comments without a grade, a grade without comments), but Leanne pointed out that parents
tended to get frustrated with these experiments because they expected the traditional commentswith-a-grade approach. In addition, Margaret spoke of the ways that she encouraged her
students’ parents to help them revise by asking their child to discuss their ideas orally and record
them as they spoke. In this way, Margaret attempted to involve parents in her students’ revision
process.
In the context of revision pedagogy, the salient aspect of the division of labor category
was the differentiation of instruction and expectations based upon class level. Unlike other
aspects of the writing process such as planning and organization in which the standard and
honors curriculum were the most closely aligned, with revision pedagogy, the standard students
received the least instruction and the honors and seminar students’ revision practices were more
similar. Thus the teachers’ perceptions of the ability levels, motivation, and writing needs of
their students based upon class level seemed to have a significant influence over the teachers’
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decisions about revision pedagogy. Ultimately, the standard students received significantly less
revision instruction than their honors and standard peers, suggesting that revision instruction was
perceived as less of a necessity and more of a luxury for these lower-level students.
Revision Pedagogy Outcomes: Teacher and Student Perceptions
The teachers’ perceptions of their revision pedagogy outcomes must be understood
within the context of their perception of revision as the final stage in a linear writing process.
Therefore, their reports about the success or failure of their revision approaches did not account
for aspects of their revision instruction that did not fit within that “stage-between-rough-andfinal-draft” perception. For example, the teachers did not count their discussions with students
during the drafting phase as “revision” instruction because it did not occur at the end of the
writing process.
As a point of comparison to the teachers’ perceptions, I sought their students’ reflections
upon their own revision practices at the end of the semester. Because these reflections occurred
after a semester of instruction, I include it in the outcomes section (rather than the teachers’
perceptions section) as evidence of the ways that the teachers’ revision instruction influenced
student perceptions. I was interested particularly in their definitions of revision (after receiving
writing instruction for a semester), their perceptions of the extent to which they revised their
writing over the course of the semester, and their perceptions of the efficacy of these revisions to
improve their writing. My analysis of students’ definitions of revision (see Table 5.3) revealed
three descriptors that were most common among all of the students. While the wording of
students’ definitions varied, the common descriptors included some form of the following: (1)
“looking over/going back over/re-reading, (2) “correcting grammar/ fixing mistakes,” and (3)
“improve the draft/make it better.” It is important to note that some students used combinations
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of these descriptors in their definitions, so the data represents the frequency with which a
descriptor was used rather than the “one” definition that each student wrote. For instance, one of
Leanne’s students gave the following definition of revision: “Going back and fixing mistakes
and improving it.” That student’s definition was counted in all three categories because I was
more interested in the frequency of each descriptor than in narrowing each student’s definition to
one category. Therefore, the totals represent the total number of times each descriptor appeared
in that particular class, not the total number of student responses.
Table 5.3
Students’ Definitions of Revision
Common Student Descriptors Concerning Revision
“correcting
grammar/fixing
mistakes”

“improve
draft/make it
better”

other

Total

Teacher

“looking
over/going
back
over/rereading”

Joy

8

1

1

1

11

Kinsey

5

1

1

4

11

Leanne

4

7

9

5

25

Margaret

10

12

3

5

30

Rachel
% of total
descriptions

2

8

5

3

18

30.5%

30.5%

20%

19%

While I grouped and compared the teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the outcomes of
revision according to class level in the following sections, the data across all five classes
revealed that the three most common descriptors about revision among the sophomore students
were consistent with the teachers’ perceptions of their students’ definitions at the beginning of
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the semester (see Figure 5.3). Rachel, Leanne and Joy included phrases such as “go back,”
“glancing over,” and “reading over” in their predictions of their students’ definitions. Margaret
said “correcting mistakes,” and Joy added “see(ing) if they could find a grammar error or two.”
Rachel and Kinsey suggested the phrases “make their work better” and “making it better.”
Because the teachers portrayed these definitions as oversimplified in comparison to their own
understanding of revision as a process that included making more substantial changes to content,
the similarities between their predictions at the beginning of the semester and students’ actual
responses at the end of the semester indicate that the teachers’ revision instruction did not
expand the students’ understanding of revision. Only two seminar students out of all five classes
indicated that revision should be more complex than merely reading over one’s work or fixing
errors. One of these students used the word “reanalyze,” and the other student suggested that
revision involved improving a work after “careful analysis.” However, based upon my
observation data and analysis of teachers’ comments, it is not surprising that the majority of
students’ definitions remained superficial because most of the revision practices employed
focused most heavily on surface-level features of writing.
Like their teachers, the students’ definitions, focused on going back, fixing errors, and
improving a finished draft, indicated a perception of revision as the final stage in a linear writing
process. This perception was especially evident in one of Leanne’s student’s definitions which
suggested that revision meant to “finalize” or “to finish, conclude, or end.” None of the students
indicated an understanding that revision could occur throughout the writing process as well.
Table 5.4 illustrates that the majority of the tenth grade students claimed to revise at least
one piece of writing over the course of the semester. Most of these students indicated that this
revision occurred with their research papers, but it is noteworthy that approximately 10% of both
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standard classes said they did not revise at all despite that research paper requirement. While the
majority of the tenth grade students also believed that their revision improved their writing, the
discrepancies between the percentages of students who revised and those who believed that it
helped indicated that some students questioned the efficacy of the revision process overall. This
was especially evident in Rachel’s class in which 100% of the students said they revised, but
only 75% believed that the revisions improved their writing. In the following sections I will
discuss the teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the outcomes of the revision process in more
detail, grouping them according to class level in order to reveal some of the patterns that
emerged within each of these groups.
Table 5.4
Students’ Perceptions of the Presence and Efficacy of Revision in Their Writing
Teacher

Percent of students who said
that they revised at least one
piece of writing during the
semester

Percent of students who
believed that their
revisions improved their
writing

Joy
Kinsey
Leanne
Margaret
Rachel

89%
90%
100%
100%
100%

89%
100%
94%
96%
75%

Standard Teacher and Student Perceptions of Revision Outcomes
Overall, the standard teachers, Joy and Kinsey, were dissatisfied with their students’
revisions, suggesting that there were few changes between their rough and final drafts. Kinsey
explained that she was frustrated because the only students who actually revised were those who
were on schedule or finished ahead of their peers. These students were the ones who took the
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initiative to ask questions, but they were also the students who needed the least help with their
papers. The students who needed the most help did not seek it and did not finish their papers in
time to get peer feedback. Even further, several of Joy and Kinsey’s students did not turn in their
final drafts at all. While it was not within the scope of this study to determine the various reasons
that some students did not submit their papers, possibilities included students’ lack of investment
in the research paper, their lack of motivation to receive a better grade, their lack of
understanding about how to do the assignment, or their teacher’s lack of effective writing
instruction.
Joy’s frustration extended beyond her current students as she suggested that she “never
see(s) a big change from first draft to second draft in [her] standard students.” Like Kinsey, Joy’s
students did not receive any particular “revision” instruction (as she defined it) because they
were still finishing their papers. While Joy allotted one day in class to allow students to revise
their papers in the computer lab, she had to ask her students to finish their revisions at home.
However, after Joy graded the final drafts, she reported that the content of the papers was
essentially the same, and many of her students did not even bother to fix small errors. Ironically,
Joy believed that the research papers were “better” overall this year than in previous years, but
she linked this improvement to the fact that her students had more time to write their papers in
class rather than a belief that their revisions improved.
In their reflections at the end of the semester, the standard students’ most common
definition had to do with “looking over,” “going back over,” or “reading over” their work again.
One standard student admitted that he did not know what the word “revision” meant. These
definitions were consistent with Joy’s perception that her students thought that revision was
“reading over their paper once.” When asked if they revised their writing during the semester,
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89% of Joy’s students and 90% of Kinsey’s students said that they did revise their writing, with
the majority mentioning the research paper as the focus of their revisions. Although many
students forgot to answer the portion of the question related to how they revised (focusing
instead on what they revised), the students who did answer the question focused primarily on
making grammar corrections. A few exceptions were students who mentioned adding or deleting
words, fixing plagiarism, putting things in their own words, and adding details. Even though they
experienced the same process of revision for their research papers, 100% of Kinsey’s students
believed that their second drafts were better, and 89% of Joy’s students believed their drafts
improved. The majority of standard students who said their drafts improved cited the fact that the
second drafts had fewer mistakes.
Honors Teacher and Student Perceptions of Revision Outcomes
While Leanne admitted that revision was one of her writing pedagogy weaknesses, she
was the only teacher who confidently expressed that she was pleased with the revision process
and its impact on student writing. Leanne initially stated that her students made significant
improvements between drafts, but she qualified her statement later saying that not all of her
students made vast improvements. The students who improved the most, according to Leanne,
were those who were willing to ask for help. In general, however, Leanne believed that the
majority of her students’ writing improved significantly between drafts, but this perception
seemed to focus on the extent to which students responded to or addressed her comments.
When Leanne’s honors students were asked to define revision, the two most consistent
responses involved students describing a process of “improving/making it better” or “correcting
grammar/fixing mistakes.” One student described a goal of perfection: “To me revision is when
you go through and you revise your writing by correcting every mistake so you can have a
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perfect paper.” In Leanne’s class, 100% of her student reported that they revised something that
they wrote, but the only piece of writing that any student mentioned revising was the research
paper. Their perceptions of how they revised were very similar to their standard peers with a
focus on adding or deleting words, fixing grammar errors, and rewording. In contrast to their
peers, several of the honors students mentioned the value of peer editing in their revision
process. When asked if they believed that their rough drafts improved as a result of revision,
94% said yes, citing reasons such as fewer errors, better word choice, more details, and a better
grade. The most prevalent reason given was that they felt that their final drafts “made more
sense” or were “easier to understand.” While Leanne’s honors students were slightly more
positive about the impact of their revisions, they seemed to have similar perceptions to their
standard peers of revision as a polishing process of fixing grammar errors to improve clarity.
None of the students mentioned making larger changes such as improving organization or
rewriting large portions of their text.
Seminar Teacher and Student Perception of Revision Outcomes
In their seminar classes, both Rachel and Margaret believed that their students’ research
papers improved as a result of revision, but their responses were less confident with Margaret
saying, “I think so” and Rachel pausing for several seconds before tentatively saying, “Yes.”
Rachel indicated that the students whose papers did not improve were too lazy to devote time to
improving their writing. Margaret worried that she had fed her students too much with
comments, giving them too much help and not enough autonomy. She also felt that her students
relied too heavily on a narrative, chronological structure to organize their essays despite her
encouragement to try other options. For example, she described her frustration with one student’s
essay:
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Jacob, who did Woodstock, you know, he told the story of Woodstock. So this is what
happened on Friday, this is what happened on Saturday…And when I talked to them
about how to write it and gave them the different options…And one of the things I said
was, you know, “Please don’t automatically do chronological.” And yet, that’s what they
fell back on. So, the… the whole paper didn’t link very well with the thesis.
Margaret was disappointed that many her students did not attempt a more challenging
organizational approach that was based upon the claims made in their thesis and instead relied on
an easier, narrative structure. She did feel that their grammar improved because she “attacked
them through their grades” until they learned not to make the same mistake twice. This was
interesting since my analysis of her comments indicated that she only made 1.9 grammar
corrections per paper, but it is possible that she noted some grammar issues in her individual
conferences that I did not observe.
The seminar students’ definitions of revision were the most varied of all of their peers,
but the most common responses still focused on “fixing mistakes” or “correcting errors.” Many
students suggested a broad focus such as “making it better,” and two of Margaret’s students used
her own term “proofreading.” One of Rachel’s students indicated a more nuanced perception of
revision as “reanalyzing,” and one of Margaret’s students said that revision was “having a vision
or plan and changing it or adding to it.” The goal of perfection was also suggested by another of
Margaret’s students: “Revision is what you do after you have written something. You look over
it or revise it again and again to get it perfectly [sic].”
All of the seminar students reported that they revised, with a common focus on peer
evaluation and correcting errors. In terms of their approach to handling teacher comments, one of
Rachel’s students said, “(My teacher) would mark all of our mistakes and we would fix them,”
and another suggested that she just “fixed every marked mistake by (my teacher).” Thus these
students’ revision approaches were solely dependent upon Rachel’s written feedback (which,
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based on analysis of her comments was plentiful). Consistent with their teachers’ approaches,
two of Rachel’s students mentioned using the editing website, and one of Margaret’s students
spoke of reading her writing “aloud in my head.” When asked whether or not revision improved
their writing, 96% of Margaret’s students and 75% of Rachel’s students said yes. The students in
Margaret’s class who believed their writing improved cited changes such as rephrasing, adding
transitions, rearranging their ideas, reducing wordiness, and improving clarity. In Rachel’s class,
student focused on correcting grammar errors, revising awkward sentences, and generally “fixing
mistakes.” This focus on correcting grammar errors may have been due to the fact that Rachel
marked, on average, 44 grammar errors per paper in her students’ sample essays in contrast to
Margaret’s average of 2 per paper. One of Rachel’s students who believed that his writing had
not improved explained, “I feel like the second draft was more grammatically correct, but the
actual content was not better.” Ironically, many of the seminar students suggested that improving
grammatical correctness was the reason that their writing improved. Because only of the seminar
students noted that focusing on grammatical corrections did not necessarily improve his paper, it
appeared that the two seminar classes as a whole still associated revision primarily with fixing
grammatical errors.
While there were clearly some differences among the perceptions of the teachers and
students toward revision among the different class levels, the similarities across all five teachers
and all of the students were striking. With the exception of Leanne, the teachers did not
demonstrate confidence that their revision instruction or their students’ actual revisions improved
student writing significantly. In terms of student perceptions, one might expect that students in
Leanne, Rachel, and Margaret’s classes might have a more complex perception of revision due to
the additional revision instruction (e.g., peer editing, color coding, reading aloud, individual
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conferences) they received, but the students in all three of these classes predominantly defined
revision as “correcting grammar errors” or “fixing mistakes.” The standard students in Joy’s and
Kinsey’s classes focused instead on revision as “looking over” or “going back over” their work,
possibly indicating that the lack of focused instruction in these classes about how to revise
caused them merely to re-read their papers rather than making corrections. Either way, it was
clear that the teachers’ narrow perceptions of revision combined with their priority on
encouraging surface-level revisions through their comments contributed to or did not change
their students’ limited perceptions and applications of revision as well.
Activity System Analysis: Tension, Contradiction, and Disequilibrium within Revision
Instruction
As discussed in chapter II, Engestrom (1999) justified the need for activity systems’
analyses as opposed to the analysis of individual actions because the system analysis often
reveals contradictions that the individuals within the system might not recognize. Engestrom’s
(1999) words bear repeating:
Actions are not fully predictable, rational, and machine-like. The most well-planned and
streamlined actions involved failures, disruptions, and unexpected innovations. These are
very difficult to explain if one stays at the level of action. The analysis of the activity
system may illuminate the underlying contradictions that give rise to those failures and
innovations as if “behind the backs” of the conscious actors. (p. 32)
Thus within the previous discussion of the various components of the activity system
surrounding revision instruction, it was the contradictions, disequilibrium, and tension within the
system that provided the most insight into why revision instruction was underconceptualized,
superficial, and unevenly applied within the tenth grade team of teachers. Prior to discussing how
the activity system analysis sheds light upon these issues, it is important to note that for the
purpose of this analysis, I will treat the five teachers as a “collective subject” (Davydov, 1996).
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As Davydov (1996) suggested, the understanding of the nuances between the actions of the
individual and the actions of a group of individuals is still underdeveloped in the activity theory
model. The extent to which individual consciousness influences and is influenced by the actions
of a group is difficult to disentangle. However, within the current study, I found the analysis of
the collective subject (the tenth grade teachers) to be essential due to the powerful influence of
“team” decisions, tools, and objectives in the context of writing instruction. At the same time,
making generalizations about the collective actions of the team risked minimizing individual
beliefs, decisions, and actions as well as tensions between the individual and the system. In order
to address these nuances of individual action in relation to the collective action, I will present
three activity theory analyses of individual teachers and their revision instruction in the
following chapter after discussing the key findings related to the activity system analysis.
In terms of the teachers’ collective revision instruction, I will focus primarily on the
common aspects of their revision beliefs, tools, and objectives. Thus the focus of the system
analysis will be on the revision instruction surrounding the research paper since that was the
primary vehicle through which all five teachers implemented some form of revision instruction.
Within that context, there were three themes that emerged from the activity system analysis: (1)
tension between teachers’ conception of revision and the tools appropriated to teach revision; (2)
contradiction between implementation of tools for revision instruction and objectives for student
revisions; and (3) disequilibrium between revision tools and their application across class levels.
While these incongruities highlight problems between two aspects of the activity system (i.e.,
subject-tools, tools-objective, tools-division of labor), I will discuss how other factors (e.g.,
community, rules) influenced these issues as well.
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Tension between Teachers’ Conceptions of Revision and Tools Appropriated to Teach
Revision
In their initial interviews, the teachers’ definitions of revision (see Figure 5.2) revealed
(1) a belief that revision should address both content and mechanics/style with a priority on
content and (2) an implicit perception of revision as the final stage in the linear writing process.
Because of the teachers’ lack of writing pedagogy preparation in teacher education programs,
their persistent belief in revision in the context of linear writing instruction was most likely
derived from their own experiences of traditional process approaches to writing instruction in
high school and college. Leanne highlighted the impact of the writing instruction she received in
high school in her interviews, and none of the teachers suggested any influence in their teacher
preparation or professional development that challenged their understanding of the writing
process. While these definitions confined the process of revision to a particular act at the end of
the writing process, there was still a potential for the teachers to encourage students to re-engage
with or re-think their choices about content and make substantial improvements to their writing if
the teachers’ revision instruction prioritized meaning-based, content-related revisions. However,
the common tools that all five teachers utilized to encourage student revisions on the research
paper were their circled grammar errors, stamps, comments in the margins of the papers, and the
first-draft rubric. Despite their claims about the importance of students revising content, the tools
that the team decided upon collectively were not aligned with that particular motive.
While teacher comments in the margins of the students’ papers could certainly encourage
revisions of content, the team “decisions” about the tools they would use to promote student
revisions seemed to focus more on efficiency than pedagogy. The teachers agreed as a team that
they would circle or highlight grammar errors rather than identifying the actual problem.
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Although this was partly a pedagogical decision to encourage students to figure out the problem
themselves, several of the teachers also mentioned that it was attempt to lessen their workload
and put the onus back on the student. Further, the customized stamps that the team purchased for
their research paper grading focused on issues of plagiarism, citation problems, or formatting.
The stamps the teachers chose implied (1) what types of comments they believed they wrote
most often as a group and (2) a desire to save time during the grading process by avoiding
writing the same things over and over.
In terms of comments other than grammar markings or stamps, the standard and honors
teachers utilized abbreviations (e.g., awk, D, T) and brief questions (e.g., who?, what?, when?)
because, as Leanne explained, “I don’t have time to write a lot of comments, so I have a lot of
abbreviations.” While Margaret did not use abbreviations, she chose to minimize the use of
comments in general, prioritizing form and almost ignoring minor grammar concerns. Rachel
was the only exception because her commenting practices were not efficient, with 98.6
comments per student paper including detailed comments and questions about style and content.
This may have been due to her claims of being “OCD” and “marking everything” when she
grades.
The use of the first-draft rubric was also a means of making grading and encouraging
revision more efficient. By providing a checklist through which the teachers could point out
students’ strengths and weaknesses in terms of formatting, bibliography, content, style, and
mechanics, the teachers did not have to focus as much on making summative comments at the
end of students’ papers. They even added a section of “possible teacher comments” below the
scored section to quickly note (with a check mark) students’ problems with format or
documentation.
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Due to the realities of teachers’ time constraints, paper loads, and other curricular
demands, attempts to make the process of commenting on and grading stacks of students’ essays
more efficient was certainly understandable. However, when concerns of efficiency began to
eclipse the pedagogical justification for practices such as revision, the original intention of the
practice was compromised. Within the team context, each individual’s belief that content
revisions should be the priority became buried in the logistics of figuring out how to help large
numbers of students complete the “final” stage of the writing process. Because the teachers
conceived of revision as merely the final stage in a linear process, their focus on efficiency in
revision instruction may also have been linked to their reported exhaustion upon approaching the
finish line of an extensive research project. Leanne, Kinsey, and Joy all admitted that their
revision instruction may have suffered because they, like their students, were ready to be done
with the papers by the time they got to the revision stage. Revision, therefore, was viewed by
many of the teachers as a burdensome afterthought rather than an opportunity to improve student
writing significantly, making efficiency a means to alleviate some of this burden. Even though
Rachel and Margaret did not speak of revision in these particular terms, they also did not take
issue with the team’s overall approach to revising the research papers. In general, the individual
teachers recognized the value of revision to improve the content and mechanics of student
writing, but the primary tools that they appropriated as a team promoted the motive of efficiency
over pedagogy.
Contradiction between the Implementation of Tools for Revision Instruction and
Objectives for Student Revisions
The teachers’ implementation of the “efficient” tools for revision contradicted their
intended objectives for student revisions by prioritizing surface-level concerns over meaning-
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based content issues. Because the teachers’ objectives were based upon their perceptions of the
purposes of revision, their goals were to improve students’ content, style, and mechanics in their
papers. Additionally, individual teachers suggested goals of raising student awareness of their
writing (Rachel), teaching students to question themselves (Leanne), and teaching students to
think about their writing (Joy). While the teachers did not discuss their final draft rubric in detail,
it could also be seen as a representative of their goals for their students’ research papers and thus
for their revisions between drafts. As discussed, this rubric prioritized higher order skills such as
critical thinking and synthesis and confined mechanical and format concerns to one category.
As my analysis of the teachers’ commenting patterns revealed, all five teachers focused
the majority (87%) of their comments or markings on surface-level concerns, stylistic issues, or
structural concerns. Only 13% of their comments focused on encouraging content-level,
meaning-based revisions, despite the fact that many of them claimed that content revisions were
their highest priority. Even the peer editing lessons that I observed in Margaret and Leanne’s
classes leaned heavily toward a focus on mechanics and form with little instruction about how to
address issues of content beyond the directive to be specific rather than giving vague praise or
criticism. While the teachers may have addressed some content issues with their students as they
were composing their drafts (a form of revision that the teachers did not acknowledge), once the
drafts were completed, it was as if the content was established except for a few questions (13%
of the comments on a student’s paper) asking for more details or further evidence.
Further, the rough draft rubric that the teachers created and the stamps prioritized issues
of form over content, while the final draft rubric focused on content and the demonstration of
higher-order thinking skills. In addition, I did not observe any revision instruction (or other
writing instruction) that focused on the synthesis or critical thinking skills that were prioritized
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on the final draft rubric for students to achieve an “exemplary” score on their papers. Kinsey was
the only teacher who expressed doubt that the team’s approach to the research paper might not
promote students’ “advanced thinking” skills because they focused too heavily on “producing”
the research paper itself. Beyond this doubt, however, none of the teachers seemed to recognize
the contradiction between what they intended for students to accomplish through revision and the
revision tools that minimized issues of content. When the teachers discussed the reasons that
their students’ writing did not improve, they consistently placed the onus on the students, citing
lack of motivation (Joy), students not seeking help (Kinsey and Leanne), laziness (Rachel), and
not heeding warnings about what to avoid (Margaret). While some of these assumptions about
students may have been accurate, significant changes in student writing would require revisions
of more than mechanics and style, and the primary tools that the teachers utilized did not convey
this lesson to students.
Disequilibrium between Revision Tools and their Application across Class Levels
While the tenth grade team utilized the same types of revision tools across class levels,
there were significant differences in the revision opportunities that each class level received
within the same research paper context. Overall, the seminar and honors students received more
opportunities for revision and more one-on-one time outside of school to conference with their
teachers than their standard peers. In addition, the seminar students also received more detailed
and specific comments on their first drafts than their honors and standard peers. In contrast, the
standard students did not get to peer edit (and thus did not receive direct instruction about how to
revise) and received less one-on-one time to conference with their teachers. The imbalance of
instruction was influenced by numerous factors, many of which were unintentional decisions or
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out of the teachers’ hands. However, an analysis of these factors was necessary to understand
how the team’s common approaches to revision instruction would result in these inequities.
As the teachers explained, and I observed, many of these differences were due to
perceived student factors which caused the teachers to adapt their instruction. The seminar and
honors students all received instruction and/or modeling about how to peer edit one another’s
papers and then were given time in class to read and comment on one or more papers in pairs or
groups. While much of this process resulted in students giving vague praise and focusing on
grammatical concerns, they still had the opportunity to receive direct instruction about revision
techniques from their teachers and benefit from reading other students’ papers. The standard
teachers had to cancel their planned color-coding lessons because their students were not
prepared for it. For practical purposes, they both chose to use that period to allow students to
finish their rough drafts so that they could meet the impending team deadline.
The standard teachers encountered another issue with student motivation as they reported
that their students did not care enough about their grades, unlike their honors and seminar peers,
to spend time before or after school discussing their writing. Leanne, Margaret, and Rachel all
reported that individual conferences before and after school (and sometimes before and after
class) were a common occurrence. This was especially evident in the seminar teachers’
comments on student papers which often provided a brief suggestion followed by a request such
as “see me” or “come talk to me.” While Kinsey and Joy both suggested that they wanted their
students to meet with them before or after school, they expressed frustration that their students
did not seem to care enough to spend the extra time.
One additional advantage that the seminar student had over their honors and standard
peers was the detailed and specific comments that they received on their papers. Even with
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Margaret’s form-focused comments, she often wrote detailed comments to her students at the
end of their papers discussing the overall issues she noticed and how to address them. Rachel’s
comments were even more detailed and comprehensive, suggesting that she spent a significant
amount of time commenting on all aspects of their writing. In contrast, the standard and honors
teachers’ use of abbreviations and brief questions may have “signaled” problem areas, but they
did little to help the students understand how to address them. Both Kinsey and Joy justified their
limited comments with their fear that making comments on students’ papers was a futile task
because many of their students would not read them. Because my observations revealed that the
students primarily revised their writing based upon teacher comments, the seminar students had
an advantage over their peers by receiving more detailed instruction through teacher comments.
The apparent inequities that arose among the different class levels in terms of the type
and quality of revision instruction student received seemed to hinge upon the teachers’ attitudes
and perceptions of their students’ abilities and motivation. Most of the standard and honors’
teachers’ justification for their instructional practices were based upon their perceptions of
whether or not their students were capable of it (e.g., Kinsey’s belief that her students could not
peer edit because they did not recognize one another’s errors) or motivated to do it (e.g.,
Kinsey’s and Joy’s suggestion that their students were unwilling to come before or after school
for individual conferences). In most cases, the standard and honors teachers seemed to make
decisions based upon what their students could not or would not do, while the seminar teachers
focused on pushing their high-level students harder with the implicit confidence that the students
were motivated by grades. While it was beyond the scope of the current study to determine
students’ actual writing proficiencies, attitudes, or motivations, it was clear that a deficit model
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prevailed for the standard and honors teachers that was distinct from the high expectations of the
seminar teachers.
Even if the standard and honors teachers’ perceptions of their students’ abilities, attitudes,
and motivations were accurate, the influence of the team goals seemed to prevent them from
adapting instruction to account for these student differences. For instance, if the standard
teachers were not members of a team trying to maintain the same deadlines as the honors and
seminar teachers, they could have added an additional day for revision instruction after their
students completed their rough drafts. This is not to say that the standard students should not be
held responsible for meeting deadlines, but eliminating revision instruction for students who
already struggle with writing is counterproductive. Further, since the standard teachers
recognized that their students needed more one-on-one instruction, then they could have
prioritized individual conferences (as Kinsey suggested but did not carry out) during class time
rather than lamenting their students’ lack of motivation. Again, the teachers were so concerned
with meeting the deadlines set by the team (especially within the context of the new block
schedule), that they did not prioritize allocating extra time for these in-class conferences or other
practices that might have addressed their students’ writing needs more effectively.
The standard and honors teacher also cited time and student motivation as the primary
reasons for their abbreviated and efficient comments. While Leanne was primarily concerned
with not having enough time to comment, Kinsey and Joy both felt that their time was not wellspent commenting because the students were not motivated to address them. However, neither
standard teacher suggested, nor did I observe, any particular revision pedagogy that would teach
the students how to utilize these comments to improve their writing. Because my observations of
students making their revisions based on teacher comments revealed that many of them did not
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understand the abbreviations or what to do with them, it appeared that Kinsey and Joy were
correct in assuming that their time spent commenting was less useful. The standard teachers in
particular inadvertently created a cycle in which they (1) made fewer comments and (2) used
more abbreviations while (3) canceling direct revision instruction so that (4) students did not
know how to utilize the comments and thus (5) made fewer changes (according to their teachers),
reinforcing their teachers’ beliefs that the students were not motivated to make changes in their
writing. Thus the standard students were doubly disadvantaged with fewer comments and less
instruction about how to revise.
Again, it is important to note that the standard teachers had good intentions for their
students’ revision instruction, but they did not adapt instruction to meet their students’ needs for
more time, more direct instruction, and more feedback was problematic. Their primary
justification for their choices about revision instruction seemed to hinge upon the fact that they
had to negotiate the class time they devoted to the research paper carefully in order to stay on
track with the rest of the team. Revision instruction was cut as the deadlines approached. The
team’s application of the same timeline and expectations (apart from the number of required
pages) across all levels did not leave room for the standard teachers to adjust their revision
instruction to meet their students’ writing needs.
Summary
The activity system analysis of the tenth grade team decisions shed light on the
discrepancies between the team’s beliefs about the purpose of revision and their implementation
of revision pedagogy. While their perceptions of revision as the final stage of the writing process
caused them to underrepresent the amount of revision instruction they utilized, the teachers’
intentional revision practices communicated a high priority on form and correctness over
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content. The reasons for these discrepancies were varied: an underdeveloped understanding of
complexity of revision pedagogy, time constraints created by team deadlines and the underlying
pressure of the block schedule, a focus on streamlining the grading process to lighten the
paperload, weariness at the end of the research paper process, a perception of different class
levels’ needs and abilities, and a higher priority on other aspects of the writing process. In the
wake of all of these overlapping factors, the teachers seemed unaware that the revision they
encouraged contradicted their motives to improve and enhance the content of student writing
first and address lesser issues of grammar and format second.
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Chapter VI:
ACTIVITY THEORY ANALYSES OF INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS’ REVISION
PEDAGOGY
Overview
As discussed in chapter V, the activity systems analysis is useful in recognizing that the
individuals often act as a “collective subject” (Davydov, 1996) when they operate within a
social, collaborative context such as the PLC team. The preceding chapter revealed the
contradictions that arose between the team members’ perceptions of and objectives for revision
instruction and its actual implementation within the common context of the research paper. What
the team claimed to prioritize about revision instruction was at odds with the decisions that they
made, and thus the instruction they delivered did not match their original objectives. However,
the analysis of how the collective subject acted within an activity system only reveals part of the
complex story of revision instruction in the individual teachers’ classrooms. While these teachers
were all members of the larger team, and their decisions were clearly influenced by their
participation in the team, they were simultaneously individuals teaching their own students
within their own classrooms, nested within a variety of contexts beyond the tenth grade team.
The nuances of their teaching personalities and styles as well as the myriad decisions they made
within each lesson could not be captured in an analysis of the activity system of the team.
Therefore, a more complete picture of revision instruction among the tenth grade teachers must
include an analysis of the ways that different teachers delivered instruction within these nested
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settings. I will turn now to activity theory analyses of three of the five teachers in order to
highlight the confluence of factors that had the most impact on their revision instruction.
While I analyzed all five teachers using the same activity theory approach, I chose to
present three teachers, one from each of the three class levels (standard, honors, and seminar) for
two reasons: (1) data for teachers of the same level was often duplicative in terms of instructional
tools and decisions and (2) the three cases chosen represent combinations of the most salient
factors of my analysis. For instance, Joy and Kinsey both taught standard level classes, but Joy
was chosen because she was also the least experienced teacher among the group, a significant
factor in the analysis of her decisions. Neither teacher taught a revision-focused lesson, so that
was not a factor in deciding between them. It was necessary to analyze Leanne’s decisions both
as the teacher of the only honors class that I observed and the team leader and author of a large
portion of the tenth grade curriculum materials. While Margaret and Rachel both taught seminar
level classes, I chose to present Margaret’s case because Rachel tended to utilize and appropriate
more of the standard and honors materials. Despite Rachel’s suggestion that revision was a
common practice in her class, I did not observe any lessons that included particular revision
instruction. Margaret’s writing and revision approaches were also the most distinct from her
colleagues in terms of her objectives and her approach, making an analysis of her instruction
outside of the Sophomore Project context a useful comparison to the system analysis.
For each analysis of the individual teachers’ revision pedagogy actions, I will begin with
a narrative vignette of a lesson that I observed that best represented her approach to revision
instruction. The purpose of these vignettes is to convey details about the atmosphere of the
classroom context in which revision instruction was situated as well as to illustrate the teacher’s
interactions with students during instruction. In Joy’s class I did not observe any particular
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revision lessons (and she did not report teaching any), so I chose a lesson that depicted her
typical approach to writing instruction in which some components may have encouraged student
revision. After each of these vignettes, I will utilize Engestrom’s (1999) activity theory
framework to discuss the interactions among the salient factors (e.g., subject, tools, objectives,
rules, community, division of labor, and outcomes) as they related to each teacher’s revision
pedagogy activity. Within each of these triangles, I will highlight the most salient factors that
influenced that particular teacher’s decisions.
Revision Instruction in Joy’s Classroom
As students meandered into the classroom joking around with one another and slowly
slumping into their seats, I watched as Joy calmly answered a question from a bulky football
player named John who towered over her five-foot frame. He stood next to her casually and
comfortably as she explained something, and then he slowly swaggered to his seat. There was a
warmth in the room despite the harsh fluorescent lighting and the rigid rows of desks crammed
next to one another facing the board. When the bell rang, a surprisingly authoritative, yet
motherly, voice filled the high-ceilinged, windowless room as Joy reminded students to sit down
and take out their silent reading books. Even as the students struggled to settle into reading, Joy
patiently and sometimes jokingly chided them to focus, and they seemed to respond in kind to her
warmth. On the board behind her, I noticed the “lesson essential question” which asked, “How
do you plan and write a successful essay?”
After about twenty minutes of “silent” reading in which less than a third of the class
seemed engaged, Joy instructed them to put their books away and take out their writing test
essay block handouts from yesterday. The handout had detailed sections (broken down sentence
by sentence) for each paragraph, and Joy asked students to share a portion of what they wrote
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yesterday concerning a personal experience with revenge. Derrick, an athlete slouched in his
desk, shared his revenge story which involved his basketball teammates freezing his underwear
and his “revenge” of crunching up their Doritos and mixing them with hot sauce. Joy smiled,
listening patiently and then asked him what category this type of revenge belonged to, and the
student said, “An eye for an eye.” From the back of the room, Shawna described a time when
she got revenge by fighting with a girl. When Joy asked if there were consequences, she said,
“My little sister’s stroller almost got hit by a car.” Joy paused for a moment to comment that
revenge can result in “bad, bad things,” a quick moral interlude before she shifted to the
“observation” section of the paper.
On the board she had written three options for this section: historical event, current
event, or famous person. Joy asked her students to remind her what they wrote yesterday for the
observation paragraph, and one of the students read it aloud. Then she asked them to recall the
“five criteria for writing.” When no students responded, she reminded them that “two of them
start with an s and an e.” One student remembered “support,” and Joy supplied the “e” term:
“elaboration.”
Once the review of yesterday’s material was over, Joy told them that they were moving to
the “reading” body paragraph in which they would provide a specific example from literature.
Although they only watched the film version of The Count of Monte Cristo, Joy encouraged them
to write about it as if they had read it because it involved a good example of a revenge plot. The
following discussion ensued:
Joy: Do you want to write about this one since it’s fresh in your memory? I do! We have
to make sure to give what?
A few students dutifully answered, “Details!”
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Joy: I love that you keep saying that, but what else?
As she waited for a response, two students asked if they needed to copy what was on the
board. Other students began talking to one another, the volume growing louder.
Joy: Yes, everyone should write this down. Let me remind you that this is extremely
important. Twenty-five percent of your grade in here, so if you’re talking, you’re only
hurting yourself.
Joy composed a sentence aloud, and the students copied it from the board. A student complained
that he did not know where to write on his handout because the graphic organizer on the board
did not look like his handout.
Joy: We need to have three sentences, and if I write small enough to fit it in the box, you
won’t be able to see it.…. We want an overall picture of our paper so that we can go back
later and fill in the details… ‘He got revenge by…’
Several students tried to contribute ideas to finish the sentence, and Joy constructed a sentence
from their suggestions.
Joy: It’s really good to read over your sentences before you start writing the rest of your
essay.
Joy moved on to the box for the third sentence which was prompted by the question, “What are
the effects of this revenge?” Students began guessing at answers to this question.
Joy: How can we convey that in a sentence? And we’re all paying attention and writing
this down. Did he really care about money? What he really cared about was…
One student suggested “Mercedes,” and Joy wrote another sentence on the board incorporating
that answer. A student commented that he thought the sentence that they had constructed as a
class sounded too childish.
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Joy: Jeremiah thinks this sentence sounds like a little kid. How can we make it better?
The students brainstormed ways to improve the sentence before Joy recorded a slightly more
complex sentence that was based upon their suggestions and her adaptations. She then shifted to
the conclusion saying, “I’m going to go over the conclusion and then ask you to do it on your
own.” After Joy reviewed the components of a conclusion, she asked the students to work
independently while she walked around to help them. While a few students began working, most
of them just looked around the room or at the board as if they had nothing to do. One student got
up to blow his nose two times in two minutes, walking very slowly back and forth. In one row a
few boys were talking to each other about what kind of quotation they should include, but most of
the students just began talking about the game or the past weekend. However, once Joy stopped
to give clarification about a word that was confusing on the handout, more students started to
work until the majority of the students were writing something on their papers. As she noticed a
few students finishing their paragraphs, Joy off-handedly asked students to trade papers with
another student when they finished, but none of the students followed these directions. Before the
bell rang, Joy asked a few students to share what they had written, and one of them ended his
paragraph with Gandhi’s famous words: “An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind.” This
quotation choice seemed insightful and appropriate for the conclusion until two more students
shared their paragraphs which ended with the same quotation, and it became clear that they had
chosen the quotation from a list of options on their handouts. Before the bell rang, Joy reminded
the students of their homework, and they audibly groaned in a dramatic, lighthearted way before
they packed up and left the classroom.
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Analysis of Joy’s Writing Instruction Vignette
This portrait of Joy’s writing instruction represented one of two significant writing
instruction episodes that I observed that were almost identical in approach: the first (depicted in
the vignette) for writing test preparation and the second for research paper instruction. These two
lessons were the only direct writing instruction lessons that I observed in Joy’s class, and they
reflected the type of teaching that Joy claimed to “hate” the most but felt powerless to change.
While some potential opportunities for student revisions did occur within the writing test
preparation lesson (which I will discuss in the following sections), the focus of the lesson was
clearly on the appropriate structure and organization of an essay intended to meet the specific
expectations of the writing test context. However, the writing test was only one of many factors
that influenced Joy’s decisions about maximizing this form of instruction and minimizing
practices such as revision.
As discussed in chapter IV, Joy’s highly structured approach to writing instruction was a
reaction to the tremendous pressure that she felt for her students to pass the writing test. Joy also
indicated that she relied heavily on this approach for her standard students who struggled to stay
on task when they were given too much individual freedom to write. This episode of Joy’s
whole-class writing instruction mirrored the approach that she used later in the semester when
modeling the research paper outline for her students. In fact, whole-class writing instruction
followed by individual practice represented 75% of the writing instruction that I observed in
Joy’s class. Within this approach, Joy’s focus on formulaic instruction was evidenced by the
structured handout that she used to model each sentence for her students and her focus on
“buzzwords” concerning effective components of an essay. This was apparent in the fill-in-theblank interactions in which she expected her students to remember terms such as “support,”
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“elaboration,” and “details.” In addition, it was clear within this lesson as well as my observation
of the whole-class research paper lesson that students were preoccupied with what they needed to
copy down from the board rather than questions about what they were writing and why.
While Joy’s interview data revealed that she did not believe that she had “taught”
revision due to her cancellation of the primary revision lesson that she had planned for the
research paper, this episode in particular revealed two opportunities for student revisions
according to the complex definition of revision as recursive and multi-focused espoused by
Fitzgerald (1987). While I could not hear the individual conversations that Joy had with each
student as she walked around the room, these individual conferences provided potential
opportunities for students to revise what they had written or revise their thinking about what to
write. Because revision can be viewed as a recursive process that occurs at any time during the
process of composing, these interactions between Joy and her students during the composing
process were potential revision opportunities within the outlining phase. Joy’s more explicit
suggestion to revise occurred when she gave a general suggestion to the class for students to
trade papers when they were finished. However, she did not give them any instructions about
what to do when they traded papers, and the students who were finished seemed to ignore this
suggestion and begin to pack up their things.
The only other revision instruction that Joy employed was the comments that she wrote
on her students’ research papers. Joy utilized the highest percentage of surface-level comments
(78% of her total comments) among her colleagues, and the content-based comments (12% of
her total comments) were primarily questions or comments prompting further details. Reflecting
upon her students’ research papers, Joy expressed the most frustration of her colleagues when
she saw very few changes between the rough and final drafts. And that was if her students turned
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in a final draft at all. Figure 6.1 graphically depicts the framework for Joy’s revision pedagogy
activity including the complex interactions of factors that influenced her minimization of
revision pedagogy. The factors that are bolded represent those that had the most significant
influence on Joy’s decisions, and the orange lines represent specific points of tension or
contradiction within Joy’s instruction.

Subject:
-Least experienced
-No writing pedagogy
preparation
-Does not identify as a
writer
-Defines revision as
addressing grammar,
vocabulary, and
content issues
Rules:
-State writing test
pressure
-Team expectations
-Block schedule

Tools:
-Formulaic writing (worksheets)
-Teachers comments on first draft of
research paper
-Teacher guidance during students’
individual writing
-General instruction for students to peer
edit and revise independently

Objective:
-Improve student writing
between drafts (“make
better drafts”)

Community:
-State policy
-10th grade team
-Individual
classroom

Division of Labor:
-Standard-level
teacher

Outcomes:
-Perception that
research papers did
not improve between
drafts
-Revision lesson
canceled due to
students’ lack of
preparation and time
constraints
-Focus on formulaic
writing

Figure 6.1. Activity theory analysis of Joy’s revision pedagogy.
Activity Theory Analysis of Joy’s Revision Pedagogy
Examining Joy’s revision pedagogy within the activity system revealed several factors
that influenced her to minimize revision instruction so that she did not perceive that it improved
her students’ writing. Joy’s subject status as the least experienced member of the team with no
writing pedagogy preparation made her especially vulnerable to external pressures such as team
decisions and the state writing test. Joy admitted that she did not have much revision instruction
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as a high school student or in her teacher education program in college. Even though she
acknowledged that revision instruction should prioritize content issues, she suggested that
teaching standard students how to revise their content was “really hard” and that she “ha(d)
trouble” figuring out how to do it because she had never been taught how to do it in her own
writing. While Joy admitted that she “hated” the way that she taught writing, her lack of
preparation in areas such as revision instruction meant that she did not have the pedagogical
knowledge or tools to “rebel” against the formulaic approach to the writing test or the research
paper. Joy recognized that the team approach to writing instruction “stifle(d)” her “teaching
philosophy” and “creativity” and the process of “figur(ing) out who (she was) as a teacher.” In
terms of her revision instruction, she explained that the team approach was a source of
frustration:
We all do it the same way, so I’m… not blaming it on them… I just… I feel like we’re
doing all the work. So, whether they learn anything from that, I’m not sure…. I have
talked to a lot of people trying to figure out how to do that better….outside of, you know,
the 10th grade team…. I just don’t know… I’m frustrated with… the difference between
the rough draft and final draft… I never see a big change from the first draft to the second
draft in my standard students.
Because she did not learn how to teach revision prior to becoming a member of the 10th grade
team, Joy did not have many ideas about how to do things differently. Even though she believed
that her students were not benefiting from the team’s approach to revision, she felt that her only
recourse was to ask teachers outside of her tenth grade team for advice. Yet she still did not have
any answers, and she was left with a feeling of helplessness and frustration that her approach to
revision was an exercise in futility for her and her students.
In addition to these factors, Joy taught standard students, and her experience with
standard students taught her that they responded best to whole-class, structured modeling with
small increments of time for individual practice. She felt limited in the time she could spend with
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them one-on-one because, with the way she structured her classroom, the students quickly got off
task if they were given too much time to work independently. Joy believed that many of her
students needed significant help with the content of their papers, some needing to rewrite the
whole thing. However, she did not feel that she could devote that much time in class to each
individual student and maintain classroom management. Instead, she would ask students who
needed more help with content to come before or after school, but she lamented that “that never
happens.” Whether or not Joy’s perceptions of her students’ behavioral and instructional needs
were accurate, her experiences as a standard teacher over the past several years informed her
whole-class, structured approach to writing and limited her individual revision instruction to
what she could accomplish with her students a few minutes at a time between whole-class
modeling episodes.
Revision Instruction in Leanne’s Classroom
There was an energetic buzz in the classroom as the students made their way back from
the computer lab to their desks. After writing independently for 45 minutes about their research
topics, they seemed to be eager to talk and interact. The desks were permanently in groups of six,
and there was a hum of conversation as students sat across from one another, fiddling with the
highlighters and colored pencils in the baskets in the middle of each group of desks. Leanne’s
deep voice boomed over the conversations as she focused their attention on the peer editing
practice activity that was in front of them. She began by laying some ground rules about how to
critique other students’ essays in a respectful manner, reminding her students that it was
important to be supportive of their peers. To prevent harsh critiques, Leanne said, “If you are
going to be critical, there is a constructive way to do that.” She jokingly pointed out that there
was a difference between saying, “These transitions really suck” and a more positive critique
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such as, “You need to improve these transitions.” The students laughed with her, some
suggesting their own versions of negative comments to their peers.
With these rules in place, Leanne began leading the class through the peer editing
process that she expected them to follow using a sample rough draft from a previous year. She
began by asking the students to highlight the thesis statement in the introductory paragraph. As
several students seemed to be reluctant to mark on the paper, Leanne jokingly yelled, “Commit!”
to encourage them to make a guess. A student near the front of the room asked if she would
laugh at them if they made a mistake, and, without missing a beat, Leanne sarcastically said, “I
might… but I’ll do it alone.” The students laughed with her briefly before she refocused their
attention on the thesis statement and asked them to justify their various choices. After they
agreed upon which sentence represented the thesis, Leanne underlined it on her copy of the
paper that was projected on the board. Some students waited until she did this, and they followed
suit on their own copies. Then Leanne asked them to underline the “hook” in green and then
determine what kind of comment they should make about the hook. In the sample essay, the hook
was a descriptive quotation about the peaceful nature of Japan.
A student from the back of the room suggested simply writing “good quote,” but Leanne
pushed him further: “Why is it good?” Two students claimed that the quotation created an
image in the reader’s mind, so Leanne wrote “good images” next to the quotation. Once she
modeled this process with the thesis, hook, and link, Leanne asked her students to take out the
blue, green, and orange markers as well as the yellow highlighter. They were asked to follow an
editing checklist that included the following expectations: (1) highlight all parenthetical
documentation (yellow highlighter); (2) underline topic sentences (green); (3) underline the
transition sentence in the first body paragraph (orange); (4) underline all of the paraphrased
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materials (blue); and (5) circle grammar or mechanics errors (red). When Leanne pulled out the
red marker, a student in the back of the room commented that she was pulling out the “big
guns.” As they practiced correcting citations as a class, Leanne showed the students the team’s
pre-made research paper stamps that included phrases such as “Plagiarized! Fix or you fail!”
Good Lord! and “Parenthetical documentation here” with a hand icon pointing toward the
supposed error. A student named Tevon in the middle of the room asked, “Do you have one that
says, ‘You suck! Try again!’?”Leanne laughed at this and then kept modeling the citation
corrections.
Then Leanne challenged all of the students to find all of the grammatical errors in the
paper. Leanne gave them permission to work in their groups to find these errors, and the
students seemed to enjoy working together to “win” the game. When Leanne told them that they
should have found thirteen errors, the students counted their circled errors quickly. She reviewed
each of the errors, which included lack of subject-verb agreement, incorrect comma usage, runon sentences, capitalization errors, and fragments. In the midst of this grammar check, a young
man sitting near me read a sentence aloud from the essay and complained that it sounded too
simple. Leanne stopped to explain that he was right, but that was not one of the errors that she
was talking about. As the class period winded down, Leanne reminded her students to put their
names at the top and turn it in so that they could receive a “nice daily grade.” The following
day, Leanne’s students carried out the same color-coded peer editing activity in their groups
using their own research paper drafts while Leanne walked around to guide them and answer
questions.
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Analysis of Leanne’s Writing Instruction Vignette
This vignette of Leanne’s revision instruction captured her casual, playful attitude with
her students as well as the energy that often permeated the classroom. This particular episode
was one of the two revision lessons that I observed in the context of Leanne’s research paper
instruction. The second lesson occurred the following day and represented the students’
application of the process that Leanne modeled on their peers’ essays. These were the only
revision lessons that I observed, and they represented the majority of Leanne’s direct revision
instruction based upon her interview commentary.
This color-coding revision approach was the revision lesson that Leanne prioritized in her
writing instruction (as well as the approach that the team had agreed upon initially), so it
provided the best representation of Leanne’s beliefs about and implementation of revision
pedagogy. Leanne’s approach to modeling the color-coding process was very similar to the other
whole-class writing-focused lessons that I observed (as well as the other Sophomore Project
writing lessons that I observed in Kinsey and Joy’s classes): organized, structured, step-by-step,
and teacher-directed. In her interview at the end of the semester, Leanne even described it as a
“detailed, structured, color-coded process.” Leanne walked her students through a process of
highlighting, underlining, and circling various elements of the sample paper, and for the thesis,
hook, and link, she focused specifically on asking students to evaluate it and training them to
give more specific feedback. While this stage of the process did encourage students to think
briefly about the purpose of the components of their introductory paragraphs (e.g., hook, link,
and thesis) prior to making a comment, the remainder of the lesson seemed to focus primarily on
identification rather than critique.
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After Leanne modeled her comments on the introductory paragraph, she asked the
students to mark parenthetical documentation, topic sentences, transition sentences, and grammar
and mechanics errors. Although this checklist approach to revisions might have communicated to
a student that he or she was missing something that needed to be added, the process was less
about critically evaluating content and more about ensuring that all of the required components
of the research paper were present. The revision lesson was essentially the organized research
paper outline in reverse, asking students to go back and make sure they included everything that
was on the detailed handout that they filled out prior to writing their first drafts. The dominance
of the methodical aspect of this revision approach was especially evident when a student pointed
out during the “grammar-correcting” portion of the lesson that one of the sentences sounded “too
simple,” and Leanne agreed with him but dismissed his critique because she intended for him to
address one of the grammar errors in that section. This also highlighted the color-coding focus on
surface-level concerns. In her interview, Leanne explained that after she handed her students’
papers back, she made them “immediately” go in and “hand-correct grammar” so that they were
prepared to revise in the computer lab when it was time. She explained that “the research paper is
what reinforces grammar more than anything else we do in our writing.” While Leanne also cited
students’ revisions of documentation (e.g., correcting citations) and content (e.g., “coherence
issues”), she suggested some of them “fixed the cosmetic stuff like the grammar, but… still had a
lot of coherence issues in particular.” The activity theory model in Figure 6.2 situates Leanne’s
decisions about revision pedagogy within the activity system, providing further insight into her
approach and justification.
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Tools:
-Whole-class modeling followed by
individual practice
- Color-coding peer editing (groups)
- Teacher comments on first draft of
research paper
- Teacher comment evaluation chart

Subject:
-Most experienced
-No writing pedagogy
preparation
-Published author
-Defined revision as
“editing”

Rules:
-Writing test
-Team expectations
-Block schedule

Objectives:
-Improve student
writing with a focus on
grammar, style, and
content

Community:
-State policy
-English department
-10th grade team
-Individual classroom

Outcomes:
-Perception that
research papers
improved significantly
between drafts due to
revisions
-Comments focused
on surface-level
changes
- Focus on
organization and
planning

Division of Labor:
- Department chair
and team leader
-Author of
Sophomore Project
- Honors level
teacher

Figure 6.2. Activity theory analysis of Leanne’s revision pedagogy.
Activity Theory Analysis of Leanne’s Revision Pedagogy
Leanne’s decisions about how to teach her students to revise, like her other writing
instruction decisions, grew out of 17 years of experience teaching tenth graders. In her
interviews, Leanne articulated intentional, purposeful reasons for the majority of her writing
instruction, but she admitted that her weakness was revision instruction. In terms of the writing
instruction that I observed, Leanne devoted 28% to whole-class instruction followed by
individual practice, 25% to individual in-class writing, 19% to group revision, 18% to individual
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revision, and 11% to group writing or composing. While these numbers reveal that
approximately 37% of Leanne’s writing instruction involved revision (a larger portion than her
colleagues), those percentages represented the two color-coding lessons (one modeling with a
sample paper and the other group work with student papers) and one class period in which
students went to the computer lab to type their revisions individually. Like her colleagues,
Leanne focused heavily in her comments and markings on surface-level concerns (77%) and
devoted only 8% of her comments to content-related issues. Leanne seemed to prioritize
streamlining the grading process as much as possible with a focus on using stamps,
abbreviations, and rubrics to evaluate the research papers. Despite her focus on efficiency and
her lack of confidence about her revision instruction in general, Leanne believed that most of her
students’ research papers improved significantly between drafts due to their revisions.
While Leanne’s conflation of the term “editing” with “revising” provided some
explanation for the apparent contradiction between her belief that her students’ papers improved
and her tendency toward surface-level revision instruction, her role as a published author who
claimed to completely rewrite some aspects of her own work makes a further analysis of this
contradiction necessary. Like Joy, Leanne did not recall any writing pedagogy instruction in her
teacher education course, and she, too, felt like revision was a particular weakness for her as a
teacher. To fill this void, Leanne formed her current writing instruction approach with
knowledge gained from her own writing process, the influence of past English teachers, the
influence of the writing test, and years of trial and error with her tenth grade students.
The primary characteristic shared by each of these contexts was placing a high priority on
organization in student writing. In fact, Leanne used some form of the word “organize” (e.g.,
organization, graphic organizer) 21 times in her interviews, more than twice as many times as
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Joy who was the next closest with 1018. Leanne admitted her own affinity for the structured, fiveparagraph approach and praised a past high school English teacher who taught her the value of
structured planning. Add to this the highly structured writing test context in which Leanne taught
for the past 17 years and her perception that organization was one of her honors students’
greatest weaknesses, and Leanne’s structured, controlled approach to revision pedagogy seemed
inevitable.
Because Leanne placed a high priority on students following directions and meeting the
criteria on the revision checklist, it seemed that her perception of students’ improvements on
their research papers was a reflection that they addressed her (and their peers’) comments and
made the corrections she encouraged. While it was beyond the scope of the current study to
determine the extent to which Leanne’s students addressed her comments, the fact that the
majority of Leanne’s comments involved surface-level or stylistic suggestions indicated that
students who followed directions primarily would have made those kinds of changes to their
writing. Leanne did suggest that while all of her students improved, her “really weak research
papers” were those in which students “fixed the cosmetic stuff… but… still had lots of
coherence issues.” Leanne seemed to link “coherence issues” to content problems rather than
stylistic problems, and she did not elaborate on the improvements that her best writers made
aside from calling them “good.” It is possible that Leanne’s own hazy interpretation of making
content improvements, limited to the word “coherence” both in her initial discussion of revision
and her evaluation of her students’ papers, limited the ways that she taught students how to
revise for content. Therefore, it seemed that Leanne’s criteria for improvement was a
combination of grammar and stylistic changes.

18

In addition, Kinsey used a form of “organize” four times, Rachel used it once, and Margaret never mentioned it.
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In contrast to Joy who was heavily influenced by external forces such as the writing test
and the team context, Leanne’s role as the department chair, PLC team leader, author of the
Sophomore Project, and the recipient of numerous accolades placed her in a position to influence
her colleagues’ instruction significantly. Therefore, applying the activity theory model to
Leanne’s revision instruction must necessarily focus on how her instructional decisions impacted
the larger activity system rather than vice versa. While Leanne was influenced by the writing test
as a new teacher, she appropriated its formulaic approach easily because it jived with her own
beliefs in the necessity of structure, organization, and planning. The research paper and project
that she designed, therefore, utilized many of the same types of handouts such as outlines with
detailed expectations for each sentence. Over the years, her Sophomore Project grew into a
tremendous instructional undertaking that involved approximately 80 handouts, a large portion of
which the entire tenth grade team utilized in their classrooms. Leanne was aware that she had
significant influence over the team’s writing curriculum, indicating that she “struggle(d) with
trying to help them understand” that they did not “have to do exactly what I’m doing.” Implicit
in her explanation was Leanne’s recognition that the team often appropriated her lesson plans,
but she still tried to stay open-minded to new ideas. At the same time, her explanation that “we
just choose to do it like this” indicated that Leanne’s curriculum had become common practice
on the team.
It was evident through my observations, interviews, conversations with students, and
even students’ reflections that Leanne’s influence over the tenth grade curriculum was pervasive.
Therefore, Leanne’s approach to revision instruction, and the fact that she perceived it as her
writing pedagogy weakness, had implications beyond her own classroom. Under her leadership,
the teachers focused heavily on the common planning and organization aspects of the
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Sophomore Project, but revision appeared to be more of an afterthought. Although several of the
teachers spoke of their intention to use Leanne’s color-coding approach, the standard teachers
canceled their revision instruction altogether and the seminar teachers utilized their own peer
editing approaches. In other words, it was clear that, as with Leanne’s own priorities about
writing instruction, the team’s decisions about revision pedagogy were less intentional and not
fully articulated. While these decisions certainly did not rest solely on Leanne’s shoulders, her
influence over writing instruction decisions was undeniable, especially within the teams’ primary
revision context: the research paper.
Revision Instruction in Margaret’s Classroom
“Part of analyzing and using support is using the text to justify what you’re saying…. If
you’re making general statements, it’s too vague. It doesn’t prove your point.” As she walked
purposefully around the room, handing back various papers at the beginning of class, Margaret
did not waste any time getting started with her reflections upon her students’ recent writing
attempts. The students sat in straight rows facing the chalkboard, and Margaret took advantage
of this configuration by talking briefly about her expectations for their character analysis essays
for Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House. After giving several examples of how characters had
different shades of personalities, Margaret warned her students, saying, “If you just get to the
surface of the character, you won’t get to the meat.” Then she encouraged them to get back into
their pairs and “keep what’s good and change what isn’t.” The tidy rows of desks quickly
disintegrated as students turned their desks around or moved to sit with their partners.
Within a few minutes, an argument erupted within one pair concerning whether or not
Nora should be considered childish. Catherine argued that Nora was only childish around her
husband, but she was mature and motherly with her children. Her partner Dean contended that
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any instance of childishness made her childish. As their argument became more heated and
another pair joined in, Catherine raised her hand to seek Margaret’s advice. Margaret listened
to both sides and then suggested that maybe Nora was not childish, but just naïve and
underdeveloped. Then she encouraged the pair to compromise by trying to find an adjective from
the list provided on the prompt that would satisfy both of them.
The students referred back to the list on their assignment sheet that included thirty
adjectives, including words such as loyal, dishonorable, cowardly, intelligent, rational, childish,
sarcastic, stubborn, selfish, and unpredictable. After they completed summary statements to
support their adjective choices in pairs, Margaret told them to prepare to write their individual
essays. The instructions on their essay assignment sheet were as follows:
Using the Character Chart you completed with a partner, write a brief essay about one
of the characters, focusing on negative character traits that may cause that person to
behave the way her [sic] or she does. To get you started, the introductory paragraph is
provided for you… Note: Be careful in choosing the trait to write about. Compassion and
generosity are not flaws, so be sure not to choose those to write your essay about.
Below these instructions, Margaret provided a template for the first paragraph that the students
were allowed to copy prior to writing their character analyses:
Henrik Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House is an examination of human nature and personality.
Each of the five main characters displays personality traits that can be considered
character flaws. One of these characters, __________________, is an example of a
person who has a flaw of being _______________. That flaw is made evident in several
ways.
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As the students began writing, one student asked how many sentences it should be, and Margaret
responded, “It’s not the number [of sentences]…. It’s the quality of what you’re writing…
Otherwise you’ll count the number of sentences and think you’re finished…. You need to learn to
give a complete answer.”
Bryan: Do we, like, write this down?
Margaret: Yes, on a separate sheet of paper.
Bryan: So, we write this?
Margaret: Yes!
While the students wrote, Margaret explained to me that when the students heard the writing test
was canceled, they thought they would not have to do any more writing, so she decided to make
sure that they had to write an essay right away to send the message that writing was still an
important skill. Margaret encouraged them to use their A Doll’s House books to find textual
evidence as they wrote as well as dictionaries to determine the shades of meaning among
different adjectives on the list. Several students stopped in the midst of their writing to read
portions of the text or double-check the dictionary meaning of the adjective they chose.
As some students began to finish their essays after about twenty minutes, Margaret
approached their desks and picked up their essays to read over what they had written. Her
manner seemed warm and constructive, rather than critical. After reading Charles’ essay, she
told him, “It wasn’t just that… Mentioning his children in this paragraph takes you off topic.”
Charles nodded and began to look back over his paragraph as Margaret picked up Bryan’s
essay: “It’s a start… You need a transition between your thesis and your example. You jump to
the example too soon.” She explained that by lumping two examples of Torvald’s insensitivity
into one paragraph, Bryan implied that the insensitivity is the same. Margaret tried to help
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Bryan understand that Torvald’s insensitivity was not the same because he was insensitive in
different ways to different characters. She handed back his paper so that he would have the next
ten minutes to make changes. As she walked from student to student, she followed a similar
pattern, giving advice or asking questions such as, “What are you focusing on?”
With about five minutes remaining in the period, a low rumble moved through the room
as students began finishing their essays and packing up their books. Margaret recognized their
restlessness saying, “Okay, when the girls are acting up, I know you’ve had enough.” After
collecting their pair work and their individual essays, Margaret allowed them to talk for the last
few minutes, and the students immediately began talking loudly with their friends about the essay
as well as the basketball game that weekend. Margaret casually joked with several students in
the front of the classroom before they headed to lunch.
Analysis of Margaret’s Writing Instruction Vignette
This particular slice of Margaret’s writing instruction represented a less direct form of
revision instruction than two other lessons that I observed in her classroom involving peer
revisions and feedback. However, I chose this vignette because it depicted Margaret’s revision
instruction apart from the structured contexts of the Sophomore Project (as well as the only
lesson involving revision apart from the Sophomore Project that I observed among all of the
teachers), and it was aligned with her description of her writing pedagogy philosophy. Margaret
emerged as a “rebel with a cause” within the tenth grade team, accomplishing what was required
of her in terms of the writing test and Sophomore Project, but otherwise carrying out writing
instruction based upon her own convictions about what was important for her seminar students.
Therefore, Margaret’s practices, and this teaching episode in particular, revealed a unique
contrast to the team’s approach to revision.
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While Margaret’s other two revision lessons (one for the research paper and one for the
Sophomore Project speech) were very similar to Leanne’s approach of asking students to look
for particular components as well as noting format or mechanical issues, the revision portion of
this episode stood in stark contrast with its focus on encouraging students to rethink their claims
and consider how their ideas worked together. Interestingly, Margaret believed that her students
rarely had an opportunity to revise in her class due to time constraints. Like Joy, she did not
consider these types of individual conferences with students as they wrote to be “revision
instruction” because she perceived revision as a final stage in the writing process. However,
Margaret’s brief discussions with several of her students as they wrote their in-class essays
within this vignette were the most in-depth conversations about revising content that I observed
over the course of the study.
The words and phrases that Margaret used throughout this lesson mirrored her core
writing instruction belief that students must think before they could articulate their thoughts in
writing:


Part of analyzing and using support is using the text to justify what you’re
saying…



If you’re making general statements, it’s too vague. It doesn’t prove your point.



If you just get to the surface of the character, you won’t get to the meat.



It’s not the number [of sentences], it’s the quality of what you’re writing… You
need to learn to give a complete answer.

In contrast to Joy’s students who were composing an essay as a whole class with each type of
sentence defined for them, Margaret’s students were pushed to analyze, use support, justify their
claims, prove their point, “get to the meat” of a character, and focus on “quality” rather than a
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certain number of sentences. The only structure she provided for them was the introductory
paragraph, a means to help them get started so that they could devote their time to the character
analysis piece. In this way, Margaret provided some scaffolding for her students who were still
learning how to write analytical essays while still allowing for a variety of outcomes. The
students worked in pairs to discuss and debate the characters’ qualities so that they would have
fodder for their essay arguments. This priority on thinking before writing carried over to
Margaret’s revision instruction in which she approached many different students, read their
writing, and provided immediate feedback. She explained to Charles that one of the details he
provided took him “off topic,” and then suggested that Bryan’s choice to include two different
examples of a character’s insensitivity in one paragraph oversimplified how that attribute
impacted other characters. Margaret’s comments within these mini-conferences were detailed,
specific and often challenged the student to consider the logic of their writing.
When I asked Margaret in her follow-up interview about her purpose in using this
approach, she explained that it was important to give students feedback while they were in the
midst of their writing and thinking. She believed it was counterproductive to give a paper back to
a student days later and say, “Okay, remember when you were thinking about this?” Instead,
Margaret prioritized talking to students about their writing while they were composing:
So, what I usually pick upon is their logic in their writing. Is what they’re saying making
sense? I’m not looking at the mechanics of it as much. So, I’ll say to them, you know, “I
see what you’re saying here, and that makes sense, but you’re contradicting it down
here”… Can they write it, go back, think about what they’ve written again, and then add
to it or change it?
Even though Margaret did not define this practice explicitly as revision, this approach was the
only one that I observed (or that a teacher discussed) in which revision of content was truly
prioritized over lower-level concerns. When I asked Margaret if she was pleased with her
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students’ final drafts of these analytical essays, she said yes and explained that they had
especially improved in their level of support. In contrast, Margaret was less confident about her
students’ improvements on their research papers in which the revision process hinged primarily
on peer editing and teacher comments focused on format and bibliography. Placing Margaret’s
revision instruction within the larger activity system (Figure 6.3) provided insight into some of
these contradictions in her writing pedagogy decisions.

Subject:
-12 years experience
-Most courses on
writing/ writing
pedagogy
-AP teacher
-Teacher of the Year
(during time of study)

Rules:
- Writing test rules
-Team expectations
-Block schedule

Tools:
-Individual conferences with students
-Peer editing in pairs
-Teacher comments on first draft of
research paper
-Reading students’ writing aloud to
them
-Scoring writing samples
Objectives:
-Improve student
writing with a focus on
content, style, and
grammar
-Encourage student
thinking before writing
Community:
-State policy
- AP context
-10th grade PLC
-Individual
classroom

Division of Labor:
-Seminar-level
teacher

Figure 6.3. Activity theory analysis of Margaret’s revision pedagogy.
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Outcomes:
-Perception that
students’ research
papers improved
somewhat because
students addressed
comments
concerning style and
structure
-Perception that
literary analysis
essays improved in
terms of level of
support

Activity Theory Analysis of Margaret’s Revision Pedagogy
Margaret exhibited a humble confidence about her writing instruction that was rooted in
her 12 years of experience, numerous outside writing courses, and training as an AP teacher. As
the current “teacher of the year,” Margaret had clearly earned her students’ and colleagues’
respect as an effective teacher. In terms of her overall writing instruction, Margaret’s students
spent 48% of their writing instruction time engaged in individual, in-class writing such as that
depicted in the vignette. This in-class writing clearly included some individual revision
instruction as well, but it was difficult to disentangle a particular percentage since some students
did spend the entire time writing while others received individual feedback. Twenty-six percent
of writing instruction was devoted to group or pair writing. The two peer editing sessions within
the Sophomore Project accounted for 18%, and only 7% involved whole-class writing
instruction. Because of Margaret’s focus on giving immediate feedback during in-class writing,
revision instruction actually encompassed a much larger portion of her overall writing instruction
than she acknowledged in her interviews, but it was hard to quantify in terms of percentages.
Therefore, the bulk of the revision instruction from Margaret’s perspective involved the
two peer editing sessions for the research paper and Sophomore Project speech as well as the
comments that she wrote on her students’ first draft research papers. In her interviews, Margaret
claimed that she did not believe that peer editing worked, and she preferred an approach she
called “discussion-based peer sharing” in which students read portions of their writing aloud and
received oral feedback from their peers. However, I never observed a “discussion-based peer
sharing” lesson and the two peer editing sessions I observed were much more traditional in
scope. Both lessons mirrored Leanne’s color-coding approach without the colors, with
identifying required components and marking mechanical errors. These types of revisions were
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distinct from Margaret’s one-on-one discussions about content for her students’ in-class
analytical essays. Like her colleagues, the comments that Margaret made on the research papers
were heavily focused on surface-level concerns (63% of her comments), rather than content
issues (17% of her comments). More than any of her colleagues, Margaret’s comments about
format and bibliography dominated her concerns (47% of her total comments). These approaches
to revision were surprising in contrast to Margaret’s revision priorities while her students were
writing in contexts not influenced by the tenth grade team.
While Margaret’s ultimate objective for students’ revisions were that they would be able
to address mechanical, stylistic, and content concerns simultaneously, she measured success on
her students’ research papers based upon the students who addressed her comments concerning
style and structure. For the analytical essays, she believed that students improved primarily
through increasing their level of support. While the two writing tasks were certainly different
genres with different expectations, it was interesting that Margaret utilized two different revision
approaches and seemed to value format and style for the research papers and content for the
analytical essays. While this may have been a personal preference, in the context of the activity
system, it was more likely that Margaret’s revision practices for the research paper and speech
were influenced by the team’s decisions, and the character analysis lesson was her own.
The dichotomy of Margaret’s revision instruction seemed to represent her negotiations of
being a “team player” in terms of requirements such as the writing test and common curriculum
decisions such as the Sophomore Project. For instance, Margaret admitted in her interviews that
she did not believe that whole-class writing instruction was effective, but she utilized it to teach
certain parts of both the writing test and research paper. Like Joy, Margaret “hate(d)” the
formulaic aspect of the writing test, and she did not agree with some of the tenth grade team
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expectations. Most of this frustration stemmed from her belief that her seminar students were not
challenged enough by either. She called the writing test a “disservice” and the multi-genre
project “too middle school” for her high-level students. From a practical perspective, Margaret
did not have to worry as much about her students passing the writing test or learning the basic
structure of the research paper. Margaret believed the writing test was too easy for her students,
and her students’ reflections revealed that most of them had completed several research papers in
prior classes. As far as the team expectations, Margaret did not use the team “stamps” and
disagreed with spending department money on them, and she did not follow the “circling
grammar errors” protocol that the team set. Despite these mini-rebellions, however, Margaret
made sure that her students practiced for the writing test and completed all aspects of the
Sophomore Project.
Beyond meeting these requirements, Margaret’s writing instruction was very different
from her colleagues, even Rachel who also taught seminar. Her stated goal to prioritize student
thinking in writing was unique among her colleagues, and it was evident that most of her
instruction (whether writing-focused or not) centered upon this objective. Margaret’s ability to
transcend the basic requirements of the tenth grade writing curriculum and push her students
toward higher-level thinking and articulation seemed to be influenced by her role within the
Advanced Placement context. As the AP Literature teacher, Margaret had a clear “vertical”
perception of her seminar students’ needs, often referencing in her interviews her challenge to
prepare them for the rigors of the AP curriculum the following year. She consistently referred to
her 10th graders as “pre-AP” students, mentioning that she also met occasionally with an AP
vertical alignment team to make sure that they were preparing their students for the challenges of
the next level. Thus Margaret was always balancing the goals of the 10th grade writing
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curriculum with those of the AP curriculum19. When she discussed some of the justification for
the type of in-progress feedback that she gave her students such as that in the vignette, Margaret
explained that she wanted her students to be prepared for an AP context when they would have
to do that kind of thinking on their own under timed conditions. In other words, her approach to
revision instruction within the context of analytical in-class essays was, in part, an attempt to
train her students to revise as they wrote in order to produce their best writing for their future AP
tests. Margaret’s awareness of the skill set that her students would need to succeed in their AP
classes the following two years gave her a separate set of objectives from the tenth grade team.
Thus her position as a seminar and AP teacher, along with 12 years of experience, seemed to
give Margaret more autonomy and freedom than her younger colleagues to diverge from the
team context and teach according to her convictions and knowledge of the vertical alignment of
the pre-AP/AP curriculum. Margaret’s straddling of two worlds may explain why her revision
instruction appeared so different in different writing contexts. She appropriated the team’s
approach within the context of the state’s and team’s requirements, but she returned to her own,
AP-influenced, writing pedagogy approach as soon as those requirements were completed.
Summary
The individual analyses of three of the teachers demonstrated many of the nuances
concerning revision instruction that the analysis of the team could not address. While Joy
implemented the team’s approach to writing instruction, she did so under a silent protest.
However, due to her lack of writing pedagogy preparation, inexperience, insecurity with writing
instruction, and the risk of her standard students’ failure, she felt powerless to counteract the
team’s decisions and experiment with different approaches. In contrast, Leanne’s authorship of
19

Rachel, of course, had the same task but lacked the same perspective since she did not teach
AP.
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much of the team materials, experience, and acclaim positioned her as the leader of writing
instruction decisions on the team, thus making her perception of and approach to revision the
most influential. In part because revision was her “weakness,” the team’s approach to revision
appeared under-conceptualized and minimally articulated.
While Margaret accepted and implemented Leanne’s (and thus the team’s) approach to
teaching the writing test and research paper (with a few small rebellions concerning issues such
as stamps and grammar-correcting methods), her writing instruction outside of those contexts
revealed a separate focus on preparing her “pre-AP” tenth graders for their future advanced
placement curriculum. This additional role seemed to motivate Margaret to separate herself from
the team’s instructional goals, pursuing her own AP objectives, once the 10th grade requirements
of the writing test and research paper were completed. This decision resulted in an approach to
revision that was more complex, nuanced, and content-related than any of the team approaches
that I observed.
Overall, the analyses of the individual teachers revealed that both Joy and Margaret
sacrificed some of their personal beliefs about effective writing pedagogy in order to follow the
decisions of the team (influenced heavily by Leanne). None of the three teachers believed that
their approaches to revision instruction were well-developed or thoughtfully considered; in fact,
all three of these teachers said in their interviews that their students typically did not revise any
work beyond the research paper. However, Joy and Margaret’s vignettes revealed that they
utilized more revision instruction than they realized, and Leanne’s vignette revealed that wellintentioned revision instruction may still contradict the teacher’s revision objectives. More than
anything, these individual analyses indicated that each teacher’s revision pedagogy grew out of
complex negotiations among different combinations of factors. For each teacher, certain factors
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loomed large: Joy’s lack of preparation and experience; Leanne’s experience and penchant
towards organization; and Margaret’s dual role as 10th grade and pre-AP teacher. Thus the tenth
grade team’s writing instruction decisions as depicted in the activity system analysis must be
placed in conversation with these individual analyses in order to reveal how and why revision
pedagogy was minimized and how these findings may inform future practice.
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CHAPTER VII:
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSION
Overview
The results of this multiple case study depicting five teachers’ writing pedagogy
decisions revealed that, consistent with current writing pedagogy research, revision and revision
pedagogy were narrowly implemented within their writing instruction (Emig, 1971; PattheyChavez et al, 2004; Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995). These decisions were made within
complex and overlapping settings that required the teachers to negotiate among and sift through
numerous factors (e.g., personal beliefs, personal experiences in school, standardized testing
requirements, PLC team expectations, block schedule constraints, past writing instruction
successes and failures, student limitations) in order to arrive at an approach to writing instruction
that seemed to balance the various demands of these contexts.
Within the activity framework, an understanding of the motive, the goal or implicit
outcome of the individual or group activity (Leont'ev, 1981), of the teachers’ individual and
collective decisions revealed (1) what set of practices the teachers chose to maximize and,
conversely, (2) what the teachers minimized, or were willing to sacrifice to accomplish their
dominant goal(s) (Wertsch, 1985). In the current study, revision pedagogy was minimized, in
part, because it was not considered essential within any of the key settings in which the teachers
operated (i.e., state setting, school setting, and PLC setting). In this chapter, I will discuss (1)
how revision pedagogy was minimized within the various settings in which the teachers operated
and (2) why revision pedagogy was minimized while other writing instruction practices were
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maximized. Because activity theory lends itself to discovering sites of potential reform or
transformation, I will then discuss the role of the tensions and contradictions within the larger
activity system and the smaller individual activity analyses in terms of their potential to promote
change. I will conclude by discussing the implications that arise from these findings for
instructional practice, teacher education programs, schools, policymakers, and educational
researchers.
The Minimization of Revision and Revision Pedagogy
The limited presence of revision and revision pedagogy within the writing instruction of
the five teachers in this study coincided with Murray’s (1987) claim over 25 years ago that
revision was the aspect of the writing process that was “least taught” and “least understood” (p.
85). Four of the five teachers suggested, along with the majority of their students, that the
primary opportunity for “revision,” as they defined it, occurred between the first and second
drafts of the research paper. Even this revision opportunity, however, was limited to students
making corrections between the first and second draft and focused heavily on surface-level or
stylistic issues. While it was evident that revision pedagogy was “minimized” in the sophomore
teachers’ classrooms with only one opportunity for revision during the semester for most
students, it was not just that they devoted less time to the practice. This minimization was also
influenced by their limited conceptualizations and superficial implementation of revision
pedagogy.
Limited Time and Opportunities
The marginalization of revision instruction was not surprising when considered in the
context of research and policy reports suggesting that writing instruction in general takes a
backseat to reading or literary instruction in English classrooms (National Commission on
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Writing, 2006). In their 2003 report “The Neglected R,” the National Commission on Writing
called writing in today’s schools a “prisoner of time” (p. 58), and encouraged new policies that
would “double the amount of time most students spend writing” (p. 41). If revision is, in fact, the
“least taught” (Murray, 1987, p. 85) aspect of the writing process, and writing struggles for
prominence in the English curriculum, then comprehensive revision instruction would likely be a
rarity in many secondary classrooms. In the current study, most of the revision instruction that I
observed involved the teacher giving brief instructions for what students should look for in their
peers’ drafts or what to remember when addressing teachers’ comments in their final drafts. I
only observed one extended revision lesson that involved the teacher walking students through
the process of revising. The remainder of instructional time focused on revision involved
students sitting in the computer lab and actually typing corrections on their papers prior to
turning in their final drafts. It is important to note that my focus on these lessons intentionally
ignored several recursive revision opportunities that may have occurred when teachers worked
with individual students while they were in the midst of writing because the teachers did not
associate these practices with “revision” in their interview data. I will, however, address the
significance of these episodes in the sections to follow.
Even more significant was the fact that all of the intentional revision instruction that I
observed over the course of the semester occurred within the context of one writing assignment,
the research paper, with the exception of one opportunity that occurred in Margaret’s class with
the Sophomore Project speech, an outgrowth of the research paper. The majority of the tenth
grade students also discussed their revision processes only within the context of the research
paper, suggesting an understanding of revision as a task-specific activity rather than a necessary
process within all genres of writing. While the teachers did assign a wide variety of writing
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assignments beyond the research paper, three of the five teachers (Joy, Margaret, and Leanne)
admitted that they only allowed a second draft for the research paper. This priority on first-draft
writing was consistent with Applebee’s (1981) finding that only 30% of teachers required more
than one draft of a writing assignment and Hillocks’ (2006) study indicating that only 60.4% of
teachers believed that revising was a significant writing technique. In contrast to Hillocks’
findings, none of the teachers in the current study suggested that revision was insignificant, but
their beliefs in its efficacy were overshadowed by practical concerns such as time limitations and
increased paper load, and pedagogical concerns such as uncertainty about how to teach revision
effectively.
Narrow Conceptualization
In addition to minimal time devoted to revision instruction, the teachers also minimized
revision pedagogy through a narrow conceptualization of the process of revision. Over three
decades ago, Sommers (1980) suggested that the movement toward a linear writing process
model confined the concept of revision to a final step in the process that was “temporally distinct
from the prewriting and writing stages” (p. 378). Fitzgerald’s (1987) definition challenged this
traditional view of revision based upon scholarly research, claiming that revision involved
“major” and “minor” changes that were recursive and continuous (p. 484). According to
composition scholar E. Shelley Reid (2009), this complex notion of revision represents “the
foundation of nearly all current theories of writing instruction” (p. 202). However, the findings
of the current study revealed that this research- and theory-based perception of revision had not
permeated the beliefs or the pedagogy of the sophomore teachers.
While all five of the teachers espoused a definition of revision that addressed both
surface-level and content issues, the language with which they discussed revision indicated that
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they did perceive it, as Sommers (1980) suggested, as the final stage in a linear writing process.
This was consistent with the fact that most of the teachers associated their revision instruction
with their actions in between the rough and final draft, while they did not acknowledge that the
time they spent working with students individually during the prewriting and writing phases was
also a potential form of revision instruction. While the teachers may have addressed content
issues in their brief individual discussions with students during the prewriting and drafting
phases of instruction, their concept of revision as they explained their practices were more
aligned with contemporary conceptions of editing. As the National Council of Teachers of
English “Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing” (2004) explained, “editing is only essential for
the words that are left after all the cutting, replacing, rewriting, and adding that go on during
revision.” While the teachers may have helped students revise their thinking as they wrote, I did
not observe any teachers describing or encouraging a revision process that involved “cutting,
replacing, rewriting, and adding.” The primary instructions that I recorded concerning the
revisions of the research paper involved identifying required components of the research paper,
avoiding plagiarism, and correcting grammar or formatting errors.
Based upon the student reflection data, it was clear that the teachers’ narrow
conceptualizations influenced (or failed to alter) their students’ limited understanding of revision
as well. Because the tenth grade students did not learn that writing could be a recursive ongoing
process of drafting and revising, their perceptions of revision at the end of the semester were
even more limited than their teachers’. Few students even mentioned making changes to content,
while the majority described revision as “looking back over” a completed draft, “fixing
grammar,” or “making it better.” This was similar to Sommers’ (1980) findings concerning
college writers who used the terms “reviewing,” “marking out,” or “scratch(ing) out and do(ing)
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over again” (pp. 380-381). However, even the college writers’ perception of revision as “do(ing)
(it) over again” suggested that revision was more than mere editing. The students in the current
study lacked a perception of revision as “a sense of writing as discovery – a repeated process of
beginning over again, starting out new” (p. 387). The teachers’ narrow conceptualization of
revision led to revision pedagogy that communicated to students (or did not alter students’ initial
perceptions) that revision was a polishing phase focused on form and correctness, a contradiction
to the teachers’ stated beliefs in the priority of revising content. Emig (1971) summarized the
consequences of this confluence of limited time and conceptualization saying, “[R]evision is lost,
not only because it is too narrowly defined but because, again, no time is provided for any major
reformulation or reconceptualization” (p. 99).
Superficial Implementation
Within the context of limited time devoted to revision and a narrow conceptualization of
its role in the writing process, it is perhaps unsurprising that revision pedagogy was also
marginalized and underconceptualized. Among the tenth grade team members, the primary,
common tool intended to promote revision was teacher comments on students’ first drafts of the
research paper. Applebee’s (1981) survey of secondary English teachers also indicated that
teacher comments and corrections were a “major vehicle for writing instruction” (p. 90).
Analysis of the teachers’ comments in the current study revealed a disproportionate focus on
surface-level, stylistic, or structural suggestions (87%) in contrast to content-related comments
(13%). These patterns were consistent with research linking students’ surface-level revisions
with teachers’ commenting practices (Applebee, 1981; Patthey-Chavez et al., 2004; Sommers,
1980; Yagelski, 1995).
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Applebee’s (1981) study revealed that the majority of teacher comments were focused on
error correction, and Yagelski (1995) and Patthey-Chavez et al. (2004) linked students’ surfacelevel revisions with their teachers’ narrow, error-focused comments. While the data in the
current study was particularly consistent with that of Yagelski who found that 81.7% of student
revisions were surface-level, the teachers in this study did provide more of a balance in their
comments than those of the seventh grade teachers in Patthey-Chavez et al.’s study who only
provided surface-level feedback on 58% of student papers. Sommers (1980) similarly argued that
students focused on surface-level concerns because they were just doing “what they have been
taught to do in a consistently narrow, predictable way” (p. 383). While it was beyond the scope
of the current study to determine the extent to which students made changes based upon teacher
comments, the teachers’ disproportionate focus on surface-level comments was consistent with
the body of research on teacher response to student writing at the secondary level. However,
these past studies primarily focused on the relationship between the teachers’ practices (mainly
comments) and students’ revisions without acknowledging the wide variety of factors that may
have influenced these practices. Therefore, the current study offers a more nuanced perspective
of how a multiplicity of factors within the teachers’ complex network of settings influenced the
revision practices that led to this focus on surface-level revisions.
While it may have been consistent with the body of research on teacher feedback, the
teachers’ focus on surface-level concerns was contradictory to their interview data in which all
five teachers were quick to explain that revision was more than merely correcting grammar
errors. Even further, Kinsey and Joy described revisions of content as the most important aspect
of the revising process and Leanne reported modeling her own revision process for students in
which she would “totally rewrite it.” An examination of some of the other revision practices that
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the teachers employed beyond comments, however, still revealed a disproportionate focus on
issues of form or mechanics. For example, both Leanne and Margaret’s peer editing instructions
involved some initial questions about content such as determining if a thesis statement was
“strong” or evaluating if the introductory paragraph had enough details, but the remainder of the
instructions focused on a checklist approach to formatting, citation, and grammar concerns. After
Kinsey and Joy canceled their peer editing lessons, their revision instruction was limited to a
brief set of instructions prior to sending students to the computer lab to respond to their
comments. In Kinsey’s class, these instructions hinged upon avoiding plagiarism, fixing all
grammar errors, making sure it was long enough, and encouraging students to ask questions
about her comments. The only exception to these surface-level approaches to revision that I
observed was the episode in Margaret’s class (depicted in her vignette in chapter VI) when she
gave in-process feedback to her students as they composed their analytical essays. While
Margaret did not define this episode as revision instruction, her focus on issues of form and
mechanics for the research paper in contrast to her focus on content for the analytical essay raise
questions about the impact of the structured genre of the research paper on the teachers’ revision
practices. However, the activity system analysis as well as the individual activity analyses
revealed that this was only one of many complex, overlapping factors that may have influenced
the teachers to minimize revision pedagogy in their classrooms.
Factors Influencing the Minimization of Revision and Revision Pedagogy
In chapter II, I reviewed the body of research concerning the primary obstacles to
complex perceptions and applications of revision including (1) the inherent complexity of the
revision process (Fitzgerald, 1987; Hayes, 1996: Hillocks, 2002; McCutchen, Francis, & Kerr,
1997), (2) the limitations of age and experience of student writers (Faigley & Witte, 1981;
Fitzgerald, 1987; Sommers, 1980; Wallace & Hayes, 1991; Wallace et al., 1996); (3) limited
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writing pedagogy in teacher education (Tremmel, 2001; Johnson et al, 2003; Zeichner & Gore,
1990); (4) teacher shortcomings (Emig, 1971; Hillocks, 1999; Lortie, 1975); (5) constraints of
the school context (Lott, 1996; Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry, 2003); and (6) the
influence of high-stakes testing on writing instruction (Applebee & Langer, 2009; DarlingHammond, 2007; Hillocks, 2002; McCarthey, 2008). One of these factors that did not emerge as
a prominent influence in the current study was the complexity of the revision process. While
revision’s inherent complexity may have been one of the reasons that the teachers struggled to
transcend the revision-as-proofreading model, only Joy suggested that she did not focus on
revision because she found the process itself to be challenging. Otherwise, the primary
justifications that the teachers provided for not prioritizing revision were more practical in
nature, focusing on limited time or the constraints of the writing test context.
While the research on student limitations provided a useful backdrop for the current
study, informing a perception of secondary students whose default as inexperienced writers was
to focus on surface-level concerns (Fitzgerald, 1987; Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995), the
teachers’ limited perceptions and implementation of revision instruction within the current study
made students’ limitations a less salient factor. If, as in Wallace and Hayes’ (1991) study, the
teachers had designed revision instruction to encourage students to focus on global, content
revisions, then students’ persistent focus on surface-level revisions would be problematized.
While the students’ definitions of revision at the end of the semester did reveal a focus on
surface-level error-correction, the findings of the current study were consistent with several other
studies correlating students’ revision practices with teachers’ limited revision pedagogy
(Applebee, 1981; Patthey-Chavez et al., 2004; Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995). Therefore, I
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chose to focus on the ways in which the teachers’ revision pedagogy failed to complicate
students’ superficial perceptions of revision.
The other four factors appeared to have considerable influence on the decisions that the
teachers’ made concerning writing pedagogy and revision in particular, although not necessarily
in the same ways that past research studies have suggested. I will begin with the influence of
teacher education programs because the impact of the other three factors were more pronounced
due to what was lacking in the teachers’ preparation. In addition, the two factors in the teachers’
school context that I did not anticipate prior to beginning the study were the shift to the block
schedule and the dominant influence of professional learning communities. For this reason, I will
spend more time in these sections outlining the research on these two reform efforts that were not
addressed in chapter II in terms of their primary purposes and their potential impact on writing
instruction prior to demonstrating how this research informed the current study.
Limited Writing Instruction Pedagogy in Teacher Education
In his analysis of the early history of English education, Tremmel (2001) described the
role of writing pedagogy as a “story of marginalization and struggle for recognition” in a context
dominated by pedagogy surrounding literature (p. 13). Despite his claim that writing methods
courses have now become a “familiar staple in English education programs” (p. 13), none of the
five teachers in the current study took a writing methods course within their teacher education
programs. Unfortunately, research suggests that these teachers are not alone in their lack of
writing preparation. Kiuhara, Graham, and Hawken (2009) reported that 43% of the high school
English teachers they surveyed reported minimal to no preparation in writing instruction, and the
three teachers in Hochstetler’s study (2007) were “self-taught” because their teacher education
programs did not teach them “how to address the specifics of teaching writing” (p. 71).
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Further, none of the teachers recalled any particular strategy from their English methods
or other education courses that influenced their current approaches to writing instruction. In her
frustration, Leanne asked, “How do you tell others how to write better… without having any
instruction?” While the teachers in this study all took traditional English methods courses, with
the exception of Margaret whose teacher training in England was unique, they did not recall any
research- or theory-based approaches to writing instruction that influenced their own writing
pedagogy philosophies. Smagorinsky and Whiting’s (1994) analysis of eighty-one English
methods syllabi revealed that survey courses were the most common approach to the methods
curriculum. Because these courses covered such a wide variety of topics, these “demands of
extensive coverage" produced little evidence of “extended attention to learning processes such as
the development of writing” (p. 9). Although it was beyond the scope of the current study to
examine the curriculum of the methods courses (or other training courses) that each of these
teachers experienced, the fact that they did not recall being taught how to teach writing suggests
that writing pedagogy was overshadowed by other foci within their programs. Whether these
teachers were exposed to writing pedagogy instruction in their methods courses or not, they did
not carry any conceptual tools for writing into the classroom when they began teaching.
To fill the void of pedagogical knowledge concerning writing instruction, the teachers
each formulated what Reid (2009) referred to as a “patchwork of pedagogies” (p. 199) based
upon a variety of influences including parents who encouraged writing, personal writing,
professional writing, high school experiences, the writing test, external courses on writing and/or
writing instruction, perception of students’ needs, trial-and-error classroom experiences, and
colleagues. While the influence of teachers’ past high school experiences, their “apprenticeship
of observation” (Lortie, 1975), has been cited as a significant factor in numerous studies
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concerning the decisions of new English teachers (Grossman, Smagorinsky, Valencia, 1999;
Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry, 2003), only two teachers, Joy and Leanne, cited these
experiences as having a significant influence on their writing instruction. Leanne’s discussion of
the influence of her high school teachers was the most in-depth and the most revealing because
these experiences seemed to provide the foundation for her focus on planning and organization in
writing instruction, hallmarks of the research paper that she designed and the team implemented.
The most common response among the teachers, however, was their perception of students’
needs, and the standard and honors teachers all suggested that the writing test impacted their
instructional decisions significantly, primarily at the beginning of their careers. Although it
would seem likely that the teachers’ primary exposure to traditional approaches to the writing
process, and thus revision, would have occurred in their English classrooms in high school, their
multilayered responses concerning the influences of their writing pedagogy caution against such
oversimplification.
What was evident, however, was that all five of the teachers had to construct a writing
pedagogy philosophy using a variety of tools from diverse sources without a conceptual
framework informed by research or writing theory. As with the new teacher in Johnson et al.’s
(2003) case study on the persistence of the five-paragraph essay, these five teachers “emerged
without a strong conceptual framework for critiquing” revision pedagogy or “developing a
rationale for teaching writing in other ways” (p. 167). This may explain why four of the five
teachers focused on the influence of their students on their writing instruction and three
highlighted the influence of the writing test. Without a conceptual framework upon which to
build writing instruction, the most practical response was to design instruction based upon the
students in front of them or the high-stakes assessment looming ahead. However, as I will
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discuss, some of the teachers’ deficit perspectives of their students as well as the constraining
nature of the writing test made this foundation an unsteady one.
This lack of a theoretical background in writing instruction may also explain why
teachers such as Joy and Margaret who disagreed with various aspects of the team approach to
writing instruction did not voice their concerns. Without theoretical language or research-based
evidence to reinforce their objections, their personal convictions about writing instruction were
merely personal opinions based upon their own experiences or perceptions. While Margaret’s
experience gave her the confidence to deal with her objections by teaching according to her
convictions outside of the team context, Joy’s inexperience left her doubly disadvantaged
without the language or research to critique the team’s practices or ideas about what type of
writing instruction should replace it. Therefore, the teachers’ lack of preparation for writing
instruction left a significant gap in their pedagogical knowledge, leaving them vulnerable to the
powerful forces that vied for their attention within their dominant settings: the state, school, and
team contexts.
Teacher Shortcomings
Prior to discussing any shortcomings that these teachers exhibited through the course of
their interviews or observations, it is important to note that all five of these teachers were
intelligent, creative, energetic, and compassionate. They truly were the “dream team” that the
principal and other teachers admired for their hard work and commitment to student learning.
Despite any critique of their collective or individual writing or revision instruction, I never
doubted that their intentions were focused on trying to do what was best for their students.
Because revision did not play a significant role in their instructional landscapes, honing in on
that particular writing pedagogy practice tended to marginalize all of the engaging, creative, and
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powerful lessons on literature or other topics that I observed. However, because the current study
was focused on revision instruction, it is necessary to discuss two aspects of the teachers’
shortcomings that may have had a significant influence on their instructional choices: (1)
personal preferences about writing and (2) teacher perceptions of students’ abilities and
motivation in writing. It is important to note that the teachers’ narrow conceptualization of
revision, discussed previously in this chapter, would also be considered a teacher shortcoming,
but I will only reference it here as it relates to their personal writing preferences.
Personal preferences about writing. In Janet Emig’s (1971) seminal study The
Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders, she claimed that one of the primary reasons that
students did not make substantial, meaning-based revisions in their writing was their teachers’
preoccupation with grammatically correct writing. In the current study, the two seminar teachers,
Rachel and Margaret, described themselves as sticklers for correct grammar. Rachel viewed
herself as “a very OCD [obsessive-compulsive disorder] marker,” claiming that she “mark(s)
everything.” She recognized that she had a tendency to “get bogged down in the little things.”
Similarly, Margaret described herself as a “schizophrenic” who “forc(ed) the grammar and actual
rules of writing… and then… (told her students) to explore, be creative.” Like Rachel, she also
focused on grammar in her grading practices: “I would proofread it… I’m anal when I
proofread…. So, you know, I’m putting the period, and I’m taking ten points off because you
didn’t put a period in. They’re not going to make that same mistake again.” While both teachers’
use of negative words (e.g., “bogged down,” “anal”) pathologized their writing pedagogy (e.g.,
OCD, schizophrenia), suggesting their awareness that this imbalanced focus on grammar might
be a problem, it did not seem to change their grading or teaching practices. They seemed to
accept these “conditions” as typical English teacher characteristics.
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In keeping with the pattern of psychological associations, Leanne also described herself
as “obsessive-compulsive” as she discussed her “love of organization” and her desire to teach her
students how to “organize their thoughts.” According to Leanne, the root of this focus on
organization was based upon what was important to her “as a writer.” Thus her personal
convictions about the value of organization and structure, combined with her admission that she
was a “control freak” in the classroom helped to explain the highly-structured nature of the
research paper components as well as her detailed, organized color-coding revision lesson.
In terms of revision pedagogy, it is clear how these individual writing preferences had the
potential to influence teachers’ decisions about what and how to teach revision. Although
Margaret did not focus heavily on grammar in her comments on her students’ research papers,
grammar and mechanics issues represented 45% of Rachel’s overall markings or comments, an
average of 44 per paper. Margaret’s lack of focus on grammar in her comments on that particular
assignment may have been due to her placing a higher priority on issues of MLA format in the
context of research paper requirements or her focus on grammar penalties more in the context of
the daily grammar assignments, which she also referenced within her interview. Either way, in
both seminar classes, the students were made aware that correct grammar was a high priority,
and their grades would reflect that focus.
In Leanne’s case, a focus on organization in writing would clearly benefit students as
long as it did not eclipse other writing attributes. However, evidence within Leanne’s revision
lesson, described in her vignette in chapter VI, that organization may have taken priority over
issues of style or content occurred when a student suggested that one of the sample sentences
sounded “too simple,” and Leanne did not address his concern because that was not the particular
error that she was looking for at that stage of their revisions. Further, if there were any revision
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needs that were not on her checklist, such as complex issues such as questioning claims or lack
of synthesis, then it was unlikely that students would recognize them or address them. Leanne’s
revision lesson was so detailed and organized that it may have prevented students from engaging
with their peers’ writing in more complex or nuanced ways. In other words, the lesson was so
structured that there was little room for students to think critically about their peers’ writing. In
her efforts to provide structure for her students, Leanne may have inadvertently prevented what
Peter Elbow (1973) described as the need to “be sloppy and relinquish control” in order to
“improve (students’) abilit(ies) to think carefully and discriminatingly about their writing” (p.
34). There was little room for this kind of “sloppiness” within Leanne’s structured writing
pedagogy.
Teachers’ perceptions of students’ abilities and motivation. The disparity between the
revision instruction offered to the standard and honors students in contrast to the seminar
students was significant. Overall, the standard students had fewer opportunities for revision
instruction and, along with their honors peers, less detailed and specific teacher feedback. While
numerous factors (e.g., time constraints, team expectations) influenced these decisions about
how to address the various needs of each class level, the pattern that emerged among the
standard and honors teachers was an emphasis on students’ deficiencies in terms of their writing
skills and motivation. In terms of students’ limited writing skills, Kinsey indicated that she did
not utilize peer editing as a revision practice because her students struggled to recognize errors or
problems in their peers’ writing. Similarly, Joy explained that she would like to focus more on
content revisions, but her students had trouble addressing content if she was not standing over
them and explaining it to them. Consistent with her own writing focus, Leanne believed that her
students’ primary struggle was with organization, so she focused her instruction accordingly.
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Although Leanne did not share this perception, the standard teachers also adjusted their
commenting practices based upon their perceptions of students’ low motivation toward
improving their writing. Their priority on efficiency (e.g., abbreviations, brief questions, stamps)
was surprising considering their perceptions that these students had the lowest writing abilities in
the sophomore class, implying that they also needed the most instruction. However, Kinsey and
Joy both indicated that they minimized their comments because they did not believe that their
students paid attention to them, with Kinsey admitting that she adjusted the amount and detail of
the comments she made according to her belief about whether or not the student would utilize
them. Both teachers also suggested that they were limited in their abilities to work with students
one-on-one because their standard students were unwilling to meet with them before or after
school. The standard teachers both canceled their color-coding revision lesson when their
students were not prepared for it, suggesting that it was not crucial to their students’ writing
improvement. This was consistent with Kinsey’s doubts about the efficacy of peer editing and
Joy’s claim that she rarely saw significant improvement between drafts in her standard classes.
Prior to their students’ actually making revisions in the computer lab, both Kinsey and Leanne
suggested that their top priority in revising was to avoid plagiarism, with a secondary focus on
fixing grammar errors. When they reflected upon the semester, all three standard and honors
teachers indicated that the students whose writing did not improve between drafts were to blame
for not seeking help or being motivated to make changes. While Rachel also cited laziness as the
reason that some of her students did not improve, the seminar teachers, in general, did not use as
much negative rhetoric about their students and were more likely to empathize with their
“perfectionist” tendencies or their “overcommitted” schedules. Because the current study was
focused on teacher decisions, I did not seek to validate or invalidate the teachers’ perceptions of
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their students. Whether or not their perceptions were true was less relevant than the impact that
these perceptions had upon their writing pedagogy.
Research in writing pedagogy has indicated that teachers’ biases about students’ laziness
or incompetence may blind them to valid reasons for students’ writing struggles (Briggs &
Pailliotet, 1997; Weaver, 1996). In the current study, the teachers did not inquire as to whether or
not their approaches to writing instruction may have been to blame for students’ perceived
shortcomings. Pella (2011) explained the dangerous cycle that can result from teachers’ lack of
awareness concerning how their instructional decisions may impact students’ behaviors:
A teacher’s deficit perspective, combined with an overuse of standardized testing
resources, contributes little to inspire student learning. Explicit and formulaic
instructional approaches alone may disengage students, limit students’ level of
participation, reinforce teachers’ deficit views, and perpetuate a cycle of
underachievement. (p. 123)
Because the two major writing foci in the tenth grade curriculum were the research paper and the
writing test, both highly structured and formulaic, it is possible that these students who their
teachers identified as lazy or unmotivated or low-performing were actually just disengaged and
uninspired by their teachers’ approaches to writing instruction. This cycle continued as the
teachers planned low-level instruction to address their perceptions of students’ needs. Hillocks’
(1999) found that teachers who lacked optimism about their students’ abilities were more likely
to see writing knowledge as “hierarchical,” causing them to focus on the mechanics of writing
before issues of content (p. 50). This may help explain why these standard and honors teachers
focused the majority (75%-78%) of their comments on grammar, mechanics, and format. In
contrast, Hillocks also found that optimistic teachers devoted 50% more time to content and half
as much time on mechanics, which was not consistent with the seminar teachers who also
marginalized issues of content in their comments. This inconsistency between the seminar
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teachers’ optimism about their students’ abilities and their focus on surface-level issues may be
explained by their aforementioned personal preoccupation with correctness in writing or their
lack of alternative approaches to revision pedagogy that addressed the complexities of content
issues. Ultimately, the standard and honors students’ opportunities for revision and revision
instruction may have been limited by their teachers’ perception of their deficiencies. The only
moment during the course of the study when one of these teachers questioned their perceptions
of students occurred in Leanne’s final interview when she discussed the ways that the block
schedule forced her to change her approach to the research paper:
In the past, for example … it was much easier to say, “Okay, everybody find this about
your country and that’s going to be your hook. Everybody do this as a thesis statement.
Let’s just plug in your information.” Now it’s much more independent… And so it was,
“Okay, here’s the elements of a thesis statement. Now write one, and then I’ll come talk
to you about it.”… But I found that, actually, they can do it! They don’t need me to hold
their hands and give them a formula to plug things in all the time. It’s easier and it’s
faster (to do it the old way)… but you have to become comfortable with… This is me
talking to myself… with some chatter in class… So I have to be okay with, “Okay, I’ll
just move around the room.”
Leanne’s revelation revealed her perception that her students needed her to “hold their hands”
and “give them a formula,” but she discovered that her highly-structured approach may have
been more for her own benefit than her students. She had convinced herself that the controlled,
methodical approach to instruction was best for her struggling writers, but she discovered that
much of her motivation was her own desire for a quiet, controlled classroom. This revelation at
the end of the semester was especially significant because of Leanne’s powerful influence over
the team’s writing pedagogy and curriculum. As the team leader, her acknowledgement of her
misperception of her students’ needs could potentially influence her colleagues to examine their
perceptions as well.
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Constraints of the School Context
Two factors that were unique to these teachers’ experiences within their school context
were the shift to the block schedule during the time of the study and the powerful influence of
the tenth grade professional learning community. The shift from a traditional schedule to the 4 x
4 block schedule proved to have much more influence on the teachers’ writing instruction than
they anticipated. In general, it created an anxiety-filled atmosphere within which the teachers
were constantly wondering if they could possibly squeeze a year’s worth of curriculum into a
semester of longer classes. In contrast, the tenth grade team had been in place for many years
prior to the official implementation of the PLCs in the school, making team collaboration a
central aspect of the tenth grade teachers’ writing instruction decisions. Despite its consistent
presence, the expectations and demands of the PLC were clearly a source of frustration for
several of the teachers who desired more autonomy and less structure. An examination of the
role of these two factors in the teachers’ revision instruction highlights the ways in which
initiatives designed to improve instruction may, in application, hinder it.
Influence of the block. In the midst of calls for a rethinking or restructuring of schools in
the 1980s and 1990s, Goodlad (1984) suggested that “time is virtually the most important
resource available” to schools (p. 30). However, Goodlad simultaneously warned that
“increasing [time] will in fact be counterproductive unless there is, simultaneously, marked
improvement in how time is used” (p. 283). Goodlad implied that if teachers did not alter their
teaching methods to adapt to the affordances of extended class periods, then the reform might
cause more harm than good. In their review of 58 empirical studies concerning the influence of
the block schedule in high school, Zepeda and Mayers (2006) summarized the intended purpose
of the transition to the block schedule: to “increase the depth of coverage by extending classroom
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periods while reducing the fragmentation experienced by students moving from one class to the
next” (p. 140). In the context of the current study, the teachers did not feel that their students
benefited from increased “depth” and most of them perceived their time as “smushed,” to use
Rachel’s term, rather than extended. Leanne was the only teacher who believed that the block
schedule allowed her more time for writing instruction due to fewer transitions between classes.
In addition, one of the central claims made by advocates of the block schedule was that teachers
would have more opportunities to experiment with and vary their instructional strategies due to
extended class periods (Queen, Algozzine, & Eaddy, 1998). While Rachel did mention that she
felt like she had more time to “do a variety of things,” the prevailing attitude among the teachers
was one of anxiety that they would not be able to fit their original curriculum into one semester.
In fact, at the end of the semester, several teachers reported that the block had a more
significant influence on their writing instruction than they originally anticipated, with Joy even
suggesting that it became the most salient factor in her writing instruction decisions. She was
perplexed that the block caused her to teach writing in a way that she did not intend, squeezing it
into one unit rather than integrating it into several units as was her usual practice. Margaret
responded to the demands of the block schedule by dropping a piece of literature that she
typically taught, and she worried that she had focused too much on “coverage” at the expense of
in-depth “teaching” at the end of the semester. Leanne and Rachel indicated that they had less
time to conference with their students outside of class, and Rachel also felt more pressure to
choose between prioritizing writing or focusing on literature. Rachel and Margaret both
complained that, despite the school’s reassurance, the block schedule was not the same amount
of instructional time, and they had to make sacrifices in their writing instruction as a result. All
of the teachers except for Leanne believed that their students did less writing overall because of
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the block schedule, and Margaret and Kinsey in particular worried that their students’ growth as
writers was limited when compared with previous classes on the traditional schedule. Because
revision pedagogy already existed in the margins of their writing instruction priorities, the
pressure of the block pushed it further down the priority list as evidenced by Kinsey’s and Joy’s
cancellation of revision instruction and Margaret’s claim that the block schedule made it even
less likely that she would allow multiple drafts of her students’ writing assignments due to her
own grading limitations.
It was especially interesting that all five teachers were focused not on figuring out how to
adapt their curriculum to take advantage of the extended class periods, but on how to maintain
their original curriculum in what they perceived as a limited timeframe. According to the
teachers’ interviews, the only decisions that they made as a team in response to the block
involved adjusting the requirements of the research paper and multi-genre project so that their
students could complete them in a semester. This focus on fitting the original curriculum into a
new schedule was consistent with the research of Jenkins et al. (2002) who studied 2,167
teachers in North Carolina and found minimal differences between the instructional approaches
of teachers on the block schedule versus the traditional schedule. However, in their research
review, Zepeda and Mayers (2006) found several examples of studies in which the teachers had
experimented successfully with new strategies or adapted their instruction to take advantage of
the block (Bryant & Claxton, 1996; Staunton & Adams, 1997). In fact, these contradictions along
with numerous inconsistencies and missing data in the research reports led Zepeda and Mayers to
suggest that there was “paucity of research on block scheduling” and the research that did exist
was “rather shallow” (p. 158). With this caveat in mind, Zepeda and Mayers summarized their
findings saying, “[W]e did not get a sense that teachers were really changing their practices as a
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result of the implementation of the block schedule” (p. 161). These findings along with others
led the reviewers to ask, “Is block scheduling a real reform strategy for schools, or is it merely a
change in bell schedule?” (p. 163).
For the teachers in the current study, the shift to the block appeared to be a change in bell
schedule. However, this was not a result of laziness because the teachers worked extremely hard
throughout the semester to fit their curriculum into a tighter space. Instead, it seemed to be a
result of the combination of their commitment to their tenth grade curriculum and limited
professional development in how to adapt instruction for the block schedule. When I asked
Kinsey about their training, she said, “I remember this only as being somewhat helpful and us all
talking about how more effective training would have been appreciated.” It was clear that the
teachers did not emerge from their professional development with a clear sense of how to adapt
their current methods to take advantage of the block. Further, they did not report any ongoing
professional development during the semester or afterwards to support them through this
transition. In their review, Zepeda and Mayers (2006) found that “[n]ot surprisingly, staff
development prior to and after the implementation of a block schedule was a key ingredient for
helping teachers make the best use of instructional time on the new schedule” (p. 156). Without
this level of pedagogical support, the block schedule became an obstacle to effective writing
instruction through the pressure and anxiety that it created, causing teachers to limit rather than
expand their students’ writing and revising opportunities.
Influence of the PLC team. The role of the PLC team in the tenth grade was the most
challenging to bring into focus because it was so entangled with other factors due to its pervasive
and underlying presence. Further, the tenth grade team, established many years before the school
implemented PLCs, had been meeting for so long that team practices had become ingrained over
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time, making it more challenging for team members to question their efficacy. In order to
understand how the PLC team ultimately minimized revision instruction and limited writing
instruction, it is important to draw a distinction between what PLCs are intended to do and some
of the unintended consequences that occurred within this particular context. McLaughlin and
Talbert (2006) acknowledged that there are varieties of definitions of PLCs, but that they all
featured “a professional community where teachers work collaboratively to reflect on their
practice, examine evidence about the relationship between practice and student outcomes, and
make changes that improve teaching and learning for the particular students in their classes” (pp.
3-4). They highlighted the fact that the primary contribution of the PLC is its “local” position
and thus its ability to bridge the demands of the “‘macro’ or system-level directives and
resources and the ‘micro’ realities of teachers’ classrooms” (p. 4). Further, Limbrick and Knight
(2005) suggested that, in the context of writing instruction, PLCs had “the potential to be the
context within which professional knowledge and confidence about writing and writing
instruction can be investigated and teacher knowledge enhanced” (p. 21). In the current study,
however, Joy believed the PLC context hindered her growth as a teacher, and Kinsey and
Margaret feared that the team approaches to writing instruction may have constrained their
students’ writing abilities rather than improving them.
Joy found comfort and security in the team context during her first few years of teaching
because she needed the support and confidence of more experienced teachers to guide her
through new teaching challenges. However, as a fourth-year teacher, she was itching to try new
things and experiment with different approaches, and the “pressure” and “requirement(s)” of the
team “stifle(d)” her ambition. Rather than developing her own “teaching philosophy” and
“figuring out who (she was) as a teacher,” she felt a “requirement to do what everyone else (was)
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doing.” With three years’ more experience, Kinsey also felt “restricted by the team-ness” and
desired to “assert a little bit of (her) individualism.” From her perspective as a seminar teacher,
Margaret worried that the team approach “babie(d)” her students too much because they were
expected to follow the same fill-in-the-blank handouts that their standard and honors peers used.
Margaret desired to push her students to think more independently, but she had to negotiate team
expectations, sometimes compromising her own beliefs to be a team player. Kinsey, however,
presented the most compelling critique of the team’s writing instruction decisions when she
discussed the ramifications of their intense focus on the research paper. She claimed that the
assignment prioritized correct citations and “rewording” (or paraphrasing), so that students are
“just being pushed to produce a research paper” rather than “producing their own thoughts and
ideas.” Kinsey also worried that the team’s focus on students producing a teacher-directed
product would not equate to them “understanding the process” and being able to do it on their
own. She described the research paper as “so structured” that it was a “bit of a discredit to some
of the students” because the “spoon-feeding methodology… will not help them a lot down the
road.” Ultimately, she feared that the research paper’s focus on discrete skills such as
paraphrasing might not encourage “advanced thinking,” and thus might not benefit their students
outside of the school context.
In contrast to the other three teachers, Rachel and Leanne believed that the team
approach and the research paper were beneficial to their students. However, Rachel was new to
the tenth grade team and seemed to, like Joy in her first years on the team, appreciate the support
and camaraderie. Leanne, of course, was the team leader and author of the Sophomore Project
and the research paper assignment, so she clearly advocated the approach and believed that it
worked for the tenth grade students. Based upon my analysis of the team’s approach to the
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research paper, however, their heavy focus on practices such as organizing and paraphrasing and
even formatting eclipsed their attention to revision instruction, treating it as an afterthought at the
end of an arduous process. For reasons that I will discuss below, the team chose to prioritize the
prewriting and drafting phases of the research process, while sacrificing their attention to
students’ re-thinking their writing through revision.
It is difficult to comprehend how something as seemingly beneficial and positive as team
collaboration, especially with five intelligent, hardworking teachers, could become
counterproductive and restrictive for teachers’ writing instruction and ultimately student
learning. However, Jacobson’s (2010) description of two different approaches to PLCs provides
some clarity. In his article, Jacobson identified two major types of PLCs that have emerged since
the inception of the concept and practice: inquiry-oriented and results-oriented. According to
Darling-Hammond and Richardson (2009), the older approach to PLCs encouraged group
members to “identify problems” and “take an inquiry stance” to “examine their practice and
student performance and to develop and implement more effective instructional practices” (pp.
48-49). Within these PLCs, teachers “learn about, try out, and reflect on new practices in their
specific context, sharing their individual knowledge and expertise” (p. 48). According to
Jacobson (2010), this approach encouraged teachers to “identify challenges, take ownership of
the process, develop their own inquiry skills, and learn or deepen their knowledge of effective
teaching strategies” (p. 39). As a caveat, Jacobson suggested that this approach also required
“high levels of leadership, direction, initiative, and collaborative expertise to chart a productive
course of inquiry and carry it through effectively” (p. 39). In contrast, the results-oriented model,
associated with “school-based grade-level teams, teachers of the same courses, and vertical
content-area teams,” focused on “determining what’s most important for students to learn” and
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“developing and analyzing common formative assessments” (p. 39). As champions of this
approach, DuFour et al. (2006) suggested that teachers’ efforts within the PLC “must be assessed
on the basis of results rather than intentions” (p. 5). Jacobson (2010) suggested that this approach
had a “tighter, more structured, and somewhat more top-down feel” and thus could lead to “topdown implementation, diminish teacher enthusiasm, and impede learning and capacity building”
(p. 39). It is clear from the comparison of these two descriptions, that the tenth grade PLC team
was more aligned with the results-oriented model, with its focus on common goals, instruction,
and assessments. Interestingly, the “top-down” aspect of the tenth grade team did not originate
with the administration, as the literature on PLCs suggested (Jacobson, 2010), but from the most
successful and experienced member of the team, Leanne. However, the administration did
contribute to this dynamic as they held up Leanne and the tenth grade team up as models in the
school to be imitated.
Leanne’s role in the team context was complex because she was the team leader, the
department chair, the most experienced member of the team, the author of a large portion of the
team’s materials, and the most acclaimed member for her past successes in the classroom and
outside of the school as a conference speaker and professional development teacher. At some
point over the last seventeen years of her teaching, Leanne’s multifaceted Sophomore Project
morphed into a fixture of the tenth grade curriculum, and it had become so dominant that the
teachers prioritized the project over their writing test instruction. By virtue of Leanne’s project
being the sophomore project, her powerful role as the team leader and department chair was
enhanced through the prevalence of her pedagogy as well. Within the activity theory context, one
central problem was that the pedagogical approach that seemed to work well (based upon
Leanne’s objectives and priorities for her students) in Leanne’s classroom clearly fit with
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Leanne’s teaching personality and strengths. However, when these same practices were
appropriated by her colleagues, they did not necessarily match the other teachers’ strengths, or
pedagogical priorities for that matter. Expecting five uniquely talented teachers to apply one
teacher’s pedagogy to all sophomore students failed to account for individual teachers’
pedagogical beliefs or individual students’ needs.
It is important to note that none of the other teachers suggested that Leanne was
domineering in her approach to leadership, and Leanne’s own description of her concerns about
the team dynamics indicated that she was not blind to possible frustrations within the team. She
acknowledged that some of her team members might feel a little stifled, saying that she had
struggled to convey to them that they “don’t have to do exactly what (she’s) doing” and “it’s
not… required.” Further, Leanne suggested that she tried hard to “stay open-minded to new ideas
so that (her) younger team members feel like they can voice those and we can change.”
However, three of the five team members (Joy, Kinsey, and Margaret) suggested that the team
approach limited the types of writing instruction that they believed would be more beneficial for
their students. Despite the fact that the majority of the team had concerns about the
implementation of the Sophomore Project and the research paper in particular, everyone seemed
to feel that it was required and individual divergences from the project were not an option. Little
(2002) identified one of the crucial issues at stake within PLCs as the “relationship between a
collective obligation (a ‘decision’) and individual discretion” (p. 931). Little explained the power
and complexity of the ‘decision’ in a PLC model like the one in the current study:
“Decision” looms large as a practice to which the group attends. The concern for the
decision would seem to be a reasonable one for teachers who have agreed to design and
teach the “same” curriculum. It takes up the question of what is encompassed in their
joint curriculum and what lies outside it, thus setting the terms of the participants’
accountability to one another. At issue, however, is whether the teachers have agreed (or
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could agree) to be bound by a common set of guidelines or whether individual teacher
discretion, premised on “valid pedagogical reasons,” will prevail. (p. 931)
For three of the five teachers in this study, the balance between collective obligation and
individual discretion had become weighted too far toward the collective. Their frustrations
indicated that the boundaries of their “joint curriculum” had extended so far, at least within the
context of writing instruction, that their “individual teacher discretion” had been restricted to
pockets of the tenth grade curriculum outside of the Sophomore Project, writing test preparation,
and the numerous literary units and assessments that were also considered common materials
among the team. Margaret was the teacher who seemed to push the boundaries the most by not
teaching the team’s Holocaust unit, incorporating more seminar discussions than her colleagues,
and utilizing a completely different approach to writing and revision instruction through her
literary analysis essays once she had completed her “team duty” to finish the Sophomore Project.
Even still, the project was so time-consuming that Margaret’s time to implement “non-team”
instruction was limited. Of course, the long-term danger of a team approach that relies so heavily
on one teacher’s ideas is that teacher “learning may stagnate without access to diverse ideas”
(McQuitty, 2012, p. 384). Joy already suggested that her own learning as a teacher was
stagnating because of the team requirements after only four years of teaching. However, research
does suggest that, with the right purpose and focus, PLCs have the potential to improve teacher
learning and student writing. Pella’s (2011) study of a successful PLC devoted to writing
instruction described what is possible:
This teacher-driven professional learning community offered unique opportunities for
participants to synthesize and integrate a wide array of resources that drew from diverse
theoretical frameworks in teaching and learning writing. As participants investigated how
various approaches to teaching and learning writing engaged their students, they raised
their expectations and lessened their focus on students’ deficiencies. (p. 123)
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This description, with its focus on “synthesiz(ing)” and “integrat(ing)” resources from “diverse
theoretical frameworks” highlights, in contrast, the dearth of theoretical frameworks concerning
writing to which the teachers in the current study had been exposed. From their lack of writing
pedagogy in teacher education and their lack of effective professional development, these
teachers turned to the most experienced and successful teacher to determine the best ways to
teach writing. Even as some of them began to question the team approach, their lack of researchbased or theory-based ideas made it difficult to dispute a project that had garnered so much
public support over the years.
The other aspect of Pella’s (2011) PLC description involved the teachers
“investigat(ing)” the impact of their approaches on students, which resulted in raising
expectations and focusing less on student deficiencies. Most of the changes that the team in the
current study decided upon based on teacher interviews had to do with adjusting page
requirements or the number of genres the students should be required to do or changing due
dates. A concerted investigation into why, for example, so many standard students did not turn in
their research papers, may have provided the teachers with more information about whether or
not students were engaged in the project and how they could adapt instruction to meet those
students’ needs. Rather than attributing the students’ actions to laziness or lack of ability, the
teachers might have found more nuanced reasons for students’ responses to writing in their
classes. While the commitment to “team-ness” among the tenth grade teachers was impressive on
the surface, a deeper investigation into the impact of the team on writing instruction revealed less
“collaboration” and more “compliance” with the pedagogy of the team leader. This was a recipe
for unrest among several of the teachers, but decisions of the “team” continued to prevail over
individual teachers’ concerns. As a result, the team’s writing instruction was biased towards
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Leanne’s instructional style: highly-structured handouts, focus on organization in writing, and
marginalization of revision.
Influence of the State Writing Test
Despite the teachers’ suggestion of the significant influence of the state writing test on
their writing instruction, the combination of the new block schedule and the fact that the research
paper deadlines occurred prior to the test seemed to force the teachers into a Scarlett O’Hara
mentality of test preparation: “I can't think about that right now. If I do, I'll go crazy. I'll think
about that tomorrow” (Cukor & Fleming, 1939.) While I observed Joy teaching her students how
to outline a writing test essay, and Kinsey and Rachel reported that their students planned at least
one writing test essay early in the semester, the Sophomore Project in the middle of the semester
seemed to halt these efforts until they could be picked up again a few weeks before the test in
January. When the writing test was suddenly canceled in mid-December, I had the unique
opportunity to observe the aftermath of that decision in terms of how teachers would manage the
“extra” time that would have been devoted to writing test preparation, thus gaining a greater
understanding of the extent to which the writing test informed their writing instruction in general
and revision instruction in particular. What I discovered was that (1) the writing test played a
significant role in teachers’ decisions about writing instruction, as evidenced by the lessening of
writing instruction after the test was cancelled and (2) the structured, formulaic approach to the
writing test was still pervasive within the research paper assignment, thus influencing the
approach to revision instruction for both genres.
Because all of the teachers except for Margaret cited the writing test as having a
significant influence on their writing instruction, with Joy and Rachel suggesting it had the most
influence, it is perhaps not surprising that there was less writing instruction once the pressure of
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the test was removed. As Hillocks’ (2002) study on the writing test’s influence on instruction
revealed, the “test often became the theory of writing upon which teachers based their teaching”
(p. 198). However, it was understandable that, in the absence of a strong conceptual framework
of writing instruction from their teacher preparation programs, the teachers appropriated
instructional materials related to a high-stakes, results-oriented writing test that reflected upon
their teaching abilities and had implications for their school’s funding. For a teacher like Leanne
who had taught the 10th grade writing test for 17 years, advocated for the accountability that the
test provided for teachers, and believed that the test’s priority on planning and organization was
beneficial to students, teaching students how to take the test did not contradict her own teaching
philosophy. When the test was canceled, however, Leanne revealed an even higher priority on
another aspect of her curriculum when she admitted that she used to extra time to teach “more
literature.” In contrast, Margaret, whose writing philosophy convictions revolved around
encouraging student thinking, “hate(d)” the writing test and saw it as a “disservice” to her
seminar students’ writing improvement. Not surprisingly, she was also the only teacher who
responded to the cancellation of the writing test by increasing the amount of writing that students
did, including several analytical essays that required higher-level thinking and incorporating
more writing into other activities such as seminar discussions.
As the youngest and least experienced member of the team, Joy also “hate(d)” the writing
test and how it influenced her instruction, but, unlike Margaret, she had not developed a writing
philosophy (or the instruction to accompany it) to replace the test when it was cancelled. Joy was
frustrated with herself for choosing to teach more literature-based units, but she said that she
“wasn’t sure how (she) was going to teach writing now that (the test) was gone.” Although Joy
disagreed with the writing test, it did become for her, as Hillocks (2002) suggested, “the theory
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of writing” that determined how and what she would teach her students. Rachel and Kinsey both
admitted that they assigned less writing overall once the test was canceled, but Kinsey said she
included more poetry responses and free writing and Rachel assigned at least one more analytical
essay. Rachel’s response to the cancellation was the most abrupt because she immediately
canceled the practice essay that students had already planned as if it were not worth writing apart
from the test. While the teachers were generally frustrated with the time-consuming nature of the
test, its questionable assessment results, and its formulaic approach, once the test was canceled,
only Margaret avoided lessening her writing instruction altogether by replacing it with more
analytical writing approaches that she found more beneficial for her students. Further, while all
of the teachers except for Rachel suggested that they did not focus on revision (or allow multiple
drafts) due to time constraints, none of the teachers devoted their extra writing instruction time to
intentional revision instruction. This indicated that, as the activity theory analysis suggested,
limited time was only one of many factors that minimized their revision pedagogy.
The comparison of Joy’s two outlining lessons, one for the writing test and one for the
research paper, revealed the extent to which the writing test structure informed the research
paper approach as well. Therefore, even though the writing test was canceled, its formulaic,
structured presence appeared to have infiltrated the team’s approach to their other major writing
assignment as well. While it is possible that the research paper approach also influenced the
writing test, the fact that the teachers used state materials to inform their writing test preparation
made this less likely. The approach to planning the writing test that I observed in Joy’s
classroom and heard referenced continually in other classrooms involved the three part
introduction (including a “hook,” “link,” and “thesis”), a three-paragraph body (with the
following evidence requirements related to the essay topic: personal experience, reading/literary
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example, and observation from life), and a conclusion that involved a restatement of the thesis, a
famous quotation, and a wrap-up statement. The research paper planning lessons that I observed
in both Joy and Kinsey’s classes revealed the same requirements for the introduction (hook, link,
thesis), three body paragraphs each based on one of the three subtopics that the students
researched, and the same type of conclusion with a quotation from research instead of a famous
quotation. Because Leanne designed the research paper project, admitted her own propensity
towards organization in writing, and suggested that the writing test had had a significant
influence over her instruction for 17 years, the similarities between the two genres of writing
were not surprising. Leanne’s focus on planning and organization were reinforced in the criteria
required for writing proficiency according to the North Carolina State Board of education which
includes a focus on “a sense of organization” and “a logical progression of ideas” (NCDPI, 2011,
p. 10). The expectations of revision, on the other hand, are made clear through the omission of
the words “revision” or “revise” from the North Carolina Writing Test Trainer Manual (2011).
Kinsey articulated the reason that the team did not prioritize revision instruction within
their writing test preparation most clearly. She explained that the students were “not going to
have a chance to revise for the test,” so the teachers focused on “model(ing) the way they’re
going to take the test… where it’s just planning and producing.” This logic was consistent with
the report from the National Commission on Writing (2006), which claimed that state
assessments were causing teachers to “[default] to teaching the few principles that are tested” (p.
19). It was clear from Kinsey’s statement, and the instruction for the writing test and research
paper that I observed, that the “planning and producing” prioritized by the test were also
prioritized in all of the team aspects of the writing curriculum. Applebee and Langer (2009) also
found that the writing test caused a focus on first-draft writing and that the “on-demand” aspect
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was not aligned with current writing theory and research. In their study of the perceptions of
student writers, Scherff and Piazza (2005) found that “little class time was used for writing
conferences or peer review resulting in revision of multiple drafts,” and they believed that
“teachers may not have been able to use class time for such activities given the pressures of [test]
preparation” (p. 293). Ultimately, their findings led them to question “whether the natural
process of writing, with its stops and starts and restarts, has been compromised given the limited
emphasis on product as narrowly defined through tests” (p. 293). The NAEP Writing Framework
(2011) acknowledged that students would have “limited opportunities for reflection and
revision” (p. 9) in the timed writing context, but the consequences of negating the revision
process within a high-stakes, pressure-filled test, in the current study, were far-reaching. Because
the teachers prioritized what the test prioritized (i.e., planning, organizing, producing), they were
never challenged to expand their instruction of or understanding of revision and its complex
purposes. Within the teachers’ collective activity system, the writing test represented the most
concrete, pressure-filled, high-stakes, “rubber-meets-the-road” requirement of their writing
instruction, so they felt responsible to their students to prepare them for it. However, without
their own research- or theory-based conceptual frameworks about what effective writing
instruction should look like, the writing test became their teacher as well, and revision was not
even on the syllabus.
Potential for Change or Transformation
The multiplicity of factors with which the teachers in the study had to contend highlight
the ways in which their writing pedagogy decisions were necessarily informed by the historical,
social, and cultural influences surrounding them. At the same time, each teacher was an
individual with agency to make decisions about how to react to and negotiate with these complex
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factors. Thus, individual and group activity, cannot be perceived as either independent of the
environment or completely determined by it (Cole, 1996). While the activity theory framework
was useful for providing a space to understand the potential for change or transformation within
a system, I struggled to explain why the teachers were unaware of the contradictions in their
beliefs and practices concerning revision. Even further, I wondered how to distill the reasons that
several of the teachers were vocally opposed to the team’s approach to writing instruction, yet
they did not seek to change or transform the system. It was within the context of this conundrum
that I read Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain’s (1998) Identity and Agency in Cultural
Worlds, and I found a perspective on identity that seemed to bridge the gap within activity theory
between tension and transformation. Their argument for a dual perception of the culturalist and
constructivist approaches provided a space from which these teachers’ decisions were both
clarified and complicated. As Holland et al. (1998) explain, “[P]ersons, and to a lesser extent,
groups are caught in the tensions between past histories that have settled in them and the present
discourses and images that attract them or somehow impinge upon them” (p. 4). In the current
study, the contradictions within the collective activity system and those that arose within the
individual activity analyses concerning writing pedagogy suggested an incompatibility between
the teachers’ beliefs and their practices. However, the tensions within the collective activity
system concerning revision pedagogy appeared to remain hidden to the teachers while those
within the individual activity systems indicated that the teachers had already begun to question
some of their writing instruction practices. Bickmore, Smagorinsky, and O’Donnell-Allen (2005)
explain how schools contribute to these tensions, but responses to these tensions are often
inconsistent:
[I]n schools, multiple sources often make many simultaneous demands on teachers that
inevitably produce seemingly incompatible sets of principles for practice. At times such
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conflict and contradiction can produce useful innovation and change, while at others it
can contribute to tension and pressure (Cole, Engestrom, & Vasquez, 1997). We also see
the possibility that the contradictions in the setting will be so deeply embedded that
participants are not even aware or concerned that they exist (such as when teachers’)
stated beliefs (are) at odds with their teaching practice. (p. 25)
With this in mind, it is important to discuss why the tensions concerning the discrepancies
between the teachers’ revision beliefs and practices seemed “so deeply embedded” that they
were not “aware” that they existed, making the potential for change in revision practices less
likely. At the same time, the tensions displayed by individual teachers between their writing
pedagogy beliefs and the team’s practices were acknowledged and problematized, but they
persisted in prioritizing state-influenced and team practices. Examining these discrepancies is
essential in order to understand what would be necessary to facilitate change in these socially,
historically, and culturally-bounded contexts.
Within the collective activity system, the points of contradiction occurred between the
teachers’ conceptions of revision and the practical tools they utilized, their revision pedagogy
decisions and the objectives that they stated, and the reduced amount of revision instruction for
the standard students despite their more significant writing instruction needs. Although all of the
teachers except for Rachel admitted to not allowing for enough opportunities for students to
revise, none of them articulated any recognition that their revision practices were incongruent
with their stated beliefs about revision or their objectives for students’ revisions. Further, the
standard teachers seemed unaware of the ways in which their negative perceptions of their
standard-level students may have influenced their limited revision pedagogy. Within the
sociocultural framework, the embedded, and therefore unquestioned, nature of these
contradictions may be explained by distilling the historical, social, and cultural influences of the
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teachers’ primary settings. While these three concepts certainly represent overlapping contexts,
for the sake of clarity, I will categorize the various influences into one category each.
Using Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of the “historicity” of human activity, research
indicates that the common “history” of revision pedagogy over the past forty years reveals a
focus on revision-as-proofreading based upon narrow conceptions of the writing process model
(Emig, 1971; Fitzgerald, 1987; Murray, 1987; Sommers, 1980). Without the influence of
contemporary research and theory-based conceptions of revision through teacher education, it is
not surprising that even teachers who claim that revision involved both content and surface-level
concerns would fall back on traditional conceptions that they learned in school. They understood
that addressing content was important, but they did not have the revision pedagogy tools to
address it effectively, so they relied on making the same kinds of comments that they likely
received in school.
In terms of the prominent “social” influence on the teachers’ decisions, the primary
societal context beyond the school for these teachers was the influence of the state in the form of
the writing test. Because the results of this test reflected upon the teachers’ students, their own
teaching, and their school, this social influence was especially powerful in their writing
instruction. Little analysis is needed to recognize that the teachers did not have to question or
improve their revision practices within the context of the state writing test because the test did
not prioritize or require revision. If the test was designed so that evidence of revisions of
grammar, style, structure, and content were a requirement, the team would have had to prioritize
all four of those aspects of revision. Instead, as Kinsey indicated, their writing test preparation
did not focus at all on revision because it would not be on the test.
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The concept of “culture” is complex and multifaceted, but Holland et al. (1998) provide a
useful definition of culture as “historical events and conditions that have been distilled through
group processes into culture and passed somehow into (the) mind/body” (p. 14). For the teachers
in the current study, the primary cultural influence was that of the PLC team, a group whose
practices had been established over so many years that their primary “product,” the Sophomore
Project had become a fixture in the overall school culture at Woodlands. Because the team
prioritized Leanne’s project, and Leanne’s project prioritized other writing practices (i.e.,
planning, organizing, formatting), revision was never central to the team’s concerns. While the
highly-structured approach to organization and detailed handouts revealed a process that had
been honed and streamlined over many years, the teachers’ discussions of and justification for
revision practices were hazy and less developed. Even further, the tenth grade team was praised
within the school culture and the community for the success of their Sophomore Project, so their
focus on this particular “product” was reinforced in the larger cultural context as well.
Another aspect of the team’s cultural “norms” included their assumptions about the
abilities, motivations, and needs of different class levels. These beliefs appeared to be accepted
among all of the teachers, as if each class level was characterized by particular habits and
attitudes that remained consistent from year to year. The deficit model concerning the standardlevel students was clearly articulated in Kinsey’s and Joy’s justifications for not encouraging
more revision instruction. Margaret reinforced this conception, referring to the standard students
in terms of their extremely low reading and writing abilities. Leanne indicated that writing
“analysis” was a higher-order skill reserved for the seminar classes, but that the lower-level
classes did not focus on analysis in their writing. In addition, while the standard teachers often
attributed their students’ failures to laziness, Margaret tended to empathize with her seminar
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students for having too many commitments outside of school. All of the teachers seemed to agree
that honors and seminar students were motivated by grades, so they would come before or after
school to seek extra help, while the standard students did not care about grades and would not
come. While the teachers certainly developed their conceptions of the various class levels over
time and experience with their students, their presentations of these levels as static groups of
students and their generalizations about ability levels and motivation were limiting. However,
these culturally-accepted perceptions shed light on why the teachers may not be aware of or
concerned with the differences in revision instruction among different class levels.
While the contradictions among the teachers’ beliefs about revision and their practices
remained embedded and unquestioned within the collective activity system, the activity analyses
of the individual teachers revealed overt expressions of tensions and frustrations with the team’s
approach to writing instruction. These tensions revealed that many of the teachers had already
begun to question the efficacy of some of their writing practices, and they were positioned to
challenge the system and encourage change. However, these teachers continued to employ
practices with which they disagreed. Why did these teachers not challenge the team’s practices
or rebel and teach in the way that they believed was most beneficial?
Joy, Margaret, and Kinsey all expressed various levels of frustration with the status quo
of writing instruction within the team. The word “spoon-feeding” was commonly associated with
their approach to the research paper, with Joy and Kinsey expressing fears that their practices
may be counterproductive for student writing. From the seminar perspective, Margaret worried
that her students were “babied” by receiving the same formulaic instruction as their standard and
honors peers. Even Leanne, the author of most of the team materials, had an epiphany during the
semester when she realized that her students could handle more autonomy in their writing than
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she had previously allowed them. The unrest among three of the five teachers concerning the
writing pedagogy of the team along with Leanne’s realization about her students’ capabilities
made the ostensibly stable and established activity system of the team appear more tenuous and
susceptible to change. Even further, the changes in the teachers’ contextual factors with the shift
to the block schedule and the cancellation of the writing test positioned the team on the precipice
of change as they began to accept these new realities and prepared to make decisions about how
to navigate them moving forward. However, the teachers responded to the block schedule by
fitting their old curriculum into a new space, and almost all of them reacted to the writing test
cancellation by reducing the amount of writing opportunities for students. The teachers who were
the most vocal in their interviews about their frustrations with the research paper and writing test
templates still used them throughout the semester, with Margaret committing the most
“rebellious” acts of fitting her own writing philosophy into the pockets of writing instruction that
were not influenced by the team.
To understand the incompatibility of these actions, we must return again to the
complexities of the sociocultural theory of human activity. Holland et al. (1998) describe
individuals as “composites of many, often contradictory, self-understandings and identities,
whose loci are often not confined to the body but ‘spread over the material and social
environment,’ and few of which are completely durable” (p. 8). Teachers such as Joy, Margaret,
and Kinsey are individuals with agency to question and contend with the environments in which
they exist, but their identities are simultaneously informed by their other roles, including roles as
members of the team, as valued teachers in the school, as teachers whose students pass the
writing test. The influence of these complex roles may result in teachers’ simultaneously
espousing competing perspectives, what Holland et al. (1998) describe as the “dialogic nature”
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of human beings, “their tendency to encompass a number of views in virtual simultaneity and
tension, regardless of their logical compatibility” (p. 15). For example, a young teacher like Joy
may, at the same time, value the security that the team provides for her instruction, disagree with
the formulaic approach the team prioritizes, and utilize that same form due to her insecurities or
lack of tools to replace it. This dialogic perspective, consistent with sociocultural theory, avoids
seeking a single explanation for the incompatibility of teachers’ beliefs and actions within
writing pedagogy. With its simultaneous focus on the interactions between human agency and
the boundaries of social, cultural, and historical contexts, it also suggests that change is always
possible as long as individuals have agency to question or problematize actions within their
environments. Holland et al., (1998) refer to this individual action within the confines of the
system as “improvisation,” the means by which an individual does something out of keeping
with the system expectations, something experimental, creative, or new. An example of an
“improvisation” in the current context was Margaret’s approach to revision in the context of her
analytical essay. Although she did not espouse a perception of revision as “recursive,” her
instincts to help her students revise their thinking as they wrote represented a departure from the
team’s expectations and state requirements. When I asked her about this practice, she did not
attribute it to any outside influence; she merely suggested that she believed it helped her students
think about their writing while they were writing and she hoped it would help them for their
future AP writing.
Although these three teachers did not challenge the collective activity of the team overtly
by refusing to teach according to the team expectations, their expressions of frustration and
dissatisfaction are evidence that , as Cole and Engestrom (1997) suggest, “equilibrium is an
exception” and “tensions” and “disturbances… are the rule and engine of change” (p. 3). It is
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unclear what combination of factors would have to coalesce for change to occur, whether it is the
presence of the current study which challenged the teachers to articulate their beliefs, practices,
and frustrations (possibly for the first time) to someone outside of their school context, the
challenge of and freedom to adapt writing instruction without the pressure of the writing test, or
even the collaboration of the three teachers who were most frustrated toward finding a new
approach. What is clear is that the potential for change and transformation within the team’s
writing instruction remains as long as the individuals have the capacity to “improvise” within the
system and continue to question and challenge the forces within their sociocultural contexts.
Implications
The responsibility for change, however, does not rest solely on the shoulders of these
hardworking teachers operating in a network of powerful competing influences. One of the
strengths of the activity theory framework is its ability to acknowledge and contextualize the
numerous and diverse stakeholders involved in teachers’ instructional decisions. Making
significant changes to traditional writing instruction practices, such as the revision-as-the-finalproofreading-stage model, would require many of these stakeholders to acknowledge and
examine their impacts on one another and work in concert to encourage and support teachers
within these complex environments. For example, teachers receive mixed messages when
educational researchers say, for example, “revision is a crucial, complex, recursive act that
occurs throughout the writing process,” and then they receive a “writing test packet” from the
state that does not mention revision along with a reminder from the principal that this test reflects
upon their abilities as writing teachers, their students’ abilities as writers, and the school’s overall
achievement. Or, even worse, as in the current study, the teachers receive the writing test packet
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from the state without ever having heard from educational researchers concerning writing
pedagogy practices through their teacher education programs.
Both scenarios reveal the challenges that secondary English teachers face as they
navigate the complex terrain of numerous settings, each with its own set of expectations and
demands. Ultimately, these stakeholders must work more closely to align theory, research,
practice, and policy concerning effective writing instruction. Clearly this alignment is a
challenge because each stakeholder is also part of other activity systems that have their own set
of motives and tools. However, it is unreasonable to expect any significant systemic changes
within writing instruction in the classroom if there is not a consistent research- and theory-based
vision about what that change should look like. While the need for this kind of alignment was a
primary implication of the current study, there are several implications for each of the
stakeholders: teachers (instructional practices), teacher education programs, schools,
policymakers, and educational researchers.
Implications for Instructional Practice
Revision pedagogy as a thinking tool. According to my interpretation, the narrow
revision instruction that the students received over the course of the semester limited their ability
(1) to think critically about their writing and (2) to prepare for authentic writing beyond the
school context. Murray’s (2013) claim that “rewriting is thinking” (p. 5) was one of the driving
forces of my focus on revision within this study. I wondered if students would be assigned
writing that they completed dutifully according to a series of steps, or if they would be
challenged to write, and rewrite, and question their claims, and argue with themselves, and write
again. Elbow (1973) suggested that unless students are allowed to “be sloppy and relinquish
control,” they will not “improve their ability to think carefully and discriminatingly” about their
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writing (p. 34). Historians studying the development of literacy have suggested that one of the
primary benefits of the written word is its ability to “[allow] the writer to rethink and revise over
an extended period” (Langer & Applebee, 1987, p. 5). However, within the context of the current
study, revision was not utilized as a tool for thinking. In fact, the team approach to writing
instruction, focused on planning and organization, was so structured and stepwise that students
spent most of their time plugging in details to the appropriate slot on the graphic organizer or
rephrasing paragraphs from their sources. The process was anything but “sloppy,” and revision,
another opportunity for students to think about their writing, was reduced to proofreading prior
to submitting a final draft. The NCTE Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing (2004) highlight the
distinction between revision-as-proofreading and revision-as-thinking:
The insight that writing is a tool for thinking helps us to understand the process of
drafting and revision as one of exploration and discovery, and is nothing like transcribing
from pre-recorded tape. The writing process is not one of simply fixing up the mistakes in
an early draft, but of finding more and more wrinkles and implications in what one is
talking about.
The metaphor of the “pre-recorded tape” is reminiscent of the formula that students were
expected to follow for both the writing test and research paper, a process in which “exploration
and discovery” were limited by what several teachers referred to as “spoon-feeding.” Similarly,
the teachers’ comments did primarily focus on “fixing up the mistakes in an early draft” of the
research paper, rather than “finding more and more wrinkles and implications.” Within the
context of activity theory, Johnson et al. (2003) examined the persistence of the five-paragraph
essay and drew the following conclusion which is relevant to the concept of revision instruction
as well:
[W]e would argue that a playful ethos should permeate a learning environment so as to
enable learners to experiment, make mistakes, try new ideas, and push the boundaries of
their previous understanding. Doing so stretches learners’ (and teachers’) thresholds for
learning to generate the possibility for something fundamentally new and, from a
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contextual standpoint, creates an environment in which new ways of thinking are
possible. (p. 169)
The concepts of experimenting, making mistakes, trying new things, and pushing the boundaries
are all implicit aspects of the recursive revision process as conceptualized in contemporary
writing research (Fitzgerald, 1987; McCutchen, 2006; Sommers, 1980; Yagelski, 1995), but this
approach to revision instruction had not permeated the classrooms of the tenth grade teachers in
the current study. Kinsey in particular recognized that the team’s approach to “producing a
research paper” may not encourage students’ “advanced thinking,” but she did not offer any
potential solutions. The only exception was Margaret’s improvisation of recursive revision
within the analytical essay that her students wrote. Otherwise, there seemed to be little room for
individual teachers to experiment with different approaches due to test the state and team
contexts. While the lack of effective revision instruction was not the only means through which
students could learn to think about their writing, its omission was merely a symptom of the larger
problem that the priority on formulaic writing left little room for students’ critical thinking
during any part of the writing process.
Revision pedagogy that mirrors non-school writing. Closely linked to the problem of
constraining students’ critical thinking about writing was the implication that students received
limited preparation for writing contexts beyond school. The combination of the formulaic fiveparagraph approach to both the research paper and writing test essays as well as the lack of
continuous, content-based revision was contrary to research on what expert and professional
writers do. Anson’s (2008) critique of the long-term influence of standardized writing explains
the dangers of limiting students to “school” writing:
When we turn to the ways students are prepared to take national and state standardized
tests in writing… too few stakeholders understand that training young people to produce
a type of discourse found nowhere in the natural world in order to display command of
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simplistic, routinized textual habits and structures is…. a game, but with more important
consequences…. This belief in the generalizability of simplistic textual forms across
contexts is wrongheaded. It deceives teachers, parents, educational administrators, and
the general public into endorsing an unprincipled method of assessing students’ writing
abilities that drives equally unprincipled pedagogy. (p. 114)
Anson described the writing test as a “discourse found nowhere in the natural world” that led to
assessments and pedagogy that were artificial and disconnected from current writing pedagogy
theories and research. More broadly, Yagelski (1994) asked, “Does literacy as we teach it in our
schools serve the needs of our students as they read and write outside of school?” (p. 31) His
answer is a vehement “no,” suggesting that schools teach students that “writing and reading are
isolated, decontextualized skills governed by a set of universal rules: expository essays have an
introduction, a body, and a conclusion; sentences must never begin with a conjunction; use
simple, direct, declarative statements, and so on” (p. 33). I would add that traditional conceptions
of revision as proofreading add to this perception by treating revision as a “checklist” that
ensures that those universal rules have been followed.
Further, research on what experienced or professional writers do indicates that their
revisions balanced the concerns of the whole composition with its parts (Sommers, 1980),
blended surface and meaning changes (Faigley & Witte, 1981), and utilized an individual
approach to revision based upon their preferences and needs as writers (Faigley & Witte, 1981;
Sommers, 1980). In other words, writers outside of school contexts did not consider revision to
be proofreading, and they did not follow a prescriptive approach to revising their writing. Even
Leanne, the teacher in the group who had done the most professional writing, indicated that she
“really valued the revision process for [herself] personally as a writer” for the Holocaust
Museum and that she “would never turn something into them that [she] had not edited and
revised… especially if it’s going to be seen nationally.” Implicit in this statement was Leanne’s
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belief that revision was crucial for professional writers with “real” audiences, but it was a skill
that she was willing to marginalize in her instruction for her high school students due to time
constraints.
While some may argue that the differences between experienced and inexperienced
writers’ practices may have to do with different levels of writing maturity achieved over time,
Wallace and Hayes (1991) found that the central reason that inexperienced writers revised
superficially was that they did not understand the task of revision. In their experiment with
undergraduate writers, they found that the students improved significantly in their global
revisions after they were given direct instruction through comparing the revisions of a novice and
expert writer. Research on the differences between inexperienced and experienced writers
revealed that student writers need models of what experienced writers do when they revise, not
prescriptive rules about what to revise, but examples of different approaches so that students can
find one that syncs with their individual writing needs and style. Writing instruction that assumes
a “one-size-fits-all” approach both restrains students’ opportunities to explore and discover as
they write and rewrite and ignores what we know about what writers do outside of the school
context. If teachers are truly committed to teaching students to think critically and write in
contexts beyond the classroom, then they must be willing to create a writing environment that
mimics Murray’s (2013) claim that writing is “all a matter of trial and instructive error” (p. 5).
Implications for Teacher Education
The most obvious recommendation for teacher education programs based upon the
findings of the current study is that all teachers should have the opportunity to take a separate
course devoted to writing pedagogy in which they can explore different theoretical frameworks
and current research in order to develop a strong conceptual framework prior to entering the
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classroom. None of the five teachers in the study took a writing pedagogy course in their teacher
preparation programs, and none of them reported utilizing any writing-based pedagogy they had
learned in their English methods courses. Thus, the PLC team was made up of five intelligent,
hardworking teachers who were left to construct the team’s writing pedagogy based upon
alternative factors such as the writing test packet, personal preferences, and trial and error in the
classroom. As Leanne quipped during her discussion of the team’s approach to grammar
instruction: “I don’t know what the theory really is, but we know it works for us, and we like it.”
In their 2003 report, the National Commission on Writing acknowledged the problem of
teachers’ inadequate preparation for writing instruction through their recommendations that (1)
“[a]ll prospective teachers, no matter their discipline, should be provided with courses in how to
teach writing” (p. 41), (2) all colleges and universities should “make writing more central” (p.
65) to their teacher education programs, and (3) “teacher preparation programs [should] provide
all prospective teachers with exposure to writing theory and practice” (p. 65). Similarly, NCTE’s
“Beliefs about the Teaching of Writing” (2004) begins with the following claim: “Teachers of
writing should be well-versed in composition theory and research, and they should know
methods for turning that theory into practice. When writing teachers first walk into classrooms,
they should already know and practice good composition”
(http://www.ncte.org/positions/statements/writingbeliefs). However, the experiences of the five
teachers in the current study revealed that what “should” be happening in teacher education
programs regarding writing instruction and what actually happened for these teachers were very
different. Teacher education programs must offer and require a writing pedagogy course for all
prospective English teachers if traditional approaches to the writing process (e.g., revision as the
final stage of a linear writing process) are to be challenged.
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However, it is important to recognize the body of research suggesting that the content and
pedagogy of teacher education programs often fails to impact new teachers’ instructional
practices once they enter the school context (Alsup et al, 2006; Korthagen, F., 2001;
Smagorinsky, Cook, & Johnson, 2003; Zeichner & Gore, 1990); therefore, even improving
writing pedagogy instruction in teacher education may not effect or improve classroom writing
instruction. The activity theory framework, with its focus on the interactions of diverse
contextual factors, provides a useful response to these valid and research-based fears. Teacher
education programs, and the writing pedagogy courses within them, must not focus on the
relationships among theory, research, and practice to the exclusion of the diverse contextual
factors that prospective teachers will be forced to navigate within schools. Yagelski (1995)
suggested that it is crucial for “those who advocate change in the teaching of writing (to) take
into account” various factors such as “that teacher’s beliefs about the teaching of writing” and
“the institutional contexts within which she teaches” (p. 233). In their article “Are Methods
Enough?” Dickson et al. (2006) claimed that “[a]ttention to the context of schools – including
policies, local histories, state standards, district curricula, testing mandates, and much else that is
anathema to many university professors – helps to ground students’ development of a conception
of teaching in the setting in which their praxis occurs” (p. 316). Therefore, making writing
pedagogy courses a staple and requirement in teacher education programs will not promote
large-scale change unless these courses are designed with an awareness of the multifaceted, often
competing contexts within which English teachers teach. As McQuitty (2012) suggests, “The
question for writing teacher educators, then, is how to affect teachers’ writing instruction within
the culture and pressures of today’s schools” (p. 359).
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Implications for the School Context
The primary implications for the school context within this study focus on the need for
more extensive and continuous professional development opportunities to support teachers at the
beginning of reforms such as the shift to the block schedule and in the midst of initiatives such as
professional learning communities. The tenth grade teachers reported having minimal
professional development for both reforms with Joy suggesting that their block schedule
preparation merely encouraged them to break up instruction so that they did not lecture too much
and their PLC preparation was a only a half-day workshop. Kinsey did not recall any PLC
preparation and remembered feeling disappointed that the block schedule preparation was not
more helpful. Further, none of the teachers reported having any follow-up professional
development after the initial transition occurred.
This limited preparation and professional support speaks to the challenges that teachers
face when school-wide (or district-wide) reforms are made, but a lack of adequate professional
support and preparation limits teachers’ abilities to take advantage of any pedagogical benefits
that the reforms intended. For example, if the block schedule was intended to provide teachers
with ample time to experiment with new instructional techniques and provide more instructional
continuity (Zepeda & Mayers, 2006), a workshop that merely tells teachers to break up their
instruction during the extended time does not get to the heart of the reform effort. Similarly,
effective implementation of a PLC would necessarily involve ongoing instruction about the
purpose of the PLC (e.g., inquiry-based or results-oriented) and the various approaches to
collaboration that could improve student learning. Involving teachers more in the “why” and
“how” of different school reforms would provide them with a common vision (and pedagogical
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practices to accompany that vision) for how to take advantage of the change in their own
classrooms.
Zepeda and Mayers (2006) suggest that teachers may not understand the purpose and
process of reform because they are underconceptualized within the school as a whole. In their
review of research on block scheduling, Zepeda and Mayers were surprised to find that “not one
of the 58 studies indicated why the schools included went to a block schedule, and none
discussed the process used to lead a school towards its implementation” (p. 141). If those
advocating and leading reform efforts cannot articulate the reasons for reform, then the teachers’
abilities to adapt effectively are clearly constrained. Within the current study, the lack of
additional instruction and support resulted in adapting to the block by restructuring assignments
to fit the new time schedule, and “collaborating” in the PLC by relying heavily on one teacher’s
pedagogy at the expense of individual teachers’ autonomy in the classroom. However, without
sufficient training in the effective pedagogy associated with these reforms, the teachers were just
doing the best that they could with the resources they had. Not surprisingly, research supports the
need for deeper and more extensive professional development to implement reforms in such a
way that teachers can improve instruction (Davis-Wiley et al., 1995; Zepeda and Mayers, 2006).
In addition to providing more comprehensive professional development, schools should
also encourage an inquiry stance (Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009) within professional
learning communities that focuses not on “results” or common assessments or other
accountability-laden aspects of writing instruction, but on empowering teachers to question their
current practices, examine the impacts of their practices on student learning, and pursue external
resources to experiment with new practices. If teachers are given the freedom to collaborate,
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inquire, experiment, and continue to broaden their instructional repertoire, then PLCs create
avenues of reform and transformation within teaching practices.
Implications for Policymakers
In the current study, the writing test had a larger-than-life aura surrounding it as the
teachers discussed the ways that it had influenced their initial writing pedagogy and continued to
influence their current approaches. Although the NAEP Writing Framework (2011) suggested
that one of the primary purposes of the standardized writing assessment was “[t]o encourage
student writers to move beyond prescriptive or formulaic approaches in their writing,” the
current study revealed that the test had the opposite effect, encouraging teachers to utilize a
prescribed, formulaic approach to give their students the best chance to pass. This was consistent
with research suggesting that teachers’ writing curriculum mirrored the expectations of the
writing test (Hillocks, 2002; Scherff & Piazza, 2005). Even more detrimental is the fact that
many teachers without a strong conceptual framework in writing pedagogy, like the teachers in
the current study, appropriate writing test instruction as the conceptual framework that informs
most of their writing pedagogy decisions (Hillocks, 2002). Therefore, policymakers must
acknowledge the reality that even if the test is not intended to result in narrow, test-focused
pedagogy, the pressure and accountability that accompany the test make it difficult for teachers
not to prioritize compliance with the test format over other pedagogical decisions.
Because the Common Core State Standards (implemented the year after the data was
collected for the current study) include focused writing standards for all grades K-12, schools
will have renewed focus on students’ writing proficiency. McQuitty (2012) predicts that the
implementation of the CCSS will mean that writing will “join reading and mathematics as a
highly scrutinized, likely rigorously tested, subject area” (p. 359). If these writing tests are going
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to persist as a fixture of the educational landscape, then they must be aligned with current writing
pedagogy theory and research (Applebee &Langer, 2009), and they must reflect what writers do
outside of school contexts (Yagelski, 1994). From a practical standpoint, the first step would be
allowing students more time to write. The National Commission on Writing (2003) suggested
that “students need enough time to plan, produce, revise, and edit a single piece of written work
under test conditions” (p. 59). In the current study, part of the teachers’ justification for not
teaching revision was that it was not part of the writing test approach to, as Kinsey described,
“planning and producing” a first draft. The writing test must allow time and space for students to
do what experienced writers do, rather than focusing on a one-shot draft planned and written in
thirty minutes to determine students’ writing abilities (National Commission on Writing, 2003).
Implications for Educational Researchers
Future research in writing instruction should focus on the impact of reforms such as the
PLC model and the block schedule in terms of how different reforms impact teachers’ decisions
and what kinds of preparation encourage teachers to take advantage of the affordances of the
reform to improve instruction. While I focused in this study on the ways that individual teachers
delivered instruction in their classrooms, I was not able to examine the actual context of the PLC
team. Research examining the specific interactions and dynamics of the PLC setting as it relates
to writing instruction would provide a fuller picture of how decisions are made and what
combinations of factors lead to those decisions. Further, research that utilizes the activity theory
approach to analyze students’ experiences of writing instruction within their own multilayered
contexts would provide meaningful data from the students’ perspectives about how to improve
their school writing experiences and prepare them for writing contexts beyond classroom walls.
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Rooted in the work of Vygotsky (1978), activity theory is premised upon the claim that
studying human thoughts and actions by focusing on discrete components is as futile as studying
water by examining the properties of hydrogen and oxygen. Instead, a holistic analysis allows the
researcher to move forwards and backwards, from the parts to the whole and back again, to form
a more complete picture of the complexity and nuance of the activity. Engestrom (1999)
expanded this notion to include the belief that individual activity should not be studied apart
from the larger activity system because the individual’s actions are constantly influenced and
informed by the larger contexts in which he or she operates.
The findings from this multiple case study revealed that no single factor (e.g., writing
test, PLC team, class level, perception of students’ abilities, teacher preparation, personal writing
preferences) could be positioned as the reason that the tenth grade teachers chose to teach
revision in the way that they did. While each of the factors had varying levels of influence on
individual teachers and the team of teachers collectively, the decisions that the teachers made
were a result of interpreting the import of each of these factors, navigating the challenges that
each presented, and delivering writing instruction based upon the motives that they decided to
prioritize and the tools available to them (Grossman, Smagorinsky, & Valencia, 1999). Research
on writing instruction certainly benefits from an in-depth examination of the influence of one
factor, such as the state writing test, on teachers’ writing instruction, but this study revealed the
dangers of interpreting teachers’ decisions as the result of direct cause-and-effect relationships.
Teachers are individuals who bring their own set of beliefs and experiences to the act of
teaching, and they are entrenched in a complex network of settings and idiosettings that are all
competing and vying for preeminence. Further, the current study contradicted the common
perception of teachers isolated in their own classrooms by examining five teachers whose writing
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instruction was heavily influenced by team decisions, making an activity theory analysis not only
beneficial but necessary to explore the impact of this powerful collaborative context on
individual activity. Therefore, my purpose in the current study was not to clarify the role of
revision pedagogy in these teachers’ writing instruction practices, but “to complicate the
discussion” (Johnson et al., 2003) concerning why traditional approaches to revision pedagogy
persist.
The activity theory framework embraced the complexity of the act of writing instruction,
provided a means of comparing individual and collective pedagogical decisions within a
multilayered context, and positioned the inevitable tensions and contradictions within the system
as opportunities for insight and transformation. Unlike other studies utilizing activity theory to
examine writing instruction that focused on one or two teachers’ decisions (Johnson et al, 2003;
Grossman, Smagorinsky, & Valencia, 1999), this study was unique in its focus on five teachers
who worked closely with one another to plan major aspects of their curriculum including writing
instruction. Activity theory was the perfect complement to this scenario because it allowed me to
act like a photographer with a zoom lens. I could zoom in on one teacher’s decisions, analyze
them, question them, and then zoom back out to the larger system to see how those practices fit
within the larger context. I could zoom in again to a different teacher, or even compare data from
a pair of teachers, such as the teachers of the same class level, and then zoom back out to look at
the larger system. This continuous process of back and forth, in and out, allowed me to enter into
what Engestrom, Miettinen, and Punamaki (1999) called a “dialogical relationship with the local
activity under investigation” (p. 10) in which I could provide thick description of the teachers’
individual activities and the system as a whole. While activity theory is gaining ground in writing
pedagogy research (Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia, 1999; Johnson et al, 2003), there is a
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need for more research utilizing activity theory to examine writing pedagogy in order to expand
its potential and understand its limitations.
Conclusion
Writing teacher and scholar Donald Murray (2013) wrote, “Revision is not the end of the
writing process but the beginning.” If this is the case, then the students of the five teachers in this
study may have stopped writing before they ever got started. And yet these teachers were good
teachers, many of whom were writers themselves, with creative ideas, intense work ethics, a
willingness to collaborate, and a commitment to their students’ success. What, then, could
explain their team’s maximization of organized, structured first-draft writing at the expense of
thoughtful, recursive opportunities for students to revise? The blame-shifting begins at the high
school level, during their “apprenticeship(s) of observation” (Lortie, 1975) when they did not
learn how to revise their own writing. The responsibility could then be transferred to the teacher
education programs that did not provide separate writing pedagogy courses or prioritize writing
pedagogy within their methods courses. Or maybe it was the fault of the writing test that
prioritized first-draft, organized writing and demanded attention from them the minute they
became tenth grade teachers. The PLC team could easily shoulder the blame as the teachers
agreed to follow the writing curriculum of their most experienced and acclaimed member whose
self-proclaimed strength was organization and weakness was revision instruction. The new block
schedule certainly did not encourage revision instruction with its frenetic pace and crunched
deadlines.
Ultimately, the activity theory framework revealed that there was not a “uniform
explanation” (Grossman, Smagorinsky, and Valencia, 1999, p. 4) for the teachers’ minimization
of revision instruction. When these writing teachers entered the profession without conceptual
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tools as a foundation for writing instruction, they were forced to develop or appropriate practical
tools in response to various powerful external contexts such as the writing test or the
expectations of the PLC and then challenged to adjust to new initiatives such as the block
schedule. However, even within these restrictive contexts, seeds of potential change were planted
as individuals operating within larger systems questioned the system, problematized their
practices, considered how their practices influence their students’ writing, and began to wonder
about more effective approaches. It is within these moments of individuals’ disequilibrium with
the systems in which they operate that the possibility for “re-visioning” writing instruction may
occur.
Now imagine a classroom in which writing instruction is premised upon the
understanding that writing is rewiring. Journalists, novelists, scholars, and poets enter this
classroom and model their myriad revision processes. The teacher uses a wide variety of
practices, challenging students to try different approaches as they figure out what they want to
say and how they should say it. No writing test templates determine student thinking, and
students receive papers back from their teacher with questions and comments that are intended to
begin a dialogue with the writer that will continue in class. Attention to grammar and formatting
is sparse until it is time to edit, and students feel ownership over their work because they have
invested in the ideas and articulation over many drafts. Revision is engaging and interactive
rather than tedious. If this re-visioning of the writing classroom is ever to become the norm in
today’s English classes, we must empower teachers with an expanded and informed conception
of revision pedagogy and challenge the historical, cultural, and social forces that perpetuate the
status quo.
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IRB Approval
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IRB Renewal
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Appendix B
Data Collection Calendar

August
July 2011
2011

Met with
teachers
Approval

Interviews/
Student
Reflections

Contacted
teachers

October

November

December

January

February

March

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

2011

Final
teacher
interviews

Final
teacher
interviews

September 2011

Obtained
principal
and
district
consent

Developed
initial
teacher
interview
questions

Obtained IRB
approval
Distributed/collected
student and parent
consent forms

Initial teacher
interviews
Informal student
interviews

Initial
teacher
interviews
Informal
student
interviews

Final
teacher
interviews
Informal
student
interviews

Informal
student
interviews

Informal
student
interviews
Student
reflections

Observed
Observations

Began classroom
observations

Observed
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Observed

Attended
Sophomore
Night

Observed

Appendix C
Initial Teacher Interview Questions
1. How long have you been an English teacher?
2. What classes/levels do you currently teach?
3. What factor had the most influence on the way that you teach writing (and the revision
process specifically)? (e.g., your experiences as a student, teacher education courses,
teaching experience, etc.)
4. Based upon your experience, what is the most effective way to teach writing? What is
your writing instruction philosophy?
5. How would you describe the “work” of writing in your classroom? (e.g., workshop
approach; individual process; peer collaboration; whole-class discussion/instruction, etc.)
6. Could you describe your typical approach to improving student writing once you have
discerned their writing abilities at the beginning of the year? What particular strategies
have been most effective for your students?
7. What types of comments do you most often write on student essays? How do students
typically respond to these comments?
8. How would you define “revision”? In your opinion, what is the purpose of revision? Do
you consider it a significant stage in the writing process? Why or why not?
9. How do you think you students would define “revision”?
10. Do your students typically revise an essay or other piece of writing that they have
written? Why or why not?
11. How do you know that your writing instruction methods are effective? By what particular
criteria do you determine their success?
12. What are your ultimate goals for your students’ writing at the end of the year?
13. What factors influence the way that you teach writing (e.g., testing, standards, department
expectations, etc.)?
14. What is your greatest challenge as a writing teacher?
15. If you could change anything about your writing instruction, what would it be?
16. Is there anything else about the way you teach writing that you would like to share?
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Appendix D
Final Teacher Interview Questions: Joy
1. Could you reflect on the semester as a whole, particularly as it relates to your writing
instruction? What do you think went well, and what would you like to change for future
English II classes? (For Joy: Did you still “hate” the way you taught writing as you
suggested in your first interview?)
2. How do you think the following activities influenced your students’ writing abilities:
a. research paper
b. multi-genre project
c. daily warm-up exercises (Note: Joy’s students cited this as the most influential)
d. writing test preparation activities
e. writing assignments based on the literature they read
f. other writing assignments that you gave (please specify)
3. How did the cancellation of the writing test impact your writing instruction?
4. After observing all five English II teachers, it is clear that there is truly a “team”
approach in that there is consistency among teaching strategies, handouts, assignments,
project requirements, etc. Could you explain what you perceive as both the positive and
negative results of this team approach for your students?
5. How do you believe the block schedule impacted your writing instruction? (Your
students reported that it improved their writing because they had more time in class. Do
you agree?) Have you adapted your writing instruction this semester as a result?
6. In their reflections, the majority of your (Joy) students said that they enjoyed writing in
your class and cited the following areas of improvement: vocabulary, brainstorming,
confidence, punctuation/grammar, complete sentences, more details, paraphrasing. Do
you agree with their assessment? Do you feel like they improved?
7. Your students reported (and I observed) that they revised their research papers. How did
you prepare them to do this? (Did they peer edit? What does “read it backwards” mean?)
Do you believe that their final papers improved as a result of these revisions? If so, in
what way?
8. Were you able to incorporate any more creative writing this semester as you hoped?
9. Is there anything else that you would like to discuss as you reflect upon the past semester
and your writing instruction in particular?
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Appendix E
Teacher Biography Form
Teacher Questionnaire

1. Name: _________________________________ Preferred Pseudonym: ____________
2. Contact Information
a. E-mail:_____________________
b. Address:____________________
c. Phone:______________________
3. Age: ______
4. Grades/Class Levels Taught in Fall 2011: _____________________________________
5. How long have you taught English II? __________
6. Education background:
Degree Earned

Area

Bachelor of __________

major(s):

Teaching Certification

area(s):

Master’s Degree

discipline:

Doctoral Degree

discipline:

School/Institution

7. Professional development accomplishments/activities: (National Board Certification;
significant professional development experiences, workshops, conferences, etc.)

8. Other work experience?
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Appendix F
Student Reflection Questions
Reflection on Writing for Fall 2011
1. Did you enjoy writing in your English class this year? Why or why not?
2. Do you believe you became a better writer this year? If so, how? If not, why not?
3. If you believe that your writing improved, what types of writing lessons or writing
experiences in the classroom helped you to improve?
4. How would you define “revision”?
5. Did you revise any of your writing this year? If so, how?
6. If you did revise, did you feel like the second draft of your writing was better than the
first? Explain how or why.
7. You spent a significant amount of time in English class this year on the AWED project.
Do you believe that you became a better writer as a result of AWED? Explain.
8. Do you think the new block schedule helped or hurt your writing experiences this year?
Explain.
9. Do you like the fact that the 10th grade teachers work together to plan writing instruction?
Why or why not?
10. Would you change anything about the writing instruction you received this year?
Explain.
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Appendix G
Observation Protocol Form
Teacher Name:__________________________ Observation Date:__________________
Block period: _____

Time

Description

Reflections/Questions
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Appendix H
Yagelski's (1995) Coding Scheme for Revisions

I.

Surface Changes (Mechanics)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

punctuation
spelling
capitalization
pluralization
word form corrections other than pluralizations (e.g., subject-verb agreement;
tense changes)
f. substitutions (e.g., fewer for less)
g. corrected typographical errors (e.g., the for hte)
h. corrections on bibliographic format
II.

Stylistic Changes
a. Lexical – stylistic word substitutions (e.g., several for a few; increase for grow)
b. Phrasing
i. syntactic (meaning-preserving rewordings, including adding or deleting
words: e.g., to avoid an awkward construction)
ii. structure (meaning-preserving sentence restructuring: e.g., “When we
went outside” for “Having gone outside”)

III.

Structural Changes
a. organization (within paragraphs; within essay)
b. paragraphing (moving whole paragraphs; creating new paragraphs from existing
ones)

IV.

Content Changes
a. Addition of new material (new subject matter or ideas – as distinct from simply
adding new words to tighten a phrase or sentence, as in II.b. above) to develop
subject or clarify points
b. Deleting material (deleting subject matter or ideas – as distinct from deleting
words to make a sentence or phrase tighter, as in I.c. above)
c. Altering an idea, argument, etc. (e.g. changing from pro to con on an issue;
shifting focus from description to narration)
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Appendix I
Sample Student Paper from Each Teacher’s Class
Sample Paper from Joy’s Class
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Sample Paper from Kinsey’s Class
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Sample Paper from Leanne’s Class
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379
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Sample Paper from Margaret’s Class
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382

383

384

385
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Sample Paper from Rachel’s Class
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Appendix J
Analysis of Teacher Comments

Teacher/
Level/
# of
Papers

Joy
Standard

Surface
Comments/
Marks

#

Grammar/
Spelling

318

Format/
Bibliography

9

Stamps

26

9 papers

Stylistic
Comments

Awkward/
reword
Transitions
Additions/
Substitutions
Deletions
Repetitive
Word choice
Too long
Avoid questions
Obvious

#

11

Structural
Comments

None

#

0

0
11
4
4
10
1
1
1

Content-Related
Comments

Questions/comments
prompting further details
Improve introduction or
conclusion
Avoid opinion/use factual
support
Improve quotation
approach
Critique of content (e.g.,
“This is an ad”)

#

43
5
2
1
4

Total #

353

43

0

55

% Total

78%
351

10%
8
16
16

0%
1

12%
16

Grammar/
Spelling
Kinsey
Standard

Format/
Bibliography

23

Stamps

17

9 papers

391

Total #
% Total
Grammar/
Spelling
Leanne
Honors

Awkward
Transition (T)
Additions/
Substitutions
Deletions
Repetitive
Confusing
Word choice
Wordiness

75%
393

Format/
Bibliography

28

Stamps

9

10 papers

49
3
3
2
1

New
paragraph
Combine
paragraphs

1

Reorganize

2

98
Awkward
Transition
Additions/
Substitutions
Deletions
Repetitive
Word choice
Wordiness
Too long
Confusing

19%
47
2
20

Questions/comments
prompting further details
Improve introduction or
conclusion
Avoid opinions/ use factual
support
No thesis

4
New
paragraph
Reorganize
paragraph

1%
2
1

3
8
0
0
1
1

2
1

521

5%
38
2
3
1

Total #

430

82

3

44

% Total

77%

15%

1%

8%

400

451

9

28
Questions/comments
prompting further details
Improve introduction or
conclusion
Avoid opinions/ use factual
support
Improve quotation
approach

T
O
T
A
L
#

559

Teacher/
Level/
# of
Papers

Margaret
Seminar

Surface
Comments/
Marks

#

Grammar/
Spelling

19

Format/
Bibliography

55

Stamps

0

Stylistic
Comments

Awkward
Transition
Additions/
Substitutions
Deletions
Repetitive
Rewrite

#

3
3
2

Structural
Comments

New
paragraph
Reorganize
paragraphs

#

1
2

0
6
6

10 papers

Total #
% Total
Grammar/
Spelling

74
63%
444

Format/
Bibliography

50

Stamps

57

Rachel
Seminar

10 papers

Awkward
Transition
Additions/
Substitutions
Deletions
Repetitive
Word choice
Wordiness
Too long/short
Confusing/
reword
Formal tone
Vague/
Generalization
Fluff
No slang
Combine
Obvious
Avoid talking to
reader

20
17%
16
31
100
15
13
4
1
7
22

New
paragraph
Reorganize
paragraph
Paragraphs
too short/
too long
Quote too
long

3
3%
0
9
7

3

Content-Related
Comments

Questions/comments
prompting further details
Improve introduction or
conclusion
Critique of content (e.g.,
“Too much dependency on
source”, too many direct
quotations)
No thesis

Questions/comments
prompting further details
Improve introduction or
conclusion
Critique of content
Avoid opinion/use factual
support
Improve quotation
approach
Weak/no thesis
No topic sentences

#

T
O
T
A
L
#

10
1
7

2

20
17%
67

117

3
19
61
12
7
1

11
7
5
6
2
3
3

Total #

551

246

19

170

% Total

56%

25%

2%

17%

401

986

